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Foreword
Numerous methods and devices are available today for improving highway safety. This Record
contains 17 papers on roadway safety features, including guardrails and median barriers,
crash cushions, safety fences, breakaway lighting standards, truck escape ramps, and
provisions for the clear zone. The material should be of interest to design maintenance
and construction, and traffic safety engineers, as well as to the legal personnel of highway
departments.
Because of the high cost of crash tests, many of the papers also include the development
and results of computer simulations. These programs are becoming an increasingly useful
tool for predicting the performance of roadside afety features.
In one of eight papers on guardrails and median barrier , Bryden and Bruno use exi ting
traffic and geometric conditions to determine that the impact deflection of a movable barrier
on a reversible lane treatment is unlikely to interfere with opposing traffic. Sicking et al.
conducted static and dynamic laboratory tests, as well as full-scale crash tests, of a low-cost
end treatment for a W beam guardrail. The new treatment showed compliance with nationally
recognized impact performance standards. These same authors also used a slotted W beam
as an energy impulse dissipator in another successful low-cost guardrail end treatment.
Perera describes the characteristics, validation, and calibration of a new vehicle/barrier
crash model that has been incorporated into the Highway Object Simulation Program to
accommodate impacts with multifaced rigid barriers. Bligh and Sicking present appropriate
applications and limitations for the computer program Barrier VII, which helps designers to
analyze vehicle/barrier interactions.
Perera and Ross examined the roll-over potential of cars of varying weights in crashes with
the New Jersey profile concrete safety barrier and suggest several improvements for nontracking and high-angle impacts. Ray and Carney investigate the limitations of the current
NCHRP 230 procedure for predicting occupant risk values and propose a new computer
program that accommodates more genera l conditions and may be more accurate. Tuan et
al. present the result of a computer simulation that they conducted to determine that the
performance of two Kansas transition design equals or betters the performance of the FHW Aapproved double-W beam guardrail transition.
Carney reports on analytical and experimental studies leading to the design of a narrow
crash cushion, suitable for narrow hazard sites, that satisfies the requirements of NCHRP
230 and is inexpensive to build and repair. Logie et al. describe a computer program that
can be used to design the Connecticut Impact Attenuation System for a wide variety of site
configurations. Creasey et al. document current practice and evaluate the long-term effectiveness of delineation treatments for gore area crash cushions.
Laker describes British impact tests of six heavy vehicles and two cars into a high containment parapet with transition. Stoughton et al. provide details on their crash tests of seven
35-ft-high lighting standards with breakaway bases. Hansen et al. examine force deflection,
velocity, change, crush length, and physical modeling comparisons for proposed surrogate
vehicles for crash tests of luminaire supports and sign posts. Wambold reports on two 300ft-long test ramps and uses the results of tests involving two types of truck to develop a model
for arrestor bed design.
The papers by Turner and Barnett and Turner et al. are concerned with provisions for
utility poles in the urban clear zone and current state clear zone provisions, respectively.

v
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Movable Concrete Median Barrier
Risk Analysis
JAMES

E.

BRYDEN AND NICHOLAS J. BRUNO

A movable concrete safety-shape barrier was proposed for use in
a reversible-lane configuration on the Tappan Zee Bridge of the
New York State Thruway. Previous tests had indicated that this
barrier provides performance comparable to that of standard rigidconcrete safety-shape barrier, except for deflecting laterally on
impact. Because of the narrow median width on this structure,
concern arose that an impact on this barrier might cause it to
deflect into opposing traffic, causing interference with another
vehicle. This paper describes a model developed to assess the risk
of interference collisions. Traffic and geometric conditions on the
structure and the barrier's deflection characteristics were used to
calculate the probability that a primary impact on the barrier
would result in interference with opposing traffic. The model was
programmed on a microcomputer spreadsheet to. ~acilitate e~am
ination of various input parameters. For the conditions exammed,
the risk of interference impacts with opposing traffic is low, even
though the barrier deflects into the adjacent lane for some impacts.
This low risk can be weighed against the benefits anticipated from
use of the movable barrier to determine whether its introduction
is justified.

Based on concepts developed in Australia, a movable segmented concrete safety-shape barrier and transfer machine
are now commercially available in the United States. A limited number of installations have been completed in this country (1) and in Europe. Consisting of free-standing, hingeconnected, 3 .3-ft segments of reinforced-concrete barrier, this
system can be installed in any total length required and quickly
repositioned laterally using the transfer machine. With the
exception of lifting notches incorporated near the top, this
barrier's cross section is essentially equivalent to standard
concrete safety-shape median barrier (CMB), including its
height of 32 in and base width of 24 in.
Because it can be quickly and easily repositioned laterally,
this barrier has been suggested for use where the lane configuration must be adjusted periodically, such as in construction zones and reversible traffic lanes. Recently, it was considered for a reversible-lane configuration on the Tappan Zee
Bridge of the New York State Thruway.
This 3-mi bridge provides the only Hudson River crossing
in a 30-mi section immediately north of New York City. It
connects Rockland and Westchester counties, both densely
populated suburban areas, and provides the major commuter
route into the New York metropolitan area for residents on
the river's west side. Constructed in the 1950s, the bridge has
since been rehabilitated to keep pace with increasing traffic
demand (2). The available deck width of 84 ft from curb to
curb is currently configured as seven lanes-four eastbound
and three westbound. A CMB conforming to the standard
New York State Department of Transportation, Albany, N.Y. 12232 .

MB-5 configuration was installed to replace the previous steel
median barrier when the structure was reconfigured from six
to seven lanes in 1986.
The morning eastbound traffic peak is more compressed,
having higher hourly volumes than the evening westbound
peak, so four lanes were provided to accommodate morning
peak volumes. The three westbound lanes currently handle
evening peak traffic at an acceptable level of service. However, anticipated traffic growth is expected to reduce this level
of service during the evening peak. One proposal to accommodate this westbound increase is a reversible lane on the
bridge. The number of lanes open to traffic in opposing directions would be adjusted, using the movable CMB (MCMB)
to meet traffic demand. Although this scheme would normally
result in a four-three lane configuration during peak hours,
consideration could also be given to accommodating a fivetwo configuration for special events generating abnormally
high directional peaks.
Safety considerations dictate use of a positive traffic barrier-a median barrier-to separate opposing traffic flow on
the bridge, and that requirement would continue to apply if
a reversible-lane operation were adopted . Because the MCMB
can quickly be shifted laterally to reverse the lane configuration, with only minimal disruption to traffic, it offers an
attractive solution to this problem. Based on tests completed
by the manufacturer (3) and by the California Department of
Transportation, this barrier is expected to meet NCHRP Report
230 (4) criteria for structural adequacy, occupant risk, and
vehicle trajectory. However, unlike most permanent CMB,
which is essentially rigid, the new barrier deflects laterally on
impact. Depending on the exact joint configuration used,
deflections of several feet have been observed for passenger
car impacts listed in the recommended test matrix in NCHRP
230. For the Tappan Zee Bridge, both the existing and proposed configurations include lane widths of about 11 ft 6 in,
with traffic immediately adjacent to the barrier on each side
(see Figure 1). Thus, any substantial lateral deflection resulting from an impact on one side of the MCMB may involve
vehicles on the opposing side. Considering the heavy traffic
volumes, this could have severe consequences in terms of a
chain-reaction collision and resulting traffic congestion during
peak-flow periods.
Evaluation factors presented in NCH RP 230 do not include
specific provisions for evaluating movable or temporary barriers. Test vehicles must be contained on the impact side of
any barrier tested, but controlled lateral deflection is considered acceptable. Although the report does not specifically
preclude deflection into the opposing lane, it is clear that
interference with opposing traffic would not be considered
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FIGURE 1 Proposed lane configuration for the Tappan Zee Bridge.

acceptable. A stronger hmitation on lateral deflection is included
in the 1977 AASHTO barrier guide (5), which states that "a
semi-rigid system with a dynamic deflection greater than onehalf of the median width (assuming barrier in the middle of
the median) is not acceptable." This statement is interpreted
as prohibiting any barrier deflection into an opposing lane .
The analysis described in this paper was undertaken to
evaluate the risk of secondary collisions with opposing traffic
resulting from impact deflection of the MCMB. Other than
the references previously cited , no guidelines specifically consider the risk of opposite-direction involvement in establishing
acceptable performance limits for movable barrier. This paper
describes a methodology developed to determine this risk and
examines the effects of several design parameters.

DEVELOPMENT OF A RISK PREDICTION
MODEL

The possibility that the MCMB could be deflected into opposing traffic by a vehicle impact was a major concern in the
proposed installation on the Tappan Zee Bridge, and a procedure was needed to assess the risk of opposing-traffic
involvement, also called "interference accidents." Deflection
characteristics of the proposed MCMB had previously been
defined by Nordlin (3). Knowing traffic density and distribution on the bridge as well as the deflection characteristics
of the barrier, it is possible to calculate the risk of a secondary
interference accident for an initial impact of any given severity. Because the current median configuration on the Tappan

Zee Bndge was only installed in 1986, historic accident data
for this facility are scarce and do not include information on
impact severity. Similarly, median encroachment data for
facilities of this type are virtually nonexistent, making it
impossible to predict median accident rates with a reasonable
level of certainty. Thus, an alternative approach was developed that did not rely on actual accident histories or a highly
reliable prediction of encroachment rates. Instead, the outcome of an encroachment toward the median was examined
and summarized for each vehicle in the traffic stream. Because
of the bridge's high traffic density, some encroaching vehicles
would collide with other vehicles and thus not with the MCMB,
but others would impact the barrier.
On the basis of the structure's traffic density, the maximum
possihle numher of collisions with the MCMB can be calculated and the maximum possible impact speed and angle
defined. By including data on vehicle weight , total impact
severity can be established for these collisions. Based on known
deflection characteristics of the barrier for the defined distribution of impact severities, and known distribution of traffic
in the opposing lanes , the number of these collisions that
would result in secondary interference accidents can also be
calculated. The risk of such accidents is then defined as the
total number of interference accidents divided by the maximum possible number of collisions with the MCMB. The
actual number of interference impacts would, of course, be
the most valuable information for determining the MCMB's
suitability. Because that information cannot be obtained with
reasonable reliability, the risk of interference impacts, expressed
as a percentage of all median barrier impacts. provides an
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alternative approach. The procedure developed gives the upper
limit of this risk so potential costs and benefits associated with
the proposed design can be compared .
Based on traffic patterns on this structure, it became apparent that the reversible-lane configuration was required for
only 3 hr during the morning peak and 4 hr during the evening
peak. During these periods, four lanes would be required in
the peak direction and three in the offpeak , with the MCMB
separating opposing traffic. ("Offpeak" refers to lanes carrying traffic opposed to the peak lanes; "nonpeak" refers to
hours when less traffic is carried than in peak periods.) For
the remaining 17 hr, with only three lanes required in each
direction, the MCMB would be positioned in the middle of
the center lane. This configuration would provide a median
shoulder about 6 ft wide, essentially eliminating any risk of
barrier deflection into opposing traffic during those hours.
During the seven peak hours, traffic volumes (and density)
varied considerably by hour and direction . Traffic density
controlled both the probability of an encroaching vehicle
impacting the barrier and that of a secondary interference
impact with an opposing vehicle. The probability of a secondary collision is also related to barrier deflection, which is
a function of impact severity. Impact severity is in turn a
function of impact angle, which varies according to the lane
where encroachment originates and the vehicle's speed and
weight. Thus, to determine the total possible number of barrier impacts and interference impacts, it was necessary to
conduct the analysis for each hour, each lane and direction,
and each vehicle weight class. Because of the large number
of categories (seven lanes x 7 hr x five vehicle classes =
245), this problem was well suited to solution on a microcomputer spreadsheet . A model was developed and programmed
on Supercalc 4 software operated on an IBM XT computer.
This program calculated possible barrier impacts and interference impacts for the 245 classes and provided the total for
each. Although this particular model was developed for the
lane configuration and 7-hr peak period on this structure with
five specific vehicle weight classes, the spreadsheet can be
easily modified for alternative situations.
Risk of an interference impact is defined by the following
simple equation:
R = NifNT X 100

(1)

where

R = risk of interference impact (percent),
N, = maximum possible interference impacts per day, and
N r = maximum possible barrier impacts per day.
Nr and N 1 are calculated by the spreadsheet program and
are defined by the following equations:

where
probability that an opposing vehide is within the
lateral deflection zone of the impacted barrier,
and
= probability that an opposing vehicle is within the
longitudinal interference zone of the impacted
barrier.

PLAT =

PLoNo

The summations include encroachments from each travel
lane and direction, each of the seven peak hours, and each
vehicle weight category. Each of these parameters are functions of several other factors, including roadway geometry,
pavement friction, traffic speeds, barrier deflection characteristics , and driver reaction times. The relationships describing each of these primary parameters, as well as the secondary
factors, are discussed below.

Vehicle Speed, Impact Angle, and Weight

Vehicle speed affects impact severity and also controls the
maximum impact angle the encroaching vehicle can achieve.
For this facility, traffic speeds rarely exceed 45 mph in the
peak direction; thus, that speed was selected for the peak side
in this analysis. In the offpeak direction , speeds up to 60 mph
are encountered, so this higher speed was used on the offpeak
side. The speeds selected represent upper limits above which
few vehicles operate. They are conservative in that many more
vehicles operate below these speeds than above; impact severity based on them is rarely exceeded but is often not reached.
The maximum impact angle a vehicle can achieve is related
to its speed, the roadway friction, and the width of roadway
available according to the following relationship:
cos

e=

1 - gy/V2 (u

e=

impact angle (radians),

g = gravitation constant (32.17 ft/sec 2 ),

y
u

offset from vehicle center of gravity to the barrier (ft),
pavement friction coefficient,
<I> = pavement sideslope, and
V = vehicle velocity (ft/sec).
=
=

This relationship defined the impact angle used for New
York's early crash test evaluations of traffic barriers (6). For
this analysis , a pavement friction value of 0. 70 was combined
with a pavement sideslope of 0.04 to obtain a total lateral
resistance factor of 0.74. Maximum impact angles were calculated for each lane and design speed, using this lateral resistance value and rounded to the nearest 5° as follows:
Lateral
Offset
Lane

V = hourly directional traffic volume,
N = number of lanes in the direction considered, and
P 81 = probability of the encroaching vehicle impacting the
barrier.
and
(3)

(4)

<I>)

where

(2)

where

+

(ft)

Peak side (45 mph)
1
40.50
2
29.00
3
17.50
4
6.00
Offpeak side (60 mph)
29.00
1
2
17.50
3
6.00

Impact
Angle
(degrees)

35
35
25
15
25
20
10
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The maximum possible angle from the extreme right lane
(lane 1) was limited to 35° for this analysis. Even though the
calculated value slightly exceeded this figure, actual collisions
rarely exceed an impact angle of 35° at this speed, and most
are less severe. Thus, using this value is still conservative in
terms of all encroachments originating from this lane. As with
impact speed, this analysis is made conservative by using the
maximum achievable angle to define all collisions, because
many collisions involve less severe impact angles. Roadway
alignment-horizontal and vertical curvature-may also affect
impact angle. However, curvature on this structure is slight,
and the effects tend to be self-canceling when traffic in both
directions is considered. Roadway alignment thus was not
considered in this analysis.
During peak hours, large trucks and buses constitute a small
proportion of all traffic on the bridge. Further, experience
has shown that collisions involving trucks and buses, which
are unable to achieve high impact angles, rarely exceed the
impact severity of the most severe passenger car impacts. It
was considered acceptable to assume that all traffic on the
bridge consisted of passenger vehicles, for the following reasons:
• Maximum possible impact severity for passenger cars was
included in the analysis.
• Flatter angles were typically involved in truck or hus
impacts.
• The proportion of truck and bus traffic during peak hours
was low.
• The level of protection for large vehicle impacts provided
by current standards is less than for passenger cars.
Although some proportion of vehicles are also light trucks
and vans, which are somewhat heavier than the heaviest passenger cars, achievable impact angles for these vehicles are
also less severe, and overall severity probably does not exceed
the most severe passenger car impacts.
A previous study of traffic barrier performance in New
York State (7) categorized passenger car weights into classes,
based on a sample of barrier accidents in 1982 and 1983. The
weight distribution was as follows:
Weight
Range
(lb)

Percent
of Passenger
Cars

<2000
2,000-2,500
2.501-3.250
3,251-4,000
4,001-5,000

10
23
31
26
10

By using the upper bound of each weight range in the
analysis, the results were retained on the conservative side.
Further, passenger cars have become smaller since 1982, making this weight distribution even more conservative. This conservatism helped offset any reduction in severity caused by
not considering heavier vehicles.
The spreadsheet format used to perform this analysis permits direct input of alternative speed, pavement friction, and
maximum impact angles. By modifying the spreadsheet format, a different distribution of vehicle weight can also be
considered, although this last step requires some adjustment
of the spreadsheet.

Probability of Barrier Impact
If a vehicle encroaches toward a median barrier, it may impact
the barrier or it may impact another vehicle. In the latter
case, it may not strike the median barrier at all, or it may
impact the barrier at a reduced speed and angle. The probability of an encroaching vehicle impacting the median barrier
depends both on its encroachment path and the traffic density.
For this analysis, it was assumed that any contact with another
vehicle prevented barrier contact. Encroachments were assumed
to be at the most severe turn rate possible, using the impact
angle relationship discussed previously. Higher angle
encroachments result in a higher probability of barrier impact
and are thus conservative for this analysis. Vehicle size must
also be considered; a small size was used for this part of the
analysis to obtain the highest probability of barrier impact.
A spreadsheet format was developed to consider departures
from each lane and traversal of each adjacent lane individually. Input included lane width for this structure, vehicle
dimensions, speed, and pavement friction values. Geometric
equations were developed and coded onto the spreadsheet to
calculate the distance during traversal of each lane in which
that vehicle could interfere with another already in the lane.
In addition, the entrance and departure angles were computed
for each lane crossed. The longitudinal interference lengths
calculated by this spreadsheet were then input onto the main
spreadsheet.
The probability of impacting a vehicle in an adjacent lane
is denoted as follows:

(5)
where
Pvt.xv = probability that an encroaching vehicle originating from lane X will impact another vehicle in
lane Y;
LT.xY = longitudinal interference length for a vehicle originating from lane X and crossing lane Y; and

Gy = average gap length in lane Y, determined from
lane volume, speed, and vehicle size.
The probability of crossing a lane without impacting another
vehicle is then expressed as
Pc.xY = 1 - Pvt.XY

(6)

The probability that a vehicle will impact the barrier is
simply the product of the probabilities for each individual
lane that must be crossed to reach the barrier. For the threelane side of the bridge, this expression is written
PBl.1 = Pc.1-2 x Pc.1-3

(7)

where P a1.1 is the probability that a vehicle originating from
lane 1 (the extreme right lane) will cross lanes 2 and 3 and
impact the barrier without impacting another vehicle. A similar expression can be written for lane 2. For lane 3, the
probability becomes 1.0. Similar expressions can also be
developed for the four-lane peak direction.

s
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of the observed value and is generally on the conservative,
or high, side.
Subsequent to these tests, a series of full-scale tests was
initiated in 1987 by the California Department of Transportation. Their purpose was to evaluate barrier design revisions
intended to reduce barrier deflections from those reported in
Table 1. Although those results have not been published,
preliminary indications are that deflection can be reduced,
and a similar expression still relates lateral momentum and
deflection . To accommodate revised barrier designs having
reduced deflection, Equation 6 was revised as follows:

Barrier Deflection
The lateral barrier deflection resulting from a given impact
determines the probability of involving a vehicle in the opposing lane-the larger the deflection, the greater the probability. The main spreadsheet was used to sum interference
impacts for each lane and each hour that the reversible-lane
configuration was in operation. Because vehicle weight affects
deflection, the summation considered each of the five weight
classes individually.
Lateral barrier deflection was reported for 12 crash tests
by Nordlin (3) . Examination of those data revealed a close
relationship (R 2 = 0.92) between the lateral impact momentum of the vehicle and barrier deflection, as shown in Figure
2 and defined by the following equation:
DL = 29.1 x In ML - 190

DL = F 0 (29 .1 X In ML - 190)

where F0 is a deflection factor relating the magnitude of
deflection for the revised design to that reported for the original design. As shown in Figure 2, it is assumed that the
deflection-momentum relationship remains unchanged except
for the slope of the curve. By including the deflection factor
in the spreadsheet program, the effects of barrier design revisions are easily examined.

(8)

where
(9)

ML = S1 x (88/60) x (Wig) sin A 1 ,

(10)

ML = lateral impact momentum (lb-sec) ,
DL = lateral deflection (in),
S, = impact speed (mph),
W = vehicle weight (lb), and
A 1 = impact angle (degrees).

Lateral Probability of Opposing Traffic
Interference
Using the relationship between impact severity and lateral
deflection just outlined, the spreadsheet calculates maximum
possible deflection for each vehicle class-for each lane and
each hour. It then becomes necessary to determine the prob-

Table 1 compares observed deflections for the 12 tests with
the deflections predicted by this equation. For all except the
least severe case, the predicted value is within a few inches

•
0

lO

20

30

40

50

60

Lateral Barrier Deflection, Jn.

FIGURE 2 Lateral traffic barrier deflection related to lateral impact momentum.
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ability of an opposing vehicle being within that distance from
the barrier. Because maximum expected barrier deflection is
less than a lane width, only opposing vehicles in the median
lane must be considered. For this analysis, all vehicles in the
median lane were assumed to be evenly distributed laterally
across that lane, but with none closer than 1 ft from the CMB.
For an 11.5-ft lane width and a 5.5-ft vehicle width, the distance from the vehicle to the CMB is between 1 and 6 ft .
Although actual lateral placement distribution may be a curved
shape, use of the straight-line distribution (Figure 3) is conservative in that, with the exception of a very few close vehicles, it places more vehicles close to the barrier in the lower

mph
45
47
52
58
47
46
57
43
56
60
44
57
*DL

Impact
Angle,
deg

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
25

= 29.1

Vehicle
Weight,
lb.

Lateral

Observed

Momentum,

Deflection,
in.

lb. -sec

3200
1800
3180
4240
1800
3200
1800
4320
3650
4280
4020

800
470
919
1366
996
1737
1211
2192
2412
3030
2087
560 1

5100

(11)

The lateral probability is then calculated using the spreadsheet for the lateral deflection values corresponding to each
of the weight-lane-hour categories.

Longitudinal Probability of Opposing Traffic
Interference

TABLE 1 OBSERVED AND PREDICTED LATERAL
DEFLECTIONS
Impact
Speed,

deflection range where more accidents are likely to occur. By
solving similar triangles, the following expression was developed to relate the probability of an opposing vehicle within
the deflection zone for a given deflection:

Predicted
Deflection,
in.*

4 . 25
1. 25
5. 25
15. 38
11. 25
22 . 50
16 . 00
31. 12
29 . 75
49. 38
37. 50

4.52
-10. 96
8.56
20.09
10. 96
27. 08
16 . 59
33.85
36.64
43 . 27
32.43

#j,0 . 75

61 . !5

x ln ML - 190

When the MCMB is deflected by impact, it may strike an
opposing vehicle if one is within the barrier's longitudinal
deflection zone. In addition, a vehicle approaching the deflected
MCMB may impact the barrier if the driver is unable to react
quickly enough to avoid it. Thus, from a longitudinal standpoint, the critical distance over which an interference impact
may occur includes both the MCMB's longitudinal deflected
length and the distance traveled during driver reaction time .
The longitudinal probability of an interference impact is simply this critical distance divided by the average gap length.
Test data from the manufacturer (3) showed that the deflected
shape of the MCMB approximated an equilateral trapezoid

Total Lane Width= 11.5 ft

I----

I

Vehicle Width= 5.5 ft

Minimum CHB
Offset = 1. 0 ft

Assumed
Probability
Distribution

Possible
Actual
Probability
Distribution

...
...»
0

...."

"

~

.o

0.2~~~~-1~1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+--

....
0

...~
0

24

48
DL =Lateral

72

CMB

96

120

Deflection, in.

FIGURE 3 Relationship between barrier deflection and probability of vehicle
being within deflection zone.
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(see Figure 4), with the total longitudinal deflection, D 0
related to the lateral deflection by the expression

D 0 = lODL

+

,

(13)

where De equals the critical longitudinal deflected length in
inches.
By adding one car length, this value also considers interference impacts that involve a vehicle partially past the deflected
barrier. Assuming a large car (17 ft long) makes this expression
conservative and yields the expression

De = 6.67DL - (560/DL) + 257.3

(14)

The expression for reaction distance is given by

DR = TR x SB x (88160) x 12

(15)

where
driver reaction distance (in.),
driver reaction time (sec), and
opposing lane speed (mph).

The expression for gap distance is written

GB = [3,600

X

12

Ga = backside gap (in.),
Na = number of opposing lanes, and
VB = opposing volume.

(12)

140

where D 0 equals the longitudinal deflection in inches.
The critical distance of interest in this case is the average
longitudinal barrier length exposed to traffic. The expression
for lateral probability developed in the previous section accounts
for the entire range of lateral vehicle placement, so only average longitudinal length for a given lateral deflection is needed.
Because it was assumed that no vehicles are closer than 12
in. to the MCMB, the required value is the average of longitudinal deflected length at 12 in. and at DL in. away from
the original barrier position. This critical longitudinal deflected
length is given by the expression

DR
TR
Sa

where

X

(88/60)

X

Sa

X

Na]IVa

(16)

The probability then becomes
(17)
By assuming traffic to be split equally among all lanes (the
median lane probably carries fewer vehicles), a shorter gap
and thus a higher PLONG are obtained, keeping the analysis
on the conservative side.
On the spreadsheet, the gap is computed once for all weight
classes, and then the actual probability is computed for each
weight-lane-hour category. The spreadsheet is designed to
disregard negative probabilities that may result from low
deflection values. In addition, probabilities greater than 1.0,
which result when the sum of critical longitudinal deflected
length plus reaction distance exceeds the gap length, are
limited to 1.0.

Calculation of Risk of Interference Impact

The spreadsheet program calculates Equation 3 to obtain the
maximum possible number of opposing impacts for each lanedirection-weight category. The categories are summed for both
the peak and offpeak sides to obtain the parameter N,. In
addition, total barrier impacts, (NT) are summed for both the
peak and offpeak sides. The spreadsheet calculations only
consider the 7 peak hours for traffic on both sides of the
barrier. To consider the total risk of interference impacts, it
is also necessary to consider the 17 nonpeak hours. During
that period, adequate clearance is maintained on each side of
the MCMB so that it cannot be deflected into opposing traffic
for the range of impact severities discussed earlier. Because
traffic density is lower during these hours, the proba_bility of
encroaching vehicles impacting the barrier is higher than during peak hours. However, for this analysis, the same ratio of

Assumed Deflected Barrier

D
c

Opposing Lane

Original Barrier
Position

Impact Lane

FIGURE 4 Longitudinal profile of deOected movable concrete median barrier.
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MCMB impacts to total traffic was assumed during the nonpeak hours as was calculated from the spreadsheet program
output for the peak hours. Because no interference impacts
occur during these 17 hours, the low estimate of total MCMB
impacts during nonpeak hours results in a high (conservative)
estimate of the total risk of secondary impacts. This approach
is thus consistent with the conservative assumptions made
throughout this analysis. The total traffic and maximum total
MCMB impacts were calculated as follows for the conditions
assumed in this analysis:

Hours-Lanes
Peak hoursoffpeak side (3
lanes)
Peak hourspeak side (4
lanes)
Subtotal
Nonpeak hoursboth sides (6
lanes total)
Total

Total
Traffic

TABLE2 CALCULATED RISK OF OPPOSING-LANE
IMPACTS FOR VARIOUS MODEL INPUTS
Risk of

Impact Site

Reaction
Time,
TR

DEFLECTION FACTOR, FD
peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

0

Maximum

peak - 4 lane

Total
MCMB
Impacts

off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

25,219

51,500

42,956

102,600

45
60
60
45

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

peak-4 lane
off peek-3 lane

45
60

60
45

DEFLECTION FACTOR,

85,578

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

The maximum possible MCMB impact total of 85,578 then
becomes the denominator (N r) for Equation 1. Output from
the spreadsheet program can then be calculated for a number
C)f input parameters and the risk factor is calculated for each.

r

0

0
0

Table 2 summarizes the risk of opposing-lane interference
impacts for a range of input parameters. As just discussed,
the risks presented in this paper are based on an analysis of
each vehicle on the bridge encroaching toward the barrier at
the maximum steer rate. A number of simplifying assumptions
were conservatively made to obtain the highest estimated risk.
As seen in Table 2, the risk of opposing-lane interference is
low compared with all possible MCMB impacts. Only when
a relatively long driver reaction time (2 sec) is assumed does
risk exceed 10 percent. If barrier deflection is reduced from
the values reported in the manufacturer's early tests (deflection factors less than 1.0), risk is also reduced. Figures 5 and
6 examine the effects of driver reaction time and deflection
factor, respectively on the risk incurred.
Table 2 also reveals that impacts from both the peak and
offpeak travel directions contribute to the risk. Although higher
traffic density on the peak side reduces the probability that
an encroaching vehicle will impact the MCMB, the higher
traffic volume makes up for the reduced probability; for most
conditions examined, the numbers of opposing-lane impacts
are similar for collisions originating from either side of the
barrier. For this analysis, the reversible-lane configuration
would be implemented during only 7 hr each day. During the
remaining 17 hr, the MCMB would be centered in the middle
lane. Although about half the total barrier impacts would
occur during that 17-hr period, no interference impacts would
occur, and the total risk of interference impacts would thus
be reduced. If in other situations the barrier is not placed in
a neutral position for part of the day, the risk of interference
impacts might be higher.

45
60

3. 9 l

Total

1594
1658
3252

3.8 l

Total

4662
4085
8753

10. 2 'JI;

7741
6493
Total 14,234

16 . 6 'JI;

Total

1016
1051
2067

2 . 4 'JI;

Total

3217
2773
5990

7. 0 l

Total

5418
4494
9912

11.6 l

Total

539
~
1093

I. 3 l

Total

1874
1593
3467

4.1 'JI;

Total

3210
2631
5841

6. 8 'JI;

Total

354

60
45

45
60

60
45

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

2126
1244
3370

.. 0.6

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

DEFLECTION FACTOR, FD

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Total

60
45

peak-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

42 ,622

Interference
Impacts,
R

0, 8
45
60

0
0

NI

SB

45
60

17,737

Interference

Lane Speed, Impacts,

pu.k ·4 1ane
off peak-3 lane

31,900

51,100 x (42 ,956/51,500)

Opposing

= I. 0

DEFLECTION FACTOR, FD :

19,600

Impact
Speed,
SI

=0,4
45
60

60
45

pe•k-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

pe•k-4 lane
off peak-3 lane

45
60

60
45

176
178

0. 4 'JI;

690
568

Total

Ti5e'

I. 5 'JI;

1204
957

Total

2i6l

2.5 'II:

Traffic conditions different from those encountered on this
bridge would also have a major effect on the calculated risk.
Both the probability of a primary barrier impact and the longitudinal probability of a vehicle within the critical deflected
distance of the MCMB depend on average vehicle gap. As
traffic volume increases and the gap becomes smaller, the
probability of a primary barrier impact is less. However, the
longitudinal probability becomes higher as gaps decrease on
the opposing side of the barrier. For large barrier deflections
and vehicle headways of a few seconds, this longitudinal probability approaches 1.0, and it becomes 1.0 if driver reaction
time is included. Because both these probabilities vary, and
in different directions, it becomes necessary to calculate risk
values for actual anticipated traffic on the bridge in question.
Although the risks of interference impacts reported for this
structure (Table 2) are low, and deliberately conservative, there
is still a chance that a collision with the MCMB will involve
traffic in the opposing lanes. The final decision on whether this
risk is acceptable must consider the actual number of CMB
collisions anticipated on the bridge and the anticipated benefits from implementation of the barrier. For situations where
flexibility in lane configuration is needed to meet varying
traffic demands, and a positive barrier is warranted by high

"
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Peakside Traffic Speed
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Offpeakside Traffic Speed
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FIGURE 5 Effect of driver reaction time on risk of interference impact .
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FIGURE 6 Effect of lateral deflection factor on risk of interference impact.
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traffic volume and speed, the small risk of interference impacts
may be more than offset by improved traffic flo\v and reduc-

exceeds total median width, if the low risk of interference
impacts is offset by other benefits associated \Vith its use.

tion of other accidents. For such situations, the MCMB may
be justified, even though its deflection exceeds the available
median width for some impact conditions.
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High Containment Steel Bridge
Parapet With Transition to a
Safety Fence
I. B.

LAKER

The Department of Transport United Kingdom in Technical Memorandum BES (July 1982) requires that high containment parapets
be provided at certain high-risk locations where the dangers resulting from a vehicle penetrating the parapet are judged to outweigh
those from possibly redirecting vehicles back into the traffic stream.
Memorandum BES gives detailed design requirements for reinforced in-situ and precast concrete parapets; it specifies moments
of resistance in bending, horizontal, and transverse shear resistance and minimum wall thickness. No criteria are cited, however,
for designs in other materials such as metal or masonry. The
purpose of this report is to establish design criteria for high containment metal parapets.

The Department of Transport United Kingdom in Technical
Memorandum BES (July 1982) requires that high containment
parapets be provided at certain high-risk locations where the
dangers of a vehicle penetrating the parapet are judged to
outweigh those of a more rigid parapet that might redirect a
vehicle back into the traffic stream. The memorandum suggests the conditions under which high-containment parapets
might be useful: "At certain locations, the nature of the area
below the bridge may alone justify High Containment parapets. At other sites, both the circumstances below and on the
bridge (or its approaches) will need to be taken into account."
Memorandum BES gives detailed design requirements for
reinforced in-situ and precast concrete parapets; it specifies
moments of resistance in bending, horizontal, and transverse
shear resistance and wall minimum thickness. No criteria are
given, however, for designs in other materials such as metal
or masonry.
The purpose of this report is to establish design criteria for
high containment metal parapets.
The performance criteria in Memorandum BES for high
containment parapets include the requirement that a 30-ton,
rigid-chassis heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traveling at 64 km/h,
which impacts at an angle of 20 degrees, be redirected on a
departure path within an angle of 12 degrees to the line of
the parapet, without overturning. The memorandum does not
address the impact response of a private car, but the safety
fence was adopted so that the high containment parapet could
safely contain and redirect without overturning, on a similarly
restricted departure path, a car traveling 113 km/h, impacting
at 20 degrees. Debris from the vehicle and parapet should
not fall off the bridge.
This report describes the design and construction of a steel
post-and-rail parapet and impact testing with vehicles ranging
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, Crowthorne, Berkshire,
England.

from a 1-ton car to a 30-ton HGV. Impact performance is
examined with and without a 3-mm sheet steel cladding on
the parapet. Post spacings varied between 2 and 3.
The very strength of high containment parapets could prove
hazardous to those vehicles that run into the end of the parapet. Therefore, transition length, graded in strength to run
from the end of the parapet to a normal containment safety
fence (containment capacity for a 1.S-ton vehicle impacting
at 20 degrees and 113 km/h), has also been designed, constructed, and tested with a lS-degree impact by an HGV
traveling at 80 km/h. Eight tests, six using HGVs and two
using cars, were conducted on the parapet and transition length.
HIGH CONTAINMENT PARAPET
Parapet Design

Tests with HGVs into high containment concrete parapets
have shown that the parapet receives two impact blows
approximately in the same area (J). The primary blow occurs
on initial impact; the other is delivered by the rear of the
vehicle as it yaws into the parapet. In the early design stages
of the metal parapet, researchers thought that the first blow
might cause such damage to posts near the initial impact point
that the second blow would have to be absorbed by the rails
alone in bending and tension. Using frangible posts that would
break at their base was considered but rejected, because the
joints would not release under forces less than their design
strength and higher-impact blows could cause posts to fracture
and "unzip" the parapet. A rigid design was adopted instead.
Design Constraints

The parapet was designed to the following specifications :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test length: 30-m minimum
Parapet height: 1.S m
Number of rails: 4
Plinth height: 100 mm
Raised verge width: 600 mm
Cladding thickness: 3 mm
Maximum deflection: 800 mm

To protect the integrity of the bridge deck, the resistive moment
of the post anchorages was designed to be SO percent higher
than the ultimate moment of resistance of the posts.
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Component Dimensions
The mean lateral force acting on the vehicle was obtained
from the following equation (2):
Mean lateral force

m(v sin 0) 2

2[

sin 0 + b(cos 0 - 1) + z]

where
m = mass of vehicle,
0 = angle of impact,
v = vehicle forward velocity,
c = distance of center of gravity from front of vehicle,
b = half the width of the vehicle, and
z = deflection of barrier and crumpling of vehicle .

The equation predicts that the mean lateral force required to
redirect a 30-ton, 68-kmih HGV impacting at 20 degrees is
230 kN for a given z value of 800 mm. To allow a margin for
error , the parapet components were designed to resist a 270kN force, which is equivalent to a z value of 400 mm.
Figure 1 is a diagram of a four-rail high containment parapet. Rails under 300 mm in height above the running surface
are not regarded as effective memhers; the height adopted in
the final design was 315 mm. The lowest rail protects a car
wheel from impacting and snagging on the posts. The lateral
design load is assumed to be applied equally over the effective
longitudinal members for the purpose of deriving a bending
moment capacity for the posts.
The bending moment in the posts derived by assuming that
only the top three rails are effective is 25 percent greater than

All posts
203 x 203 x 52 UC
Grade 50c

285

100
All rails
150x100x5RHS
Grade 50c
285
All base plates
430 x 430 x 50
Grade 50c

265

100
~-- ------11-

125
130

1
635

720

400

i----

- - - - - - - - - - 2190 - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - 400

FIGURE 1 Section through parapet and simulated bridge deck.
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that developed for four rails. Calculations showed that a 203by 203- by 60-kg universal column section (UCS) should support 310 kN over four rails, or 248 kN over three rails. Static
load tests on the 60-kg-weight posts gave 30 percent higher
values than expected, which may be attributed to the section
plastic deformation under high load. Consequently, a lighter
post size was chosen, 203- by 203- by 52-kg UCS. This posts's
theoretical transverse load capacity is 271 kN applied over
four rails, 217 kN over the top three rails. Assuming that the
same excess strength of 30 percent would be found in practical
load tests, the lateral capacities of the posts increase to 352
kN over four rails, 282 kN over three rails. At these values,
the 203- by 203- by 52-kg UCS posts are sufficiently strong
to withstand the expected impact load of 270 kN.
Given a deflection of 800 mm, the top three rails would
be loaded to 76.6 kN per rail, and it was assumed that two
posts would be knocked out on impact. The tension in the
rails was calculated from a triangle of forces to be 225 kN
per rail, with the posts at 3-m centers. A rectangular hollow
section (RHS) size of 150 by 100 by 5 mm was selected to
meet those requirements (3).
Parapet Post Anchorage
The parapet post baseplate was anchored to the in-situ concrete plinth with eight M30 bolts. The bolted connection was
designed to transmit 1.5 times the theoretical capacity of the
203- by 203- by 60-kg UCS posts in bending and in shear,
which confined damage to the metal parapet.
Parapet Cladding
Cladding was added to discourage people from climbing the
parapet and to restrict debris from falling on the area below.
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Although mesh and solid cladding are both permitted by
Memorandum BES, the British Rail Inspectorate preferred a
3-mm steel plate. Two methods of fixing were tried, one using
6-mm self-tapping screws and the other employing 6.35-mmdiameter stainless steel rivets. The self-tapping screw fixing
was adequate for car impacts, but the sheet steel cladding
broke loose under HGV impact loading. The 6.35-mm rivets
at 150-mm centers securely retained the parapet to the rails
in all further impact tests.

Bridge Deck and Post Spacings
The parapet, 30 m in length, was mounted on an elevated
platform representing a bridge deck, with provision for fixing
posts at 2- or 3-m spacings. (Figures 1-4).

Instrumentation

Monitoring the Parapet
Strains generated in the deck and in the parapet were monitored by strain gauges fixed to the concrete reinforcement
mesh and to the posts and rails.
The strain readings provided the means to assess and, if
necessary, modify the prototype design. Were the parapet
components incorrect or underdesigned, then the metal parapets would yield into the plastic region and nonlinearities
would be difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, the degree of
distortion or collapse of the metallic components could in
themselves provide useful information. On the other hand, if
the parapet was significantly overdesigned, then the strain
readings would provide the opportunity to correct what would
be a costly and impact-aggressive design.

Vehicle guide rail

FIGURE 2 Site detail plan for steel high containment parapet (3-m post spacing).
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An array of high speed cameras (approximately ten) provided photographic evidence for analysis and documentary
purposes.

Impact Facility

All the tests were carried out by the Motor Industry Research
Association under contract to the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory. The vehicles were towed to impact speed by a
3-megawatt electric winch. Vehicles were guided by a slipper
unit fixed over a long rail and attached to the test vehicle .
The tow mechanism was disconnected before impact,
permitting the vehicle to run freely into the parapet.
FIGURE 3 Posts on elevated deck.

Parametric Study

The high containment parapet was subjected to six impact
tests; checks and repairs were made after each test. Vehicle
weights ranged from 1-ton cars to 30-ton 4-axle HGVs. Spacings between the posts varied. In some of the tests, sheet
metal cladding was fixed to the face of the parapet . All the
impacts were made at 20 degrees to the line of the parapet.
Details are given in Table 1.

TRANSITION FROM PARAPET TO
SAFETY FENCE
Concept

FIGURE 4 Test vehicle and parapet.

Extensive details on the positions and calibration of the
gauges are presented in Atkins & Partners (3).

Monitoring the Vehicles

All vehicles were fitted with triaxial accelerometers at the
center of gravity, together with rotational rate sensors to
measure yaw and roll motions.
Accelerometer outputs were filtered to remove unwanted
high frequency components that may, for example, include
responses arising from vibration of the vehicle member on
which the accelerometer is mounted rather than from the
effective mass of the vehicle. Previous work established how
much filtering was necessary to remove high frequency oscillations without reducing the total area under the acceleration
time trace. Accelerometer records were produced after filtering by a 60-Hz, 12-dB/octave Butterworth filter and by a
10-Hz, 48-dB/octave filter. The second level of filtering more
clearly reveals the underlying whole-vehicle movements .
An anthropometric dummy conforming to that described
in U.S. Federal Register, Part 572, was calibrated and placed
in the passenger seat in each car test. Triaxial accelerometers
were mounted in the head and chest; accelerometer readings
were filtered to SAE J2lla.

The endpost of a high containment parapet, through its inherent strength, could cause considerable damage to any impacting vehicle, private car or HGV. The purpose of the transition
is to provide a structure that minimizes this possibility and
provides a level of vehicle containment on the approaches to
the bridge.
By definition, the transition could contain only a vehicle
less weighty than a 30-ton HGV, for that is the design load
of the parapet. Should this high level of containment be required
on the approaches to the bridge, the parapet must be extended.
Earlier work had produced a high containment safety fence
capable of containing and redirecting an 80 km/h, 16-ton HGV
impacting at 15 degrees, known as the double-height, doublesided open box (DHDSOB) safety fence (4). A transition
capable of sustaining such an impact was designed to connect
the high containn1ent parapet to the high containnient fence .
The normal containment safety fence for private cars, the
single-height open box fence (SHOB), would then be linked to
the high containment safety fence to complete the assembly .

Transition Design

The impact criterion adopted was that the transition should
contain an 80 km/h, 16-ton HGV impacting at 15 degrees .
The DHDSOB safety fence contained such an impact, with
the maximum penetration of the vehicle occurring at 17 m
from the impact point. A transition from safety fence to parapet over this same length would then produce a worst case
condition for generating an end-on impact into the parapet.
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The initial impact under test was therefore arranged to occur
at the start of the transition.
Post strengths were selected by plotting the linear increase
in strength from safety fence to bridge parapet post over the
transition length; post sizes were chosen as closely as practicable to suit this linear scale (Figure 5). Two transition fences
were built, one with eight sizes of posts (Test D155) and the
other with only three sizes (Test E159). Figures 6 and 7 show
horizontal rails reducing from three at the attachment to the
parapet to two at the connection to the DHDSOB safety
fence. Figure 8 shows a cross section through the transition.
On making a connection to the SHOB, the discontinued rails
of the DHDSOB fence were terminated by a flair back and

TABLE 1 TEST PARAMETERS

Test No.

Vehicle

D139
D140
D142

Car
Car
HGV
(2-axle)
HGV
(4-axle)
HGV
(4-axle)
HGV
(4-axle)

D144
D148
E173

Nominal
Speed
(km/h)

Nominal
Weight
(tons)

Post
Spacing
(meters)

Cladding

113
113
80

1.0
1.0
16.0

2
2
2

No
Yes
No

68

30.0

2

Yes

68

30.0

3

Yes

68

30.0

3

No

e

0 Test 0155

-

Test E169

Linear transition
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FIGURE 5 Section moments of inertia of transition posts.
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FIGURE 6 Transition from double-height, double-sided OBB safety fence to steel parapet, using eight post sizes.
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FIGURE 7 Transition from double-height, double-sided OBB safety fence to steel parapet, using three post sizes.

FIGURE 10 Rear of transition.

415 , -

90
190

RunninQ surface

by ground anchors. Figures 9 and 10 show a transition using
eight sizes of posts. Both designs were impacted by 16-ton
HG Vs.

FIGURE 8 Cross section through transition.
PARAPET IMPACT TESTS

Table 1 lists the vehicle impact speeds and weights, together
the parapet was cladded or not. To keep damage repair between
tests to a minimum, the strongest version, with 2-m post spacings, was tested first, starting with the lowest levels of impact
energy.
Private Cars

FIGURE 9 Front of transition.

There was no doubt that the high containment parapet would
contain the 1-ton car impact at 113 km/h, 20 degrees; the
purpose of the test was to determine the vehicle trajectory.
Marginal changes of the post spacing in a parapet of this
strength would have little influence on a private car; accordingly, car tests were made with the posts at only one interval
(2-m centers).
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Figures 11 and 12 are summary charts of the impacts on
the non-cladded and cladded parapets; Table 2 gives some
measured results of the severity of impact. The deceleration
forces acting on the vehicles were high in both tests. The
value of the theoretical head impact velocity estimates the
impact velocity with which a freely moving object, representing an occupant's head, would hit the nearest surface
inside the vehicle compartment (4) . The recorded values of
8 m/s and 11 m/s are high, considering that irreversible injuries
are likely to occur at levels in excess of 5 mis.
Table 2 gives head and chest injury criteria analyzed to the
requirements of FMVSS 208. The head injury criteria (HIC)
at 1643 exceeded the 1000 limit for the non-cladded impact,
and the chest acceleration at 59 g was close to the accepted
threshold of 60 g over a duration of 3 mis. The cladded parapet
produced the converse situation: the HIC value was quite
low at 269, and the chest acceleration of 110 g exceeded the
threshold.
Vehicle trajectories were acceptable in both the noncladded and cladded versions of the parapet in terms of the
exit angle (cladded was 3 degrees, non-cladded, 4 degrees).
Neither vehicle overturned.
The relatively soft body work around the impacted wheel
penetrated into the depth of the rails on the non-cladded
parapet, and in so doing tore off the bonnet. The wheel and
suspension were severely damaged, although they remained
attached to the car. The car ran clear of the parapet for about
70 m after impact, but then the braking forces acting on the
damaged wheel caused the vehicle to gently yaw on soft ground
through 180 degrees and stop some 10 m from the line of the
parapet.
The vehicle trajectory with the cladded parapet appeared
smoother and, although the wheel assembly was severely damaged, the car continued on a steady departure path for about
100 m and stopped about 10 m in front of the parapet.
The data clearly indicate that both impacts were severe.
These high levels of impact force occur as a direct consequence of providing for high containment; users of high containment parameters must be aware of this. However, the
severity of impact can be reduced by fixing safety fences to
the front of the parapet by energy absorbing bracks (5); of
course, doing so may make the parapet more easily climbed
by irresponsible people.
Damage to the parapet was superficial; in-service repainting
would be sufficient repair.

Heavy Goods Vehicles

The high containment parapet was subjected to four HGV
impacts (Table 1). Three tests with 30-ton, 4-axle rigid tankers
were at a nominal 68 km/h; one test, with a 16-ton, 2-axle
rigid flat bed HGV, was at 80 km/h . All approach angles were
20 degrees. Two tests were with the post centers at 2-m spacings , and two tests had 3-m spacings . The fixing of 3-mm sheet
steel cladding to the face of the parapet was alternated between
tests .
High containment safety fences in steel and concrete have
been developed using 16-ton HG Vs as the target vehicles (4);
these are representative of a large percentage of the UK commercial vehicle fleet. The first of the HGV parapet tests (D142)
also used a 16-ton HGV to form a link between the work on

high containment safety fences and the work on high containment bridge parapets. The result was expected to be a
success, for the parapet was considerably stronger than the
safety fence and should easily contain the HGV. More importantly, such a test would indicate the probable outcomeand any need for modification to the prototype parapet-of
a 30-ton test.

Test D142: 16-ton HGV, 2-m post spacing,
no cladding
To represent the worst-case condition, no cladding was fitted
in anticipation that the vehicle might snag on the exposed
posts and rails and so cause heavy loading to the post and rail
fixings. Figure 13 shows that the 16-ton HGV, at an actual
speed of 82.9 km/h, was successfully contained and redirected
on a departure path close to the line of the parapet. The
maximum deflection was 200 mm at the top rail.
The strain gauges fixed to the posts and rails recorded the
expected double blow from the front and then the rear of the
vehicle . What was not expected, however, was that the posts
absorbed most of the impact energy in yielding-no tension
in the rails was measured at the parapet end anchorages. The
impact loads were confined to the damaged area over a length
that included four posts. The rails made little contribution in
tension, although their help in bending and redirection of the
vehicle was clearly evident from high-speed film and examination of the parapet. A concrete payload block broke loose
from the lorry and caused more damage to a post than any
damage sustained from the main impact.
The 16-ton test showed that the parapet was sufficiently
robust to proceed with the 30-ton vehicle tests.

Test Dl44: 30-ton HGV, 2-m post spacing, c/added
The impact speed was 68.8 km/h . The 3-mm-thick steel cladding was fixed with 6-mm self-tapping screws, which had proved
adequate in the car tests. The 30-ton vehicle, however, removed
three panels. This was considered unacceptable, and improved
fixings were used in later tests.
The vehicle rolled heavily toward the parapet, the container
tank was ruptured, and for a brief moment all wheels left the
deck. The double impact of vehicle front and rear occurred
as expected. The strain gauges recorded very little load transmitted to the parapet end anchorages. Three posts were damaged. The maximum penetration at the top of one post was
250 mm. All four rails in the impact zone were distorted, but
not excessively-in-service repair would be necessary but not
urgent.
Figure 14 shows the trajectory of the HGV. The vehicle
was successfully contained and redirected on a departure angle
of 6 degrees at 58 km/h. The tanker was remotely braked to
a halt some 30 m beyond the end of the parapet test length.

Test Dl48: 30-ton HGV, 3-m post spacing, c/added
The post spacings were increased from 2 m to 3 m. Wider
post spacings are less expensive and more aesthetically pleasing when viewed from below the bridge than closer spacings.

P6 HIGH CONTAINMENT STEEL P~. RAPET
Length :
30 · 5 m
Stat it tension : Zero
Maximum dt'fll'clion: Negligible
Damage: Dent on lower rail about

150 mm long , 5mm max depth

Severe on LHS from front to rear, front
end displaced to left. LH front subframe
Damage. and suspension crushed Bonnet torn off
Mass : 1040 kg
· and pushed through LH door window.
Plus 75 kg dumm y
Screen and side glass broken A- and
B-posts bent on con t act with 3rd ra i l.
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STEEL PS HIGH CONTAINMENT PARAPET (WITH CLADDING)
Infill Panels 1997 x 1450 x 3 thk,

Length:
30 · 5
Static tension: Zera
Maximum deflection: Negligible
Damage: 6 Screws holding cladding
sheared at point of impact .
Minor scratches and dents.

Grade 43a fixed to

each rail at 450 max,
rentres with 6 mm
self-seal, self-tapping
screws
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VEHICLE
Type: TALBOT ALPIN[: 1442cc CAR Mass ;

VEHICLE

PARAPET RESPONSE

Severe damage along whole of LHS .
1000 kg
Damage : LHS wheel and suspension crushed.
Car distorted - front end pushed to right
Plus 75 kg dummy
Only RH rear door would open.
Screen and sideglass broken
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FIGURE 12 Data from Test D140, October 1, 1986.
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STEEL P6 HIGH CONTAINMEl~T PARAPET
Length: 30· 5 m
Static tension:
Zero
Maximum deflection: 0·2 m approx on top roil
Damage: Caused by lorry ond ballast blocks
Dents in rails-mClinly 2nd rail near post 6 which also has 0·5m split
Lorry:
Post 6 flange bent by lorry flatbed . Post 7 bent back 0 ·1 m

·1

1ro

~

8 pushed bc1ck - 4 fixing bolts stripped . Post 9 pushed sid<'ways by 4th ballast block .
10 pushed sideways by 4th ballast block Post 11 pushed sideways by 4th ballast block .
rail bent down between posts 7 & 9 by blocks .
attachment bolts sheared on posts 6 to 11 inclusive .

Ballast .
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Post
Post
4th
Rail
~
Type ; 2-axle Rigid Lorry
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FIGURE 13 Data from Tiest D142, October 16, 1986.
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STEEL P6 HIGH CONTAINMENT PARAPET (WITH CLADDING)

Infill Ponels 1997 x 1450 x 3 thk.
Grade 43a fixed to
each ra1 l at 450 max,
centres ..11th 6mm Sela
self-tapping screws

Length: 30· 5m
Static ten.sion: zero
Maximum deflection: 0·2m approx , on top rail
Damage: Posts 6. 7. 8 bent rearwards
Gouges and dents on two lower rails near post 6
Loca lised dent on 2nd roil near post 5
Top roil deformed over 6m length
3 pone Is torn off

VEHICLE
Type: SEDDON ATKINSON 4-AXLE
TANKER
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FIGURE 14 Data from Test 0144, November 6, 1986.
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TABLE 2

MEASURED IMPACT SEVERITY
Head (accel. g) Severity Index

Test
No .
0139-1.0: 112:20,"
non-cladded
0140-1.0:111:30,"
cladded

Th iv
mis

HIC

8
11

Chest (accel. g)

Head

Level over
3 mS

Over
250 mS

1643

360

76

514

72

59

2.6

269

67

57

857

130

110

6.9

Peak

Level over
3 mS

Time ove r
60 g (sec)

NOTE: Post spacing = 2.0 m. Dl39: HIC fatal: chest acceleration marginally below 60 g limit. D 140: HIC moderate: chest
acceleration severe.
•Weight: speed :angle.

Stainless steel structural rivets, 6.35 mm in diameter, were
used to improve the fixing of the steel cladding. In practice,
the fixing proved adequate and no panels were dislodged
during impact.
The impact speed was 66.1 km/h (Figure 15). Three posts
were taken to yield point. The maximum deflection of 300
mm occurred at the top rail-a value well within the design
deflection of 800 mm.
The HGV front suspension was severely damaged and the
container tank was ruptured by contact with the top of one
post. The vehicle rolled heavily toward the parapet.
Very little load was transmitted through the rails to the end
anchorages . Post anchorages were undamaged-the yielding
of the posts had contributed mainly to the absorption of the
impact. About 9 m of rail needed repair, but this would not
be urgent. The test showed that the parapet with a 3-m post
spacing was an acceptable design.
Figure 15 shows a plan view of the HGV trajectory. The
vehicle was successfully contained and redirected on an exit
angle of 2 degrees at 54 km/h in a stable condition. It was
braked to rest some 24 m from the end of the parapet.

Test E173: 30-ton HGV, 3-m post spacing,
no cladding
The steel-cladded parapet with 3-m post spacings had successfully contained the design impact load . It was anticipated
that there would be a demand for the parapet without the
steel cladding, but the contribution to the overall parapet
strength offered by the cladding acting as a shear panel was
unknown. To find out, one further test was made on the
parapet, this one using 3-m spacing and no cladding.
The HGV hit the parapet at a speed of 65.3 km/h (Figure
16); it was successfully contained and redirected on a departure path of 1.5 degrees at 44.9 km/h. The HGV tank was
ruptured by the tops of three posts, allowing the contents to
spill from the tank. The chassis of the tanker was distorted,
but only one U-bolt holding the front axle sheared. The tank
was spilt over a length of about 1 m. After the HGV left the
test area, the remote brakes were applied; the vehicle came
to rest and remained on its wheels.
Four rails were damaged over a length of 18 m; they needed
replacement, but the repair was not urgent. The top rail was
permanently deflected a distance of 400 mm and the maximum
post deflection was 200 mm, measured at the top. Some bolts
sheared holding the rails to the posts but no station was without some bolted connection . There was no apparent damage
to the bolts holding the posts to the deck anchorage.

The parapet had satisfactorily contained and redirected the
30-ton test vehicle .
On several occasions over the series of tests, the tops of
the posts had punctured the container tank of the HGV. This
is clearly a hazard, particularly if the vehicle is carrying toxic
or flammable substances. In service, the posts should be cut
short to the level of the top rail or treated with a protective
capping piece to reduce the risk of penetrating the tank.

TRANSITION IMPACT TESTS

Figures 6 and 7 show the transitions from safety fence to
bridge parapet. Test D155 had eight posts graded in strength
from the high containment fence Z-post to the high containment bridge parapet. Test E159 had three graded strength
transition posts from fence to parapet.
Each design was impacted at over 80 km/h by a 16-ton,
rigid HGV on a 15-degree approach path.
Figures 17 and 18 show the path of each vehicle during and
after impact. Both vehicles were successfully contained and
redirected. Maximum roll angles measured 'at the center of
gravity were 33 and 34 degrees. The departure paths were
close to the line of the fence and the parapet, at 1 degree and
less; both exit speeds were at 70 km/h.
In Test D155 (eight grades of post), the vehicle contacted
the parapet a second time and then came to rest after the
brakes were applied. The lower rail of the transition was
extensively damaged and five posts would need in-service
replacement. The maximum permanent deflection measured
at the top of the post was 75 mm. The vehicle ballast blocks
caused some damage to the top rail and to the top of two
posts.

In Test E159, the ballast blocks shifted on the lorry bed
and displaced one post a longitudinal distance of 300 mm and
also caused damage to the top rail. Five posts needed replacement; the maximum lateral post deflection measured at the
top was 100 mm.
In neither test would the in-service repairs be regarded as
urgent.
After the vehicle left the transition in Test E159, it ran in
a stable condition onto rough ground. The remote-controlled
brakes caused the vehicle to yaw ; it then overturned and rolled
through 360 degrees. Movement of the ballast blocks on the
lorry bed contributed to the overturning motion .
In each test about 10 posts needed replacement, though
none urgently. Transition rails were damaged over a length
of about 17 m; some could be reused. The maximum rail

STEEL P6 HIGH CONTAINMENT PARAPET (WITH CLADDING)

Infill Panels 1997 • 1450 x 3 thk,
Grade 43a fixed to

each rail at 150 centres
'o'1th 6 · 3 mm AVDEL

Length: 30· 5m
Static tension: zero
Maximum deflection: 0·3 m approx. on top rai I
Damage: Posts 5, 6 & 7 bent rearwards
Gouges in front plate adjacent to post 5
Top of parapet leaning rearward 250 mm
betwe!'n posts 5 and 7
Top rail deformed over 9m length

structural rivets
"14

f
Chassis bent to RHS
Both axles pushed rearwards
Front LH and RH spring hangers torn off
Damage: Tank grooved on lower LHS by posts and top rail
Punctured tank from front to rear
Pierced by top of support posts
Cab damaged on LHS

'ill!!Q..;,
Type : SE DDON ATKINSON 4-AXLE
TANKER

VEHICLE

PARAPET RESPONSE
Rea1· end of chassiss impact
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FIGURE 15 Data from Test D148.
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SAFETY FENCE- P6 HIGH CONTAINMENT PARAPET
Length: 30·5m
Static tension: zero
Maximum deflection: 0·4m approx on top rail
Damage: Post 5, 6 and 7 bent re arwards
Deep groove in 2nd rail from ground
between posts 5 end 6
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deflections were 100 mm and 150 mm in Tests D155 and E159,
respectively.
Both the eight-size (Test D155) and the three-size post
transitions (Test E159) successfully contained and redirected
the 16-ton, 80 km/h test vehicle . Both designs achieved the
objective of protecting the vehicle from impacting the parapet
endpost. The transition with three sizes of post is probably
more attractive from the point of view of primary and repair
costs.

CONCLUSIONS

• A steel post-and-rail high containment parapet to withstand a 30-ton, 4-axle , HGV tanker impacting at 64 km/h on
an approach path of 20 degrees has been designed and successfully tested .
• The problem of protecting vehicles from impacting the
end of the parapet has been solved by the design and development of a transition length about 17 m long , which connects
a DHDSOB to the parapet. The transition length successfully
contained and redirected a 16-ton, 2-axle HGV , approaching
at 15 degrees , at a speed just over 80 km/h.
• Both parapet and transition length redirected the HGVs
and 1-ton cars at angles less than the design departure
angle of 12 degrees , although lateral deceleration was high ,
particularly in the case of the private cars.
• Strain gauges in the rails , posts, and simulated bridge
deck indicated that the loading was fairly local and did not
transfer to the rail end anchorages. Yielding of the posts and
rails absorbed the kinetic energy attributable to the lateral
velocity of the vehicles.
• Maximum deflection of the parapet was within the design
limit of 800 mm . The maximum recorded deflection of a rail
was 400 mm and that of a post , measured at the top , was 200
mm.
• The tops of posts penetrated the container tank of the
HGV . This would be a hazard for vehicles carrying toxic or
flammable material. The tops of the posts should either not
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protrude above the top rail or have a protective capping to
minimize the risk of puncturing the container tank .
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Delineation of Urban Freeway Gore
Area Crash Cushions in Texas
F.

THOMAS CREASEY, GERALD

L.

ULLMAN, AND CONRAD

The objectives of this study were to identify and document current
delineation practices for urban freeway gore area crash cushions
in Texas and to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of experimental crash cushion delineation treatments. The treatments
examined were implemented as part of a previous research study
in 1982. A survey of the Texas State Department of Highways and
Public Transportation (SDHPT) found that most districts used some
type of delineation on steel drum crash cushions but varied considerably as to the type and amount used-from small object markers
to nose and/or back panels and flashing lights. A problem cited by
the districts was that there are currently no standards or guidelines
in Texas for delineating crash cushions in freeway gore areas. Experimental treatments investigated in a previous study in Houston
were reevaluated to determine their long-term effectiveness. The
results indicated that treatments installed several years ago had
retained their effectiveness in reducing crash cushion repairs over
time. Delineation of steel drum crash cushions at eight study sites
was considered to be cost effective. Using a cost estimate from a
previous study, it was estimated that average annual savings in
labor and replacement material costs for the treatments ranged
from $990 to $4,400 per site. Total savings at the eight sites, accumulated over the 4-year period, were estimated to be approximately
$88,000.

Crash cushions are commonly used at freeway gore areas to
reduce vehicle impact severity and occupant injuries resulting
from fixed object collisions (1,2). However, replacement costs
of the attenuators (either in part or whole) and the exposure
of maintenance personnel to potentially hazardous situations
during repair activities offsets, to a degree, the safety benefits
derived from crash cushion use.
Recent studies have addressed the idea of increasing crash
cushion conspicuity in an attempt to reduce accidents with
urban freeway gore area crash cushions. When sight distance
to the gore area on an urban freeway is limited, added delineation has been shown to reduce the frequency of crash cushion repairs and vehicle encroachment rates through the gore
(3,4). The short-term reductions m repairs were so impressive
in Houston that the Texas State Department of Highways and
Public Transportation (SDHPT) installed nose and back panels
at most freeway gore area crash cushions in that city.
Recent research on crash cushion delineation (5) has suggested that delineation requirements are not the same for all
urban gore areas. A classification scheme was developed as
part of that study, based on the effective sight distance and
geometric alignment in advance of the gore area. With this
scheme, it became apparent that sites with limited sight dis-

F. T. Creasey, Wylbur Smith Associates, 3191 Maguire Blvd., Orlando,
Fla. 32803. G . L. Ullman and C. L. Dudek, Texas Transportation
Institute, The Texas A&M University System, College Station, Tex.
77843.
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tance to the crash cushions might benefit from increased delineation (such as a back panel) to increase the effective sight
distance.
Little guidance is available regarding the delineation of
freeway gore area crash cushions. Previous studies of crash
cushion delineation treatments have been limited to shortterm evaluations of their effectiveness. Since crash cushion
accidents are relatively rare, additional research on the performance of delineation over time would be useful in determining whether delineation eventually loses its effectiveness
(due to weathering or to drivers becoming accustomed to the
crash cushion's presence). In addition, a longer evaluation
period would provide a larger database upon which to evaluate
the effectiveness of the delineation treatments.
The specific objectives of this study were
• To determine similarities, differences, and problem areas
of gore area crash cushion delineation in Texas; and
• To perform a long-term evaluation of crash cushion delineation treatments installed in a previous study to determine
the effectiveness of the treatments over time in reducing crash
cushion impacts .
This paper presents a summary of the results of the research.
More specific details concerning the study can be found
elsewhere (6,7) .

CURRENT GORE AREA CRASH CUSHION
DELINEATION PRACTICES IN TEXAS
As an initial step, a telephone survey of 23 of the 24 SDHPT
districts was conducted to determine current practices regarding the delineation of urban freeway gore area crash cushions.
(One district was not contacted because it had no urban freeways.) The survey provided information on the different types
of delineation being used across the state as well as the similarities, differences, and problem areas with current delineation procedures. Site visits were made to five of the districts
to examine and further document the different types of
delineation currently in use in Texas.

Extent and Types of Delineation Lise

Fourteen of the districts were found to use crash cushions at
one or more urban freeway gore areas. Three of these reportedly do not use delineation to improve conspicuity . Of the
other 11 districts using delineation, the amount and type of

Creasey et al.
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delineation varied considerably. Some districts used different
types of delineation, depending on site-specific characteristics.
Table 1 presents a summary of the different types of delineation used for gore area crash cushions on urban freeways
and the number of districts using each type. The most common
delineation treatments include object markers-type 1 and
type 2, as described in the Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (8)-and chevron-patterned reflective nose
panels mounted on the front of the cushions. Examples of
these treatments are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Colors used

for the nose panels vary by district, with black/yellow, black/
white, and orange/white panels currently in place.
In some cases, the nose panel is supplemented with a back
panel to add conspicuity and increase the effective sight distance to the gore area. Flashing lights have also been installed
at some gore areas in the Houston, Dallas, and Ft. Worth
districts. At some relatively high accident locations, several
types of delineation have been combined to further increase
the conspicuity of the crash cushions. Examples of these supplemental delineation treatments are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Delineation Problems Encountered
TABLE 1 COMMON DELINEATION PRACTICES FOR
URBAN FREEWAY GORE AREA CRASH CUSHIONS
Type of Crash Cushion

Number of Districts Using'

Delineation

5

Nose Panels
black/yellow stripes

(3)

black/white stripes

(2)

Object Markers on or at Nose

6

The most common problem reported by the districts was loss
of reflectivity due to road film covering the delineation treatment. The districts do not have an efficient method of cleaning
delineation treatments, nor do they have the manpower to
clean them often enough. Also, cleaning exposes the worker
to traffic, increasing the possibility of an injury.
Another problem identified was that no specific guidelines
exist as to when, how much, or what type of delineation should
be used. The wide variety of treatments and combination of
treatments shown in Figures 1 through 4 are evidence of this.
Finally, there has been little communication among districts
regarding the results of delineation techniques and devices

Aenective Paint on Crash Cushions

Guardrail Delineators

Supplemental Delineation :
flashing lights

3

•

full gore area lighting
back panels

3

'Some Districts use multiple types of delineation treatments

FIGURE 2 Chevron nose panel and type I object marker.

FIGURE I

Type 2 object marker at front of crash cushion.

FIGURE 3 Type 2 object marker with supplemental flashing
lights.
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that have been tried. Although some districts were aware of
the delineation efforts of others, a widespread knowledge of
general activities throughout the state was absent.

of delineation that should be used, as well as guidelines concerning the feasibility or appropriateness of delineating freeway gore area crash cushions . However, a recent step toward
uniformity was taken by the SDHPT in designating the black/
yellow combination as proper colors for crash cushion delineation treatments . The installations currently not in compliance will be changed as it becomes necessary to replace them .

Survey Summary
Based on the survey results, there appears to be considerable
variety in crash cushion delineation procedures statewide.
However, there were some similarities for delineating freeway
gore crash cushions. Nose panels and object markers were
the most common types of delineation, with supplemental
back panels and flashing lights used at some locations with
relatively high accident occurrences.
Although similarities do exist, there were far more differences among delineation practices across the state. Color combinations for nose or nose/back panel configurations varied
among black/yellow, black/white, and orange/white. There is
a lack of guidelines in Texas regarding the number and types

LONG-TERM EFFECTIVENESS OF CRASH
CUSHION DELINEATION

This portion of the study addressed the long-term evaluation
of experimental crash cushion delineation treatments at freeway gore area locations in Houston. These sites were previously investigated in a 1982 study by Wunderlich (3), which
compared the short-term effectiveness of delineation treatments having varying levels of delineation.
The Wunderlich study used crash cushion repairs to investigate the effects of the experimental delineation treatments .
These treatments, which are summarized in Table 2, consisted
of varying levels of static delineation (pavement markers,
chevrons , and nose and back panels) and one dynamic treatment (flashing lights) . Treatments 1 through 4 are shown in
Figures 5 through 8, respectively. Each treatment was installed
at two sites. Generally, those sites having initially high average
repair frequencies rect:ived more conspicuous treatments. Two
additional sites did not receive any delineation and were used
as control sites. Crash cushion repair records from each site
were obtained for 3 years prior to treatment installation. The
repair records were then collected for a period of time after
treatment installation ( 17 to 22 months) and compared to the
records from before installation.
The Wunderlich study indicated that static delineation in
combination with flashing lights significantly reduced crash
cushion repairs at sites with initially high repair rates (six or
more repairs per year) . However , it appeared that the static
delineation treatments alone did not, as a group, reduce

FIGURE 4 Nose panel supplemented with back panel, flashing
lights, and chevron alignment signs.

TABLE 2 DELINEATION ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN EACH TREATMENT
LEVEL (3)
Basic Delineation Elements

Painted"

Raised

Barrels with

Reflective

Chevron'

Treatment

Nose

Re11ectoriz'3d

P;tvAmP.nt

Backb

Alignment

Flashinri'

Level

Panel

Stripe

Markers

Panel

Signs

Lights

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

3
4

• Yellow barrels and renectorized stripe
' Yellow and black alternating stripes (rellectorized)
• MUTCO Sign No. W1-8 (rellectorized)
0

Supplemental Delineation Elements

Amber Lenses
Source : Reference

Gll

x
x
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BARRELS WITH
REFLECTORIZED STRIPE

CHEVRON ALIGNMENT
0
SIGNS

YELLOW BARRELS WITH
REFLECTORIZED STRIPE

- - - - REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS

G

------ REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS

•ADDITIONAL ELEMENT

FIGURE 5

Treatment 1.
FIGURE 7 Treatment 3 (with supplemental back panel and
chevrons).

BACK PANEL
AMBER FLASHING UGHTS •

I

CHEVRON ALIGNMENT
SIGNS

II

YELLOW BARRELS WITH
REFLECTORIZED STRIPE

G

REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS

•ADDITIONAL ELEMENT

FIGURE 6 Treatment 2 (with supplemental back panel).
FIGURE 8 Treatment 4 (with supplemental back panel,
chevrons, and flashing lights).

repair rates at sites with moderate repair rates (four to six
per year). When evaluated on a site-by-site basis, though,
some reductions in crash cushion repairs were evident (3).

Methodology

Although accidents would be considered the most suitable
measure of effectiveness for this type of study, collisions with
crash cushions are not always reported. As in the Wunderlich
study, crash cushion repairs were used as the measure of
effectiveness in this research. Not all accidents with crash
cushions require repairs; however, repair records are considered to be a better measure of accident frequency than are
accident reports. For this evaluation, crash cushion repair

records for the eight Houston sites were obtained for 4 years
before and 4 years after the initial treatment installation. The
timeframe of the analysis was from January 1, 1979, to
December 31, 1986. Crash cushion repair frequencies were
examined to determine how the delineation treatments performed over time (in particular, whether crash cushion repairs
remained lower or increased).

Results

Table 3 is a summary of crash cushion repairs over an 8-year
period at the eight gore area sites examined in the earlier
study. Also shown in the table is the treatment level installed
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TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF CRASH CUSHION REPAIRS
(STEEL DRUMS)
Year

Treatment
Level

Location

79

Before

After

Delineation

Delineation

BO

81

82

83

84

85

l!:i-10 EB@ US 59 NB

4

4

2

6

3

2

IH-610 (E.L.) NB @ SH 225 EB

a

4

3

3

2

3

3

2

6

6

4

6

3

3

3

5

B

4

4

a

3

4

US 59 SB @ IH-45

3

10

6

3

6

4

IH-45 NB @ US 59 SB

3

10

5

6

5

6

2

3

IH-610 (W.L.) NB@ US 59

4

12

10

13

12

5

7

7

US 59 NB @ RICHMOND AVE.

4

3

7

14

5

4

2

2

IH-610 (W.L.) SB @ US 59
IH-610 (W.L.) SB@ IH-10

86

2

2

2

3

5

tistically significant; however, this is most likely due to the smaller
number of repairs, not the treatment effectiveness.
The study by Wunderlich suggested that repairs were not
affected by treatments 1, 2, and 3 at the sites with moderate
repair frequencies; however, these data were gathered less
than 2 years after the treatments were installed. Examining
the repairs over a 4-year period indicates that these treatments
were somewhat effective in reducing crash cushion repairs.
A comparison of the total repair costs before and after
delineation treatments at each of the study locations would
have been helpful. However, since these data were not available, an estimated average repair cost was used for comparative purposes. An earlier study (9) estimated an annual cost
of $1,760 per repair for steel drum crash cushions; however,
this figure was for a very limited number of repairs. Recent
repair cost data for a sample of 56 repairs were obtained from
the SDHPT District Maintenance Office in Houston. The
average cost per repair was approximately $880. This compares favorably with the $763 per repair for steel drum installations estimated by McFarland et al. in 1975 (10).
Using an average repair cost of $880, the average annual
savings in repairs for the various treatments were estimated
to range from $990 to $4,400 per year (see Figure 9). This
estimate includes only the labor and material costs for the

W.L. =West Loop

E.L. = East Loop
NB = Northbound, SB = Southbound, etc.

TABLE 4 REDUCTION IN CRASH CUSHION REPAIRS BY
DELINEATION TREATMENT
Total Accidents

Percent

Statistically

Before Delineation

After Delineation

Change

Significant'

26

17

-35

No

2

43

19

-56

Yes

3

51

23

-55

Yes

4

76

36

-53

Yes

Treatment
Level

Total Accidents

actual repair of the crash cushion; it does not include the
average cost to motorists who collide with steel drum crash
cushions. The values in Figure 9 show that all treatments did
result in some yearly cost savings. These values should not be
used to compare the relative effectiveness among treatments,
as predelineation repair frequencies varied dramatically from
site to site.
Overall, the delineation of the crash cushions at the eight
study sites appears to have been cost effective. Total savings
at the original sites, accumulated from the installation of the
delineation treatments through 1986, are estimated to be
approximately $88,000, based on the previous cost estimates.
The installation and maintenance costs for the delineation
treatments themselves are, for the most part, minimal. Treatment 4, which uses flashing lights, is the most expensive of
the treatments examined since it requires a source of power
to operate the lights. The costs of items such as pavement
markers, chevrons, and nose and back panels are relatively
minor by comparison.

CONCLUSION
'Statistically significant based on Chi-Square Test with 0.05 Level of Significance

at each site. The number of repairs shown in the table suggests
that the delineation treatments did, in fact, remain effective
over time.
Tahle 4 summarizes the reduction in repair frequencies by
treatment level for the 8-year period. Due to the similarity
between sites, repair frequencies for individual sites were
combined for each treatment level. The results indicate that the
treatments were effective in reducing the frequency of crash
cushion repairs over time. Treatments 2, 3, and 4 showed reductions of more than 50 percent (statistically significant using a
chi-square test with 0.05 level of significance). The 35-percent
reduction associated with treatment 1 was not found to be sta-

The primary objectives of this study were (a) to identify and
document current delineation practices for crash cushions in
urban freeway gore areas and (b) to evaluate the long-term
effectiveness of experimental treatments having varying levels
of delineation. The treatments examined were implemented
as part of a previous research study.
A survey of SDHPT districts in Texas revealed that most
districts use delineation on freeway gore area crash cushions.
However, there a variety of types are used (such as object
markers, nose panels, and back panels). A problem cited by
districts was that there are currently no guidelines in Texas
for delineating crash cushions.
Long-term evaluations of crash cushion delineation treatments installed and evaluated in a previous study were conducted for sites in Houston. Based on these studies, it appears
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FIGURE 9 Estimated average annual savings in crash cushion repair costs.

that delineation treatments using a combination of nose and
back panels (treatments 2, 3, and 4) continued to be effective
over time. The nose panel alone (treatment 1) also showed
a reduction in repairs; however, the results were not conclusive enough to indicate whether the reduction was related to
the treatment itself or occurred by chance. Traffic volumes
in the vicinity of the study sites increased slightly over the 8year study period; therefore, the reduction in repairs was
more likely attributable to the delineation treatments and not
to reduced exposure to traffic.
Using a cost estimate of $880 per repair (labor and materials) for steel drum crash cushions, the estimated average
annual savings for the delineation treatments ranged from
$990 to $4,400. Delineation of the crash cushions at the eight
study sites is considered to have been cost effective. Total
savings at the eight sites, accumulated from the installation
of the delineation treatments through 1986, are estimated to
be approximately $88,000, based on previous cost estimates.
When compared with the savings, installation and maintenance costs of the treatments were considered to be negligible.
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Development of Guardrail Extruder
Terminal
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Development of the Guardrail Extruder Terminal (GET), a lowcost end treatment for W-beam guardrails, is presented in this
paper. When impacted, this end treatment causes the W-beam to
be flattened and deformed in a controlled manner ahead of the
impacting vehicle. The flattening process dissipates energy, and
impacting vehicles are decelerated to a controlled stop. The paper
discusses static and dynamic laboratory testing of extruder components as well as full-scale crash tests of the GET. The GET is
shown to be in compliance with nationally recognized impact performance standards.

Highway engineers have searched for many years to find a
safe and economical method of terminating strong post Wbeam barriers. Early W-beam barriers were constructed with
an untreated standup end, which were capable of piercing
through impacting vehicles. To mitigate the hazard associated
with guardrail ends, engineers with the Texas State Depa1 lment of Highways and Public Transportation developed the
'Texas Twist," in which the guardrail end was twisted and
sloped to the ground. Although this treatment effectively solved
the problem of guardrails spearing impacting vehicles, it has
the potential for causing impacting vehicles to roll over (J ,2).
In an effort to solve problems associated with the Texas
twist, researchers developed the "Floppy End, " a sloped
guardrail end treatment designed to be pushed down by vehicles impacting the sloped barrier section (3). This treatment
exhibited somewhat improved impact performance but proved
to be a maintenance problem since the barrier end was frequently knocked down by roadside mowing activities. Further
efforts to refine the floppy end technique have solved some
of its maintenance problems (4,5). However, it continues to
exhibit a tendency to cause rollover when small vehicles impact
the end of the barrier.
The Breakaway Cable Terminal (BCT) is a guardrail end
treatment that has gained widespread acceptance across the
country (6). BCTend treatments rely on the dynamic buckling
of a flared section of guardrail to provide a mechanism for
slowing impacting vehicles in a controlled manner. As a result,
the BCT is very sensitive to the way the barrier end is flared;
field experience has indicated that improper flare rates are
frequently employed (7). Furthermore, even when installed
correctly, the BCT system has been shown to impart unacceptably high deceleration torces on mm1-s1ze vehicles (b').
An improved BCT design, the Eccentric Loader BCT
(ELBCT), was recently developed and successfully crash tested
with mini-size vehicles (9). Although this system should offer
improved safety performance over the standard BCT, the

Texas Transportation Institute, The Texas A&M University System ,
College Station, Tex. 77843 .

JR.

flared barrier end remains a critical component of the design.
Further, the ELBCT has several other important design details
that may adversely affect end treatment performance if not
installed correctly. Finally, the ELBCT requires significant
new hardware that will raise the cost of this system.
The Sentre (JO) and Vehicle Attenuator Terminal (VAT)
(J 1) end treatments are proprietary guardrail terminals that
have been introduced recently. While neither system has a
great deal of service history, crash test results indicate that
both terminals should perform well in the field. However, the
propriet;iry n<Jture and complexity of the designs increase the
cost of these end treatments to an unacceptable level. As a
result, proprietary end treatment deployment has been limited to sites with high accident frequencies.
Due to the high cost and the complexity of available end
treatments that meet current safety standards, highway agencies continue to use sloped and BCT end treatments. Therefore, in an effort to find a more suitable alternative , the
Guardrail Extruder Terminal (GET) was developed (12).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Barrier end treatment safety standards (13) require that a
guardrail terminal provide safe deceleration or controlled barrier penetration for vehicles impacting upstream from the
beginning of the length of barrier need (LON) and barrier
anchorage for redirecting vehicles impacting beyond the LON.
Crash test experience has indicated that, when a vehicle penetrates a barrier end at a high rate of speed, even small deceleration forces can throw the vehicle out of control, thereby
increasing the probability of a rollover. Further, vehicles traveling behind a guardrail are likely to impact the hazard that
the barrier was designed to shield . Thus, it is desirable for
an end treatment to provide impact attenuation to prevent
high-speed penetrations of the barrier end.
Field installations of barrier end treatments have revealed
that it is best to terminate guardrails along a tangent, thereby
eliminating problems associated with terminating barriers on
roadside slopes. If a guardrail terminal design is to be widely
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Thus, the primary objectives of the research reported here
were to develop a guardrail end treatment design that could
offer the following features :
• Meet nationally recognized safety standards (13),
• Be inexpensive to install and maintain,
• Perform safely when installed on a tangent section of
guardrail,
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• Provide attenuation for vehicles impacting the barrier
end, and
• Be simple to construct.

GUARDRAIL EXTRUDER CONCEPT
Numerous end treatment concepts were developed and subjected to a preliminary feasibility analysis. The GET was
believed to be the most promising concept and was selected
for further development. This concept involves placing an
extruding device over the end of a straight section of W-beam
guardrail (see Figure 1). When struck by an automobile, the
extruder curls the W-beam around a circular arc away from
the front of the impacting vehicle. Plastic deformation of the
W-beam dissipates impact energy and decelerates the vehicle
at an acceptable rate. Although the GET performs best for
head-on impacts, it should perform well for angular impacts.
When a vehicle strikes the extruder at an angle, the device
need only extrude a short distance before the vehicle can
safely penetrate behind the guardrail.
Preliminary evaluation of the GET concept revealed that
the extrusion could be best controlled by dividing the process
into two separate events. The first stage involves flattening
the W-beam to reduce its section modulus, while the second
involves bending the W-beam along a circular arc to project
it away from the impacting vehicle. This two-stage process is
depicted in Figure 2.
The section modulus of a standard 12 gauge W-beam is
approximately 1.37 in 3 • As the W-section is flattened, its section modulus is drastically reduced. When the depth of the
beam is reduced to 1 in, its section modulus is reduced to
approximately 0.4 in 3 • The flattened beam can then be easily
bent into a circular shape and guided away from the front of
an impacting automobile.
The flattening process can be accomplished by forcing the
W- beam down a metal chute with a decreasing cross section,

FIGURE 2 Two-stage extrusion process.

as shown in Figure 2. The distance over which the flattening
occurs was originally believed to have an effect on the forces
required to push the W-beam through the extruder. This belief
was based on the assumption that the angle between the flattening plates and the W-beam would affect the magnitude of
sliding friction. However, static tests of several different flattening sections revealed that the W-beam contacted the flattening plates only at the narrowest opening. Since the Wbeam did not contact the flattening chute along its length, the
angle between the flattening plates did not affect the steadystate extrusion forces. Thus, although the angle between the
W-beam and the flattening plates was found to influence the

•
Rail
Extruder

Vehicle

FIGURE 1 Guardrail extruder concept.
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rate at which extrusion forces climbed, there could be no
significant effect on the magnitude of steady-state extrusion
forces. Figure 3 shows results of static testing of three different
flattening devices. Each of these devices had an opening of
4 in on the intake end and a 1-in opening on the outlet end .
Thus, the flattening angle incorporated was directly related
to the length of the mechanisms. As shown in Figure 3,
approximately 10 kips were required to force a W-beam through
each of the three devices.
A circular bending section with a 4.5-in radius was then
added to the 12- and 24-in flattening devices. Static testing
was conducted to identify the effects of the bending sections
on extrusion forces. Figure 4 shows that the forces required
to slowly force a W-beam through the extruder varied from
9 kips to 13 kips with an average of approximately 11 kips.
The 11-kip average force would correspond to a 6-g deceleration on an 1,800-Ib vehicle and a 2.4-g deceleration on a
full-size vehicle. These deceleration rates are well below
acceptable limits (13).
The GET concept requires the W-beam rail to be terminated in a stand-up position similar to the BCT end treatment.
Longitudinal anchorage for the BCT end treatment is provided by firmly attaching a cable between the W-beam and the
bottom of the first post. This same mechanism could not be
incorporated for the GET since the cable and its attachment
hardware would inhibit the extrusion process. Therefore, a
cable-release mechanism, shown in Figure 5, was developed
to provide anchorage for the W-beam guardrail without inhibiting the operation of the extruder. The teeth on the cablerelease mechanism are designed to fit into slots cut in the end
of the W-beam rail element. As the extruder is pushed down
the guardrail, it contacts the back of the cable-release mechanism and the wedge-shaped teeth push the mechanism out
of the slots in the W-beam. However, when a vehicle impacts
the side of the guardrail, the teeth bite into the slots and
prevent longitudinal movement of the barrier end.
Pendulum testing of the cable anchor used in BCT end treatments has indicated that the breakaway wood BCT post is
capable of developing a 42-kip dynamic restraining force (11) .
Laboratory testing of the new cable-release mechanism indicated that the new device could develop a 38-kip static force.
This static load capacity should translate into a dynamic load
capacity well above the 42 kips provided by the breakaway
post incorporated in the BCT end treatment.

TERMINAL DESIGN
A preliminary GET was developed by constructing a protective steel box around the extruding devices shown in Figure
4. As shown in Figure 6, the protective box incorporated a
V2-in-thick rectangular steel impact plate to reduce damage
to th~ 0~vi~~ ~1-~ring i!!!p~t:!. St~e! p!:!tes ~!!d :.!~g!e~ '.'.'e:e
incorporated to safely transfer loads from the impact plate
into the extrusion device. Further, due to its heavy weight,
steel legs were tack welded to the bottom of the extrusion
device. These legs should also help assure proper mounting
height for the extruder. Steel angles were also welded to the
extruder with one leg of the angle extending in front of the
impact plate. These angles were designed to provide an interlock between the extruder and an impacting vehicle, thereby
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FIGURE 3 Static test results for W-beam flattening devices.
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FIGURE 5 Cable-release mechanism.

preventing the extruder from slipping along the front of the
impacting vehicle.
Dynamic load effects on extrusion forces were investigated
with two low-speed crash tests: MBP-1 and MBP-2. These
tests were run at 35 mph with a 4,276-Ib vehicle and at 47
mph with a 4,340-lb vehicle, respectively. Figure 7 shows force
dcflc..:tilni ~ha1d.l:lt:1i~Li\;!) ul iiu: GET Uu1ing these iwo iowspeed tests. Note that dynamic loads were not greatly different
from static test results and that impact speed had no significant
effect on dynamic extruder forces. Zinc galvanizing is believed
to behave as a lubricant during the extrusion process, which
explains the small differences between static and dynamic test
results .
Preliminary analysis of the energy dissipation characteristics
of the GET revealed that a large automobile impacting at 60
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mph could extrude as much as 50 ft of guardrail before coming
to a stop. However, a bolted guardrail splice normally found
within the first 25 ft of the guardrail end would likely inhibit
extruder performance. Thus, the preliminary GET design
incorporated a welded lap splice at the end of the first 25-ft
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section of W-beam. Further, previous testing of guardrail end
treatments has shown that unweakened wooden guardrail posts
can impart unacceptably high decelerations on small vehicles.
Therefore, two %-in holes were drilled in the first nine guardrail posts at the ground line and 18 in below ground. This
scheme, first incorporated in the controlled release terminal
(CRT) end treatment (5), is designed to provide weakened
post cross sections at points of maximum moment for posts
embedded in both stiff soil (ground surface) and soft soil (18
in below ground surface).
A 6-in by 8-in wood post, similar to those used in the BCT,
was used in the leading post position to assure proper strength
characteristics for impacts with the side of the W-beam. The
leading post was placed in a concrete footing to provide adequate anchorage for the W-beam. Although never tested during its development, the anchorage system used on some modern BCT designs, consisting of two driven steel box tubes
attached with a steel channel, could be incorporated into the
GET design. Such a system would eliminate the need for a
concrete footing and require 6-in by 8-in posts in the first two
positions.

DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING
Five full-scale crash tests were undertaken to identify other
design features required to meet safety requirements (13).
Important extruder performance problems and associated
design modifications identified during development testing
are described below.

Plane View
FIGURE 6 Guardrail extruder.
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Surprisingly, changing the direction of W-beam bending
significantly increased extrusion forces. Static test results indicated that bending the W-beam toward the roadway increased
average extrusion forces from 11 kips to 15 kips. As a result
of the large increase in extrusion forces and the problems
associated with projecting extruded guardrail across the roadway, this solution to the extruder rotation problem was abandoned. Another important finding from these development
tests was that extruder performance was not sensitive to the
guardrail post attachment . Therefore, standard button head
guardrail post bolts were used in the final GET design. Figure
9 shows a typical GET installation incorporating the final
extruder design.

Extruder Rotation

Head-on impact tests of the GET indicated that the extruder
had a tendency to rotate as it was pushed down the guardrail.
After the extruder rotated approximately 35° relative to the
guardrail, the W-beam became wedged in its mouth and the
device stopped functioning properly. Several design modifications were made in an attempt to solve this problem. The
most important of these changes involved adding a feeder
chute to the mouth of the extruder, as shown in Figure 8.
The feeder chute increased the stabilizing moment that the
guardrail could exert on the extruder , and the flared mouth
of the chute reduced the possibility of the W-beam becoming
wedged in the opening. These modifications virtually eliminated all rotation of the extruder during subsequent testing .
Another modification incorporated to reduce extruder pitch
rotations involved adding rubber dock bumper pads to the
top of the impact plate. Since the center of an automobile's
bumper impacts the extruder below its center of gravity, the
dock bumpers were added to help distribute initial impact
forces upward. This design change is not considered to be
critical to extruder performance.
Unsuccessful design modifications aimed at reducing extruder rotations included modifying the extruder to bend the Wbeam toward the roadway instead of away from it and weakening W-beam-to-post attachments. As the W-beam exits the
extruder, it is projected to the side and thereby exerts a side
force on the extruder. Further, posts impacting the side of
the extruder impart lateral forces in the same direction.
Therefore, it was believed that reversing the direction of Wbeam bending could reduce net side forces on the side of the
extruder and eliminate its tendency to rotate.

Breakaway Posts

Development testing indicated that the weakened guardrail
posts did not break properly when impacted by mini-size vehicles. When small vehicles impacted the GET, a post often
rotated downward instead of breaking along one of the weakened cross sections. As the post leaned over, it provided a
ramp for the front of the vehicle that could initiate rollover.
Proper post breakage could be assured if post rotation could
be eliminated. Previous dynamic testing of guardrail posts
indicated that these posts rotated about a point approximately
28 in below ground. Forces required to rotate a guardrail post
would be greatly increased by forcing the post to rotate about
a point at the ground surface. The post-rotation problem was
therefore eliminated by passing a cable around the footing
under the first post and through the ground-line holes of the
nexl three posts. Bearing plates were then placed behind poses
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FIGURE 8 Guardrail extruder with feeder chute.
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2 through 4 and attached to the ground-line cable. This cable
effectively eliminated post movement at the ground line and
forced the posts to break at the weakened cross section. Figure
10 shows a sketch of the ground-line cable system.
Another design modification incorporated to promote post
breakage involved placing an impact surface on the side of
the extruder. This metal surface was designed to promote
quick post breakage, thereby reducing lateral and longitudinal
post movements as the extruder passed in front of the post .
Figure 11 shows a sketch of the guardrail post impact surface .

COMPLIANCE TESTING
NCHRP Report 230 (13) requires four full-scale crash tests
of barrier end treatments. Two of the tests are designed to
study head-on impact performance of the end treatment, and
the remaining tests investigate the redirective capacity of the
barrier near the end treatment. The GET successfully passed
all four of the recommended crash tests, as summarized in
Table 1 and described below.

Test MB-6
The first compliance test involved a 1979 Honda Civic impacting the GET head on at 60 mph with the GET offset 15 in
away from the roadway. It was believed that offsetting the
vehicle in this manner would increase the probability of the
test vehicle yawing away from the guardrail end at a high rate
of speed. The test vehicle was smoothly decelerated as 13.2
ft of guardrail was forced through the extruder. After the
forward motion of the vehicle was virtually stopped, the vehicle began to yaw slowly away from the roadway . The test

FIGURE 9 Guardrail extruder terminal.
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vehicle exhibited no tendency to roll over and came to rest
within 30 ft of the original guardrail end. The maximum roll
angle during this test was less than 5°, and all occupant severity
measures were within recommended limits (13). Figure 12
shows the test vehicle and end treatment after test MB-6.

Test MB-7

Test MB-7 evaluated the performance of the GET for headon impacts with full-size automobiles. This test involved a
4,500-lb vehicle impacting the extruder head on at 61.6 mph .
The terminal performed well and decelerated the test vehicle
to a smooth stop over 45 ft. The test vehicle exhibited no
tendency to ride over the end treatmel).t, and all occupant-
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impact severity measures were well below recommended limits. The test vehicle and end treatment after test MB-7 are
shown in Figure 13.
Note that, as discussed previously, the splice between the
first and second 25-ft segments of guardrail was welded to
eliminate bolts that may inhibit extruder performance. As
shown in Figure 14, the test vehicle was traveling at approximately 38 mph when the extruder encountered the welded
splice. At this point, high deceleration forces would likely
have developed if a bolted splice had been incorporated. Thus,
the GET system cannot be expected to perform acceptably
with a bolted splice at this point in the guardrail system.
However, the test vehicle was decelerated to 25 mph after
extruding 37.5 ft of guardrail. Further, if the test vehicle had
weighed 4,500 lb and impacted at 60 mph, as required by
NCHRP Report 230 (13), it would have decelerated to less
than 20 mph after extruding 37.5 ft of guardrail. Although
the extrusion process would be restricted by a bolted splice
connection, severe deceleration forces would not likely develop
when the impacting vehicle is traveling at speeds less than 20
mph. A full-scale crash test should be conducted to verify the
safety performance of a GET with a bolted splice 37 .5 ft from
the end. Syro Steel Company , a leading guardrail manufacturer in Ohio, has indicated that a 37 .5-ft length of guardrail
could be purchased at a cost only modestly more than that of
37 .5 ft of guardrail cut in shorter lengths. Such a design modification would allow the terminal to be constructed without
field weiding a guardrail splice.
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The capacity of the GET for redirecting vehicles impacting
along the side was then tested with a mini-size automobile.
During this test , an 1,800-lb vehicle impacted the barrier 6.25
ft from the end at a speed of 59.5 mph and an angle of 15°.
The test vehicle was redirected smoothly and, although there
was some contact between the test vehicle's tires and the
guardrail posts, no significant snagging was observed. All
occupant severity measures were well within recommended
safety limits, and the test was considered to be successful.
Furthermore , no signs of distress were observed in the guardrail where the cable-release mechanism was attached.

\
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\

'

FIGURE 11

Post impact surface.

TABLE I SUMMARY OF GUARDRAIL EXTRUDER TERMINAL CRASH TESTS

TEST RESULTS
IMPACT CONDITIONS

VEHICLE
WEIGHT SPEED ANGLE OFFSET
TEST NO. llbsl
lmohl Ideal lin.)

OCCUPANT
IMPACT VELOC!lY

RIDEOOWN
ACCELERATION

LONG.
(ft/sec\

LAT.
(ft/sec )

LONG.
la ' sl

LAT.
la' sl

COl"'1ENTS

MB-6

1,785

58.7

0

15

29.0

12.5

15.5

2.1

Vehicle decelerated smoothly
to a stop

MB-7

4,600

61.6

0

0

19.8

0

8.2

0

Vehicle decelerated smoothly
to a stop

9429A-1

1,780

59.1

15.6

0

15.9

17.0

1.4

10.3

Vehicle redirected smoothly

9429A-2

4,410

58.9

24.9

0

23.2

16.5

6.2

8.5

Vehicle redirected smoothly

FIGURE 12 Vehicle and treatment after test MB-6.

FIGURE 13 Vehicle and treatment after test MB-7.
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Test 9429A-2

The final compliance test in this series involved a full-size
vehicle impacting the end treatment 12.5 ft from the end at
60 mph and 25°. The end treatment again performed very
well, even though the test vehicle deflected the barrier sufficiently to allow significant wheel contact with the guardrail
posts. Much of the barrier deflection was attributable to 3 in
of movement observed in the concrete footing under the leading guardrail post. The footing movement could have caused
as much as 1 ft of lateral barrier deflection. Excessive barrier
deflection allowed the rear wheels of the vehicle to ride up
on the base of a guardrail post .
Although no large snagging forces were generated, the exit
velocity for this test was somewhat lower than that recommended by NCHRP Report 230 evaluation criterion I (13).
This criterion mandates that a vehicle should not be redirected
into the traveled way at a speed less than 75 percent of its
impact speed. Thus, test evaluation is based on a subjective
judgment of whether the test vehicle has been redirected back
to the traveled way. During the subject crash test, the test
vehicle exited the barrier at an angle of less than 6° and then
quickly steered back to the barrier. It is believed that this test
vehicle \vould not have encroached significantly onto adjacent

traffic lanes; therefore, the test was considered to be a success.
For test 9429A-2, the change in vehicle velocity exceeded
the 15-mph value recommended in NCHRP 230 evaluation
criterion I (13). Although meeting this criterion is desirable,
it is believed that strict compliance with this factor is not
critical. This criterion requires subjective evaluation based on
whether or not the vehicle is judged to have been redirected
into or stopped while in adjacent traffic lanes. In the test
described herein, the test vehicle returned to the side of the
road after a short time interval and was not projected across
traffic lanes. Depending on the existence and the width of a
shoulder, the test vehicle may or may not be judged to have
briefly encroached on adjacent traffic lanes.
The primary intent of evaluation criterion I is to prevent
the redirected vehicle from becoming a potential hazard to
other traffic. It should be noted that, at this time, there is no
evidence that post-impact trajectory is a serious problem.
Furthermore, impacting the transition at such a severe speed
and angle is a low-probability event. Although, as stated above,
the change in vehicle velocity exceeded the recommended
value of 15 mph, the occupant-impact velocity and ridedown
acceleration were both within maximum acceptable limits (13)
for this test. This fact further supports the opinion that the
severity of impact was well within tolerance limits.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The GET has been tested and was shown to satisfy the requirements of NCHRP Report 230. The total cost of the GET
should be relatively low. Extruders used in the testing were
originally constructed for approximately $500 each. The cablerelease mechanism was constructed for approximately $250.
Remaining hardware items should cost less than $250, and
installation of this system should be easier than widely used
BCT end treatments. Therefore, the entire cost of the GET
should be less than $1,500. Further, key components of the
GET are very durable. No significant damage was sustained
by the extruders or the cable-release mechanism during any

of the 11 full-scale crash tests conducted during GET development.
The GET captures a vehicle impacting the end of the barrier
and safely decelerates it to a stop rather than allowing the
vehicle to penetrate the barrier at a high rate of speed. This
aspect of the GET represents a significant safety improvement
over other low-cost end treatment devices, such as the BCT.
In addition, the GET is designed to be installed on a tangent
section and therefore can be used at sites where flared treatments are inappropriate.
Based on the potential safety improvement and low cost
offered by the GET, it is recommended for immediate implementation as an experimental device. Construction activities
and accident histories should be monitored to quickly identify
any remaining construction, maintenance, or safety problems.
All GET testing reported in this paper involved guardrail
mounted on 7-in round wood posts . Although this system
successfully passed NCHRP Report 230 test standards, it is
believed that the GET would perform better on a blockedout system since barrier redirection performance may be
improved.
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Connecticut Narrow Hazard
Crash Cushion
]OHN

F.

CARNEY

III

This paper describes analytical and experimental work that resulted
in the development of a nonproprietary crash cushion to be used
at narrow hazard sites. Examples of such locations include the
ends of edge-of-road and median barriers, bridge pillars, and
center piers. The first phase of the experimental program involved
a series of scale-model impact tests to verify the energy dissipation
predictions of the analytical model and to investigate the lateral
stability characteristics of the crash cushion model. In the second
phase of the experimental program, full-scale crash tests were
conducted in accordance with the requirements of NCHRP Report
230. This new narrow hazard crash cushion satisfies the requirements of that document and is inexpensive to fabricate and repair.
In addition, the system possesses a unique, self-contained backup
structure, which permits its use as an end treatment for a wide
variety of narrow hazards, including concrete barriers and all
guardrail systems.

The favorable energy dissipation capabilities of laterally loaded
metallic cylinders have led to their employment in impact
attenuation devices used in highway safety applications. These
crash cushions have included both portable (1-3) and stationary (4,5) devices. In both systems, energy is dissipated by
deforming mild steel cylinders inelastically to deformations
approaching 90 percent of their original outside diameters
under high-speed impacts (60 mph) with heavy vehicles
(4,500-lb) .
The portable system is employed in slow-moving maintenance operations (e.g., line striping) to provide protection
for both the errant motorist and maintenance personnel. The
design of the stationary system is shown in Figure 1. This
operational crash cushion, known as the Connecticut Impact
Attenuation System (CIAS), is composed of 14 mild steel
cylinders of 3- or 4-ft diameters. All of the cylinders are 4 ft
high, but the individual wall thicknesses vary from cylinder
to cylinder. This crash cushion is unique in that it will trap
the errant vehicle when it impacts the unit on the side unless
the area of impact is so close to the back of the system that
significant energy dissipation and acceptable deceleration
responses are unobtainable because of the proximity of the
hazard. Only in this situation will the impact attenuation device
redirect the vehicle into the traffic flow direction. To cope
with the redirectional crash test case involving an impact near
the rear of the system , steel tension straps (ineffective under
compressive loading) and compression pipes (ineffective in
tension) are employed. This bracing system ensures that the
crash cushion will respond in a stiff manner when subjected
to an oblique impact near the rear of the unit , providing the
necessary lateral force to redirect the errant vehicle . On the
other hand , the braced tubes retain their unstiffened responses
Department of Civil and Environmental E ngineering, Vanderbilt
University , Nashville, Ten n. 37235 .

when the attenuation system is crushed by impacts away from
the back of the device. These impact attenuation devices are
being employed in several states in the United States. They
have been credited with saving lives and greatly reducing the
injury severities (6 - 9) associated with high-speed accidents
by reducing the deceleration levels of the occupants.
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF STEEL CYLINDERS
Details of the analytical work that describes the initial- and
post-collapse behavior of braced and unbraced metallic cylinders are reported elsewhere (10-13) . In summary, the quasistatic collapse loads for diametrically braced cylinders (where
the bracing is effective only in tension) are given by the
expressions

= 4Me .

Pa

R

cos(TI/4 + 0/2)
1 - sin( 'IT/4 + 0/2)

0 :s 0 :s 'IT/6

(l a)

_ 4Me . 1 - sin 0
Pa - R
1
cos 0

(lb)

p = 4Me . l

(le)

a

R

where
0
R
Mp

bracing angle with respect to the horizontal,
radius of the cylinder , and
plastic moment of the cross section .

These results are illustrated in Figure 2, where the dimensionless collapse load ratio (PaR14MP) is the ratio of the braced
to unbraced collapse loads. The corresponding collapse modes
for the three regimes have 10, 8, or 4 plastic hinges depending
on the value of 0.
The post-collapse quasi-static analysis, which accounts for
the effects of strain hardening by employing a modified equivalent structure technique , is presented in Reddy et al. (11).
The effects of strain rate and the initial collapsing mode configuration on the energy dissipation characteristics of the cylinders under impact loading are reported by Veillette and
Carney (12). A detailed impact analysis of the impact event
was conducted using ABAQUS, a large, general-purpose,
finite-element program with nonlinear capabilities. The effects
of strain rate are incorporated in ABAQUS through the
expression

(2)
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FIGURE 1 The Connecticut Impact Attenuation System (CIAS).

where
D

0

equivalent plastic strain rate,
equivalent stress,
quasi-static yield stress, and
material parameters equal to 40.4 and 5.0,
respectively for mild steel.
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Some typical ABAQUS results for an unbraced tube are
presented in Figure 3 and illustrate the importance of accounting for strain rate effects in the numerical modeling of impact
problems.
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The scale model experiments were conducted on a specially
constructed impact apparatus, described in Figure 4. The rig
includes a sledge that is fired from a gas gun whose velocity
is controlled by setting the gas tank's priming pressure . The
launching of the sledge is software controlled through a data
acquisition's digital input/output card. Two light beams, set
up 5 in. apart and perpendicular to the striker's trajectory,
are employed to determine its impact velocity. The exit door
is constructed in such a way as to prevent the striker from re• •1
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FIGURE 2 Dimensionless initial collapse loads vs. bracing
angle for quasi-static and impact loading.

tube and possibly damaging the electronic instrumentation.
A high-speed camera, operating at 6,000 frames per second ,
records the displacement-time history of the events. Forcetime histories are obtained by the use of quartz load cells
located on the impacting mass and the backup plate. The
charges from these load cells are converted in the amplifier
to voltages and recorded in digital form on a personal computer at 31.4 kHz through a data acquisition system. Dis-
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placement-time information is obtained from a frame-by-frame
analysis of the high-speed film using an NAC film motion
analyzer interfaced with a SUN 3/50 workstation. The forcedeformation record of the event is then obtained from
combining the force-time and displacement-time histories.
The complete scale-model impact testing program was
reported previously (14). However, two typical examples are
presented below in which 2-in.-diameter mild steel tubes were
employed. System configuration 1 is illustrated in Figure 5.
It is composed of a single row of eight annealed and unannealed, 18- and 20-gauge tubes. The back tube in the chain
contains 0° bracing. The deformed configuration is shown in
Figure 6, and the force-deflection record of the event is presented in Figure 7. In this example, the load cell data were
obtained from the force transducer affixed to the rear of the
system.
The second example system differs from the first one in
that the back tube is made from a different gauge stock and
is stiffened with 15° double bracing. This system is shown in
Figure 8, and the post-impact configuration is presented in
Figure 9. The force-deflection results for system 2 are given
in Figure 10 in which two curves are presented. The solid
curve is the response of a load cell that was attached to the
impacting mass, while the dashed curve is the output from
the load cell located at the rear of the system. It is interesting
to note that the responses of the front and rear load cells are
quite different, even though their total areas are essentially
equal both to each other and to the kinetic energy of the
impacting mass. This difference in response is caused by the
inertia of the crash cushion model. In the early stages of the

Data
Acqulsltlonr=======::::;----------- - - - - ,
System

Personal
Computer

Relays

Solenoid

Door Plate

!ltahSoeed
Camera

Centerline Of Mirror
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FIGURE 4 Impact apparatus.
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FIGURE 8 Mixed eight-tube system configuration 2.

FIGURE S Mixed eight-tube system configuration 1.

FIGURE 6 Deformed configuration 1.

FIGURE 9 Deformed configuration 2.
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FIGURE 7 Force-deflection response for system configuration 1.

impact event, the acceleration of the crash cushion is in the
same direction as the velocity of the impacting mass. It follows, therefore, that the force magnitude felt by the transducer attached to the impacting mass will be greater than that
registered by the load cell affixed to the rear of the system.
This phenomenon reverses itself later in the impact event
when the system begins to decelerate.

The final crash cushion design is shown in Figures 11 through
14. The system is composed of a single row of eight 3-ftdiameter mild steel cylinders of different thicknesses (see Figure 11), which are formed from flat plate stock. All cylinders
are 4 ft high, and a total of four 1-in.-diameter cables (two
on each side of the system) provide lateral stability and assist
in redirecting errant vehicles under side impact conditions.
The 24-ft length was chosen as the probable minimum accept·
able length for the crash cushion if NCHRP Report 230 (15)
crash test requirements were to be met. The 3-ft width was
selected because most narrow highway hazards are approximately 2 ft wide and the crash cushion should be slightly wider
than this dimension.
Other unique features of the Connecticut narrow hazard
crash cushion include
• A stand-alone concrete-filled steel tubular h<1ckup structure (see Figure 12), which also provides support for the ends
of the four cables, permitting them to develop the tension
required to redirect vehicles when impactmg the system on
its side.
• A steel plate cable support at the front of the crash
cushion.
• Lateral deflection limiters, shown in Figure 13 , which
limit the amount of lateral deflection in the system and assist
in the redirective process . These deflection limiters are connected to the pavement inside cylinders 5, 6, and 7 and are
activated only under side impact conditions. The allow-
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FIGURE 10 Force-deflection response for system
configuration 2.

FIGURE 13 Lateral deflection limiters.

FIGURE 14 Box beam stops and tension rods.

FIGURE 11 Connecticut narrow hazard crash cushion.
Cylinder I (nose): Vs in.; cylinder 2: 3/16 in.; cylinder 3: % in.;
cylinder 4: '!4 in.; cylinder 5: % in.; cylinder 6: 5/16 in.; cylinder
7: % in.; cylinder 8: % in.

able lateral deflections in these cylinders are 9, 6, and 3 in.,
respectively.
• Box beam stops (in cylinders 1 and 2) and tension rods
(in cylinder 1) , which prevent the errant vehicle from vaulting
over the crash cushion or submarining under the unit . If the
cylinder at the nose of the system is impacted, it will wrap
itself vertically around the front end of the impacting vehicle,
effectively capturing it. These devices are shown in Figure 14.
• Diametrically placed compression pipes (welded at one
end and effective only in compression) in cylinders 5, 6, and
7 and a compression-tension pipe in cylinder 8 to further aid
in the redirective process under side impact conditions.

THE FULL-SCALE CRASH TESTING
PROGRAM

FIGURE 12 Stand-alone concrete-filled steel tubular backup
structure.

A total of 11 crash tests were conducted at ENSCO's Georgetown, Delaware, facility during the development of this crash
cushion. Five of these 11 tests involved side impacts with the
system at 20° or 25°. It was during this series of tests that the
backup structure and displacement limiter designs were developed. The resulting increase in lateral stiffness eliminated the
pocketing problems that plagued the earlier redirective tests.
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The matrix of the crash-cushion tests required by NCHRP
Report 230 includes tests 50, 52, 53, and 54. A photographic
summary of these tests is presented in Figures 15 through 19,
and the detailed test data, including occupant risk values, are
given in Table 1. NCHRP Report 230 test 52 was conducted
twice to demonstrate that the design changes instituted after
the first test 52 (documented in the "Comments" column of
Table 1) had no adverse effect on system performance during
a head-on impact. A comparison of the two sets of occupant
risk data confirms this fact. All of the safety performance
requirements of NCH RP Report 230 associated with structural
adequacy, occupant risk, and vehicle trajectory have been
satisfied in this crash testing program.

CONCLUSIONS
The development of a new, nonproprietary, narrow hazard
crash cushion was described in this paper. This crash cushion
satisfies the performance requirements of NCHRP Report

FIGURE 16 NCHRP Report 230 test 52.

230. The development of the device involved the following
three phases:
• Analytical modeling of the crash cushion,
• Scale model impact tests, and
• Full-scale crash tests.
The new impact attenuation device is composed of eight
mild steel cylinders, formed from flat plate stock, and
possesses the unique features of
• u1spiacemem nmILmg devices, which aliuw ihe

FIGURE 15 NCHRP Report 230 test 50.

c1a~i1

cushion to be compliant under side impact conditions while
still possessing the lateral stiffness required to redirect the
errant vehicle;
• A trapping mechanism in the nose cylinder, which prevents vaulting or submarining; and
• A stand-alone backup structure, which permits the crash
cushion to be used as an end treatment for a wide variety of
narrow hazards.

FIGURE 17 NCHRP Report 230 test 53.

FIGURE 18 NCHRP Report 230 test 54.

FIGURE 19 NCHRP Report 230 test 52.
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF CRASH TEST RESULTS
NCI/RP 230
Test Number

Vehicle
Weight
(lb)

Impact
Speed
(mph)

Angle of
Impact
(degrees)

REFERENCES

Vehicle
Impucl

Vehicle
Stopping

Location

Distance
(Fl)

50

4513

60,9

0

Nose

20A

52

1797

60.5

0

Nose

14.0

53

4495

61 .2

20

Mid length

-

54

4505

60. 1

15.5

LS ft offset

19.3

From Nose
52

NCI/RP 230
Test Number

50

1802

60.8

Occupant lm[KlCl
Velocity (fps)

u

Nose

Occup;.mt Ridcdown
Acceleration
(10 mscc avg. g's)

Longitmlinal

Llllcml

Longitudinal

Lateral

29 .3

-

15 ,6

-

12.8

14.4

CommcnlS

Cylinder #8 had 15
degree bracing and

was 3/8 in. Lhick.
52

37.6

-

14,5

53

33.8

17.5

13.U

Cylinder #8 thickness
reduced to 1/4 in.

Cable diamcLers
changed from 3/4 to 1
in. Bracing in
Cy lindei #8 cha.i1gcd
to 0 degrees and sland

alone backup used.
Compression pipes
added Lo cylinders
5,6, and 7.
54

311.4

7.8

1().3

4,7

No changes.

52

'.:!9,5

-

13,5

-

No changes.

In addition to the ease of fabrication and installation of this
system, the Connecticut narrow hazard crash cushion promises to be a low maintenance device. It employs the same
types of mild steel cylinders that have been successfully used
for 4 years in the CIAS. During this time period, the Connecticut Department of Transportation has fully restored
numerous impacted installations in 1 to 2 hr, removing deformed
cylinders and replacing them with new ones (9). Under most
impact conditions, only the crushed steel cylinders will require
replacement. Detailed information regarding the design, fabrication, and construction of the Connecticut narrow hazard
crash cushion can be obtained from the Division of Research
of the Connecticut Department of Transportation.
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This paper presents the results of seven full-scale vehicular crash
tests on 35-ft-high breakaway lighting standards with 20-ft-long
mast arms and compares them with the recommended crash test
criteria in NCHRP Report 230 and with the new 1985 AASHTO
specifications for structural supports. The test devices consisted
of an aluminum lighting standard with cast aluminum breakaway
couplings, a lightweight steel lighting standard with cast aluminum
breakaway couplings and a triangular slip base, and a typical
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) type 31 lighting standard with a triangular slip base. The lighting standards
tested met the requirements of NCHRP Report 230 with minor
exceptions. The 1985 AASHTO specifications for breakaway bases,
however , were met in all seven crash tests. Although the die-cast
.
aluminum coupling proved to be an effective breakaway device
when impacted by 1,800-lb cars, excessive porosity and lack of
compliance with Caltrans specifications preclude the use of these
couplings as a standard Caltrans breakaway device. The Caltrans
triangular steel slip base proved to be an effective breakaway
device when impacted by 1,800-lb cars.

The concept of a breakaway mechanism for highway lighting
standards was initiated by the Road Research Laboratory of
the Ministry of Transport in England in the late 1950s (1).
Preliminary research indicated that, to minimize occupant
injury and vehicle damage when a vehicle collides with a highway appurtenance, a breakaway device should be incorporated
at the base of appurtenances. A breakaway device is a mechanism that fractures or yields when struck by a vehicle but is
strong enough to withstand static and wind loads. Since then,
much research has been directed toward developing new breakaway systems and evaluating existing systems for smaller cars.
According to a survey by the Texas Transportation Institute
(TTI), most states did not use breakaway devices for their
highway appurtenances until late 1966 (2). On August 1 of
that year, FHWA issued an instructional memorandum stating that breakaway or yielding supports should be used for
the sign supports and lighting standards adjacent to the shoulders of federal highways (2).
The acceptance criteria for breakaway luminaire supports
set by FHWA in June 1968 (3) specified an upper limit of
1,100 lb-sec for change in vehicle momentum during impacts.
This was based on the data then available . The vehicle weight
and impacting speed were not specified. A second set of criteria issued by FHWA in November 1970 (4) called for a
maximum of 400 lb-sec momentum change for pendulum tests.
This type of test was popular because of its low cost compared
with that of full-scale crash tests.
Office of Transportation Laboratory, California Department of
Transportation, Sacramento, Calif. 95819.

In 1973, TRB initiated an extensive project NCHRP 22-2,
and in 1974 published NCHRP Report 153 (5). This report
contained the first comprehensive test matrix outlining crash
test conditions for evaluation of the dynamic performance of
highway appurtenances. Two tests were recommended for
breakaway or yielding supports: a 4,500-lb vehicle (test 1) and
a 2,250-lb vehicle (test 2) impacting the test article at 40 and
20 mph, respectively. The report specified a maximum change
of vehicle momentum of 1,100 lb-sec for this type of highway
appurtenance (test 1 only). The commentary suggested a
desirable maximum of 750 lb/sec for the design of new devices.
In 1975, AASHTO specifications for breakaway supports
(6) set the same criteria (an 1, 100 lb-sec change in momentum)
as the FHWA criteria; however, AASHTO specified a 2,250lb test vehicle and required satisfactory performance over a
speed range of 20 to 60 mph. The specification also called for
a maximum desirable momentum change of 750 lb-sec to minimize accident severity.
In 1978, an updated version of NCHRP Report 153 was
published as Transportation Research Circular 191 (7). The
circular eliminated test 1 and replaced it with a test using a
2,250-lb car at 60 mph. The momentum change requirements
were also revised to meet the 1975 AASHTO specifications.
In March 1981, revised crash test procedures were published in NCHRP Report 230 (8) to account for the continuous
increase in the lightweight car population. These procedures
recommended that two crash tests be conducted on breakaway
or yielding supports using 1,800-lb cars: (a) test 62, head-on
at the center point of bumper at 20 mph; and (b) test 63,
head-on at the quarter point of bumper at 60 mph. The report
also called for 2,250-lb vehicle tests, but these were not performed when it became evident that tests using the 1,800-lb
vehicles would control.
The 1975 AASHTO specifications for breakaway supports
were revised in 198'5 (9). In the new specifications, the weight
of the crash test vehicle was lowered from 2,250 lb to 1,800
lb, and the change in momentum acceptance criteria (a maximum of 1,100 lb-sec and preferably 750 lb-sec momentum
change for 2,250-lb cars) was changed by substituting a change
in velocity criterion of 15 ft/sec and preferably 10 ft/sec. Also,
a 4-in stub height clearance was added to reduce the likelihood
of vehicle undercarriage snagging.
The steel breakaway lighting standards used alongside California highways were qualified in 1975 and earlier with crash
tests using 2,250-lb and 4,500-lb passenger vehicles (10,11).
It was thought that 1,800-lb cars might have difficulty meeting
the new crash test guidelines when impacting the heavy steel
type 31 lighting standard, which weighs 883 lb when equipped
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with a 20-ft mast arm and 50-lb luminaire. Also , the breakaway energy of the triangular slip base may increase with time
due to weathering effects (dirt and corrosion) and the tendency for the zinc layers to pressure weld with continuous high
clamping force. Thus, there is concern that the type 31 triangular slip base might eventually fail even if it met the criteria
at the time of installation.
The primary objective of this research project was to determine , through full-scale crash tests, if a suitable lightweight
lighting standard with a breakaway base could satisfy the crash
test criteria recommended in NCHRP Report 230 for 1,800-lb
cars. The aim was to find a lighter weight lighting standard
that would have a lower breakaway energy than the type 31
steel lighting standard used by the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). An attempt was made to find a
breakaway mechanism for the base of the poles that would be
simpler to install and would require less energy to break away
than the Caltrans triangular slip base. Tests were conducted to
determine if the Cal trans type 31 steel lighting standard would
satisfy the NCHRP Report 230 criteria. The crash test results
were also compared with the 1985 AASHTO specifications .

TEST PROGRAM

A total of seven full-scale vehicular crash tests (tests 401 through
407) were conducted at the Caltrans Dynamic Test Facility
in West Sacramento. Honda Civic automobiles (i979 vintage), each weighing 1,800 lb, were used as the crash vehicles.
All tests were carried out according to the recommended
procedures in NCHRP Report 230 . The test matrix is shown
in Table 1.
Because of the large amount of porosity observed in the
die-cast aluminum couplings, a considerable amount of testing
(x-rays and static tests including tensile , restrained shear ,
fatigue, and corrosion) was done on both the die-cast and
extruded aluminum couplings . As a result of these tests , a
comprehensive specification controlling aluminum couplings
was composed.

DAT A ACQUISITION SYSTEMS AND
ANALYSIS

Test data were recorded by both high-speed motion picture
photography and electronic instrumentation .

Several high-speed movie cameras and two sequence cameras located near the impact area were used to record the
instant when impact occurred in each crash test. The test
vehicles and lighting standards were photographed before,
during, and after impact with a normal-speed movie camera
and still cameras. Data from the high-speed movies were
reduced on a Vanguard Analyzer.
Three accelerometers were mounted on the floor of each
test vehicle in the passenger compartment at the center of
gravity to measure longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations. Also, three rate gyro transducers were mounted on
the floor of each test vehicle (close to the accelerometers) to
measure the roll , pitch, and yaw of the vehicle after impact.
Accelerometer data were used to judge the occupant risk
during impact.
An unrestrained anthropomorphic dummy with a triaxial
accelerometer mounted in its head cavity was placed in the
driver's seat of the test vehicle. The dummy, named "Willie
Makit," is a part 572 dummy built by the Sierra Engineering
Company to conform to federal motor vehicle safety standards . Willie represented a 50th percentile American male
weighing 165 lb . A high-speed camera mounted in the vehicle
recorded the dummy's motion , and a triaxia! accelerometer
mounted in the dummy's head recorded the longitudinal, lateral , and vertical accelerations during impact. The accelerometer data were then used to calculate the head injury
criterion.
Detailed descriptions of the photographic and electronic
instrumentation, camera arrangement, data collection and
reduction techniques, accelerometer data, and results of
x-rays and static tests of aluminum couplings are given in the
project report (12).

TEST DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS
Aluminum Lighting Standard With Aluminum
Breakaway Couplings

Two tests-401 and 402-were conducted to evaluate a lightweight lighting standard similar in dimensions to a Caltrans
type 31 but made from aluminum (35 ft x 10 in OD bottom
x 8 in OD top x 0.188 in) and equipped with aluminum
breakaway couplings to meet NCHRP Report 230 requirements. The pole base was reinforced with a 2-ft-long aluminum cylindrical sleeve section, 0.257 in thick , inserted inside

TABLE 1 CRASH TEST MATRIX

Test
No .
401
402
403
404
405
406
407

Test Characteris tics

Vehicle

Lighting Standards
Length of
Mast Arm
lit)

Total
Weight

Type

Height of
Pole
ltt)

Aluminum
Aluminum
Steel
CA-31
CA-31
Steel
Steel

35
35
35
35
35
35
35

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Weight
Withou t
Dumm y

lib)

Brea kaway
Device Type

Year/Type

394
394
65 1
883
883
627 .4
639.4

Aluminum coupling
Aluminum coupling
Aluminum co upling
Slip base
Slip base
Slip base
Slip base

79/Honda
79/Honda
79/Ho nda
79/Honda
79/Ho nda
79/Honda
79/Honda

NOTE: RCL = right of centerline on fro nt bumper; CA-31 = standard Caltrans type 31
• Numbers in parentheses show the desi red speed in mph.

(iiJ)

Dummy
Weight
(ii.J)

Point of
Impact
(i11.)

Impact
Velocity"
(111l-'it)

1.890
1,850
1,870
1,865
1,885
1,850
1,840

165
165
165
165
165
165
165

12 RCL
Center
9.5 RCL
Center
13.6 RCL
18.75
3 RCL

58.6(60)
19.6(20)
59. 1(60)
19.9(20)
53 .9(60)
58.8(60)
23.7(20)

Stoughton et al.

the pole and welded at the base to ensure a quick shear
transfer of the impacting force to the breakaway support. The
sleeve would also help the bottom of the pole to resist crushing
or denting in the bumper contact area.

Results of Test 401
A summary of the results of test 401 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 1.
A 1979 Honda Civic test vehicle impacted the base of the
aluminum pole 12 in to the right of the centerline of the front
bumper (a 3-in deviation from the desired quarter point location of 15 in to the right of centerline) at 58.6 mph. The
couplings sheared off as intended, and the vehicle pushed the
pole base up in the air so that it cleared the car, which decelerated in a fairly straight line without any significant yaw.
The surface of the aluminum pole at the impact point of the
front bumper was not dented or deformed. The top of the
pole, however, swung and impacted the asphalt pavement,
destroying the end cap and bending the back of the top edge
of the pole. This caused the truss-type mast arm to buckle
severely in two places. (The pole was reusable, however, for
crash test 402.) The luminaire came off of the end of the mast
arm shortly after initial impact and was badly damaged. The
final position of the vehicle after it was braked remotely and
the final location and the schematic damage of the lighting
standard are shown in Figure 1. As shown, the lighting standard rotated 180° and came to rest well out of the way of
traffic in the imaginary outside lane.

Results of Test 402
The summary of the results of test 402 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 2.
The 1979 Honda Civic test vehicle impacted the aluminum
pole at the center of the front bumper at 19.6 mph. Upon
impact, the couplings sheared off and the vehicle pushed and
bumped the pole along in front as it decelerated. The pole
was pushed over slowly, and it rolled on the roof as the vehicle
barely passed under the pole shoe base. The vehicle traveled
in a nearly straight line after impact, drifting slightly to the
left with virtually no yaw. As with test 401, the aluminum
pole sustained no damage from the impact of the vehicle's
front bumper. The top of the pole, however, swung down
and impacted the asphalt pavement, damaging the end cap
and top edge of the pole tube and fracturing the upper cast
aluminum mast arm clamping band. The mast arm did not
buckle as it did in test 401. The luminaire broke into pieces
and scattered over a large area, well into the imaginary traffic
lanes. Figure 2 shows the final position of the vehicle after it
was braked remotely and the final location and schematic
damage of the lighting standard. As shown in the figure, the
lighting standard came to rest with the mast arm projecting
about 6 ft (assuming a 20-ft distance from the pole to the
roadway edge) into the outside traffic lane.
Modified Caltrans Type 31 Steel Lighting Standard
With Aluminum Breakaway Couplings
Test 403 was conducted to evaluate a modified Caltrans type
31 steel lighting standard made from a 0.1196-in-thick steel
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(35 ft x lOY16 in OD x 5% in OD x 0.1196 in)-a thinner
gauge than the standard pole. The pole was reinforced at the
bottom with a 2-ft-long, 0.1345-in-thick steel cylindrical sleeve
section, inserted inside the pole and welded to the base plate.
This ensures a rapid shear transfer to the breakaway base and
provides sufficient strength to resist crushing or denting of
the pole in the vehicle contact area.
A summary of the test results and photos taken before,
during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 3. The test
vehicle, a 1979 Honda Civic, first impacted the base of the
thin-walled steel lighting standard 9 1/2 in (15 in desired) to the
right of the centerline of the front bumper at 59.1 mph. The
vehicle solidly impacted the pole and sheared off the couplings
at the base of the top stainless steel studs. Shortly after the
initial impact, the base plate on the lighting standard pole
hooked under the Honda's deformed front bumper, and the
whole front end was lifted about 1 ft off the ground by the
moving mass of the pole. As the car continued to travel downstream, the base plate on the bottom of the pole unhooked
from the front bumper. The pole continued moving upward
well over the car's roof, while the car proceeded in a nearly
straight line beneath the pole. The steel pole was badly buckled, and it was torn at the mast arm-to-pole connection plates.
There was also a slight dent in the pole where the initial
bumper contact had occurred. The luminaire was totally
demolished, with some debris falling into the imaginary outside traffic lane. The final position of the vehicle after it was
braked remotely and the final location and damage of the
lighting standard are shown schematically in Figure 3.
Aluminum Breakaway Coupling Performance
In all three tests (401, 402, and 403) with aluminum couplings,
the couplings fractured as expected, with the bottom twothirds remaining intact on the anchor bar studs. Cracks initiated in the root of the "V" notches at the top of the couplings
and progressed downward until they reached a location near
the base of the top stainless steel stud. The two stainless steel
studs on the upstream side of the lighting standard, which
remained in the holes in the shoe base at the bottom of the
aluminum pole, impacted and bent the two downstream anchor
bar stubs, which were directly in their path. A schematic of
the vehicle approach direction and the anchor bar stubs after
the impact in test 401 are shown in Figure 4. This direction
offers the highest shear resistance as required by NCHRP
Report 230. This condition would not normally be present
because of the typically skewed approach angle of an errant
vehicle.
Excessive porosity was noted on the fractured surfaces of
the broken couplings. To evaluate the porosity defects, x-rays
and radiographic evaluation were performed by a private testing company in Sacramento and verified by technicians at the
Caltrans lab. X-rays were taken of each coupling at 0° and
90°, and were then classified according to the porosity and
shrinkage defect levels for %-in-thick sections shown in ASTM
E505 reference radiographs. Results of the Caltrans verification radiographs are summarized in Table 2. Only couplings
with a porosity defect level of 3 or better were considered
acceptable. Since most of the couplings had an unacceptable
amount of porosity, they were considered structurally unreliable, although the ones with excessive porosity met the
breakaway requirements.
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401
August 25, 1982
Modilied Type 31
Aluminum
35'--0" x 10"0.D. x 8"0.D.
0.257" x 2'-0" High
37'--0"

20'-0"
394 Lb.
Aluminum Couplings
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VEHICLE..•..•.•.•·-·········-·········-··-·-··- - -·- -·---····-·· 1979 Honda Civic
VEHICLE WEIGHT•• ---····-·- --·····-·-·-···---······-···· 2055 Lb.
(Including dummy & Instrumentation)
DUllllMY RESTRAINT.................................... _................ None
IMPACT VELOCITY ••·-···-·····--···-··-······-··-·---··· 58.6 Mph
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TEST NO.·---·-·-·---·--······-···-···--·-·
DATE-···-··-·········-·········-··········-······-···
TYPE OF LIGHT STD•....••...•••....•.••....••••.•.
POLE MATERIAL ..•.•.••..•••••.•••••.•••••....•.••• _
POLE DIMENSIONS•••..••••...••••....•••...•.•••..
POLE BASE SLEEVE•...••...••••....••••...••••.•.
MOUNTING HEIGHT••.•••••.•.••••••...•••.••.••• - .•
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARM ...•
TOTAL WEIGHT......·--··-·-··-····-·---··
BREAKAWAY DEVICE...••.•.•••.•...•.•••...•••...

402
October 13, 1982

Modified Type 31
Aluminum
35" x 10"0.D x 8"0.D.
0.257" x 2'-0" high
37'-0"

20·-0·
394 Lb.
Aluminum Couplings

VEHICLE ••·--···-- ···-··---·--·-··-··-------·--VEHICLE WEIGHT.....................................·-··············
(Including dummy & Instrumentation)
DUMMY RESTRAINT-·-- ---·---···-·--···-----·
IMPACT VELOCITY ..--·---·------·---·--IMPACT LOCATION ...·--·--·--··---·-···--·-···OCCUPANT IMPACT VELOCITY •• LONG ....................
VEHICLE DAMAGE (measured at oumper ht.).........
VEHICLE ACCELERATION (max. 50 msec avg.)

1979 Honda Civic
2015 lb.
None
19.6 Mph.
Center of the Front Bumper
10.4 lps
11-114"

-0.22g's
LATERAL ..·-···------···-·--·--··-··-···----·
-3.19 g's
LONGITUDINAL...................................................
VERTICAL .•...••.•...••••..•••••.•.•••.••••••••.•••••.....•..•.•••.•
-0.74g's
HEAD INJURY CRITERION........................................ 0.8
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TEST NO..·--·-··············-·-··-·--·-·········-· 403
DATE......·-·-··················-········----···-··· July 20, 1983
TYPE OF LIGHT STD..••••••...•..••••.••••........••• Modified Type 31
POLE MATERIAL. .......••••••.••.•..•••.•..........••.. Galvanized Steel
POLE DIMENSIONS •...••••••••••••••••.•••.•...••••••. 35'--0" x 10111&"0.D. x 5318"0.D.
POLE BASE SLEEVE...•••.•••••••••••••••.•....•.•••• 0.1345" x 2"--0" High
MOUNTING HEIGHT·-········-·- -········· .. ·-··· 40•.3•
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARM-••• 20·--0·
TOTAL WEIGHT••...•.....•••••·--················-··· 651 Lb.
BREAKAWAY DEVICE.•••••. ·-·····-········-···· Aluminum Cot.plings
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VEHICLE .. - --··-·· -·-- · -·-······- ···--···-·-··-·-·--VEHICLE WEIGHT----···-·- .. - · -- ·--- - - ·-······(lncluding dummy & Instrumentation)
DUMMY RESTRAINL--- - --·- -----··-·-IMPACT VELOCITY•• --·-··-··-·-··-··-·-----···-·
IMPACT LOCATION ..................... -···-·······-·····--·-··
OCCUPAIU IMPACT VELOCITY.LONG....................
VEHICLE DAMAGE (measured at bumper ht.)-···VEHICLE ACCELERATION (·max. 50 msec avg.)
LATERAL •••••••••·-·--·-··-·····-········--·-·--···-··
LONGITUDINAL....... -··-······-··----·-·---···VERTICAL ...........- .. --·--···-··-···-·--·----HEAD INJURY CRITERION .....-···-···-···-·-···-··-····

1979 Honda Civic
2035 lb.
Nooe
59.1 Mph.
9112· Right d Centerlne
12.41ps
14-114"
-2.13 g's
-5.78g's
1.13 g's

8

57

Stoughton et al.

Results of Test 404

-

DIRECTION
OF CAR
SECTION A-A'

SECTION B-B'

CONCRETE FOUNDATION

SECTION C-C'

FIGURE 4 Anchor bolt stub details after impact (test 401).

TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF RADIOGRAPH EVALUATIONS
OF DIE-CAST ALUMINUM COUPLINGS
Date
Tested

Lot No.

Number of
Couplings

Porosity Defect
Level

3-12-1983

3222

20

7-13-1983

3558

11

2-16-1984

210

14

All rejectable per
ASTM E505 Class 4
10 Class 2 ASTM E505;
1 Class 4 + ASTM E505
8 Class 3 ASTM E505;
5 Class 4 ASTM E505;
1 Class 2 ASTM E505

NOTE: Only couplings with a porosity defect level of 3 or better were
considered acceptable.

Because of this, numerous static tests (including tensile,
restrained shear, fatigue, and corrosion) were done on both
the die-cast and extruded aluminum couplings, and a comprehensive specification controlling aluminum couplings was
written. Based on these specifications, the restrained shear
strength of an individual coupling was set at 3,600 lb minimum
and 5,500 lb maximum, with a minimum axial tensile load of
24,000 lb. The results of tensile and restrained shear tests
showed that the die-cast aluminum couplings failed to meet
the minimum shear and tensile strength consistently, while
the extruded aluminum couplings exceeded the minimum tensile and maximum restrained shear strength. Aluminum couplings were also subjected to a sinusoidal cyclic axial loading
of + 6.5 kips to + 12 kips. This loading simulates a constant
80-mph wind load with a 30-percent gust factor on the Caltrans
type 31 lighting standard. The four die-cast aluminum couplings tested each sustained over 2 million cycles of loading;
however, two out of three extruded aluminum couplings failed
at 1,986,000 and 717,900 cycles . After 1,000 hours of testing,
minimal corrosion was observed on the aluminum couplings
subjected to the salt spray tests.

Standard Caltrans Type 31 Steel Lighting Standard
With Standard Triangular Slip Base

Two tests-404 and 405-were conducted to determine if a
typical Caltrans type 31 lighting standard (35 ft x 10 7/a in OD
x 6 in OD x 0.1793 in) with a triangular slip base would
meet all requirements of NCHRP Report 230.

A summary of the results of test 404 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 5.
The test vehicle impacted the base of the pole at the center
of the front bumper. The impact speed was 19. 9 mph (20 mph
was desired). Upon impact, the slip base broke away and the
car slowly pushed the pole base forward, where it bounced
on the ground and then rolled over the car's hood and roof.
The top of the pole swung down and hit the asphalt, then the
pole and mast arm came straight down on top of the foundation without any rotation. While the vehicle decelerated,
it proceeded in a straight line without any yaw. The surface
of the lower section of the pole, where the initial bumper
impact occurred, was not dented or deformed. The top of the
pole sustained minor damage where it impacted the asphalt
pavement. The mast arm did not appear to be damaged and
was still attached to the pole, projecting about 1 ft into the
imaginary outer traffic lane. (The pole and mast arm were
able to be reused in test 405.) Immediately upon impact, the
luminaire head shook loose from the pole tip and fell into the
traffic lane . It was badly damaged after hitting the ground.
Figure 5 shows the final position of the vehicle after it was
braked remotely and the final location and schematic damage
of the lighting standard.

Results of Test 405
The summary of the results of test 405 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 6.
The test vehicle first impacted the pole near its base, 13-% in
to the right of the centerline of the vehicle's front bumper
(1-3/s in to the left of the desired quarter point location). The
impact speed was 53.9 mph. The car yawed immediately after
impact, and both the right front and the right rear tires ran
over the foundation and lower slip base plate assembly, which
was bolted to the foundation. This caused the whole right
side of the Honda to vault into the air. After the initial 40°
clockwise yaw, the car proceeded in a fairly straight line. The
lower section of the galvanized steel pole sustained no damage
from the impact of the vehicle's bumper. After impact, the
pole base was quickly accelerated and kicked up high so the
decelerating Honda was able to pass underneath without further contact. The top of the pole swung down and impacted
the asphalt pavement, breaking the end cap and denting the
back edge of the pole top. This also bowed the pole and the
mast arm. Just after the car hit the pole base, the luminaire
housing exploded from the shock. The final position of the
vehicle after it was braked remotely and the final location
and damage of the lighting standard are shown schematically
in Figure 6.

Modified Type 31 Steel Lighting Standard With
Standard Triangular Slip Base

Two tests-406 and 407-were conducted to determine if a
modified Caltrans type 31 lighting standard (2 ft x 10 in OD
x 0.25 in and 33 ft x 10 in OD x 5% in OD x 0.1196 in)
with a triangular slip base would meet the requirements of
NCHRP Report 230. The 2-ft-long lower section of the pole
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TEST NO·-··-·- ···- ·········· .. ······-·--···-···
DATE .......................... - ...............................
TYPE OF LIGHT STD...................................
- --POLE MATERIAL.. ...... - ·- -·POLE DIMENSIONS...............-----··-··
POLE BASE SLEEVE..................................
MOUNTING HEIGHT....................................
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARM......
TOT AL WEIGHT...........................................
BREAKAWAY DEVICE ................................
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404
July 26, 1984

a. :::r = 'e.
/~ =.o:l
c...s:l l!!.

canrans Type 31
Galvanized Steel
35'--0" x 10.718"0.D. x 6"0.D.
None
37'--0"
20·--0·
883 Lbs.
Type 31 Triangular Slip base

VEHJCLE...... - ....·----·---··- -·····--·- - - · · - · -VEHICLE WEIGHT.............. - ............................ ___ _
(lnclud lng dummy & Instrumentation)
DUMU Y RESTRAINT........... - ..- ... ---··---·----·lllPACT VELOCITY •••- .................................................
IMPACT LOCATION.................................- ..................
OCCUPAN'T IMPACT VELOCITY LONG.....................
VEHICLE DAMAGE (measured at bumper ht.)......... ..
VEHICLE ACCELERATION (max. 50 msec avg.)
LATERAL..... ---- - - - -·- - - -- .. ·--··-···-- ··
LONGITUDINAL...........- .......................-·-··--···VERTICAL ........... - ... ----·- -·-··-·---···-·-----HEAD INJURY CRITERION...................................- •••

1979 Honda Civic
2015 lb.

None
19.9Mph.
Center of the Front Bumper
8.Sfps
11·
--0.87 g's
-5.44g's
--0.81 g's
10
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TEST NO·------------··--·---·
DATE.·------·----·--··--·-----TYPE OF LIGHT STD.•---····---··--POLE MATERIAL-·--·----··----···-·POLE DlllENSIONS.----·--··-····--POLE BASE SLEEVE·-······-·-··········-·····
MOUNTING HEIGHT.·-·----------··
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARIL.
TOTAL WEIGHT·---·---·---···--BREAKAWAY DEVICE-·---·-·-·----··

405

May23, 1985
Caltrans Type 31

Galvanized Steel
35'-0" x 1011e·o.D. x 6"0.D
None.
3T-0"
20·-0·
883 Lb.
Type 31 Triangular Slip base

VEHICLE--·---·---·--·--·--··-··--··-··-----VEHICLE WEIGHT--·--·----·--------·---·-(Including dummy & Instrumentation)
DUllllY RESTRAINT----·- - - - - · - - - - - - - ·
IMPACT VELOCITY••••.•--····-···--·········-········-···--····
IMPACT LOCATION..·-····-········-····--·········-···-······-OCCUPANT IMPACT VELOCITY LONG.·-------VEHICLE DAMAGE (measured et bumper ht.)·--··--·
VEHICLE ACCELERATION (max. 50 msec avg.)

1979 Honda Civic
2050 lb.

None
53.9 Mph.
13-518" Rigti of Centerline
12.4 lps
13-518"

LATERAL-·-·--------------------- ·1.64 g's
LONGITUDINAL.--·-···-·····-·-···---····..-··-···.. -·
VERTICAL-··--·----··------------HEAD INJURY CRITERION-------··-----·--·

·7.24g's
1.36 g's
8

60

was made of 0.25-in-thick steel pipe to ensure a quick transfer
of shear force to the breakaway base and to ensure that the
pole had sufficient strength in the vehicle contact area.

Results of Test 406
A summary of the results of test 406 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 7.
The vehicle impacted the pole 18% in (15 in desired) to the
right of the centerline of the front bumper at 58.6 mph. Upon
impact, the pole base was pushed up and over the roof of the
decelerating vehicle without contacting the roof. As in test
405, both the right front and right rear tires of the Honda ran
over the lower slip base assembly, which was bolted to the
top of the foundation. This lifted the whole right side of the
car into the air just after the right rear tire cleared the foundation. The off-centered hit caused a substantial clockwise
yaw (approximately 30°) just after impact; however, the car
seemed to straighten out after traveling a short distance. The
surface of the pole where the initial bumper impact occurred
was not dented or deformed. After impact, the pole tip and
the mast arm swung down and impacted the asphalt pavement,
breaking lhe emi cap and flattening the back edge of the pole
top. The mast arm buckled approximately 6 in from the mast
arm-to-pole end piate, and the main pole had a slight permanent bow about 15 ft from its tip. At the initial impact of
the car and the pole base, the luminaire exploded from the
impact shock at the end of the mast arm. Various parts of
the luminaire then came raining down outside the imaginary
traffic lanes. Figure 7 illustrates the final position of the vehicle after it was braked remotely and the final location and
the schematic damage of the lighting standard.

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1233

would be maximum when impacted, as required by NCHRP
Report 230. To obtain this maximum breakaway energy, the
approach direction of the crash car was adjusted so that the
car would hit one of the three clamping bolts head-on, bisecting the 60° angle formed by that bolt and the other two back
ones.
Nuts used on the 1-in clamping bolts were lubricated with
teflon spray, and each was torqued to 200 ft-lb per Caltrans
specifications. As a check on clamping bolt tensions, the length
of the bolts was measured with a micrometer before and after
installation, and elongations of the bolts were determined.
The tension in each bolt was then ascertained from tensionversus-elongation curves for similar bolts (same grip length
as the field grip length) tested in direct tension. The tension
was also determined from torque-versus-tension curves of
similar galvanized clamping bolts; these values were compared with those obtained from the tension-versus-elongation
curves (12).

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

NCHRP Report 230 recommends the following three appraisal
factors for evaluating crash test performance:
1. Structural adequacy,
2. Occupant risk, and
3. Vehicle after-collision trajectory.

Structural Adequacy
In Table 6 of NCHRP Report 230, the structural adequacy
evaluation criteria for breakaway or yielding supports are
defined as follows:

Results of Test 407
The summary of the results of test 407 and the photos taken
before, during, and after the impact are shown in Figure 8.
The test vehicle impacted the base of the pole 3 in to the right
of the centerline of the front bumper (desired on center). The
impact speed was 23.7 mph (20 mph desired). Just after the
vehicle impacted the pole, it pushed the base of the pole off
the lower slip base plate and the pole was gently pushed
ahead . After impact , the pole base plate hooked under the
car's front bumper and lifted the front end slightly. The pole
did not kick over the car, but rolled on the hood and roof
and finally hooked and shattered the rear window. After
impacting the pole, the vehicle decelerated without yaw while
traveling in a straight line. The surface of the pole where the
initial bumper impact occurred was not dented or deformed.
The tip of the pole and the mast arm swung down and impacted
the asphalt pavement. The luminaire broke into pieces, and
!~!!!!!:!!!!S of th~ h•!!lin:.irf"o ho11~ine_ 1:.nclf~rl in the ima£im1ry
outer traffic lane. The final position of the vehicle after it was
braked remotely and the final location and the damage of the
lighting standard are shown schematically in Figure 8.

Triangular Slip Base Performance
In all tests, the Caltrans slip bases functioned as designed.
The slip bases were oriented so that the breakaway energy

B. The test article shall readily activate in a predictable manner
by breaking away or yielding.
D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test
article shall not penetrate or show potential for penetrating
the passenger compartment or present undue hazard to other
traffic.

Part B was satisfied in all seven crash tests since the breakaway devices (die-cast aluminum couplings or triangular slip
bases) sheared off upon impact as expected. Part D was also
satisfied in tests 401 (58.6 mph), 403 (59.1 mph), 405 (53.9
mph), and 406 (58.8 mph) since the car kicked the pole up
high enough that it had no problem passing beneath the pole
with no contact. Although the speed in test 405 was 53.9 mph
(60 mph desired), it can be concluded that a 60-mph test would
also pass part D.
In tests 402 (19.6 mph), 404 (19.9 mph), an<l 407 (23.7
mph), the pole did not kick up high enough to clear the car
but rolled over the roof and then slid off. It seemed that the
lighting standards tested were too heavy for an 1,800-lb car
at 20 mph. In test 402, the pole dented the roof of the car,
and the final position of the lighting standard projected 5.9
ft into the traffic lane. In test 407, the rear window was shattered as the pole rolled off the roof. Although no significant
damage was done to the passenger compartment, part D was
not strictly satisfied in these tests. It should be noted that the
pole caused more damage to the car in test 407 than in test
404, even though the lighting standard in test 407 was lighter
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TEST NO.......................................................
DATE....·---··----···-------·---·TYPE OF LIGHT STD.·------------POLE MATERIAL .••••.•••...•••.•.••••••.•.•.••••....••••
POLE DIMENSIONS..••.•.•.•..•••.••.....•••••.....••••
THICKENED POLE BASE........................... .
MOUNTING HEIGHT..••..••...••••........•••••....••••
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARM ....•.
TOTAL WEIGHT............................ ------BREAKAWAY DEVICE.••••.....•.•.•.....•••.........

406
Mays, 1987
Modified Type 31
Galvanized Steel

33·--0· x 1o· o.o. x s...31a· o.o.
2'--0" x 10· 0.0. x 0.25"
39'-3"

20·--0·
627.4 Lb.
Type 31 Triangular Slip base

VEHICLE.•.••••.••••••..•••••.•••·-········-································
VEHICLE WEIGHT.......................................................
(Including dummy & Instrumentation)
DUMMY RESTRAINT--------------·IMPACT VELOCITY...... --·····--·······-·····-···-···········
IMPACT LOCATION .•••••••••••••·-·························-··-·····
OCCUPANT IMPACT VELOCITY LONG. ...................
VEHICLE DAMAGE (measured at bumper ht.).........
VEHICLE ACCELERATION (max. 50 msec avg.)
LATERAL.............................. - ...............................
LONGITUDINAL.....................................................
VERTICAL.-----------------------·
~EAD INJURY CRITERION ..• -··-·---------·-

1979 Honda Civic

2015 lb.

None
58.8 Mph.
18-314" Righi of Centerline
13 fps
15-118"

-1.49 g's
-7.16 g's
-1.64 g's
7
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TEST"°--·--·- - - ·---- - -···-······- ---DATE..-·-··· - - ---·--·- ·- ····-- -···-- ·-·
TYPE OF LIGHT STD.•..•••..•••••...••••••.••••••••....
POLE MATERIAL.•..•• - ..................................
POLE DIMENSIONS ......................................
THICKENED POLE BASE..••·-···········-···········
MOUNTING HEIGHT•.·-······-·················-·····
PROJECTED LENGTH OF MAST ARM-....
TOTAL WEIGHT·-·-..·--···- ···- ·-···--·······
BREAKAWAY DEVICE••••....•••.....•...........•...

407
June 23, 1987
Modified TYJ>EI 31
Galvanized S:leel

33'2'-0"-0"xx10·10"0.1'.>.
Oi.D. x 5-3'8"
x 0.25"

O.D.

39•.3•
20·-0·
639.4 Lb.
Type 31 Triangular Slip ba:ie

VEHICLE•.....••••••.....•••..•••••..•.••.••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••.•..•••••.
VEHICLE WEIGHT·-···-·- - - - ---· · - -- ··· - - -··
(Including dummy & Instrumentation)
DUMllV RESTRAINT.--·- - - -··- - - -------·
IMPACT VELOCITY·-·--·-····-··········-· ...............- .....
lllllPAC'r LOCATION ....................................................
CICCUF'ANT IMPACT VELOCITY LONG•••••••••••••••••••
V'EHICl.E DAMAGE (measured at bumper ht.).........
VEHICl.E ACCELERATION (max. 50 msec avg.)
LATERAL....- ....·-- ·----···--···-- ·--·--····--LONGrrUDINAL.--·--·-·.... ·-- --- - -- --·-VERTICAL...............--·--····-··-·······..·····-······-·
HEAD INJURY CRITERION........................................

1979 Honda Civic
2005 Lb.

None
23.7Mph.
3" Righi of Centerline

8.61ps
12-718.

-0.54
-5.73

g's
g's
-1.63 g's

2

Stoughton et al.

63

than that used in test 404 (639 .4 versus 883 lb) and the speed
was more in test 407 (23.7 versus 19.9 mph). In other words,
damage to the car roof can be worse at lower speeds. Also,
the luminaire debris fell into the outer traffic lane in all tests
except tests 401 and 406. In an actual accident, this type of
debris could cause some damage to traffic in the outside lane.
Thus, none of the tests completely satisfied the structural
adequacy criterion: either there was some damage to the passenger compartment from the falling pole, or the lighting
standard and luminaire debris created a potential hazard to
traffic in the outside lane. However, since NCHRP Report
230 does not clearly define what is meant by passenger compartment intrusion or what constitutes undue hazard to other
traffic, it was judged that in all seven tests no significant
damage to the passengers or to nearby traffic was likely to
occur. Rear window shattering may occur over a range of low
impact speeds (somewhere between 20 and 40 mph), no matter how effective the breakaway device, because of the pole
mass and low trajectory.

Occupant Risk
The occupant risk as defined in NCHRP Report 230 relates
to the degree of hazard to which occupants in the impacting
vehicle would be subjected. It is measured in terms of the
velocity with which a hypothetical unrestrained occupant strikes
the instrument panel or door and the subsequent occupant
ridedown accelerations. NCHRP Report 230 recommends
maximum values of 15 ft/sec for the occupant impact velocity
and 15 g for the occupant ridedown acceleration. Also, a head
injury criterion (HIC) of less than 1,000 is recommended for
the dummy. The report also states that the vehicle should
remain upright during and after collision (moderate roll,
pitching, and yawing are acceptable) and the integrity of the
passenger compartment must be maintained with no intrusion
or deformation.
In this study, the occupant impact velocity and the dummy's
HIC were well below the maximum limits of 15 ft/sec and
1,000, respectively (see Table 3). The ridedown acceleration
was not calculated; however, by inspection, it was much less
than 15 g for all seven tests. The maximum 50 ms average
acceleration values were below 15 g for all tests. NCHRP
Report 230 calls for a 10-ms average acceleration; however,
the data reduction software was only capable of calculating
the 50-ms average acceleration as specified in Transportation
Research Circular 191. In all seven tests, the vehicle remained
upright during and after the impact with no significant yaw;
in tests 405 and 406, however, the vehicle had a substantial

TABLE 3

yaw just after the impact but straightened out after a short
distance. As explained previously, there was some intrusion
into the passenger compartment in tests 402, 404, and 407.
Thus, except for this minor passenger compartment intrusion,
all seven tests satisfied the occupant risk criteria.

Vehicle After-Collision Trajectory
Vehicle trajectory hazard, as defined in NCHRP Report 230,
measures the potential that the after-collision trajectory of
the vehicle will cause a subsequent multivehicle collision or
subject vehicle occupants to undue hazard. NCHRP Report
230 recommends that the vehicle trajectory and final stopping
position (after collision) intrude a minimum distance, if at all,
into adjacent traffic lanes.
All seven crash tests satisfied the vehicle trajectory criteria
since there were no vehicle intrusions into the imaginary outside traffic lane. In the 20-mph crash tests (402, 404, and 407),
the vehicle stopped after traveling straight ahead for a short
distance. In some of the 60-mph tests (401, 403, 405, and
406), the vehicle yawed just after the impact but continued
straight ahead until it was braked remotely.

Comparison With 1985 AASHTO Specifications
The change in vehicle velocities for all tests was below the 15
ft/sec (ranging from 8.5 to 13.1 ft/sec) specified by the 1985
AASHTO specifications. The stub heights in tests 401, 402,
and 403, where aluminum couplings were used, were about
3.5 in (see Table 3). In tests 404, 405, 406, and 407, where
triangular slip bases were used, the height of the remaining
lower slip base plate was 4.5 in. (This value was the maximum
allowed by the 1984 Caltrans standard plans.) However, no
vehicle undercarriage snagging was observed. Thus, all tests
essentially satisfied the 1985 AASHTO specifications. The
1988 Caltrans standard plans have been modified, and the
maximum height for the lower slip base plate has been
lowered to 4 in.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the seven fullscale crash tests conducted in this research:
1. All lighting standards tested met the requirements of
NCHRP Report 230, except the structural adequacy criteria,

CRASH TEST RES UL TS

Test Results
Test
l.D.
No.

Velocity
Change t:i.V
(ft/sec)

Momentum
Change t:i.M
(lb/sec)

Head
Injury
Criteria

Maximum
Crush of
Bumper (in.)

Stub
Height
(in.)

401
402
403
404
405
406
407

9.4
10.4
12.4
8.5
12.4
13.1
8.6

597
651
781
539
790
819
534

1.8
0.8
8
10
8
7.1
2.1

II'/,
111.
14'/,
11
13%
15'/.,
12 7/.,

3.5
3.5
3.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
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which were not fully satisfied because of small intrusions of
the poles into the passenger compartment of the car or adjacent traffic lanes. The lighting standards met the 1985 AASHTO
specifications for breakaway bases.
2. The rather porous die-cast aluminum couplings proved
to be an effective breakaway device when impacted by 1,800lb cars. The results showed a maximum change in velocity of
12.4 ft/sec. However, aluminum couplings are not recommended as a standard Caltrans breakaway device at this time
because of the following conditions:
• Excessive porosity was observed on the fractured surfaces
of the couplings, and subsequent x-rays proved that the couplings were not acceptable based on Caltrans specifications
and limits in ASTM E505 reference radiographs.
• The two downstream anchor bolts bent upon impact and
may be costly to repair or replace. This problem, however,
has apparently been solved in some of the new couplings by
the use of a flush-mounted female anchor system.
• The results of tension and shear tests of aluminum couplings showed that neither the die-cast nor the extruded aluminum couplings available at the time complied with Caltrans
specifications.
3. The 35-ft-high lightweight aluminum lighting standard
with a 20-ft-long truss-type mast arm proved to be effective
and reusable after it was impacted at 20 mph; however, it was
damaged at 60 mph.
4. The 35-ft-high lightweight steel lighting standard with a
20-ft-long mast arm sustained serious damage afte1 it was
impacted at 60 mph.
5. The triangular steel slip base proved to be an effective
breakaway device when impacted by 1,800-lb cars. The relatively high slip base boii tension did not appear to affect the
slip base performance.
6. Neither the trajectory and final position (after impact)
of any of the lighting standards tested nor luminaire debris
would create serious hazard or likelihood of injuries to either
occupants of the impacted vehicle or to passengers of vehicles
in the outside traffic lane.
7. Damage to the crash vehicles in all seven tests was
repairable.
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Development of a Slotted-Rail
Breakaway Cable Terminal
DEAN
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Development of the Slotted-Rail Breakaway Cable Terminal
(SRBCT), a low-cost end treatment for W-beam guardrails, is
presented in this paper. Longitudinal slots in guardrail segments
are used to weaken the W-beam for head-on impacts, thereby
allowing a nearly standard BCT design to meet nationally recognized safety standards. Static and dynamic laboratory testing
of buckling characteristics of modified W-beam sections are
presented. Full-scale crash tests of the SRBCT are described.

The Breakaway Cable Terminal (BCT) is a gating end treatment designed to allow controlled barrier penetration for
vehicles impacting on its end. The gating action is provided
by breakage of a wood post and dynamic buckling of a flared
guardrail section. Longitudinal anchorage for the guardrail is
provided by a cable attached to the leading wood post in such
a way that, when the post breaks, the cable is released .
This system was originally designed to accommodate fullsize automobiles and was shown to perform well for both
head-on and side impacts (1) . Based on these early successful
crash tests, many states adopted the BCT as a standard guardrail terminal. Because the BCT relies on dynamic buckling of
a flared section of W-beam, it is very sensitive to the way the
barrier end is flared. Field surveys have indicated that many
installations do not have proper flare rates (2) and that some
BCTs are installed without a fl ared end . Further, recent crash
tests have indicated that standard BCT designs will not perform satisfactorily when impacted by mini-size vehicles (3).
Accident data studies have also indicated that the safety performance of the BCT has not been satisfactory.
Efforts to resolve the problems with the BCT have led to
the development of the Eccentric Loader Breakaway Cable
Terminal (ELBCT) (4). Although crash test results have indicated that this system should perform much better than standard BCT designs, the ELBCT is a more complex system and
its cost will likely be relatively high. Further , the ELBCT still
relies on the dynamic buckling of a W-beam guardrail and is,
therefore , sensitive to the flare rate. Finally, standard BCTs
cannot be easily retrofitted to ELBCT installations since the
shapes of the flared barrier sections are somewhat different.
Over 100,000 BCT guardrail end treatments are estimated
to have been installed across the country , and many states
still use the BCT as a standard guardrail terminal. These
systems do not meet current safety standards and will need
to be replaced by a safer end treatment. This paper describes
the development of a modified breakaway cable terminal, the
Slotted-Rail Breakaway Cable Terminal (SRBCT), which meets
current safety standards and can be used as a simple retrofit
Texas Transpo rtation Institute , The Texas A&M University System,
College Statio n, Tex. 77843.

E. Ross,

JR.

to current BCT systems. Additional details about the new end
treatment can be found in Sicking et al. (5) .

SLOTTED-RAIL CONCEPT
When a vehicle impacts the end of a BCT end treatment , it
must first break a 6-in by 8-in wood post while buckling an
unsupported 25-ft section of W-beam . With standard BCT
designs, excessive deceleration forces have been shown to
develop during this stage of impact. Thus , efforts to improve
the performance of the BCT during head-on impacts have
concentrated on reducing the impulse imparted to the vehicle
during these early stages of impact.
Performance can be improved by reducing the section modulus of the beam. Since a W-beam redirects vehicles through
membrane action rather than beam-bending strength, reducing its section modulus should have little effect on guardrail
redirective capacity. Guardrail section modulus can be reduced
by cutting longitudinal slots in the beam. The longitudinal
slots divide the beam into several independent beams. An
example of this weakening mechanism is shown in Figure 1.
The three slots shown in this figure reduce the moment of
inertia of the W-beam from 2.33 to approximately 0.02 in 4 •
Such a drastic decrease in section modulus greatly reduces
the dynamic buckling strength of a section of W-beam and
could eliminate the problems associated with head-on impacts
with BCTs. Further, longitudinal slots do not significantly
reduce the tensile strength of the standard W-beam . Three
1/2-in-wide slots reduce beam area from 1.99 to 1.83 in 2. This
reduction in cross-sectional area is less than that found at the
splice points where four %-in-diameter bolt holes reduce beam
area to 1.61 in 2.
Advantages of the slotted rail concept include relatively
low cost, ease of retrofitting existing installations, and a means
of tuning W-beam buckling strength to any desired level. Due
to these advantages, this concept was selected for further
evaluation as a means of improving performance of BCT end
treatments.

LABORATORY EVALUATION
Preliminary evaluation of the slotted-rail concept was conducted in three phases: static tests, pendulum tests, and fullscale dynamic tests. Static testing was conducted on numerous
slot configurations to identify the minimum slot widths that
allow independent movement of each beam section. These
tests indicated that 1/2-in-wide slots were sufficient to prevent
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FIGURE 1 Reduction of W-beam's section modulus through longitudinal slots.

TABLE 1 STATIC SLOTTED-RAIL
BUCKLING TESTS
Slot Length
(in.)

Failure Load
(lb)

36
48
60
24 and 30

23,700
8,200
4,900
19,500

Euler Buckling
Load (lb)
18,000
10,000

6,400
26,000

films and test results shown in these figures, it was concluded
that the slotted-beam sections were not buckling in the fundamental mode and, as a result, differences in energy dissipation among the tested specimens could not be considered
to be significant.
Full-scale dynamic tests \Vere then conducted to determine
the effects of impact speed on energy dissipation characteristics. Three full-scale crash tests were conducted on a 60-in
slot design at impact speeds of 20, 30, and 40 mph. Figure 5
shows a typical test installation. The leading slotted section
was unsupported in an effort to isolate forces generated during
the buckling of the slotted-rail segment. Test results indicated
that energy dissipated during buckling of slotted-rail segments
was approximately proportional to the impact speed, as shown
in Figure 6.

DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING

FIGURE 2 Typical pendulum test configuration.

interference between beam sections, thereby allowing a controlled buckling failure. Subsequent static testing was conducted to identify static buckling strengths for various slot
lengths. Based on preliminary static test results, it was concluded that a three-slot arrangement like that shown in Figure
1 would be necessary if the new BCT design were to be developed without ll fill red section There;iftf'r. ;i!! tf'sting inv0!ved
this slot arrangement. Table 1 summarizes static test results.
Pendulum tests were then conducted to identify the lowspeed dynamic-buckling strengths of various slot lengths. Test
specimens were impacted by a 2,250-lb pendulum at 20 mph.
A typical test setup is shown in Figure 2. Plots of energy
dissipation versus deflection for each slot length are shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Energy dissipation characteristics are similar for all slot lengths tested. Based on review of high-speed

Preliminary test results indicated that the slotted-rail concept
might be used to design a BCT-type end treatment that did
not require a flared end. Such a system would require a significant length of slotted-rail segments to slowly decelerate
vehicles impacting head-on . A full-scale test of a straight run
of slotted guardrail segments was then conducted to determine
the effects of longitudinal slots on the W-beam's redirective
capacity. This test involved a full-size vehicle impacting a
slotted section of rail at 50 mph and 25°. Upon impact, the
test vehide's bumper penetrated through a slot in the W-beam
and extended the slot to a W-beam splice. As the slot was
extended through the splice, it caused the modified W-beam
segment to rupture, and the test vehicle penetrated behind
the guardrail.
The solution to this problem is to prevent the vehicle from
coming in direct contact with the slotted-rail sections. A cover
plate \V~s therefore developed that vvould shield the slots fiom
impacting vehicles while allowing the slotted section to buckle
during head-on impacts. The upstream end of the cover plate
is bolted to the guardrail and the downstream end is clipped
so it can slide during head-on impacts. The clips on the downstream end of the slotted segment are required to prevent the
end of the cover plate from separating from the guardrail and
snagging on vehicles impacting from the opposite direction.
Figure 7 shows a schematic of the cover plate concept.

48" SLOTS IN BOTH SPANS
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FIGURE 3 Pendulum test results: dynamic energy dissipation of slotted W-beam guardrail segments (48- and
60-in. slots).
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FIGURE 4 Pendulum test results: dynamic energy dissipation of slotted W-beam guardrail segments
(36-in. and 30- and 24-in. slots).
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Static and pendulum tests of cover-plated slotted segments
were then undertaken to evaluate the effects of a cover plate
on buckling characteristics. Static testing was conducted on
both welded and bolted cover plates. Because these tests indicated little difference in performance between the two attachment mechanisms, the bolted design was selected as the most
economical option. Static test results are summarized in Table
2. The scatter in these test results from the possibility of
adjacent strips in the slotted region coming into sharp contact
with each other during buckling. This phenomenon adds a
degree of lateral bracing to the two strips in contact, thereby
increasing buckling loads. Pendulum tests involved only 27-in

slotted segments with bolted cover plates. Figure 8 shows that
all pendulum test specimens exhibited a consistent buckling
behavior. Static and pendulum tests indicated that cover plates
increase energy dissipation and maximum buckling loads by
approximately 30 percent.
A final developmental test was then conducted to investigate the head-on impact characteristics of a straight section
of cover-plated slotted segments. This test involved a full-size
sedan impacting the end of a 50-ft span of slotted guardrail
segments at a speed of 60 mph. After the first slotted segment
buckled, the unmodified section of guardrail rotated downward to form a ramp that projected the test vehicle over the
top of the guardrail. Although no large decelerations were
imparted to the vehicle and it showed little tendency to roll
over, this test was deemed to be a failure since rollover could
be expected under somewhat different impact conditions . As
a result of these test findings, efforts to develop a straight
guardrail terminal were abandoned.

SLOTTED-RAIL BCT

FIG URE 5

Remaining design efforts concentrated on the deve!op1nent
of a modification to standard BCT designs that would meet
the nationally recognized safety criteria in NCH RI' Repo rt
230 (6). The final SRBCT design incorporated a parabolic
flare with a 4-ft offset as used in standard BCT designs . Modifications to the BCT design included incorporating 27-in-long
slotted-rail segments within each of the first four guardrail
spans and adding a ground-line cable to enhance breakage of
posts 2, 3, and 4. The slotted-rail segments allow each guard-

Typical preliminary crash test setup.
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FIGURE 6 Rela tionship between energy dissipation and impact speed for 5-ft slotted sections.
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FIGURE 7 Cover plate concept.

TABLE 2 STATIC TESTS OF SLOTTED
RAIL WITH COVER PLATES
Slot Length
(in.)

Cover Plate
Attachment

Buckling Load
(lb)

36
30
30

Welded
Welded
Welded
Bolted
Bolted
Bolted
Bolted
Bolted
Bolted

32,000
24,000
25,000
28,500
35,500
32,000
28,500
22,500
24,600

27
27
27
27
27
27

therefore, perform with the 6-in by 8-in rectangular wood
posts normally used in BCT designs with little effect on headon impact. Figure 9 shows the final SRBCT design.

COMPLIANCE TESTING
The safety performance of the new end treatment was investigated with four full-scale crash tests. as recommended by
NCH RP Report 230 (6).

Test SR-2

rail span to buckle independently, thereby reducing head-on
impact forces and allowing the guardrail to be bolted to every
post. The ground-line cable, used to prevent longitudinal motion
at the base of posts 2, 3, and 4, has been shown to reduce
forces required to break wood posts (5). These three posts
were also weakened with a 2.875-in-diameter hole drilled at
the base. The addition of two posts between posts 3 and 4
and posts 4 and 5 in an effort to improve redirectional capacity
of the system will be discussed later.
These changes from standard BCT designs are believed to
be sufficient to meet NCH RP Report 230 safety standards.
The new end treatment incorporated a standard BCT end
buffer and breakaway cable system. To conform to Texas's
standard guardrail system, 7-in-diameter round wood posts
were used in the prototype design. Dynamic testing has shown
that a 6-in by 8-in wood post absorbs approximately the same
amount of energy as 7-in round wood post. The SRBCT should,

The terminal was first tested with a mini-size vehicle impacting
the end treatment head-on at 60 mph. The vehicle was offset
15 in from the center of the first post towards the traffic side
of the barrier. For this test, the installation had blackouts
only on the first five posts. The vehicle penetrated through
the end of the barrier at a relatively low speed after fracturing
the first and second posts. The slotted-rail sections collapsed
as expected. The longitudinal occupant-impact velocity was
35.1 ft/sec, and the longitudinal ridedown acceleration was
10.7 g. Although the longitudinal impact velocity was above
the recommended limit of 30 ft/sec, it was well below the
maximum allowable limit of 40 ft/sec (6). A few terminals,
including VAT. ELBCT, and GET, actually meet recommended occupant-impact criteria for this test condition. However, many successful devices, including GREAT, SENTRE,
and TREND, do not meet this requirement. Therefore, this
test was considered successful. Note that the vehicle did not
contact the third post, and its trajectory behind the guardrail
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FIGURE 8

Pendulum test results of cover-plated specimens (27-in. slots).

carried it away from posts 4 and 5. Figure 10 shows the test
vehicle and installation after test SR-2.

T~st

SR-3

This test examined the redirective capacity of the SRBCT. In
it. a full-size vehicle impacted the terminal 12.5 ft from the
end at 60 mph and 25°. The length of blocked-out rail was
extended to include the first 43 ft of guardrail. Upon impact.
the test vehicle began to redirect and was traveling parallel
to the barrier when an unmodified guardrail section fractured
at a splice. The vehicle yawed away from the barrier. and the
driver's side was impaled on the exposed guardrail end. Figure
11 shows the test vehicle and system after test SR-3.

Test SR-4

As discussed above. two additional posts were added to the
SRBCT between posts 3 and 4 and 4 and 5. These additional
posts were not attached to the guardrail and were designed
to provide additional lateral stiffness for redirectional purposes. The previous test was then repeated with much-improved
performance. The test vehicle was smoothly redirected and
all occupant-impact severity measures were within recomm .o. nrlorl J;m:f-r

TPst SR-5

This test evaluated terminal performance for mini-size vehicles impacting midway between the barrier end and the beginning of the length of need. The test vehicle impacted at the
second post at 60 mph and 15°. The vehicle was smoothly
redirected with no tendency for wheel snag. Although the
lateral occupant-impact velocity (23.7 ft/sec) was above recommended limits. it was below the maximum allowable limit
(6). Maximum occupant ridedown acceleration was 13 .8 g.
This test was considered a success. Figure 13 shows the test
installation after test SR-5 .

Test SR-6

The final test involved a full-size vehicle impacting the end of
the terminal head-on at 60 mph . Upon impact . the first three
posts were fractured and the vehicle penetrated the barrier in
a controlled manner. The vehicle then traveled parallel to the
barrier for approximately 100 ft before coming to rest. The
longitudinal occupant-impact velocity was 17.4 ft /sec. and the
maximum occupant ridedown acceleration was 5.8 g. All occupant risk values were within recommended limits (6). and the
test was considered a success. The test vehicle and installation
after test SR-6 are shown in Figure 14.

Tho m<'lv;..,..,,.m ,.....,...,....,...,,.,..,. .. ;,,.,....,.,...,....,. "a.lr..,-.;f-., "',, "'

"•-••u-u "'"""" • .,_ .,,.,,.,.,, .. ,,. v--ul'u'" ""l'u-• •-•v-"J "u"

20.9 ft/sec, and the maximum occupant ridedown acceleration
was 9.1 g. Although the velocity change (20.9 mph) during
this test was somewhat higher than safety standard recommendations, the performance of this barrier was similar to
that of most other guardrail systems. as shown in Table 3.
The test was therefore considered a success. Figure 12 shows
the test installation and test vehicle after test SR-4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEND ATIO NS

The SRBCT has been tested and shown to meet NCHRP
Reporc 230 safety standards. The SRBCT does not rely on
dynamic buckling of unsupported guardrails. and therefore
its performance should not be affected by the shape of the
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TABLE 3 VELOCITY CHANGES DURING
LONGITUDINAL BARRIER IMPACTS

FIGURE IO

Vehicle
Weight
(lb)

Impact
Velocity
(mph)

Impact
Angle
(deg)

4,450

61.8

25 .3

4,500

58.2

25

4,490

58.7

25

4,490

58.5

23

4,740

59.9

24

4,490

61.8

25.6

G4 (lS) on
box culvert
G4 (IS) at
turned down
end
Guard fence at
turned down
end
Guard fence at
turned down
end
Rigid vertical
wall
Rigid vertical
wall

24.6
29.4
22.6
19.2
17.5
15.9

Test vehicle and installation after test SR-2.

FIGURE 12

FIGURE 11

Service

Velocity
Change
(mph)

Test vehicle and installation after test SR-3.

Test vehicle and installation after test SR-4.
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FIGURE 13 Test installation after test SR-5.

FIGURE 14 Test vehicle and installation after lest SR-6.

flare. Furthermore. new mechanisms to enhance post breakaway should reduce any sensitivity to installation details. This
end treatment should not be significantly more expensive than
standard BCT designs. Major cost differences between the
SRBCT and standard BCT designs are limited to the longitudinal slots and cover plates used on the first 25-ft segment
of guardrail, the ground-line cable. and two additional posts.
Therefore, whenever sufficient space is available for a 4-ft
flared end treatment. this design should offer an inexpensive
and safe alternative to the BCT. Finally. the design is quite
similar to standard BCT designs . and retrofit of existing BCT
installations should be inexpensive. Further testing of this
device for retrofit situations is recommended.

2. J. G. Pigman and K. R. Agent. Perf(nmance Evaluation of Breakaway-Cable-Terminal End Treatment\'. In Trwuporlalion Research
Record, TRB, National Research Council. Washington. D.C. (in
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Validation of a Surrogate Vehicle for
Luminaire Support Certification
Testing
ALLEN

G.

HANSEN, MARTIN

W.

HARGRAVE, AND CHARLES

This paper describes the validation of a surrogate vehicle for luminaire-supporl testing. The history of surrogale vehicle development is briefly recounted, and a pro11osed validation procc s is
discussed in detail. Four levels of validation are described. Level
I relates force-deOection characteristics between the surrogate and
an actual automobile, while level 2 considers velocity-change comparisons. Level 3 focuses on crush-length comparisons, where the
concept of normalized crush is introduced. Finally, level 4, the
highest level of validation, is based on physical-modeling comparisons. For the purposes of evaluation of luminaire ·upports and
sign posts, it is suggested that validation of a surrogate at levels
I and 2 only is sufficient to meet the requirements of the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) specifications. Test results are then presented for the
new surrogaie vehicle, being used by 1he Federal Highway Administration (FHW A), when impacting luminaire supports mounted
on different types of bases. The FHW A surrogate is shown to be
validated for evaluation of the breakaway performance of luminaire supports mounted on either transformer hases or couplings.
Not only is validation achieved for le\'cls I and 2, but also partially
for level 3 and level 4. It is recommended that the proposed validation technique be reviewed by the highway research community
and considered for future validation of surrogate vehicles. Further,
it is recommended that the breakaway bogie, developed under
research sponsored by the FHW A, be accepted by the roadside
safety community for use in evaluating breakaway luminaire supports.

A new surrogate vehicle (or bogie) has been developed by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for evaluating
the performance of breakaway luminaire supports when
impacted by lightweight vehicles . This paper describes a proposed validation technique and the use of this technique to
validate the new bogie for luminaire supports mounted on
transformer bases and frangible couplings.

HISTORY OF SURROGATE DEVELOPMENT
Rationale for Surrogates

For many decades crash testing has used actual automobiles
impacting into roadside hardware. These tests can be quite
costly, particularly when devices must be re-evaluated due to
changing, more stringent criteria. In addition, using actual
A.G. Hansen, Scientex Corporatio n. 1750 New York Avenu e. N.W ..
Washington. D.C. 20006. M. W . H argrave . Safety Design Division.
Federal Highway Administration. 6300 Georgetown Pike. McLean .
Va. 22101 . C. R . Hott, Scientex Corporation . 6300 Georgetown Pike.
McLean, Va. 22101.

R.

HOTT

automobiles can bias test results due to the widely different
frontal crush characteristics of various makes and models of
vehicles and even the differences within a particular make
and model. Because of the cost of full-scale testing and attendant test-result repeatability problems. recognition of the need
to develop lower-cost, controlled laboratory methods, including the use of surrogate vehicles, gradually evolved.

Pendulum Devices
In 1970. the FHW A published a notice that permitted the use
of a newiy deveioped rigid-nose penduium as a substitute for
full-scale testing. In 1973. the FHWA determined that there
was only a weak relationship between the rigid-nose pendulum test and full-scale testing . This was due in part to the lack
of vehicle-crush simulation on this pendulum. As a result. the
FHW A conducted additional studies. and a crushable-nose
pendulum was developed. The final version of this pendulum
contained a new nose assembly consisting of two parallel
members between which crushable aluminum honeycomb elements were collapsed. Aluminum honeycomb material was
also placed on the frontal. or impact . surface of the lead sliding
member (Figure 1). This design. which removed the dependency on object shape. was intended to emulate the crush
performance of a 2,250-lb (1022-kg) 1973 Chevrolet Vega.
and was widely used to certify luminaire-support breakaway
performance under the 1975 American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) criteria.

Bogie Vehicles

Satisfactory results were obtained with the pendulum when
testing single luminaire supports. but testing of large duallegged signs presented additional problems. These problems
were primarily associated with the snagging of the support
cables on the sign blank . In 1978. to overcome these problems.
a low-speed bogie vehicle was developed. This vehicle incorporated the pendulum nose and weight assembly mounted on
a simple frame with four wheels. with no capability to adjust
or model additional vehicle properties such as the weight
distribution (center of gravity and inertia), the wheel base.
or the track width. This bogie proved to be a reasonable
surrogate for low-speed testing of sign posts.
The next step in the evolution of surrogate vehicles was the
development of the high-speed breakaway bogie. currently
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FIGURE 2 FOIL Breakaway bogie test vehicle.

validated against actual automobile test results. It is proposed
that this validation be segregated into four distinct (though
not independent) levels:
FIGURE 1 FHWA pendulum test system.

used at the Federal Outdoor Impact Laboratory (FOIL). This
vehicle. shown in Figure 2, models many vehicle properties
not included in the earlier low-speed bogie. In addition. this
vehicle can be used at test speeds up to 60-mph (26.8 mis).
This vehicle can emulate the actual impact and post-impact
(runout) performance of many of the smaller real-world vehicles. Any automobile weighing from 1,400-lb (636-kg) to 2,250lb (1022-kg) can be modeled by adjusting the weight, weight
distribution, wheelbase. and track width of the bogie. Testing
at FHWA's FOIL has indicated that reductions in test costs
of up to 75 percent are achievable using this surrogate instead
of an actual automobile. The validation of this bogie. in an
1,800-lb (817-kg) configuration. for evaluating the breakaway
performance of luminaire supports mounted on transformer
bases and frangible couplings is the subject of this paper.

THE VALIDATION PROCESS

Before a surrogate can be accepted for use in evaluating the
performance of roadside hardware. its performance must be

1.
2.
3.
4.

Force-deflection curve comparisons,
Velocity-change comparisons,
Crush-length comparisons, and
Physical modeling comparisons.

For each level of validation obtained, a higher overall level
of validation is achieved. While it is desirable to obtain validation at all four levels, validation to a lesser level should
be appropriate for specific purposes, as discussed later.

Force-Deflection Comparisons

The first level of validation is force-deflection curve comparisons. The bogie can be considered a reasonable loading device
(as determined, for example, with low-speed rigid instrumented pole experiments) if the force-deflection curve of the
bogie is similar to an automobile. That is, the force exerted
by the bogie on the rigid instrumented pole (when plotted
versus aluminum honeycomb crush) is equivalent to an automobile's loading pattern (when plotted against the automobile's actual frontal crush).
These comparison experiments, to be strictly accurate, must
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be conducted with a rigid pole whose impact face is similar
in shape to that of the luminaire support being evaluated .
This is particularly true when testing with an automobile to
properly account for any force-deflection differences due to
device geometry. This is not as great a concern with the breakaway bogie because it has been uesigned with parallel sliding
surfaces between layers of crushable honeycomb to minimize
any geometric effects due to luminaire support shape.

Velocity-Change Comparisons
A second level of validation is based on velocity-change comparisons. When combined with level 1. a higher level of validation is obtained. The bogie can be considered a reasonable
predictor of velocity change when a series of tests (into actual
luminaire supports, for example) indicates that the velocitychange values of the bogie are similar to the automobile values
at both low (20-mph or 8.9 mis) and high (60-mph or 26.8m/s) speeds. This would show that the areas under the respective acceleration-time traces are essentially equivalent for both
the bogie and the automobile. It does not, however . indicate
that the shapes of the two traces are necessarily identical or
even similar. merely that the velocity changes obtained are
equivalent.
To be conservative. the bogie should either predict closely
or over-estimate the velocity change. making it a reasonable
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tified by the bogie that would fail tests using automobiles. A
bogie also provides very repeatable controlled test results. so
that variations among different makes and models of full-scale
automobiles are eliminated (/).

Crush-Length Comparisons

A third, and even higher. level of validation couples the first
two levels with crush-length comparisons (which are important only from a research and not a certification standpoint).
A bogie can be used to predict the crush of a vehicle if the
crush-length measurements (as determined from tests into
actual luminaire supports) of the bogie and automobiles agree
at both low and high speeds. That is. predictions of intrusion
into the engine compartment of a vehicle can be made with
a bogie which satisfies this criterion .
The actual crush length (L,.,."1i) reported here is normalized
by the change i11 kinetic energy (~KE) of the vehicle. The
normalized crush length takes into account the different force
levels resulting from variations in the impact velocity and
velocity change observed in the tests. and allows for a straightforward comparison of crush length.
Since most of the work done on the vehicle at low speed
results in vehicle crush. the work done can be approximated
hv thF. intF.or;;il nf thP fnrrP ( F.
\ "rtina
rm thP ""hirlP frr'"'
- --- -- -a --- ---- • - · · · - · - - · - ·•·
the luminaire support times its crush length. if the tire and
aerodynamic forces are neglected. Also . because at low speed
the work done is approximately equal to the change in the
kinetic energy of the vehicle. this normalization is essentially
a measure of the reciprocal of the average force (F"'") acting
on the vehicle. That is.
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Thus, normalized crush is equivalent to the reciprocal of
the average force when all units of measure are correctly
accounted for. However. in the following comparisons. the
crush length is expressed in inches and the change in kinetic
energy is expressed in ft-kips. consistent with common us age
and convention for each.
At high speed, the crush energy is only a portion of the
~KE of the vehicle due to a significant energy exchange between
the vehicle and the luminaire support. Thus . this normalization technique is not strictly accurate from an a nalytical
standpoint. However. th e trend of increased ~KE leading to
increased crush length is still valid and provides for a comparative assessment of vehicle crush with less dependence on
variations in impact velocity and velocity change.

Physical Modeling Comparisons
The final and most complete level of validation (level 4) includes
physicai modeiing . Here ihree imerreiaied phenome na must
all agree between bogie and automobile:

1. Impact dynamics.
2. Chronology of breakaway. and
3. Fracture patterns of the device .
In addition. the lower levels of validation must also be achieved.
For the impact dynamics to he validated. the accelerntion
versus time history of the bogie and the automobile must be
in agreement. Not only must the areas under the respective
curves be reasonably similar but also the shapes of the curves.
Because acceleration is proportional to force, this level of
validation implies that the force applied to a break-away device
over a specific time period is essentially the same for a bogie
and the corresponding automobile.
Using high speed film or other methods. the chronology of
breakaway is obtained by observing and comparing the breakaway of respective breakaway devices when impacted by a
bogie and an automobile . Validation is achieved when the
sequence of events initiates breakaway and complete breaknway of each device at a pproximately the same time for both
the bogie and the automobile .
Finally. the resulting fracture patterns of each breakaway
device can be obtained and compared after completion of the
tests. Validation is achieved when the fracture patterns of
bases impacted with the bogie and with automobiles are similar.

Desired Level of Validation

llllfhH." l l

The level to which a bogie surrogate must be validated is
determined by the function which the bogie is to perform.
Ideally. all levels of validation should be obtained. However.
for luminaire-support certification testing. it is proposed that
only levels I and 2 are necessa rv. This is because velocitv
change is the primary criterion for. breakaway support acceptance. Therefore, a valid velocity-change comparison (level 2)
must be obtained as we ll as a valid force-deflection comparison (level 1). However. it is not necessary that the shape of
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the acceleration traces of the bogie and the automobile agree,
nor that the breakaway chronology and fracture patterns agree
(level 4). In addition, although desirable, it is not essential
that the crush lengths closely correlate (level 3).
VALIDATION FOR TRANSFORMER-BASE
LUMINAIRE SUPPORTS

Prior Data
Transformer-base luminaire supports were previously tested
in the unmodified design at the FHW A pendulum test facility
and, if they did not pass the current acceptance criteria, they
were modified to provide acceptable breakaway performance
(1). Table 1 presents the results from the 20-mph (8.9-m/s),
2,250-lb (1022 kg) pendulum impact tests, listed by manufacturer and model number, with the bases in the unmodified
and the modified conditions.
TABLE 1 TRANSFORMER BASE HISTORIC
TEST DATA

Test No.

Delta V
(ft/sec)

Delta V
Span
(ft/sec)

Unmodified
HAPC045964
201
29.3
12.1
202
203
21.9
12.9
208
29.1
210
Phaff and Kendall TB2A
206
10.5
212
12.5
213
17.8
Union Metal 2851
242
14.2
244
13.2
Pole-Lite TB20-8
14.6
236
237
13.4
Union Metal 2852
9.1
221
225
9.6
HAPC044681
11.3
245
13.6
246

17.2

7.3

1.0

Level 1: Force-Deflection Comparisons
Previous research studied the variation of the force-deflection
characteristics of a 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit and other small
cars at several impact locations across the front of each vehicle
(2). The quarter point of the Rabbit was modeled by the bogie
because this research indicated that it yielded one of the higher
changes in velocity when compared with the other cars and
impact locations tested, providing a conservative surrogate.
A comparison of the force-deflection characteristics of the
bogie vehicle with the quarter point of a 1979 Volkswagen
Rabbit automobile at level 1 validation is shown in Figure 3.
These tests were conducted at the FOIL by impacting each
vehicle at low speed into a rigid, instrumented pole with a
cylindrical shape. Since the pole face should have modeled
the shape of a typical transformer-base/luminaire-support system, the results shown in the figure are not strictly applicable.
However, the localized crush characteristics of each vehicle
are reasonably similar when impacted with a vertically distributed, cylindrical loading pattern having a width of approximately 9 in (0.23 m). This is less than the width of a typical
transformer base, which is approximately 15 in (0.38 m). The
effect of this difference in shape is not known, but is presumed
to be small based on the level 2 validation results discussed
below.

1.2

0.5

2.3

Modified
HAPC045964
215
9.6
219
12.1
Phaff and Kendall TB2A
(Modification 1)
207
9.2
11.6
222
(Modification 2)
12.6
232
233
15.5
Phaff and Kendall TB4
265
11.9
14.1
266
Union Metal 2850
10.1
239
251
13.9
15.3
256
8.3
258

Analysis of these data reveals that transformer bases have
a large variation in breakaway performance. The span of change
in velocity for each transformer-base model varies from a low
of 0.5 ft/sec to a high of 7.0 ft/sec (0.15 to 2.1 m/s) even after
the bases were modified to improve their breakaway performance. Thus, a large variation in safety performance exists
for each model of a transformer base due to production variables. This variation must be taken into consideration when
comparing test results between two different vehicles (such
as a bogie and its corresponding automobile) or even when
comparing results produced by the same vehicle.

2.5

2.4

2.9

2.2

7.0

Levels 2 and 3: Velocity-Change and Crush-Length
Comp~risons at Low Speed
The transformer base selected for this series of tests was a
modern, two-piece design composed of two castings welded
together. This design is typical of the design practice of many
transformer bases currently in use in the United States. In
addition, this base was selected and used previously in tests
conducted during development of the FOIL and the bogie
vehicle. Because this base is typical of current design practice
and because it was used in prior development testing, this
base was selected and used in the current test series.
Five tests, three with bogies and two with automobiles, were
performed with a 20-mph (8.9-m/s) test speed (3). Two of
these tests (one bogie and one automobile) were conducted
with the transformer bases mounted to the test foundation
using standard mounting hardware tightened to 400 ft-lb (537
N-m) of torque. These transformer bases did not break away.
Three additional tests (two with the bogie and one with an
automobile) were conducted with the base-mounting hardware tightened to 200 ft-lb (268 N-m). In these tests, the
transformer bases all broke away. All five transformer bases
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tested were the same model number and from the same manufacturing lot.

with the base torqued to 200 ft-lbs (268 N-m). the two velocitychange values for the bogie vehicle bracket the value for the
automobile.

Velocity-Change Comparisons
Crush-Length Comparisons
The change in velocity for the five tests are compared in Table
2. In the tests with the base torqued to 400 ft-lb (537 N-m).
the change in velocity for the bogie and automobile were
essentially the same as the impact speed (bogie impact at 28.2
ft/sec, automobile impact at 29.5 ft/sec). The change of the
bogie vehicle was slightly higher because it rebounded with
a small negative velocity while the automobile stopped completely without rebounding after hitting the base. In the tests

Normalized crush lengths for this series of tests are compared
in Table 2. At a mounting torque of 400 ft-lbs (537 N-m). the
normalized crush length of the bogie is identical to the value
for the automobile. At a torque of 200 ft-lbs (268 N-m). the
normalized crush length of the bogie varies from essentially
the same as the car to slightly higher than that of the car.
This suggests that the bogie crush length at low speed can be

AVERAGE FORCE DISPLACEMENT
FOIL BOGIE ANO 1979 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT
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Force-deflection characteristics of VW Rabbit and FOIL bogie.

SUMMARY OF RES UL TS FOR TRANSFORMER BASE TESTING

Test
Vehicle

Actual
Impact
Speed
(ft/sec)"

Delta
Velocity
(ft/sec)

Actual
Crush
Length
(in .)

Normalized
Crush
Length
(in ./i't-kip)

Base
T.::nsik
Strength
( ksi)

Test
No .

28.2
29.5

31.8
29.5

17.1"
19.0

0.76
0.76

33.0
3-U

86FlHll
85Flll I

27.5
28.3
29.5

15 .8
13.5
1-t6

15 .J''
12.7 1'
14.0

0 .86
0.76
0.75

.,,
., .

3-Ui

8(1f()()2
86FlHl3
86FlHl-I

86.5
88.5
87 .2
85 .8
88.7

1-1.5
15 .5
13.2
13.4
12.4

19.3•
18.9'
18.5•
20 .5
19.3

0.29
0.26
0.30
0.3-1
lJ.33

20 mph Impact Speed
(Torque 400 ft-lbs)
Bogie
Car
(Torque 200 ft-lbs)
Bogie
Bogie
Car

.,,_,

30.8

60 mph Impact Speed
Bogie
Bogie
Bogie
Car
Car

"Average from film and speed trap .
"After subtraction of 2 in. for the zero resistance honcvcomb cartridge.
'After subtraction of 6 in. for the zero resistance honeycomb cartridge.

JJ,t{

.12.2
28. I
33.3
33.7

86F023
86F033
86F038
86FOllJ
86F031
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expected to be a reasonable. though perhaps slightly higher.
estimate of the crush of an automobile for similar impact
velocities and similar changes in velocity.

0

-;;;0\

c:
0

Levels 2 and 3: Velocity-Change and Crush-Length
Comparisons at High Speed

Velocity-Change Comparisons
The changes in velocity of the five tests are compared in Table
2. Although overlap occurs, the range of velocity change for
the bogie vehicle is slightly higher than that of the automobile.
This may be due to the variation in the transformer base's
breakaway performance, though it is also possible that the
bogie may be more conservative than the particular automobile tested.
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FIGURE 4 Typical acceleration traces, 20 mph, transformer
bases.
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Five tests were performed with a 60-mph (26.8-m/s) test speed,
three with the bogie vehicle and two with an automobile (3).
All tests were conducted with the transformer bases mounted
to the test foundation using standard mounting hardware
tightened to 200 ft-lb (268 N-m) of torque. In this test series.
all bases broke away.
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u
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<

-25

Crush lengths of this series of tests are compared in Table 2.
The normalized crush length of the bogie is slightly lower than
that of the automobile. This suggests that the bogie crush
length at high speed can be expected to be slightly lower than
that of an automobile for similar changes in velocity .
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FIGURE 5 Typical acceleration traces, 60 mph, transformer
bases.
Level 4: Physical-Modeling Comparisons

This section analyzes both the low- and high-speed tests with
respect to level 4 (physical modeling comparisons) validation
requirements for transformer-base supports. A plot of typical
low-speed longitudinal acceleration versus time (from impact)
traces from transducers located at each vehicle's center of
gravity is shown in Figure 4. A typical high-speed plot is shown
in Figure 5.

Chronology of Breakaway
Another aspect of physical modeling is chronology of breakaway. Here, the bogie does not agree with the automobile.
At low speed , initiation of fracture occurs somewhat later in
time with the bogie than it does with the automobile, and, at
both low and high speeds, the time to complete fracture and
initiate separation is somewhat more extended for the bogie
than for the automobile.

Impact Dynamics
The first part of physical modeling is impact dynamics. The
acceleration data presented above indicate that the bogie
interacts somewhat differently from the automobile when
impacting transformer bases at both low and high speed. First,
the bogie experiences a delay in sensing deceleration due to
the construction of the bogie's crushable front end, while the
automobile does not (J). Second, the bogie, probably due to
its concentrated loading as opposed to the automobile's more
distributed loading, causes a lower peak deceleration at low
speed and causes the peak to occur later in the impact event
at both low and high speed.

Fracture Patterns
The final part of physical modeling is a comparison of fracture
patterns of bases impacted with the bogie and with an automobile . Figures 6 and 7 are photographs of transformer bases
impacted with the bogie and with an automobile . These figures are typical of both low- and high-speed impacts. As can
be seen, the patterns are very similar, indicating that the bogie
does model the automobile with regard to observed fracture
patterns of bases that have broken away.
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is the maximum, minimum, or average range of values that
can be expected from a series of tests using the same model
of coupling. What can be deduced, however, is that some
range-of-velocity change values can be expected from such a
series of tests.

Level 1: Force-Deflection Comparisons

As discussed previously, the bogie vehicle's reported forcedeflection characteristics are in reasonable agreement with
the reported characteristics of a 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit
automobile when impacting a cylindrically shaped object similar to a luminaire support (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 6 Typical transformer-base fracture pattern, bogie
impact.

Levels 2 and 3: Velocity-Change and Crush-Length
Comparisons at Low Speed

The Alcoa model 100-1 frangible aluminum coupling is typical
of couplings currently in use on highways in the United States
and was previously selected and used for tests conducted during the development of the FOIL and the bogie vehicle. Because
of the additional fact that reasonably repeatable results can
be expected from this model of coupling, it was again selected
for this test series.

Velocity-Change Comparisons
Two tests were performed with an impact speed of 20 mph
(8.9 m/s), one with the bogie and one with an automobile (5).
The changes in velocity for the two tests are compared in
Table 4. and indicate that the bogie vehicle produces a slightly
higher value than the automobile. However, this value is judged
FIGURE 7 Typical transformer-base fracture pattern,
automobile impact.

Base Tensile Strength
Table 2 shows the base tensile strength and the corresponding
velocity change for each test. Tensile tests were performed
on each test base to determine if the tensile strength of the
base was a major variable in its breakaway performance. Based
on these data, it is concluded that there is no correlation
between tensile strength and velocity change.

VALIDATION FOR COUPLING-MOUNTED
LUMINAIRE SUPPORTS

TABLE 3

PREVIOUS COUPLING TESTS

Test
Number

Impact
Speed
(mph)

Change in
Velocit y
(ft/sec)

Vehicle Crush
Length
(in.)

502
505

20
20

15 .5
19.6

18 .-+
19 .6

TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR COUPLING
TESTING

Test
Vehicle

Actual
Impact
Speed"
(ft/sec)

Delta
Velocit y
(ft/sec)

Actu•il
Crush
Length
(in.)

Normalized
Crush
Length
(in./ft-kip)

Test
No .

20 mph Impact Speed

Prior Data

During the developmental testing with the FOIL bogie vehicle, two sets of Alcoa aluminum couplings, model 100-L wer
tested (4). Both tests were conducted at low speed using identical luminaire supports. The first test used couplings from
the same lot, while the second test used couplings from mixed
lots. The results of these two tests, presented in Table 3, show
a difference of change in the bogie vehicle's velocity of 4.1
ft/sec (1.3 n1/s). It is not known whethe1 01 not this diffe1ence

RnuiP

?Q

~

IQ?

lh 7h

fl 71'.

~f..Ffl(,?

Car

29.9

17.2

13 .5

0.6-+

86FU56

12.7
12 .U
8.2
8.3

19.3'
20.9'
16.5
16.U

0 .33
0.37
U.-+!
0.-+1

86FU61
86F063
86FU58
86FU6U

60 mph Impact Speed
Bogie
Bogie
Car
Car

85.7
87.2
89...l
87.0

"Average from film and speed trap .
"After subtraction of 2 in . for the zero resistance honcvcornb carlridgc.
t Aller subi1 acliun of 5 in. for du: zero rcs1srnncc horn.::;Tomb can ri dge ,
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to be within the range of expected deviation of couplings in
general.

Crush-Length Comparisons
Crush lengths for this series of tests are compared in Table
4. The normalized crush length of the bogie is slightly higher
than that of the car. This suggests that the bogie crush length
at low speed can be expected to be slightly higher than that
of an automobile for similar impact velocities and similar
changes in velocity.

Levels 2 and 3: Velocity-Change and Crush-Length
Comparisons at High Speed

Velocity-Change Comparisons
Four tests were performed at high speed, two with the bogie
vehicle and two with an automobile (5). The changes in velocity of the four tests are compared in Table 4. The range of
velocity change for the bogie vehicle is higher than for the
automobile. This may be due, in part, to the variation in the
coupling's breakaway performance. However, deformation of
the luminaire support is thought to be the probable reason
for this discrepancy.
In tests using the bogie vehicle, the impact load is distributed over a small area of the pole centered at a height of 17 .5
in (0.445 m). With the impact load concentrated in a small
area on the pole, the pole deforms significantly when struck
at high speed and, in some cases, tears from the mounting
shoe (Figure 8). This causes the breakaway event to be
extended, thus consuming more of the vehicle's velocity.
Tests with the Volkswagen Rabbit, however, created a load
which initially was at bumper height (18 in or 0.458 m), but
which subsequently was distributed over a large area of the
pole. With the impact load spread over a larger area, the pole
deformed only slightly (Figure 9), and broke away much sooner.
The extended breakaway due to bogie impact causes the change
in velocity for the bogie vehicle to be greater than for an
automobile.
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Crush-Length Comparisons
Crush lengths of this series of tests are compared in Table 4.
The normalized crush length of the bogie is very close to, but
slightly lower than, that of the automobile. This suggests that
the bogie crush length can be expected to be very close to
(though perhaps slightly lower than) that of an automobile
for similar impact velocities.

Level 4: Physical-Modeling Comparisons
This section analyzes both the low- and high-speed tests with
respect to level 4 (physical modeling comparisons) validation
requirements for coupling-mounted supports. A plot of typical, low-speed longitudinal acceleration versus time (from
impact) traces from transducers located at each vehicle's center of gravity is shown in Figure 10. A typical high speed plot
is shown in Figure 11.

Impact Dynamics
The acceleration data presented above are similar to those
presented for transformer bases, and indicate that the bogie
interacts somewhat differently from the automobile when
impacting coupling-mounted luminaire supports at both low

FIGURE 9 Coupling-mounted support impacted by automobile
at high speed.
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FIGURE 8 Coupling-mounted support impacted by bogie at
high speed.
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Typical acceleration traces, 60 mph, couplings.

FIGURE 13 Typical coupling fracture pattern, automobile
impact.

CONCLUSIONS
Transformer Base Validation

Level 1: Force-Deflection Comparisons

FIGURE 12 Typical coupling fracture pattern, bogie
impact.

and high speed. First, the bogie experiences a delay in sensing
deceleration due to the construction of the bogie's crushable
front end, while the automobile does not (5). Second. the
bogie, due to its concentrated loading. causes the peak to
occur later in the impact event at both low and high speed.
However, the peak deceleration in both cases is similar.

Chronology of Breakaway
At low speed, initiation of fracture occurs at a slightly later
time with the bogie than with the automobile. However, the
durations of fracture are very similar. At high speeds. the
time to initiate fracture with the bogie is somewhat later than
with the ;mtomohile. Tn addition, the duration of fracture with
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Fracture Patterns
Figures 12 and 13 are photographs of typical couplings after
impact by the bogie and an automobile. respectively. These
figures indicate that the fracture patterns of the couplings are
similar when impacted by either the bogie or an automobile.

The bogie vehicle force-deflection characteristics reasonably
model the characteristics of a 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit automobile when both are impacted into a cylindrically shaped,
pole-like object. No attempt was made to compare the forcedeflection characteristics of each vehicle when impacted into
an object shaped like a transformer base. This should be done
in the future. It can be stated. however. that the localized
crush characteristics of each vehicle are reasonably similar
when impacting into a vertically distributed loading pattern
having a width of approximately 9 in (0.23 m). This is somewhat less than the width of a typical transformer base. which
is approximately 15 in (0.38 m).

Level 2: Velocity-Change Comparisons
Historic data have shown that the repeatability of transformer-base breakaway performance is poor. Therefore, to
expect extremely close correlation between tests is unrealistic.
Correlation must be found by assessing the results of several
tests made with the bogie and with the automobile. If the
results are close, with some overlap of scatter, then correlation
has probably "been obtained.
The results of this study tend to indicate a trend toward
slightly higher velocity changes for the bogie during low-speed
tests when the hase does not hreak away (cine to honnce-hack
,.....,f f-h,,,. h,....,....;a\
~·
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speed tests when the base does break away. and a velocity
change slightly higher for the bogie at high speeds than for
the automobile. However, because of the expected variation
in the performance of transformer bases, these differences
are minor. In addition, when the bogie does not agree with
the automobile, it is slightly conservative, which is desirable.
Therefore, the bogie can be considered a reasonable velocitychange predictor for transformer bases.

Hansen et al.

Level 3: Crush-Length Comparisons
For low speed tests (when the luminaire support did not break
away), the normalized crush length of the bogie was identical
to that of the automobile. When breakaway occurred, the
bogie crush was slightly higher than the automobile. At high
speeds, the normalized bogie crush was slightly less than that
of the automobile . Overall, this indicates that the bogie can
be expected to yield crush lengths that reasonably approximate automobile values for all tests.

Level 4: Physical-Modeling Comparisons
The bogie vehicle acceleration curves do not agree with the
automobile curves because the dynamics of the breakaway
(impact dynamics) are not the same. In addition, the chronology of the breakaway is not the same. However, the fracture patterns of bases impacted with the bogie and with an
automobile are similar.

Base Tensile Strength
No correlation was found between the tensile strength of each
transformer-base casting and the breakaway performance of
the base. This is probably due to the breakaway mechanism
of the base. Base fracture starts at the bolt slots on the impact
side and propagates in a tearing fashion. The tensile strength
of the base is not as important as the localized imperfections
along the crack path. Charpy impact test results would probably be a better indicator of base performance than tensile
strength. However, variations in mounting-bolt placement in
the slot can also be an important factor in the breakaway
performance of transformer bases. Smaller mounting-bolt circle diameters result in lower velocity change values. In addition, differences caused by the casting process , such as wallthickness variations, inclusions. and other abnorm alities
introduced during manufacturing, are also important factors
affecting breakaway performance.

Coupling Validation

L evel I: Force-Deflection Comparisons
As previously stated, bogie-vehicle force-deflection characteristics reasonably model the localized crush characteristics
of a 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit automobile when both are
impacted into a cylindrically shaped, pole-like object.

L evel 2: Velocity Change Comparisons
Prior test data obtained during development of the bogie
vehicle have shown that the repeatability of the breakaway
couplings' performance is also poor. Therefore, extremely
close correlation may not be reasonable. If the results are
close , then correlation has probably been obtained .
The results of this study indicate a trend toward a higher
velocity change for the bogie vehicle, particularly for high-
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speed tests . The thin-walled aluminum poles used for thi:se
tests deformed significantly when impacted at high speed by
the concentrated" load of the bogie vehicle's nose, increasing
the velocity change of the bogie . It is expected that the velocity-change correlation would be better if stiffer and/or heavier
poles were tested .
Based on these results, the bogie vehicle is at best a conservative predictor of change in velocity and is more accurate
at low speed where most devices fail the change-in-velocity
criterion. Only very heavy luminaire supports typically fail
during high speed tests, due to their high inertial properties.
Therefore, the bogie can be considered to be a reasonable
surrogate for the low-speed testing of breakaway luminaire
supports when mounted with coupling devices, and a conservative surrogate for high-speed testing particularly with
thin-wall, easily deformable poles.

Level 3: Crush Length Comparisons
At low speeds, the normalized crush length of the bogie was
slightly more than that of the automobile. For high-speed
tests, the normalized crush length of the bogie was practically
the same as that of the automobile. Overall, this indicates
that the bogie can be expected to yield crush lengths that
reasonably approximate automobile values for all tests.

Level 4: Physical Modeling Comparisons
The bogie vehicle acceleration curves do not agree with the
automobile curves because the dynamics of the breakaway
are not the same. In addition , the chronology of the breakaway is not the same . However, the fracture patterns of couplings impacted with the bogie and with an automobile are
similar.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The bogie vehicle developed and evaluated at the FOIL has
been shown to provide force-deflection comparison (level 1),
velocity change comparison (level 2), and partial crush length
comparison (level 3) validation for luminaire supports mounted
on transformer bases or frangible couplings. With regard to
physical modeling validation (level 4) , the bogie produces
similar fracture patterns when impacting transformer-base and
coupling-mounted devices, but the impact dynamics (the shape
of the acceleration curve) and the chronology of breakaway
are somewhat different.
Because the bogie vehicle is reasonably valid at both level
1 and level 2, it is recommended that it be utilized as a surrogate vehicle for determining the expected velocity change
when a luminaire support mounted on a transformer base or
on couplings is impacted with a small, 1,800-lb (817 kg) vehicle. In addition, since it has been partially validated at level
3, it could be used in some cases to estimate intrusion into
the engine compartment for research purposes.
If a coupling-mounted luminaire support fails the high speed
test when impacted with the bogie vehicle, and if a significant
amount of deformation of the pole occurs, then it is recom-
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mended that the test be repeated with an automobile to determine if the device is acceptable.
It is further recommended that the validation technique
described in this paper be reviewed by the highway research
community, refined and improved as appropriate, and subsequently adopted as a standard for validation of future surrogates.
Finally, the concept of normalized crush should be studied
further. Perhaps a formulation which better accounts for high
speed crush can be found. In addition, an appropriate nondimensional formula would be an improvement.
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Computer-Based Methodology for the
Generalized Design of the
Connecticut Impact Attenuation
System
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Impact attenuation devices are employed to minimize the adverse
effects of a run-off-the-road accident. In particular, crash cushions
should trap or redirect the errant vehicle without subjecting its
occupants to unacceptably high dynamic forces. This paper describes
the development of the Connecticut Attenuator Design System
(CADS,) which implements a design strategy for a generalized
version of the Connecticut Impact Attenuation System (CIAS) when
supplied with basic information concerning the dimensions of the
site and the design speed of the roadway. The program incorporates the crash testing guidelines and performance requirements
of NCHRP Report 230, along with an accurate mathematical model
of the vehicular and occupant impact responses. Turbo Pascal is
employed as the implementation language using an object-oriented
programming approach. The knowledge used to design the impact
attenuator as well as the knowledge representation are described.
The validity of the techniques is demonstrated by comparing the
mathematical simulation to actual full-scale crash test results. An
example problem involving 60-mph impacts with 1,800- and 4,500lb vehicles is presented in which the crash cushion configuration
and individual energy dissipating components are designed in such
a way that the occupant risk parameters are minimized.

Crash cushions are impact attenuation devices used in highway safety applications to shield errant vehicles from rigid
objects along the roadside where head-on impacts are possible. Examples of crash cushion locations include

H.

RAY

traps the errant vehicle when it impacts the unit on the side
unless the area of impact on the device is so close to the back
of the system that significant ene rgy dissipation and accept·
able deceleration responses a re unobtainable because of th e
proximity of the hazard . Only in this situation will the impact
attenuation device redirect the vehicle into the traffic stream.
The CIAS, shown in Figure 1, employs steel cylinders as the
energy dissipation compon ents . These cylinders are bolted
together, rest on a concrete pad, and are attached to an appropriate backup structure. Steel tension straps (ineffective under
compressive loading) and compression pipes (ineffective in
tension) are employed to effect redirection when the unit is
impacted near the backup structure. This bracing system ensures
th at the crash cushion will stiffe n when subjected to an oblique
impact , providing the necessary lateral force to redirect the
errant vehicle. On the other hand. the braced cylinders retain
their unstiffened response when the attenuation syste m is
crushed by impacts away from the back of the device (5 .6) .
In 1986, following an 18-month in-service evaluation of four
CIAS installations in Connecticut, FHWA declared the CIAS
to be an operational crash cushion. It is currently being
employed in the states of Connecticut and Tennessee as well
as in the District of Columbia.

• Exit ramps and gore areas.
• The ends of longitudinal barriers such as bridge rail ends,
and
• In front of abutments . retaining wall ends. and bridge
piers.
Crash cushions are designed to bring errant vehicles to a
controlled stop in head-on impacts. Under side-impact conditions. crash cushions either redirect or contain the vehicle.
depending on the design of the system .
In 1980. the California Department of Transportation completed 5 years of monitoring impact attenuators with video
systems (J) . Its report strongly recommended that further
design work be done to make all crash cushions more energy
absorbent when struck along the side. A recently developed
crash cushion that possesses this characteristic is the Connecticut Impact Attenuation System (CIAS) (2-4). The CIAS
D e partment of Civil and E nvironme nt al E ngineering. Vanderbilt
Un iversity. Nashville. Tenn. 37235 .
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FIGURE l Connecticut Impact
Attenuation System.
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One drawback with the install ation of th e CIAS is the fact
that site limitations sometimes restrict its use. The currently
operational system was designed for 60-mph impacts and is
12 ft wide at the rear and 26 ft long. Some sites require a
narrower crash cushion or have lower design speeds. A generalized design of the CIAS. possessing all of the innovative
features of the original CIAS and the added flexibility of
variable geometry and design speed. could be installed in a
much wider range of locations. In this pape r. a methodology
is described that optimizes the design of a site-specific CIAS.
The program contains an impact response model that predicts
the post-impact behavior of a hypothetical occupant in conformance with recommended crash testing guidelines (7). The
design strategy is described in the following sections, and the
accuracy of the impact response model is demonstrated. This
is followed by a detailed example illustrating the individual
steps in the generalized design process .

TABLE I
Vchio lo
Type

REQ UIRED CRASH CU SHION TEST MATRIX
Jmp61.Cl

Speed
(mph)

Angle
(des)

Targc l lmpncl
Severi Ly
([L-kips)

lmpacl Poinl

4500S

60

0

54 1

Center nose of device

18005

60

0

2 16

Center nose of device

45005

60

20

63

45005

60

10- 15

54 1

Alongside, midlcnglh
0-3 fl offset from center of nose of device

TABLE 2 OCCUPANT RISK REQUIREMENT (7)
Impact velocity of hypo thetical front seal passenger against vehicle interior, calculated from vehicle accelerations and 24 inch forward and 12 inch lat.era! displacemenL~. shall be less than :
Occupant Impact Velocity-fps
Longi1udinal
Lateral

CRASH TESTING GUIDELINES AND
PERFORMANCE GOALS FOR CRASH
CUSHIONS
The effectiveness of a crash cushion is ultimately determined
by means of a full-scale crash testing program and an analysis
of its performance in the field . The required crash testing
guidelines are contained in NCHRP Report 230 (7).
As stated in that report. the performance objective of a
roadside safety appurtenance is to "'minimize the consequences of a run-off-the-road incident ( 7) ." The goal is to
bring the errant vehicle to a controlled stop or to redirect the
vehicle away from the hazard without subjecting its occupants
to serious injury. The performance of a device is judged on
the basis of three criteria:
• Structural adequacy.
• Occupant risk. and
• Vehicle trajectory after collision.
The structural adequacy of an appurtenance is determined
by its ability to interact with a selected range of vehicle sizes
and impact conditions in a predictable and acceptable manner.
The unit should remain intact during impact so detached debris
do not present a hazard to traffic .
The occupant risk evaluation of a highway appurtenance
when subjected to a high-speed impact involves the dynamic
interaction of the vehicle and occupant . An essential crash
test requirement of NCH RP Report 230 is that the impacting
vehicle remain upright during and after collision and that the
integrity of the passenger compartment be maintained. In
addition, the occupant-vehicle interior impact velocity and
the maximum occupant ridedown acceleration must be less
than certain limiting values (7).
ThP vPhirlP trnjprtory Hfte.r rollision is Hlso of concern because
of potential risk to other traffic. An acceptable vehicle trajectory after impact produces minimal intrusion into adjacent
traffic lanes .
The crash test conditions for the minimum crash cushion
matrix are presented in Table 1 (7). Occupant risk criteria
are of particular concern in impact tests involving the front
(or nose) of the system . These criteria include a hypothetical
occupant impact velocity and subsequent ridedown acceler-

40/Fl

30/F2

and vehicle highest I 0 ms average accelcralions subsequent 10 inslanl of
hypothetical passenger impact should be less than :
Occ upunl Ridcdown Accelerations Longitudinal
Lateral

20/F3

g's

20/F4

where F1, F 2 , F3 , and F, arc appropriate accepLance factors.

ation . It is assumed that. following impact, the vehicle compartment surface accelerates toward the occupant. who is
moving with the vehicular pre-impact velocity. After occupant
impact with the vehicle interior. it is assumed that contact
remains and the occupant experiences the same deceleration
forces as the vehicle . The specific occupant risk requirements
are given in Table 2. where F,. F~ . F3 • and F" are usually
assigned values between 1 and 1.33.
The design system to be described bases the acceptability
of a CIAS design on the results of simulations of the zerodegree impact tests. The two-angle impact tests are not directly
considered. The performance of a CIAS when struck at an
angle does not hinge on its energy dissipation capability but.
rather. on its redirectional capability. The redirectional capability of a CIAS is a result of the lateral stability produced
by the triangular shape of each device and the bracing system.
Incorporating these characteristics into each generalized CIAS
ensures a response similar to the original CIAS. which met
the performance criteria in each case .

CONNECTICUT ATTENUATOR
DESIGN SYSTEM
Knowledge of crash cushion design is generally limited to
those who specialize in the research and development of such
devices. Heuristic knowledge of hundreds of crash tests.
knowledge of the impact performance of materials. as well as
knowledge of the required performance standards is not readily accessible to typical engineers in state departments of
transportation. Typically. demand for highway impact attenuators arises from state or federal jurisdictions. Once an engineer concludes that a roadside hazard warrants a crash cushion , the problem of choosing a specific type remains. This
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choice is based primarily on cost, availability, and performance. There are a variety of competing attenuation systems
available from private manufacturers that meet the criteria in
some respect. The engineer supplies the manufacturer with
the site characteristics; however, these characteristics may not
correspond to the dimensions of one of the manufacturer's
standard models. If a program were available that could design
a competitive impact attenuator, the field engineer could assume
a more active role in the selection, manufacture, and installation. The Connecticut Attenuator Design System (CADS)
allows a state engineer to formulate the design of a CIAS
specifically suited to a particular site.
Because the engineers do not typically have the detailed
knowledge required to design a CIAS, CADS must act as an
independent designer that, when given the site-specific
parameters, can completely design the attenuator. The engineer has the option of performing the design manually after
becoming familiar with the strategy. The reliability of the
design is based on a mathematical model that accurately predicts the performance of a particular CIAS. CADS justifies
its design by demonstrating that it meets the occupant risk
criteria recommended by NCHRP Report 230.
The basic organization of CADS is shown in Figure 2. The
system is made up of four main modules:
• Data acquisition.
•Design,
• Output, and
• Explanation.
Before the design process can begin, the engineer must
provide the specific characteristics of the intended attenuator
site. The data acquisition module of CADS gathers such information as the required width of the rear of the system and
the design speed. Any conflict between this information and
the limits set for a CIAS application is checked at this point.
This module also contains error-handling routines and functions performing standard calculations, such as total length
of the CIAS or the weight of an individual cylinder.
The design module comprises the bulk of CADS. It is made
up of subblocks corresponding to the various steps in the
design, which are discussed later in detail. In short, there are
four steps in the design:

1. Configuration of cylinder diameters,
2. Satisfaction of energy dissipation criteria ,
3. Selection of the braced components, and
4. Installation details.
First, the configuration step involves specifying the diameters of the cylinders so the plan view of the CIAS maintains
a triangular shape. Next, cylinder thicknesses are chosen based

USER

DATA
COLLECTION

DESIGN

FIGURE 2 Organization of CADS.

on the occupant safety criteria of NCHRP Repor/ 230. Once
designed for the zero-degree impact, the CIAS is fitted with
the proper bracing system so the system has the stiffness
for redirectional. capabilities. The final step consists of providing design details such as the cylinder connections, backup
structure, and base pad.
The output module contains the procedures for graphical
displays and output file creation. Details of the design are
presented in tabular form on the display as the design progresses, and a drawing of the completed CIAS design is displayed. The design can be documented in permanent disk file
storage. This documentation is sufficiently detailed that the
attenuator can be manufactured by a third-party vendor.
The explanation block can be employed whenever the user
is prompted. At selected stopping points, information relevant to that stage of the design is available. These points
include the beginning of the program, when the user is prompted
for data, the beginning and end of subblocks of the design
module, and the completion of the design. For instance, if a
design speed of 60 mph were input in the data-acquisition
module, a minimum of approximately 25 ft of length would
be required for installation. If the user indicated this length
was not available, an explanation stating the conflict would
be activated. Also, during the design the user may access
material containing more specific information about a step.
The user is informed in situations when the CIAS is not the
definitive choice for a given site.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Since state DOTs are the intended end users, IBM-PC compatible computers have been selected as the implementation
hardware. This type of computing machinery is available to
most state engineers. Initially, an implementation was attempted
using a rule format as the knowledge representation paradigm. A prototype system was implemented in the rule-based
expert system shell Insight 2 + (8). Insight 2 + is characterized
by a simple syntax and user friendliness, which makes it a
useful development tool. It became apparent, however, that
as the knowledge base grew and the iterative nature of design
problems became evident, a simple rule-based approach would
lack versatility and speed.
An effective design system should be able to represent its
design graphically. This is necessary to enhance user friendliness and reduce the amount of textual material required for
some explanations. Other PC-based packages lacked graphics
facilities or the ability to interface with graphics software. The
Turbo Pascal language (9,10) is currently being used and has
proven to have the necessary requirements. Also, applications developed with Turbo Pascal can be compiled into executable files resulting in software independent of copyright
and licensing difficulties.
The implementation follows an object-oriented style of programming. This programming paradigm has been found to be
ideal for problems where the programmer must represent a
collection of interacting objects, such as in a simulation (11).
Object-oriented programming involves decomposing a problem into a class hierarchy of objects (12). Each object has a
number of attributes that define its characteristics. For example, Figure 3 shows the two main objects involved in the
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problem: the attenuator and the vehicle. The object class
"Attenuator" is then broken into subobjects or subclasses,
which more specifically describe the attenuator. The class
"Cylinder" is a subclass of "Row," which is itself a subclass
of Attenuator. A cylinder has attributes including a diameter
and a thickness. These attributes are used by Row to calculate
its attributes of weight or energy dissipation capability. Similarly, Attenuator needs information about each of its rows
to find values for its attributes, such as total attenuator length
and weight.
In a design problem, the objects to be designed are incomplete until the proper values for all attributes are selected.
Object-oriented terminology defines a method as a block of
code containing certain instructions. The methods used to
design the object are the knowledge base. When a method is
called to act on an object, it is said that a message is sent to
that object. Objects and methods comprise the basic elements
of object-oriented programming.
In the attenuator design application, objects are defined
using the Pascal record data structure in the type declaration.
As seen in the example of the automobile class in Figure 4.
attributes of varying types are easily defined. When all objects
in the problem have been defined, variables are then declared

and termed "Instances" of a class, such as
VAR

LTCAR, HYCAR: AUTO:
CIAS : ATTENUATOR;

where LTCAR and HYCAR are the 1,800- and 4,500-lb automobiles, respectively. and represent instantiations of the class
"Auto." CIAS is a particular instantiation of the class Attenuator. Since the vehicles are not being designed, values of
their attributes pertinent to the design of the CIAS are assigned
via an initialization procedure. Pascal procedures parallel
methods in functionality. That is, the procedures in CADS
contain the knowledge necessary to design the CIAS.
In languages specifically designed for object-oriented programming, the methods are defined similarly to attributes of
an object such that they are internal to the object. The objectoriented program is driven by messages sent between the
objects, which triggers the application of methods. In CADS.
since the objects and procedures are separate, the main program is the controlling module and acts as the message sender.
That is, the controller calls the proper procedures based on
the algorithm that describes the design process. thus activating
the main blocks of CADS.
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FIGURE 3 Representation of object class hierarchy.
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The CIAS design process can be divided into several welldefined steps. The first is to obtain the correct width and
length for the given site conditions. The width at the rear of
the attenuator is based on the width of the backup structure.
which is given the same width as the hazard. In order for the
attenuator to redirect vehicles impacting near the rear of the
device, it must be slightly wider than the backup structure.
Testing has shown that the attenuator-backup connection must
be offset from the edge of the backup by 6 in to prevent a
failure of the connection. This offset is shown in an example
system later in this paper. Imposing this constraint. the width
of the CIAS is:
WA

TYPE
occupant =record
ov: array[l..5) of real;
vaccuum:array[ 1..5] of real;
d:array[ L.5) of real;

daccum ·real·
impvel : .real;'
impt: real;
impact : boolean;

{OCCUPANI'CLASS)
{occupant velocity change)
{accumulated occupant velocity)

(disrance rraveled inside compartment)
[accumulaied disrance traveled)
{impacr velocity)
[lime of impact)
(occupant impact}

end;
auto = record

occup: occupanc;
w:rcal;
v:array[ l..mauows] of real;
waccum:a:rray[l .. maxrows] of real;
e:array{l .. rnaxrows] of real;

Uv.<1.1H:1Yli .. u1d.XLUW:i j ui

1ceii ,

dc:array[l •.maxrows] of real;
t:array[l..maxrows) of real;
raccum:array[l..rnaxrows] of real;
stopped : boolean;

[AUTO CLASS)
(occupant becomes subclass of auto)
{weight)
{velocity)
{acc1unulated weight]
{energy of autonwbile)
[c) tcJ.f18t:

ir1 vt:iur.;i1yJ

[deceleration)

(time to crush a row}
{a·ccumulaied time of crash event)
{energy of auto dissipated)

end;

FIGURE 4
Pascal.

Example of object class declaration in Turbo

=

3(WB - 1)/2

(1)

where WA and WB are the widths of the attenuator and
backup in feet, respectively.
The factors used to determine the necessary length are
much less concrete. A rough estimate of the distance required
to stop a vehicle can be calculated when the design speed and
a maximum average deceleration are given. For example. a
60-mph design speed and a 5-g maximum deceleration (onethird the maximum for the 10-ms window) gives a required
stopping distance of 24 ft. Since the light and heavy cars
cannot both use the entire length of the attenuator. their
differing energies must be taken into account. Also. the1e is
an upper Douna on tne attenuator tengtn Deyona wn1cn tne
device becomes impractical. By weighing these factors and
drawing on experience. a length on the order of 25 ft was
chosen for the 60-mph case. Lengths for other design speeds
are chosen proportionally to this standard.
The next step is to choose the proper configuration for the
cylinders. Given that the back row has three cylinders and
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the front row a single cylinder, diameters of the cylinders are
chosen from back to front. The back row, by default, has a
diameter equal to one-third of the width. The two variables
available are the number of rows and the increment in which
adjacent rows differ in diameter. Initial values are chosen and
then adjusted until the length constraint is satisfied. A minimum constraint of 2 ft is also imposed on the cylinder diameter. Using this process, the plan view of the attenuator attains
a triangular shape. This triangular shape is desired for the
stability and stiffness of the system during impacts other than
head-on.
After the configuration of the system has been determined,
the designer module can specify the thickness of each cylinder
such that the kinetic energy of the vehicle is dissipated in an
acceptable manner. Ten standard cylinder thicknesses are
available to CADS ranging from Yx to % in. A preliminary
design is developed by setting all thicknesses to the YH-in minimum. This ensures that the occupant impact velocity criteria
is initially satisfied. The task, then, is to dissipate the energies
of the light and heavy vehicles while not violating this safety
constraint. Each change to the design must be tested with the
mathematical model simulating the crash event.
Complications arise when considering both the 1,800-lb car
and 4,500-lb car cases and the safety of passengers in each
case. The attenuator must possess the energy dissipation
capacity to stop the large car (structural adequacy criteria)
while remaining flexible enough to ensure the safety of the
light car's occupant (occupant risk criteria). To solve this
problem, CADS must dissipate as much energy at the front
of the system as possible; therefore, the impact velocity of
the occupant of the light car will be as close to the maximum
as possible. Later, after designing for the dissipation of the
heavy car's energy, the impact velocities of the passengers are
reduced if possible.

VALIDATION OF THE CRASH TEST MODEL
To develop CADS, it was necessary to uncover the underlying
process governing the behavior of the CIAS. The mathematical model of the zero-degree test incorporates both heuristic knowledge obtained from experimentation and basic
knowledge of engineering and science. This model is used to
predict the crashworthiness of a trial CIAS design. For instance,
it is known from experiments involving individual steel cylinders that the energy dissipation capability of an individual
cylinder is significantly increased under dynamic loading conditions (6). Using this information, the designer is able to
predict, with a high degree of confidence. how much energy
a row of cylinders in the system will absorb when crushed
by the vehicle. Also, full-scale crash tests revealed that, as
a vehicle impacts the attenuator. the rows crush independently from front to back. These two pieces of information
allow the crash event to be divided into individual impacts
of each row.
The model keeps track of the state of the crash event as
the vehicle crushes a row. Initially, the vehicle impacts the
attenuator with a kinetic energy given by

£ 0 = 112 m vi]

(2)

where

£ 11 = initial energy,
m = mass, and
v11 = initial velocity of the vehicle.
After a row is crushed, the energy of the vehicle is decreased
by the energy absorbing capacity of that row. Because the
collision is plastic, the mass of each row is added to the mass
of the vehicle as they are collapsed. The new velocity of the
vehicle is derived using the law of conservation of energy as

{

m + dm} 2
2
v,

m v;
2 + £,,,.,,

(3)

where

dm = change in mass,
initial velocity,
final velocity, and
£'°"' = energy absorbed by the row.
V; =

v1

=

Assuming the change in velocity is linear over a row, the
average deceleration can then be found from

a = (vi- - vn12s

(4)

where a (in this case negative), is acceleration and .I' is the
distance traveled. The time it takes to crush a row is the
change in velocity over the row divided by the deceleration
that occurred, which can be shown as
t = dv/a

(5)

The actual time, then . is the accumulation of the relative
times.
Occupant risk data is typically generated from the impact
event acceleration-time data acquired in a full-scale crash test.
Occupant risk predictions are made in much the same way in
the mathematical model. The motion of the passenger is
described relative to the vehicle; therefore, the increase in
the relative passenger velocity is equal to the decrease in the
vehicle velocity. The distance the passenger moves forward
in the vehicle compartment is the average velocity of the
passenger over a row multipied by the time elapsed. The
position and velocity calculations are continued until the passenger has traveled over the 2-ft limit recommended by NCH RP
Report 230. Straight-line interpolation is used to predict the
impact velocity and time of impact at 2 ft.
Proving that the numerical model does, in fact, simulate
an actual crash involved a comparison of full-scale test data
and the predictions of the model. The results of three such
tests involving different vehicle weights and slight variations
in the original CIAS design were analyzed. A 5,400-lb pickup,
4,500-lb Plymouth Fury, and 1,800-lb Honda Civic were used
in head-on impacts at 60 mph. High-speed film and accelerometer output were used to generate velocity-versus-time plots.
The film analyses were conducted on a NAC motion analyzer interfaced with a SUN workstation. The location of the
vehicle is defined relative to a stationary point on the film,
such as the backup structure, light post, or any stationary
object in view throughout the entire crash event. This relative
location is then measured at regular intervals (e.g .. five frames
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equals 0.01 sec at a film speed of 500 ft/sec) until the forward
motion of the vehicle stops. Hence, a deformation-versustime plot of the crash event can be generated. By calculating
the film speed and a conversion factor to translate film analyzer units to feet, the data can be converted to units of feet
and seconds. From this data, velocity-versus-time plots,
decelerations, and occupant impact velocities are obtained.

The next step is to input the CIAS design used in each fullscale test into the CADS model. The simulations generated
are then compared with the actual data. Figures 5, 6, and 7
show a velocity-versus-time plot for each vehicle. The predictions of the model are in close agreement with the fullscale tests, especially early in the crash event-before the
occupant has impacted the interior of the vehicle compart-
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FIGURE 7 Velocity vs. time plots for the 1,800-Ib Honda Civic crash test.

TABLE 3 OCCUPANT IMPACT VELOCITY PREDICTIONS
(ft/sec) FROM FULL-SCALE TEST DATA AND CADS
ACCELEROMETER

CADS

1800-lb
HONDA
CIVIC

39.25

37.97

4500-lb
PLYMOUTH
FURY

25.70

25.84

23.02

24.95

5400-lb
PICKUP

ment. This is an important characteristic of the model because,
after occupant impact (which generally occurs at or before
the fourth row), the only concern is the ridedown deceleration. These decelerations are kept well below NCH RP Report
230 guidelines as a factor of safety. Table 3 shows the predictions of occupant impact velocity from accelerometer data
and the mathematical model. In all three cases, the CADS prediction is within 2 ft/sec of that calculated from accelerometer
data.
Generalized CIAS designs are being manufactured for testing in the near future. The results of these will further verify
the validity of the CADS crash test model.

EXAMPLE: 10-FT WIDE CIAS

Assume a site exists that warrants the installation of an impact
attenuation device and the engineer chooses to investigate the

use of the CIAS. The roadway design speed is 60 mph, and
the hazard is 7 ft 8 in wide. Based on these site characteristics,
CADS initially configured a 10-ft-wide system with a length
of approximately 26 ft. Figure 8 shows the final configuration.
The length had to be increased after the ridedown deceleration constraint could not be satisfied. The design has the
proper plan view conforming to the width constraint and triangular shape for stability. The engineer must decide if this
configuration is compatible with the intended site.
CADS iteratively determined the cylinder thicknesses using
the crash event model. Table 4 shows a description of the
design along with simulation data for each vehicle. Notice
that the model determines the state of the vehicle before
impact with the system and between rows thereafter. The
values in the rows labeled "energy," "velocity," and "time"
represent the state of the vehicle before the collapse of that
row. For example, under the column for the first row, the
values are the pre-impact conditions.
Occupant impact velocities and decelerations in rows where
occupant impact has occurred are the most significant values.
The maximum allowable occupant impact velocity was set at
30 ft/sec. The rows of the CIAS prior to the occupant impact
row absorb as much energy as possible without violating this
constraint. As shown previously, the CADS occupant impact
velocity prediction would be very close to a prediction made
with actual data. Also, because the model assumes constant
decelerations, the actual values of a 10 ms deceleration may
be significantly higher than the model reveals. For this reason,
a maximum of 6.5 g was set. Figure 9 shows the velocityversus-time plot of simulation data for each vehicle impacting
the example design. The slope of the curves represents the
deceleration of the vehicle. Comparing these curves with the
corresponding curves for the Honda and Plymouth full-scale
tests shows that the behavior of the new design closely resem-
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TABLE 4 RESULTS OF THE 10-FT-WIDE CIAS EXAMPLE RUN
DESIGN SPEED 60 mph
WIDTH 10.00 fl
LENGTH 27.91 ft

ROW
I

2

4

3

5

6

7

CIAS Description

Diameter (in)
Thickness (in)

60
0.1644
Gage 8

40
0.1250
1/8

44
0.1250
1/8

48
0.1943
Gage 6

52
0.2500
1/4

56
0.3125
5/16

40
0.2500
1/4

541.12
88.00
0.0000
5.49
2.91

520.12
82.51
0.059
5.23
3.98

495.84
77.28
0.100
5.02
3.18

471.56
72.26
0.149
9.22
4.84

407.89
63.04
0.209
12.52
5.10

305.76
50.51
0.285
18.23
5.02

149.01
32.29
0.398
32.29
4.74

4500-lb Car Simulation

Energy (kip-ft)
Velocity {ft/s)
Time (sec)
Delta-V (ft/s)
Deceleration (g's)

0.00
0.00
0.609

OCCUPANT 11'.1PACT VELOCITY= 23.89 ft/s occurs in Row 4
1800-lb CAR SIMULATION

Energy {kip-fl)
Velocity {ft/s)
Time (sec)
Delta-V (ft/s)
Deceleration (g's)

216.45
88.00
0.0000
12.71
6.45

195.45
75.29
0.061
10.75
7.00

171.17
64.53
0.109
9.43
4.78

146.88
55.10
0.170
18.08
6.46

83.22
37.02
0.257
37.02
5.73

0.00
0.00
0.458

OCCUPANT lf\1PACT VELOCITY= 29.04 ft/s occurs in Row 3

bles that of the original CIAS. In the simulation of the 1,800lb car, the slope is significantly less severe than that for the
test with the Honda.

CUNCLUl'.i!UMS

The development of the Connecticut Attenuator Design System (CADS) has been described in this paper. The CADS
generalizes the design of the Connecticut Impact Attenuation
System (CIAS) so it can be optimally located in a wide variety
of site configurations. CADS employs the guidelines of NCH RP
Report 230 to ensure that performance requirements relating

to occupant risk are met. The individual cylindrical wall thicknesses are determined so that the occupant impact velocities
and ridedown accelerations nre minimized, suhject to the dual
constraints of system length and the required energy dissipation capacity. This cutJ1µult:1-uast:J Jt:sigu syslt:rn allows
me nonexpert to design s1te-spec1t1c versions ot the LlAS.
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Field Study to Establish Truck Escape
Ramp Design Methodology
JAMES

C.

WAMBOLD

One of the best and most frequently used mechanisms for stopping
runaway trucks is the truck escape ramp, particularly the gravel
arrester bed. To learn more about the energy-absorbing characteristics of the stone and to develop better design criteria, the
Pennsylvania Transportation Institute (PTI) conducted full-scale
testing of gravel arrester beds. For this study, PTI constructed
two 300-ft-long test ramps, one filled with rounded river-bed gravel
and the other with more angular crushed gravel. The data taken
included entry speed, stopping distance, accelerometer data, crosssection measurements of the ruts left by the truck tires, and distanceversus-time data. River gravel exhibited greater deceleration forces
than crushed gravel. The existing Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PennDOT) beds at Punxsutawney, Pleasant Gap,
and Freeport represented the standard of excellence, showing an
average deceleration of 0.516 g. However, test results show that
a 36-in-deep bed gave the same results as a bed that sloped to 8
ft deep. Finally, mounds and crash barrels filled with stone were
tested and evaluated.

The goal of this research project was to understand the physical characteristics of the stopping mechanism and to provide
a means for adequately designing and maintaining a gravel
arrester bed.
Full-scale testing was performed at operational gravel arrester beds within the state as well as at two research gravel
arrester beds located at the Pennsylvania Transportation Institute's (PTI's) Truck Escape Ramp Research Facility (J).
Figure 1 shows the locations of the gravel arrester beds where
the testing was conducted. At the PTI facility, both beds,
each containing a different type of gravel. were designed to
accommodate variations in gravel depth. vehicle entry speed,
and size of mounds.
The capability of gravel to absorb energy from a rolling tire
makes it a most effective and feasible material to use in runaway-truck arrester beds. Although the effectiveness of such
material has been proven through its wide use. only limited
fundamental understanding of the energy-absorbing mechanics exists. With a more thorough understanding. the safety
and effectiveness of ramp design can be optimized.
To gain this understanding, experiments were conducted
to simulate actual arrester-bed use and to gather as much data
as possible. The resulting interrelationships among the various
hysic:al roperties were-used to provide-de sigrntand;rrds.
The experimems invoiveci rile ioiiowing inpm paramerers:
entry speed of tire, load on tire, type of tire (e.g .. footprint
and rolling diameter, single or dual), type of gravel. depth of
gravel, contour of bed (e.g., mounds). and condition of gravel
(e.g., contamination, moisture content. and temperature).

Department of Mechanical Engineering. Pennsylvania State University, State College. Pa. 16802.

TRUCK ESCAPE RAMP TESTS
Data Collection

Fifty-two full-scale escape ramp tests were performed during
the project (fall 1984 through fall 1987): 39 at the PTI site,
including 11 in crushed gravel and 28 in river gravel; 1 at the
Punxsutawney site; 3 at the Pleasant Gap site; and 9 at the
Freeport site. In addition, 31 controlled full-scale tests were
made: 11 using mounds. 8 using barriers (barrels). and 12
drag tests. Two PTI vehicles (a dump truck and a tractortrailer) were used for all but the last test, for which a rented
triaxle truck was chosen because that type is often used to
haul coal in Pennsylvania. Figure 2 provides an overall view
of the two ramps, and Figure 3 shows a view of one of the
ramps filled with river gravel. One bed was filled with type
A2 crushed limestone and was 300 ft long. The second bed
was filled with uncrushed. rounded river gravel (AASHTO
grade 57) and was 350 ft long.
The Punxsutawney bed is 275 ft long. with an initial depth
of 18 in. The depth increases gradually to a maximum of 8 ft
at a distance of 100 ft from the bed entrance and remains at
this depth to the end. The stone is uncrushed river gravel.
AASHTO grade 57. The Pleasant Gap bed is 310 ft long. It
has an initial depth of 1 ft 4 in. increases to 8 ft at a distance
of 25 ft. and is 8 ft deep beyond that distance. The stone is
uncrushed river gravel. AASHTO grade 5. The Freeport bed.
which is 276 ft long. has an initial depth of 1 ft 4 in and
increases to a depth of 6 ft at a distance of 140 ft. The stone
is uncrushed river gravel. AASHTO grade 67.

Data Summary

Entry Speed
This information was obtained using radar with the reading
taken just before the truck entered the bed. For the first two
tests, tape switches were also used. However. this method
was replaced with the entry-speed timing method described
be ow .

Time To Travel Each 10 ft
The truck's velocity through the bed was initially obtained
from videotaped recordings of each test. The elapsed time
was noted as the truck passed distance markers placed 10 ft
apart. However. a more accurate method of determining the
truck's velocity throughout the bed was subsequently developed. The improved method deployed microswitches at 10-
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FIGURE 1 Test locations of gravel arrester beds.

FIGURE 2 PTI's escape ramp research facility: bed 1,
crushed gravel (AASHTO grade 57); bed 2, river gravel
(AASHTO grade 57).

ft intervals along the length of the bed. Thin cotton threads
attached to the switches were strung across the bed and tied
to stakes on the opposite side. At the moment of contact, the
switch tripped, generating an electrical impulse. After each
thread was broken, each switch returned to its normal, open
position.

FIGURE 3 Overall view of last 250 ft of bed 2 with distance
markers in place.
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Stopping Distance

Final Depth

The stopping distance was determined by measuring the distance from the front of the bed to the front axle of the truck
after the truck came to rest.

The final depth of penetration was determined by observing
how deep the front tires had sunk into the gravel at the end
of the test.

Tire-Rut Cross Section
Accelerometer Data
Cross-sectional area measurements were taken for one of the
two tire ruts left by the truck. Measurements were made every
10 ft and included the top width, bottom width, middle depth.
and the heights of the ridges that formed along the ruts.

An accelerometer was mounted inside the truck to measure
the horizontal deceleration of the truck during the test. The
analog signal was recorded on cassette tape for further anal-

ESCAPE RAMP TEST

TEST NO.
LOCATION

DATE
TIME
WEATHER CONDITiONS

I

TRUCK

I

TYPE
MASS
LOADED?
FRONTAL AREA
TIRE DIA .
TIRE WIDTH
NO. OF TIRES
OTHER

ENTRY SPEED
STOPPING DISTANCE
STOPPING TIME
DEPTH OF PENETRATION _

NOTES:

I

GRAVEL

I

TYPE
DEPTH
MOUNDS?
WETNESS
GRADE OF SLOPE
SIZE
GRADATION
OTHER

ESCAPE RAMP TEST

DISTANCE
(ft.)
10
20

TEST NO.

VOLUME OF STONES DISPLACED
DEPTH OF
PENETRATION (in.)
WIDTH (in.)
D1

MIDDLE

02

TOP

BOTTOM

TRUCK
TO
MARKER
(ft.)

~g
~g
70
80
"u

100

1~8
1~'6

rn2

l8

~
~~R
24u
260

~ ~
~

d~

- - --

LOCATION OF CAMERA
DISTANCE
FROM FRONT
OF BED
FROM CAMERA
TO MARKERS

-~~as~

-

OF TIRE TRACK

r

Top Width

•j

D1~D2

i:::=i
Bottom

Width

FIGURE 4 Data sheets used for escape ramp tests.
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ysis . After the time to travel each 10 ft was recorded .
accelerometer data were used as backup.

Videotape of Test

distance, along with the average depth and approximate volume of stones displaced for each test (approximate because
the original side wall gives way) . Also, curves of stopping
distance versus entry speed were plotted for each bed. The
following data reduction methods were used:

All tests were recorded on videotape by two cameras, one
located along the side of the bed and one at the end. Large
distance markers were placed every 10 ft along the bed. In
addition. all tests conducted in 1986 (including full-scale, barrel. and mound tests) used a spin physics high-speed video
system .

Distance From Markers to Tire Rut. Camera to
Markers, and Camera to Front of Bed
These distances were used to account for parallax (caused by
the camera angle) when the distance-versus-time data were
determined from the videotapes.
Other data analyzed in the tests include truck characteristics, gravel characteristics, and weather conditions. Reduced
copies of the data sheets are shown in Figure 4.

Data Reduction and Analysis
Distance-versus-time data were used to calculate velocity versus time, velocity versus distance. and acceleration versus
time . For each test. the average deceleration of the truck was
found and plotted versus the entry speed . The cross-sectional
measurements yielded plots of depth of penetration versus

TABLE I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distance versus time,
Velocity and deceleration versus time,
Average deceleration and stopping time,
Velocity versus distance.
Change in velocity versus velocity.
Depth and volume data.
Accelerometer data, and
Stopping distance versus entry speed.

Table 1 provides a summary of the 1986 test results. Test
results from 1984, 1985, and 1986 are available from PTI (1).
A summary of the average decelerations (negative accelerations) for the various types of tests is shown in Table 2. The
average deceleration in river gravel was 30 to 35 percent greater
than that in crushed gravel. The loaded tests in crushed gravel
showed an 11-percent greater deceleration than the unloaded
tests; however, the standard deviation was 13 percent for
loaded and 14 percent for unloaded. A similar effect was also
found in the river gravel for both truck types. The mean
deceleration increased with the increased depth of the river
gravel; however, it reached a maximum between 30 and 36
in. at which point it leveled off approximately 0.5 g. The
crushed gravel did not change with depth and remained nearly
constant at an average of 0.275 g. The distance the truck
traveled before losing 10 percent of its entry speed was used
as a measure of how much planing occurred in each bed, and

ESCAPE RAMP TEST SUMMARY FOR 1986
Gravel

Entry

Stopping

Average

GVW

Speed

Distance

<mi I h)

Truck

Depth

Total

Avg.

Final

Decel.

Volume

Depth

Depth

(ft)

(g)

( f t3)

(in)

(in)

(in)

Type

(lb)

river

36

Dump

32,700

41. 6

119. 0

.59

264.0

5.70

12.5

6/10/86

river

36

Dump

32. 700

45.6

149 .o

.48

340.0

5. 31

13. 0

86-3

6/10/86

river

36

Dump

32. 700

41. 9

151.0

.48

299.0

s.so

11.0

86-4

6/12/86

river

36

Dump

14 ,300

39.6

131.0

.45

168.0

3.64

9.0

86-5

6/12/86

river

36

Dump

14 ,300

46 . 8

173.0

.50

245 .0

4.02

11.0

86-6

7 /7 /86

river

36

TT

lo0,950

51.3

219.0

.39

608.6

5.00

9.5

86-7

7/8/86

river

36

TT

40,950

42.l

176.0

.32

356.0

4.74

5.5

86-8

7/8/86

river

36

TT

20,900

40.3

150.0

.37

253.4

4.08

0.5

86-9

7/23/86

river

36

TT

20,900

47. 7

243.0

.29

417.3

4. 16

7.0

86-10

7/23/86

river

36

TT

20,900

42.8

207.5

.44

330.2

4. 13

7.5

86-11

7/23/86

river

36

TT

40,950

42.6

213.0

.34

486.2

5.5

8.0

86-12

8/12/86

river

36

Triaxle 54 ,000

41.0

152. 0

.39

440.3

6 .42

10.5

Test

Date

86-1

6/10/86

86-2

Type
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE DECELERATION DATA
Average Decleration

Test Type

Standard Deviation

Crushed Aggregate - 18 inches

.275

.036

Crushed Aggregate

loaded

.288

.036

Crushed Aggregate

unloaded

. 265

.038

loaded & unloaded

.52

.05

loaded

.535

.047

unloaded

.475

.025

loaded & unloaded

.358

.049

loaded

.35

.029

unloaded

.367

.061

loaded & unloaded

.499

.035

loaded

.525

.026

unloaded

.474

.022

loaded & unloaded

.413

.074

loaded

.393

.021

unloaded

.463

.058

18 inches

.35

.007

22 inches

.40

.045

30 inches

.49

.061

36 inches

.52

.050

River Gravel
Dump Truck

Tractor Trailer

- 36 inches

Field Tests
Dump Truck

Tractor Trailer

River Gravel

these results are shown in Table 3. A comparison of the
unloaded and loaded tests shows that less planing occurred
when the truck was loaded and that more planing occurred
at higher entry speeds, starting at around 40 to 45 mph . Figure
5 shows tests at two similar speeds (tests 1 and 4, 1986). This
figure also shows that the initial slope is flat. which indicates
planing. The shapes of all velocity-versus-distance curves are
similar, suggesting a similar curve fit.

RF.GRF.SSTONS OF FIELD TESTS
Beginning with the early tests. it was found that the stopping
distance as a function of entry speed gave consistent results
for a given depth of gravel or a particular gravel type. There
are some differences for a tractor trailer versus a dump truck
or a loaded truck versus an unloaded one. These small differences , shown below, are insignificant. Because the total
set contains too many values to include in this paper . examples
are given. The entire set is available from PTI (1) .

Dump Truck Tests

By design. more tests were run with the dump truck than with
any other type of vehicle . and it was used as the baseline
vehicle. Figure 6 gives the loaded/unloaded stopping distance
data as a function of entry speed for the PTI tests (using 36
in of gravel) combined with the Freeport tests . The only noteworthy difference in the data is that. for the loaded dump
truck. there is slightly more data scatter: however. there are
also more data points. collected over a much longer period
of time.

Tractor-Trailer Tests
Simil ar results were obtained for the tractor-t rail er tests. Figure 7 gives the results fo r the com bined Freeport. Pleasant
Gap . and 36-in-depth PTl tests fo r unloaded . loaded . and
loaded/unloaded testing. There was considera bly more scatter
of these data th an for the dump truck .

TABLE 3 PLANING DATA

Entry

-10% Speed

Percentage

Speed

Location

of Total

(mi/h)

(ft)

Distance

(86-3)

41. 9

36

24

86-4

39.6

54

41

33

86-5

46.8

13

8

23

(86-6)

51.3

51

24

27

(86-7)

42.l

33

19

49

61

86-8

40.3

38

25

53

32

86-9

47.7

95

39

53

27

86-10

42.8

22

11

24

9

(86-11)

42.6

19

9

28

(86-12)

41.0

35

23

21

(Punx)

39.3

43

43

Entry

-10% Speed

Percentage

Speed

Location

of Total

(mi/h)

(ft)

Distance

84-1

37.9

62

40

84-2

35.8

62

36

84-3

29.4

42

( 84-4)

46.4

60

(84-5)

36.8

48

(84-6)

53.6

( 84-8)

41. 7

(84-9)

28.8

(85-3)

46.2

(85-4)

35.2

45

(85-5)

43.5

63

Test*

Test*

*Numbers in parentheses are tests with load.
+From first 10 ft of barrel.
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FIGURE 7 Loaded/unloaded tractor-trailer results at all
locations.

0

Figure 8 shows the results for the two trucks (tractor-trailer
and dump truck) and the difference between crushed limestone and river gravel. As in previous tests, these results show
a decrease in effectiveness with the tractor-trailer in comparison with the dump truck (i.e., effectiveness is dependent on
the vehicle axle configuration). There was a decrease from a
mean of 0.58 g for the dump truck to 0.39 g for the tractortrailer in river gravel and from 0.30 to 0.24 g in limestone
(factors of 2.49 and 1.25, respectively). Similarly, the figure
shows a decrease in effectiveness for the angular gravel from
a mean of 0.54 to 0.30 g. or a factor of approximately 1.8 .
The figure also shows the dependence on entry speed, as did
Cocks (2) and Laker (3), but the peak at 40 to 45 mph agrees
better with Laker's work. Cocks indicated a peak at 3 mph;
however, his test only went to 40 mph. the beds were much
shorter, and the vehicles exited at higher speeds.

FHW A's interim guidelines (4) for the design of emergency
escape ramps give the following equation:

Dump truck, >30 in of river gravel (AASHTO grade 57)

D Dump truck, 18 in of crushed limestone (2B)
[);

Tractor trailer, >30 in of river gravel (grade 57)
Tractor trailer, 18 in of crushed limestone (2B)
- - - - Regressions
0
0

0

0

0
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FIGURE 8 Average deceleration vs. speed in river gravel and in crushed limestone, using a dump truck and a tractor-trailer.
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L

= 30(R

:!:

(1)

G)

where

L = distance to stop (i.e., length of arrester bed),
V = entering velocity (mph),
G
percent grade divided by 100, and
R = rolling resistance expressed as equivalent percent
gradient divided by 100.
This equation fails to account for planing and is invalid
when there is inelastic impact with another mass. However,
it was assumed to be fairly accurate except under higher speeds,
where planing occurs.
Figure 9 compares the FHWA equation for various drag
factors with that of actual test data . The FHWA equation is
close to the test data up to 30 mph: above that speed, the
equation underpredicts the length required. Regressions show
that, at higher speeds, a third order of velocity (V') is required
in addition to the second-order term ( ~) . The regression for
the tractor-trailer tests on a flatbed is
L = .6V + .021 v~ + .00092V'
as opposed to L

=

(2)

.066 v~ for the FHWA equations.

Mound Tests

During the project, 11 mound tests were conducted using two
mound shapes, referred to as half- and full-sized mounds.
Half-sized mounds are gravel piles 5 ft long by 1 ft high; fullsized mounds are 10 ft long by 2 ft high. The complete set of
test results is given in Table 4. The tests showed that about
50 percent of the speed reduction was obtained in the first
foot of travel. They also showed that mounds should not be
placed nearer than 100 ft into the bed because a truck that is
riding on top of the bed (planing) will ride up over the mound,
giving high vertical acceleration.

Inertial Barrier (Barrel) Tests

BARRIERS, MOUNDS, AND DRAG TESTS
During the course of the project, 11 tests were conducted to
determine the effectiveness of mounds of river gravel. Simi-

220
200180

t;::

larly, eight tests were conducted into barrels filled with sand
or gravel to determine if gravel can be used in place of sand
so the beds would not be contaminated when struck. The last
series of tests involved running a single tire through four
different gravels at various speeds and loads to determine the
drag for each case.
During the project, tests were made to evaluate methods
of extracting trucks from the beds, and, at the end, a simple
apparatus was developed to fluff the beds. These tests and
the fluffing apparatus are discussed below. More details are
contained in the PTI report.

160

Eight sets of crash barrel tests were conducted to compare
sand-filled and gravel-filled barrels and to test the effectiveness of gravel-filled barrels. Figure 10 is a still photo from
the standard video side position of a test with 13 barrels. For
each test, the time to travel each 6 in was measured, and the
velocity and accelerations were calculated for each 12 in of
travel. Table 5 summarizes the test results, giving the speed
change for 1-, 3-, 6-, and 9-ft intervals. For all tests, a 50percent reduction in speed was obtained after the first foot
of travel and a 66-percent reduction after the first 3 ft. Several
tests with a single and three barrels showed the same velocity
changes for either sand- or gravel-filled barrels, as reported
in the PTI study.

u.i 14

u

z

~
Ul 120
0
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z
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~
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Extraction Methods

Throughout the three seasons of testing, various methods of
extraction were tried. In the river gravel, it was always necessary to use a tow truck for extraction. A fully loaded truck

100
60
60

TABLE 4 AVERAGE LOSS IN SPEED FOR MOUND TESTS

40

0

0

10
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ENTRY

30

SPEED,

40

50

Ml/HR

FIGURE 9 Comparison of FHWA equations for various R
values vs. tests for arrester beds.

60

Full Mounds

Speed

Half Mounds

(mph)

11S

11SIV

10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
Average

2.62
3.68

.22
.20

v

20

.21

11S

11S/V

8.45

.64

12.1
7.83

.47
.36
.45
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1 ~ -1-24-"1 -

FIGURE 10 Test at 20 mph into 13 barrels filled with river
gravel.

TABLE 5

- 144"- - - - · 1

Direction of Trovel

11

3/4 Steel Rod

LOSS IN SPEED FOUND IN BARREL TESTS
Speed Loss (mph)

SIDE VIEW

Number
of Barrels

Speed"

1 ft
into Bed

3 ft
into Bed

6 ft
into Bed

1
3
10
20
20

10
20
20
15
25

5
9
10
7.5
12.5

6
13
14
10
18

15 .5
15.5
15
21

9 ft
into Bed

2" Squore Tubi119

FIGURE 11 Layout of gravel fluffer design.

16.5
25

"These speeds were computed over the last 6 in before contact with the
barrels.

of 80,000 lb requires 40,000 lb of pulling force for extraction
from the arrester bed because the river gravel produces an
effective drag resistance of around 0.5.
To eliminate the need to pull half the weight of the truck,
many possible solutions were investigated that considerably
reduced the pulling load . For example, if the truck is pulled
up onto some support so that its weight is distributed, the
effort required is greatly reduced. Airfield expanded metal,
fencing, conveyor belts, sheet metal, and 2 by 6 boards were
tried . Basically, if the material has too much flex (fencing and
sheet metal), it was found to be ineffective. The 2 by 6 boards
worked as well or better than any material tested .

Gravel Fluffer

To preserve the similarity of the testing conditions , the gravel
bed was fluffed periodically between tests. A mechanical device
was constructed for this purpose, consisting of a sled with
prongs that extended down into the gravel bed (see Figure
11) . The gravel fluffer was found to be extremely simple in
design and very effective for fluffing the bed. It was weighted
with around 200 lb and towed with a cable attached to a dump
truck.

Winter Maintenance

During the two winter seasons of the project, no bed maintenance was required unless an icy crust of 1 in formed. In
such a case , the fluffer can be used , possibly with a de-icing
treatment. If more than 1 in of crust forms, both de-icing and
fluffing are needed. Snow alone did not adversely affect the
beds.

CONCLUSIONS
In general, the following conclusions were determined from
this study:
• Smooth, rounded, uncrushed gravel of approximately a
single size is the most effective material for arrester beds. The
best size appears to be near 0.5 in. Grade 57 river gravel was
found to be the best of those materials tested .
• An appropriate crush test , such as the Los Angeles abrasion test, should be used to evaluate the durability of stones
in arrester bt:lis. Rounded river gravel produces higher
decelerations than the more angular crushed gravel.
• The estimated volume of stones displaced was a gooci
measure of the amount of momentum energy transferred to
the stones.
• Maximum average decelerations in the beds of about 0.5
g were shown by the accelerometer data .
• Testing showed that a bed with at least 36 in of river
gravel gives the same results as a bed as deep as 8 ft. A bed
of at least 42 in is recommended.
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• Porpoising was minimal in deeper beds but was still found
in the Pleasant Gap tests where mounds had caused compaction. This phenomenon was more noticeable for short wheel
bases.
• A well-fluffed bed gives better results than one that has
been sitting for some time since compaction occurs over time.
The study showed that a bed must be fluffed at least twice
during a year and after each use.
• Loading the truck had no significant effect on the stopping distance.
• Moisture had a negligible influence on the effectiveness
of the beds.
• A planing effect was observed on the escape ramps.
• Barrels can be filled with the same stone as that used in
the bed, rather than with sand, and produce the same results
for trucks.
• The use of mounds should be avoided, if possible. If
mounds are used, however, they should be placed in the bed
such that they will be hit by the vehicle only at speeds slower
than 25 mph. Above that speed, the vehicles begin to plane
and act as a launch platform.
• The results show a deceleration of around a 0.5 g max-

imum, which is no more than a hard-braking stop. If a driver's
load shifts, it would have shifted for a hard-braking stop, in
which case the load would not have been secured properly.
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Development of an Improved
Highway-Vehicle-Object-Simulation
Model for Multi-Faced Rigid Barriers
HURON

s.

PERERA

A new vehicle/barrier crush model was developed to improve the
Highway-Vehicle-Object-Simulation Model (HVOSM) to simulate
impacts with multi-faced rigid barriers. The crush model accounts
for the effects of both the deformation and deformation rate of
the vehicle body on the vehicle/barrier interface force. A set of
deformation tracking (DT) points was introduced on the vehicle
periphery to track the deformation history of the vehicle body
during the impact. These points identify the deformation pattern
over all contacting surfaces between the vehicle and barrier at
each time step. A surface is then fitted to the interface force intensity values at each of these DT points. The sprung-mass-impactforce subroutine of the HVOSM computer program was replaced
with a set of subroutines that determine the vehicle/barrier interface force intensity according to the new crush model. Subroutines
were also incorporated to integrate . the force intensity over the
interface area by fitting a surface to the scattered intensity values.
Calibration and validation of the program was accomplished by
simulating (a) three problems having known solutions, (b) two
full-scale crash tests with a rigid wall instrumented to measure
the total lateral force on the wall, and (c) seven full-scale crash
tests with concrete safety-shape barrier (CSSB). Overall, the program simulated gross vehicle motions for CSSB impacts at an
acceptable level of accuracy for a wide range of impact conditions.

The primary objectives of developing such a simulation tool
are

Since the early 1960s, the use of concrete safety-shape barriers
CSSB on U.S. highways has been increasing. Today, these
barriers are deployed along thousands of miles of highway.
The CSSB is a rigid barrier that does not deflect to any appreciable degree, even at high dynamic loads. Hence, the CSSB
is often the appurtenance chosen for use in construction zones
and as bridge rails. For medians along urban freeways with
high traffic density, where the probability of a barrier hit is
high and the maintenance is difficult, the CSSB is preferred
over deformable longitudinal barriers due to its comparatively
low maintenance cost. The most common CSSB currently
used is the New Jersey profile, which has three sloped faces
on either side (see Figure 1).
While the CSSB is recognized as an important development
to safely restrain and redirect errant vehicles on the highway,
it has the disadvantages of causing high decelerations at high
impact angles and vehicle rollover for certain impact conditions. Full-scale crash testing and the simulation by a computer model are the only methods available to investigate
these problems. Due to the high costs of full-scale crash tests,
they cannot be performed economically to cover the entire
set of possible impact conditions. Therefore, developing a
simulation tool for vehicular impacts with CSSB is critical.

CRUSHING FORCE AT THE VEHICLE/
BARRIER INTERFACE

Texas Transportation Institute, The Texas A&M University System.
College Station, Tex. 77843.

• To investigate the performance limit (as measured primarily by vehicle stability and vehicle accelerations) of a particular barrier shape on different vehicle sizes, and
• To compare the performances of various barrier shapes
on a given vehicle and under given impact conditions.
The vehicle model chosen for simulation should be capable
of simulating three-dimensional vehicular behavior to investigate the effects of different profiles of CSSB on the vehicle's
stability. The Highway-Vehicle-Object-Simulation Model
(HVOSM) (J) has the three translational and three rotational
degrees of freedom (DOFs), with four additional DOFs for
the relative motion of the suspended wheels and another for
steering angle. No other model is able to simulate tires, suspension, and steering behavior to the degree found in HVOSM;
therefore, it was chosen for simulation of CSSB impacts.

In the HVOSM, the vehicle sprung mass is treated as a rigid
mass surrounded by a layer of isotropic, homogeneous material similar to plastic. The dynamic pressure of the plastic flow
process in the peripheral layer of material increases linearly
with the depth of penetration. as shown in Figure 2 (2). The
existing HVOSM program has the capability of simulating a
vehicular impact with a vertical wall using this crush model.
Vehicle deformations (crush). velocities, accelerations, and
crushing forces recorded in a series of frontal crash tests were
used to improve this model (3). Based on these experimental
data, the following crush model was developed and validated.
According to this new model, the dynamic pressure (p) at any
point of the vehicle/barrier interface is given by
p = k,.8[ l

+ c,.(b/b,er)'"]

U <II,. < 2

(1)

where
8

8
k,., c,. and n,

the deformation.
the deformation rate.
the constant parameters for a particular
vehicle, and
a reference velocity term that makes 8
dimensionless.
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FIGURE 1 Concrete safety-shape barrier with the New Jersey profile.

values when plotted against mass m. Lack of data to cover
the whole range of vehicle masses from small to large automobiles may have affected the poor correlation of vehicle
mass to these parameters.

TRACKING VEHICULAR DEFORMATIONS
Dynamic

/

i

Unloading

According to the crush model given by Equation l, the normal
force on the interface between the kth barrier surface and the
vehicle (FN,,) is given by
(2)

Depth of Penetration, 6

FIGURE 2 Existing HVOSM mathematical model for collision
properties of vehicle periphery.

The constant k,. is a force per volume, whereas c, and n,
are dimensionless. It should be noted that the constant c, is
not a damping coefficient. The reference velocity (8,,.,) is
chosen to be 1 in/sec. In the equations that follow, 8 denotes
nondimensional velocity, and 8". 1 does not appear. In an
angular impact, both the deformation (o) and the deformation
rate (8) vary over the vehicle/barrier interface. Ranges of k,.
c,. and n, values for frontal impacts were estimated by simulating 10 frontal crash tests. These are 0.4 through 1.3 kips/
in 3 for k,, 0.004 through 0.04 for c,. . and 0.65 through 1.0 for
n ,.. An attempt was made to correlate crush parameters k ,. ,
c,. and n,. with the mass of the vehicle. However, a useful
relationship could not be found due to scattering of estimated

where A,, is the interface area between the vehicle and the
kth barrier surface.
The deformation rate (8) at any point on the contact area
(A,,) is the velocity of the vehicle at that point, in the direction
of the outward normal to the kth barrier surface. This can be
easily determined for the given position, orientation, and
translational and rotational velocities of the vehicle. However, to find the deformation (o), the deformation history of
each vehicle point on A,, is needed.
To track the deformation history of the vehicle periphery
during the crash, a set of points is introduced on the periphery.
They are referred to as deformation tracking (DT) points.
Assuming friction between the vehicle and the barrier causes
no tangential deformations to the vehicle sheet metal, the DT
points will slide along a barrier surface, subject to the friction
force. During the rotation of a barrier surface around its axis
of rotation within a time step, the surface is assumed to move
the DT points it touches in a normal direction. In other words,
the points are assumed to move in a circular arc whose center
is on the axis of rotation of the barrier surface, as shown in
Figure 3. The total deformation of a certain DT point at a
certain time is the sum of the lengths of all the circular arcs
along which it is moved from the time it started moving.
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FIGURE 3 Schematic for deformation and positioning of a DT
point.
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DETERMINATION OF THE VEHICLE/
BARRIER INTERFACE SHAPE

Vehicle

a. The vehicle staying in touch with the kth surface. from
to I;+ 1 ;
b. The vehicle leaving the kth surface partially, during the
time step; and

t;

-·
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\
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To find the normal forces on the vehicle/barrier surface interfaces, the integration in Equation 2 has to be performed over
its region of integration (the contact area between the vehicle
and each barrier surface) . The existing HVOSM analysis for
the simulation of an impact with a vertical wall assumes that
the vehicle is a rectangular box; for simplicity of determining
the interface polygons, this is assumed in the present analysis
also. Therefore, the shape of each vehicle/barrier surface
interface is a polygon with sides formed by the upper and
lower boundaries of the barrier surface or the intersection of
vehicle surfaces with the barrier surface, or both. The procedure used for the determination of corner points of these
polygons is described below.
First, the intersection points of the vehicle edges with the
plane of the barrier surface are found, assuming that both the
vehicle edges and the barrier surface plane are unbounded .
Then, the points falling outside the vehicle are rejected. This
defines a polygon lying on the unbounded barrier surface
plane . Finally, the points falling outside the barrier surface
edges are rejected after finding necessary intersections of the
polygon's edges with the upper and lower barrier surface edges.
There are two types of vehicle surfaces: the original undeformed vehicle surfaces and the surfaces that are created during the impact by the rotation of the vehicle around a line
inside the vehicle/barrier surface contact areas. The latter type
are partially deformed. Figure 4 shows a plan view of the
vehicle and the possible movements of the kth barrier surface
(assumed vertical in the illustration) relative to the vehicle
from time f; to t; + 1• These are

I"'

I '\

+~

....... ,....

..... _

step.
It is obvious that cases b and c are creating a partially
deformed but currently undeforming vehicle surface . These
partially deformed surfaces may take part in forming the corner points of vehicle/barrier surface interfaces for time steps
after time t;+ 1• Therefore, if it is found that any such partially
deformed surfaces are formed, then the equations of the vehi-

\

I

(a)

I
( b)

FIGURE 4 Possible movements of a barrier surface with
respect to the vehicle during a time step.

de edges formed by the intersection of these planes with the
original vehicle surfaces are found. and these new vehicle
edges are also considered in the corner point determination
of the subsequent time steps.

DETERMINATION OF THE INTERFACE
FORCE
The normal and tangential impact force or moment on the
interface between the kth barrier surface and the vehicle are
found by integrating force or moment intensities that are functions of deformations o and deformation rates 6 (see Equation 2 for the normal force integral) over interface area A .,k·
As mentioned earlier. the deformation rate 6 at any point
on the contact area (needed only at the DT points) is the
velocity of the vehicle at that point in the direction of the
outward normal to the barrier surface it touches. In addition
to this component of the velocity. the direction of the component tangential to the barrier surface is also needed to find
the direction of the friction force intensity at that point. Therefore. to find forces or moments on the kth barrier surface.
the velocities (components both normal and tangential to the
surface) of all DT points that arc in touch with it are found
ti ISL.
The normal force vector (FNsk) on the kth barrier surface
can then be expressed as

(3)
where nk is the unit outward normal vector to the kth barrier
surface. Also, the total friction force vector (FFsk) on the kth
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barrier surface is given by
(4)
where µ 8 is the friction coefficient between the barrier and
the vehicle and v,k is the tangential velocity (to the barrier
surface) vector of each vehicle point in touch with the kth
barrier surface.
By combining Equations 3 and 4, the total force vector (Fsk )
on the kth barrier surface can be expressed as
(5)

The total moment vector (Msk) acting at the vehicle center
of gravity due to force Fsk is given by

where rsk is the position vector of each vehicle point in touch
with the kth barrier surface.
In evaluating the integrals in Equations 5 and 6, the deformation (o) is known only at DT points, even though the
deformation rate and the rest of the variables can be found
at any vehicle point touching the surface . These DT points
are scattered over the interface; therefore , a curved surface
has to be fitted to the values of the integrand at these scattered
DT points to perform the integrations. The volume under this
surface is then the value of the integral. A review of methods
for fitting surfaces to scattered data (4) indicated that the best
method for the problem in hand is triangularization of the
points. An efficient computer code performing the triangularization was found in a doctoral dissertation by Renka (5).
The code first triangulates the data point locations and then
gives the volume under a linear piecewise surface, or a cubic
spline surface, fitted on any set of data values at the points.
The integrals over each barrier surface interface found are
summed to find the total forces and moments.

STRUCTURAL HARD POINTS

The existing HVOSM mathematical model shown in Figure
2 was intended to simulate a sheet metal crush of moderate
penetration . However, in large angle impacts , stiff automobile
structural components (hard points) slam into the barrier and
generate high impact forces (6). To account for these high
impact forces, the HVOSM sprung-mass-impact model was
modified to include a set of three hard points with user-defined
locations and stiffnesses. Deformation of these hard points,
perpendicular to the wall, creates a normal force between the
vehicle and the wall. The wall friction is not capable of deforming
the hard points tangential to the barrier , and therefore a
friction force is also created as the points move along the
barrier (1) .
Several changes were made during the course of this research
to the structural hard points of the HVOSM to better simulate
impacts with rigid barriers. In an angular impact with a rigid
barrier, the most significant generation of high impact forces
were due to the contact of front and rear vehicle axles slam-

ming into the barrier. Therefore, it was assumed that the user
always defines the initial position of the hard points to be at
the end of an axle. The hard points numbered 1, 2, and 3
should be at the right front, right rear, and left front axle
ends, respectively. In an impact with a CSSB, the first point
that comes into contact with the barrier is the bottom point
of the wheel rim. However, in a wall impact, the midpoint of
the rim can be assumed to come into contact first.
Since the axle deformation will probably occur along its
longitudinal axis, the hard point is assumed to deform parallel
to the longitudinal axis of the axle. If the axle is solid, it can
rotate around its roll center. However, since the axle roll angle
usually is small, the deformation of the hard point is in the
direction of the axle when its roll angle is zero . As the wheel
moves up and down due to suspension deflections or to rolling
of the axle (if solid), the hard point is also considered to
change its position, vertically up or down, in the vehicle-fixed
frame by an amount equal to the wheel center vertical
displacement.
Force between the vehicle and the barrier at a hard point
due to its deformation is assumed to have components both
normal and tangential to the barrier surface. The tangential
component (F",) is equal to the normal component (Fhn) times
the coefficient of friction (µ 8 ):
(7)
When resolved in the direction of deformation, these two
forces produce the force (F") required to deform the hard
point, which depends both on the deformation and the deformation rate of the hard point. Hence ,
(8)

where an is the angle between force F" and force F1,,,, which
acts normal to the barrier surface, and a, is the angle between
force Fh and force Fhl (see Figure 5), which acts in the direction
opposite to the velocity of the hard point tangential to the
barrier surface. It should be noted that an and a, may not add
up to 90°, depending on vehicle orientation.
The model used for the force required to deform the hard
point is similar to the model used to find the force intensity
at a general point on the vehicle surface. According to this
model, force F" can be expressed as
(9)
where
k,,, c,,, and ns, = constant parameters for the hard point,
!\ = total deformation of the hard point, and
ti" = deformation rate of the hard point.

The constant ks, has the dimensions of stiffness (force per
unit length), whereas est and nsl are dimensionless .
By equating the right-hand sides of Equations 8 and 9, and
then substituting for F", from Equation 9, and finally solving
for Fhn •
F

_

k,,81.[l

+ c,,8;:"]

hn - [co a ,, + µ. 8 cosa,]
The other component of force

(10)

F", is found by Equation 7.
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on the interface and the zero deformation corner points (where
the function for the surface to be fitted is known) are triangulated. Some of the corner points that are formed by the
intersection of a partially deformed vehicle surface with a
barrier surface have unknown deformations. Therefore, a cubic
spline is fitted to the known data values to extrapolate the
values of the function at these corners with unknown deformations. These corner points then are also added to triangulation, and, finally, the volume under the linear piecewise
surface fitted to the data values scattered over the interface
is evaluated.

OTHER MODIFICATIONS

Several modifications to the subroutines, other than the sprungmass-impact routine of the HVOSM, were performed during
this research. These changes were made to improve the model's accuracy and involved the models for shock absorbers and
tires . Since these modifications are out of the scope of this
paper, they are not included. A detailed description is given
by Perera (3).
FIGURE 5 Schematic of the determination of forces at a
structural hard point in contact with a barrier surface.

VALIDATION AND CALIBRATION OF THE
MODIFIED PROGRAM

IMPROVED SPRUNG-MASS-IMPACT
ALGORITHM

Once the computer program was completed, it was validated
using a three-step procedure. These steps were

The initial coordinates of the DT points are calculated by the
program itself according to user-specified spacings. If the sprungmass-impact input data are supplied, the initial coordinates
of the DT points on the top and bottom vehicle surfaces are
calculated at the beginning of the program. Then, for each
time step, the corner of the vehicle closest to the barrier is
found and checked for contact with the barrier. Once that
comer comes into contact , the points are placed on the surfaces on either side of the corner. During the impact, if the
vehicle spins and another corner starts crushing against the
barrier, then the sides of that corner are checked and, if their
points are not placed, those points are defined.
A selected number of DT points on each original surface
adjacent to the crushing corner of the vehicle are checked
during each time step to see if contact has been made with a
barrier surface. The order in which the points are placed on
the vehicle makes it possible to be certain that any other points
cannot be in contact with the considered barrier surface . Once
a point is in contact, then that point is considered to stay in
contact until subsequent checks determine that the point has
left the surface or has slipped on to another surface. Therefore, it is not checked for contact with any other surface during
its stay with the original surface. At each time step, any new
points that have come into contact with each surface are collected, and the points that have left each surface are rejected.
Then , the deformation undergone during a time step by each
point in contact with a barrier surface and the new coordinates
of each of these deformed points are calculated.
The coordinates of the corner points of each vehicle/barrier
interface area are found to help determine the regions of
integration for Equations 5 and 6. Then, all the DT points

1. Comparison with known solutions,
2. Simulation of full-scale crash tests with a rigid vertical
wall, and
3. Simulation of full-scale crash tests with the CSSB.
"Calibration" of the program, which was done along with the
second and third steps of the validation, involved adjusting
the crush properties of the sheet metal and structural hard
point properties. Here, the ranges of parameters k,., c,., and
n,., estimated using frontal crash tests, were adjusted to better
simulate angular crash tests. Initial estimates for parameters
ks,;, cs,;. and ns,; were also made and then adjusted to better
simulate the selected full-scale crash tests .
In the first step of the validation, the sprung-mass-impact
subroutines were used to analyze three selected problems with
known solutions. Two of the selected problems have known
theoretical solutions and the other an approximate solution,
The program was able to produce good approximations of the
solutions. A detailed description of these problems, their solutions, and the results of the program is given by Perera (3).

Simulation of Full-Scale Crash Tests With a
Vertical Wall

Two crash tests, one with a small car (1974 Honda Civic) and
the other with a larger car (1975 Plymouth Fury) impacting
on a vertical wall instrumented to measure impact forces, were
selected for simulation . These were tests 3451-29 and 345136, respectively, conducted by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) (7). In test 3451-29, the Honda Civic was directed
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FIGURE 6 Measured and simulated vehicle angular
displacements for test 3451-29 (1974 Honda Civic on an
instrumented wall).

60.0

Roll

at the wall with a speed of 59.0 mph and an angle of 15.5°.
The Plymouth Fury in test 3451-36 had an impact speed of
59.8 mph and an impact angle of 24.0°.
Measured and simulated angular vehicle displacements from
the test with the Honda Civic are shown in Figure 6. The
curves obtained by the unmodified HVOSM program were
plotted, along with the simulations by the improved program,
to show the improvement due to the new vehicle/barrier crush
model. The improved model produced excellent correlation
for the yaw displacement. The roll and pitch displacement
curves show a slight deviation, but the basic shapes appear
to be the same as the measured curves. The primary forces
affecting vehicle yaw are the forces due to the crush of the
vehicle body. However, the roll and pitch displacements are
affected more by the tire and suspension forces. Even though
the routines in the HVOSM for tire and suspensions were
improved, deviations in roll and pitch can still be expected
due to the tire scrubbing on the wall, suspension jams, and
unknown suspension damping behavior at high suspension
velocities. These limitations are discussed in detail in the
following section.
Figure 7 shows measured and predicted lateral wall forces
from the test with the Honda Civic. The measured curve and
improved simulation show two large peaks corresponding to
the impacts of the front and rear corners of the vehicle. The
average magnitude and the time of separation of the curve's
peaks predicted by the improved model also compare well
with the measured curve.
The simulated angular vehicle displacements for the test
with the Plymouth Fury are plotted along with the measured
curves in Figure 8. The basic shapes of the curves for the
improved simulation are the same as the measured curves.
Measured and simulated lateral wall forces are shown in Figure 9. Again, the measured and improved simulation curves
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Measured and simulated total lateral force on wall for test 3451-29 (1974 Honda Civic).
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TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED MAXIMUM 50MSEC AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL. LATERAL. AND VERTICAL
ACCELERATIONS OF THE VEHICLE IN FULL-SCALE CRASH TESTS

Longitudinal
Acceleration
(G-units)

Test

Lateral
Acceleration
(G-units)

Vertical
Acceleration
(G-units)

measured

pred icted

measured

predicted

measured

predicted

3451-29 (Honda
Civic on Wall)

-4.0

-4.0

-10.2

-8.7

I. 2

0.3

3451 -36 (Pl,mouth
Fury on Wal )

-9.1

-6.2

-15 .4

-10 .8

2.3

0.2

4798-1 (Honda
Civic on CSSB)

-4.6

- 2.6

-10.0

-7.4

-3.0

-3.3

4798-3 {Plymouth
Fury on CSSB)

-4.2

-3. I

-7.9

-7.3

-1.8

-0.8

7043-1 (Fiat-Uno on
CSSB at 15 Deg.)

-4.2

- 1. 9

-9.0

-6.3

-4.5

-3.6

7043-2 (Fiat-Uno on
CSSB at 21.9 Deg.)

-7 .1

-5.7

-13.8

-12.2

-4.5

-4.8

7043-3 ( Daihatsu
Domino on CSSB)

-6.0

-2.9

-7.4

-5.8

-3.6

-2 .7

7043-4 (Ford
Fiesta on CSSB)

-4.5

- 2.3

-7.6

-6.3

-3.7

-5.l

7043-12 (Chevrolet
Sprint on CSSB)

-6.0

-4.3

-12.l

-10.0

-4.0

-4.6

Note: 1 G-unit

32.2 ft/s 2

have the same general shape. and the front and rear corner
peak magnitudes compare well. However. the time at which
these peaks occur shows a deviation.
Measured maximum 50-msec average longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical accelerations for both wall tests are compared in
Table 1 with predictions by the improved HVOSM. The simulation underpredicted the maximum accelerations.

Simulation of Full-Scale Crash Tests With CSSB

Seven full-scale crash tests with the CSSB were simulated by
the modified HVOSM program in this final phase of the validation and calibration process. An unmodified HVOSM program cannot be used for CSSB simulation due to the vertical
wall assumption. The first two tests were 4798-1 and 4798-3
conducted by TTI (8). Test vehicles were similar to those used
in the two instrumented wall tests. These two tests were simul ated to further calibrate the vehicle crush and structural
hard point parameters . The remaining five tests simulated
involved micro-size vehicles . These were tests 7043-1 through
4 and 7043-12 performed by TTI (9) . Impact conditions for
all these tests are listed in Table 2.
Measured and predicted angular displacements for each test
are shown in Figures 10 through 16. The simulations accurately reproduced the yaw displ acement. as in the instrumented wall tests. The maximum deviations between the

measured and predicted roll curves were about 15°, while the
pitch curves were about 18°. However, the general shapes of
the predicted roll and pitch curves were similar to those of
the measured curves. The deviations are believed to be caused
by the limitations in the HVOSM tire and suspension models
discussed in the following section .
Measured and predicted longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
accelerations for tests 7043-1through4 and 7043-12 are shown
in Figures 17 through 21. The curves would compare reasonably well if the measured curves were averaged to eliminate
the spikes caused by high-frequency vibration of the vehicular
structural elements .
Measured and predicted maximum 50-msec average longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations of the vehicle for
all seven tests on the CSSB are compared in Table 1. The
measured and predicted maximum values compare reasonably
well ; however, the simulations generally underpredicted the
accelerations, as observed in the vertical wall tests. Actual
accelerations have perturbations due to the nonhomogeneous
structure of the vehicle and high-frequency vibrations of
vehicular structural elements. The assumption of a homogeneous crush model results in a smooth acceleration-versustime curve. These differences in the idealized versus actual
vehicle structure is believed to cause the differences in the
average accelerations compared over a small time increment .
A s reported, gross motions and accelerations compared well .
As mentioned previously , the ranges of crush parameters

TABLE 2 IMPACT CONDITIONS OF THE SIMULATED FULL-SCALE CRASH
TESTS WITH THE CSSB

Test
No.

Test Vehicle

Impact Conditions

Wei ght
(l )

Speed (mph)

Angle (Deg . )

4798-1

1977 Honda Civic

1800

14 . 5

59.9

4798-3

1977 Plymouth Fury

4500

16.5

58.6

7043-1

1985 Fiat Uno -45

1560

15.0

58.4

7043-2

1985 Fi at Uno-45

1560

21. 9

61.6

7043-3

1985 Daihatsu Domino

1280

16.0

60.0

7043-4

1985 Ford Fiesta

1530

16 . 0

61. 6

7043-12

1985 Chevy Spri it

1610

20.1

61. 6
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FIGURE 11 Measured and simulated vehicle angular
displacements for test 4798-3 (1977 Plymouth Fury on a
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FIGURE 18 Measured and simulated longitudinal,
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Fiat Uno-45 on a CSSB at 21.9°).
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FIGURE 17 Measured and simulated longitudinal,
lateral, and vertical accelerations for test 7043-1 (1985
Fiat Uno-45 on a CSSB at 15°).
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FIGURE 19 Measured and simulated longitudinal,
lateral, and vertical accelerations for test 7043-3 (1985
Daihatsu Domino on a CSSB).
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k,., c,., and n,. estimated in front al impact simulations were
adjusted for angular impacts during the validation and calibration procedure described above. The values of these
parameters used for each different vehicle were adjusted within
the basic range to better simulate each test and are listed in
Table 3. The stiffness value used for the rear structural hard
point was higher than that for the front , to account for the
differences in the front and rear suspension system . All of
these values are tabulated in Table 4.
As stated, a relationship between crush parameters k, ., c,.,
and n,. and the vehicle mass could not be found . However ,
the inclusion of vehicles with weights of 4,500 lb and 1.800
lb in the crush parameter tables covers the NCHRP R eport
230 (10) requirements for barrier evaluation. The rest of the
vehicles will be useful in case of any changes in safety criteria
due to the trend towards small vehicles.

LIMITATIONS OF THE IMPROVED HVOSM
PROGRAM
During rigid barrier impact, the leading tire and associated
suspension system is typically subjected to high loads and
loading rates, resulting in large displacements and usually
structural failure in the form of bent rims and a wheel jammed
up and back from its normal position . Little data are available
on tire and suspension system damping properties for high
loading rates . The models simply are not designed to simulate
structural failures.

FIGURE 21 Measured and simulated longitudinal,
lateral, and vertical accelerations for test 7043-12 (1985
Chevrolet Sprint on a CSSB).

Certain assumptions were necessary to simulate tire-barrier
interaction because of extraneous and excessively large tire
forces that occur in the HVOSM during shallow angle impacts
with steep barrier faces . These unreasonably high values result
from the limitations of the thin disk tire model (9) . To eliminate this problem, the near vertical upper slope of the barrier
cross section was removed from the tire contact region (or
the curb as referred to in the HVOSM documentation). However, the structural hard point locations and stiffness values
were properly selected to prevent the wheels from penetrating
the removed upper slope.

CONCLUSIONS
Simulations of the full-scale crash tests by the improved
HVOSM correlated well with the measured results, and angular orientation of the vehicle with time was a primary response.
Predicted yaw rotations compared well with measured values .
Deviations up to about 15° in roll rotations and about 18° in
pitch rotations were observed. However , the general shapes
of predicted roll and pitch curves compared well with the
measured curves. The measured and predicted acceleration
data compared reasonably well in all tests. However, a tendency to underpredict the maximum 50-msec average accelerations was noted. The primary forces affecting the yaw rotations are vehicle crush forces, while the roll and pitch rotations
are equally affected by tire and suspension forces. Achieving
excellent correlation between predicted and measured yaw
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TABLE 3

VEHICLE CRUSH PARAMETERS USED IN CSSB SIMULATIONS

k
v
3
(lb ./in . )

Vehicle

nv

cv

1974 Honda Civic

0.85

0.1

0.6

1975 Plymouth Fury

l. 0

0.3

0.6

1985 Fiat Uno-45

0. 7

0 .15

0.6

0.5

0.05

0.5

1985 Ford Fiesta

0.65

0.05

0.5

1985 Chevrolet Sprint

0.9

0.3

0.6

1985

Daihatsu

Domino

TABLE 4 STRUCTURAL HARD POINT PARAMETERS USED IN CSSB
SIMULATIONS

Front
Vehicle

Rear

ks t i
(l b/in)

c st 1

nsti

ks ti
(lb/in)

cstf

nsti

1974 Honda Civic

500

0.2

0.8

700

0.4

l. 0

1975 Plymouth Fury

400

0. 2

0.6

1000

0. 35

0. 75

1985 Fiat Uno -45

500

0.2

0.7

600

0.3

0.8

500

0.3

0.9

600

0.45

l. 0

1985 Ford Fiesta

600

0.3

0.8

700

0. 4

0. 9

1985 Chevrolet Sprint

400

0.2

0.6

500

0.3

0.8

1985

Daihatsu

Domino

rotations is indicative of a reliable vehicle sheet metal model.
Limitations in HVOSM tire and suspension models lead to
deviations in roll and pitch rotations . These limitations notwithstanding, the improved HVOSM program is a useful tool.
when properly calibrated. in the analysis of barrier and vehicle
parameters as they affect impact performance.
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Applications of Barrier VII in Design
of Flexible Barriers
ROGER

p.

BLIGH AND DEAN

L.

SICKING

Evaluation of the performance of roadside safety appurtenances
has always been limited by the high costs associated with full-scale
crash testing. Computer simulation programs have provided a
relatively inexpensive alternative for analyzing vehicle/barrier
interactions. Barrier VII is one such program that has been used
successfully as a design tool in the development of numerous barrier systems. This paper summarizes the Barrier VII simulation
model, discusses input requirements, and describes the appropriate applications and limitations of the program for analyzing longitudinal barrier impacts. The applications discussed include
determination of design loads, evaluation of barrier performance
limits, prediction of vehicle snagging, and determination of the
critical impact location for a barrier system. Examples of these
applications are given to emphasize these capabilities and limitations and to aid the user in the design of flexible barrier systems.

Analysis of vehicular impacts with roadside barriers is a complex task. Complicating factors, such as material and geometric nonlinearities, virtually eliminate any hope of fully
analyzing vehicular impact problems through hand calculation
procedures. In fact, in view of the complexity of this dynamic
interaction, the only practical and reliable approaches for
evaluating the impact performance of longitudinal barriers
are full-scale crash testing and computer simulation. Full-scale
crash testing is the most accurate method for evaluating longitudinal barrier impact performance. However, such tests
are extremely expensive and cannot be used as a routine
design tool. As a result, full-scale crash tests have been reserved
for compliance testing of completed designs.
Computer simulation programs are sophisticated analytical
models for analyzing dynamic vehicle/barrier interactions and
provide a relatively inexpensive alternative to full-scale crash
testing. As the cost of full-scale crash testing has risen, simulation programs have played an increasingly important role
in the development of highway safety hardware. Longitudinal
barrier design and evaluation are major areas where simulation programs have been used. Specific applications of vehicle/barrier simulation programs include determination of barrier component design loadings, critical impact locations, limits
of barrier performance, and the severity of barrier impact.
The basic goal of any computer simulation program is to
provide accurate and economical solutions to complex problems. Most available vehicle/barrier simulation programs have
continued to evolve over the years, steadily growing more
sophisticated. Although this increased sophistication has generally improved accuracy, the required level of operator training and experience has also increased significantly. Further,
for most vehicle/barrier programs developed to date, increased
Texas Transportation Institute, The Texas A&M University System,
College Station, Tex. 77843.

program complexity has raised input data requirements and
program running time, thereby leading to additional operating
costs. Thus, as a simulation program's accuracy increases
through increased complexity, its usefulness is sometimes
restricted due to increases in the required level of operator
expertise and run time costs.
Barrier VII is a simulation program that has not changed
significantly during the past 15 years (1). Although pre- and
post-processors have been developed for the program (2, 3),
no significant program improvements have been incorporated
since its original publication. Therefore, Barrier VII's code
has remained essentially constant, and all validation efforts
conducted to date are directly applicable to the current program. As a result, the need for continuing revalidation and
user retraining arising from program modifications has been
eliminated. Furthermore, the high level of sophistication
incorporated into the original program has provided a reasonably high level of accuracy. As a result of the program's
accuracy and stability, Barrier VII has been used more widely
than any of its more sophisticated counterparts. This paper
describes the appropriate applications and limitations of the
Barrier VII program for analyzing longitudinal barrier impacts.

DESCRIPTION

Barrier VII is a two-dimensional vehicle/barrier simulation
program with a highly sophisticated barrier model and a somewhat simplified vehicle model. This combination of a complex
barrier system and a simplified vehicle model has been proven
to provide adequate solutions to all but the most difficult
barrier-impact analysis problems. Details of the individual
components of the Barrier VII program are presented below.

Barrier Model

The Barrier VII program employs a sophisticated barrier model
that is idealized as an assemblage of discrete structural members possessing geometric and material nonlinearities. The
sophistication of this model makes Barrier VII ideally suited
for the prediction of maximum design loads and stresses.
Available structural members include beams, cables, posts,
columns, springs, links, and damping devices. Composite
members can be constructed by placing two or more members
in parallel to provide more complex properties than those of
the basic members. Simulated guardrail beam elements are
assumed to be of uniform cross section and to have bilinear
elastic/perfectly-plastic properties both flexurally and exten-
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sionally. Extensionally, the member is assumed to yield over
its full length when the axial force exceeds the yield force;
flexurally, the member yields by forming localized plastic hinges
at the ends of the member. The strength, stiffness, and damping properties, as appropriate, are assigned by the user for
each barrier element.
Post members are used to represent all attachments of a
barrier to the ground or to a rigid object. A post is assumed
to yield at constant load by forming a plastic hinge at its base.
Connection to a rigid object is simulated by making the post
very stiff and strong. Stiffness for elastic horizontal displacements and base yield moments are assigned to the post for
both longitudinal and lateral directions. Failure of the post
may occur in one of two ways. A deflection failure can be
used to represent separation of the rail from the post or withdrawal of the post from the ground. A shear failure can be
specified to represent fracture of a weakened post or separation of the post from a breakaway base. For example, a
shear failure mode could be used to simulate the weak timber
posts sometimes used with Gl cable guardrail systems. Another
application would be the simulation of the timber terminal
posts in a breakaway cable terminal. These end posts are
typically set in concrete footings and would therefore fail by
fracturing rather than by excessive deflection.
Post parameters described above are difficult to define by
analytical means. Wide variations in material properties and
behavior of both the wood posts and surrounding soil are
further complicated by the dynamic impact loading and its
effects on soil/post interaction. Because of these complexities,
guardrail posts are typically characterized through experimental data obtained from pendulum and dynamic load tests.
Data from such tests are available for various-sized wood and
steel posts embedded in various types of soil. Table 1 shows
simulated post properties obtained (4-6).
Steel beam properties, such as section modulus and yield
moment, can easily be determined through normal analytical
techniques. However, dynamic deflection characteristics are
significantly different from the static properties obtained in
this manner. In an effort to account for these strain rate
effects, simulated dynamic beam properties are estimated to
be approximately 1.5 times calculated static values.

angle, time for the vehicle to become parallel, and maximum
50 ms average accelerations, also showed good correlation.
This further indicated that vehicle stiffness parameters, and
thus the forces imparted to the barrier, were appropriate. The
contact points and associated unit stiffnesses for the calibrated
vehicle model are shown in Figure 2.
TABLE 1 POST PARAMETERS FOR BARRIER VII INPUT
Material

kA (k/in.)
k 8 (klin.)
MA (in.-k)
M 8 (in.-k)
FA (k)
F8 (k)
iiA (in.)
8 8 (in.)

Wood
6 in. x 8 in. (5)

Wood
7-in. Diam. (6)

Steel
W6 x 8.5 (5)

1.95
1.56
191.1
214.2
10.2
9.1
4.7
15.5

2.9
2.9
256.
256.
12.2
12.2
18.
18.

1.15
2.46
256.2
107.1
5.1
12.2
13.6
13.2

A = longitudinal or major axis; B = transverse or minor axis; k
stiffness of post for elastic horizontal deflections; M = base moment
at which post yields; F = shear force causing failure of post; and Ii
deflection causing failure of post. Effective rail height = 21 in.

NOTE:
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0

10. 6

Vehicle Model

Barrier VII incorporates a planar vehicle model described by
a number of discrete omnidirectional inelastic springs. These
springs define possible contact points at which the automobile
may interact with the barrier. Thus, the vehicle structure can
be defined at several different heights for interaction with rail
elements at different elevations. The spring stiffnesses assigned
to each contact point act over a specified tributary width and
are user defined.
Vehicle stiffnesses have been calibrated by simulating the
impact of a vehicle into a rigid wall (7). Use of the rigid wall
tests eliminated beam and post parameters as variables in the
solution scheme and provided for a direct analysis of vehicle
deformation versus stiffness. Vehicle spring stiffnesses were
adjusted to obtain good correlation between measured and
predicted vehicle deformations. As shown in Figure 1, calibrated vehicle stiffnesses were found to give very good predictions of vehicle crush. Other values, such as exit speed and
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gram has been used quite successfully as a design tool in the
development and analysis of new longitudinal barrier systems.
Systems that have .been tested successfully include various
guardrails (8-10), bridge rails (11, 12), and guardrail-to-bridge
rail transitions (5, 7, 13).
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FIGURE 2 Calibrated vehicle model for Barrier VII input.

Validation
Before any simulation program can be useful as a reliable
design tool, it must first be validated against the results of
full-scale crash tests. Barrier VII has been more extensively
validated than any other flexible barrier simulation. During
the course of its application, simulation results have been
compared with a wide range of test data, including numerous
guardrail, bridge rail, and transition systems. One of the most
comprehensive validation efforts was performed by Calcote
(4) . In this study, the results of Barrier VII correlation runs
were compared with 20 full-scale crash tests. Barrier systems
investigated included standard Gl, G2, G3, G4, and G9
guardrail systems, as well as other guardrail systems. Additional validation efforts have been conducted for other types
of longitudinal barriers, including strong-post W-beam
guardfence, guardrail-to-bridge rail transitions, and short-radius
guardrail installations (5, 7, 8). In most cases , the program
has accurately predicted overall vehicle trajectories and barrier deflections. These two parameters are the primary indicators of barrier performance.
The ultimate measure of the value of a simulation program
is to examine the test record of the safety features developed
with its use. As mentioned previously, the Barrier VII pro-

The Barrier VII simulation has been shown to be a useful
design tool in the development of longitudinal barriers. However, as with any other simulation program, it has limitations.
The two-dimensional vehicle model incorporated into the
Barrier VII program is restrictive for analysis of barrier impacts
where rollover or vaulting behavior may be a problem. Further, the two-dimensional model prevents direct prediction
of vehicle underride and sheet metal snagging on barrier components. However, even though it cannot be simulated, indirect measures can be used to predict such behavior. For example, the potential for sheet metal snagging can be estimated
by observing predicted vehicle and barrier deflection shapes.
Although these limitations can often be circumvented, the
value of user experience and expertise in the application of
the Barrier VII program should not be overlooked. User
experience is helpful in differentiating difficult impact scenarios from straightforward cases. Examples of situations where
user experience is especially important include impacts involving large barrier deflections or relatively shallow post embedment (14). Large barrier deflections allow automobile tires
to impact guardrail posts, thereby exerting upward forces on
the impacting vehicle and downward forces on the posts. These
forces can lead to vehicle vaulting or rupture of the beam
elements if the posts are still attached to the rail. Shallow
post embedment can lead to complete post pullout, which can
cause vaulting as an impacting vehicle rides over guardrail
posts strewn in its path. Although Barrier VII cannot directly
predict such behavior, simulation results can be used to identify when these phenomena are likely to occur. In summary,
as with most computer programs, Barrier VII can be helpful
in the design and analysis of longitudinal barriers when
simulation results are tempered with sound engineering
judgment.

CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS

There are many considerations that must be addressed in the
design of a safe and cost-effective barrier system. Major design
parameters, such as guardrail beam strength, post spacing,
and post size, are often dictated by considerations such as
cost, type of barrier application, and anticipated service level.
For instance, cost considerations may prescribe the types of
materials to be used; the type of barrier (i .e., guardrail, bridge
rail, or transition) will dictate the maximum allowable dynamic
deflection; and the anticipated service level (i.e., passenger
cars, trucks, or buses) will define the required barrier strength.
However, to develop an optimized system within a given
set of limitations, numerous configurations must be evaluated.
Using Barrier VII simulation, parametric studies can be conducted to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each
candidate design. Evaluation criteria include indicators of performance such as redirective capabilities, maximum barrier
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deflection, and predicted degree of snagging. Additional simulations can be made to determine necessary connection design
loads. A brief overview of each of these evaluation criteria,
how they relate to Barrier VII, and their relevance to longitudinal barrier design follows.

Design Loads

The most important factor from which a successful barrier
design evolves is probably the determination of design loads.
The old adage holds true: a barrier is only as strong as its
weakest link. Barrier VII is commonly used to determine
maximum expected loading on barrier components such as
rails, posts, splice bolts, and end anchors, thereby reducing
the likelihood of failure of these components during crash
testing.
Required beam strength or rail tensile capacity, or both,
can be selected on the basis of the largest bending moment
and tensile force predicted in the rail. Maximum bending
moments can be estimated by using upper-bound values on
rail bending strength properties in Barrier VII simulations.
In this way, the program will predict the maximum bending
moments that the rail can transfer to splice and anchor connections. Similarly, maximum tensile forces in a rail element
can be estimated by simulating a barrier with lower-bound
rail bending characteristics. Such a simulation will predict the
maximum barrier deflection that can be expected as well as
upper bounds on splice and anchor connection tensile forces.
Finally, maximum connection shear forces can be determined
by incorporating high post and beam yield moments . These
procedures have been shown to predict conservative design
loads, since terminal or splice connections designed using these
procedures have consistently performed well with little or no
signs of distress during full-scale crash testing.
A specific example is illustrated by Bligh et al. (7). In this
study, a tubular W-beam rail was transitioned to a rigid bridge
rail. Because the strong beam was capable of transferring
more shear and moment to the bridge rail end than a standard
flexible W-beam, it was necessary to design a connection with
adequate strength to carry these increased impact forces. Design
loading conditions obtained from Barrier VII for the connection between the tubular W-beam and the concrete barrier
end included a 140-kip tensile force. a 60-kip shear force. and
a 280-kip-in bending moment. The transition installation was
successfully tested three times without connection failure.
Barrier VII's ability to determine maximum loading conditions was used in a slightly different manner in the design
of an innovative energy-absorbing bridge rail (12) . The program was used to determine the post spacing at which the
shear and moment t1ansferred to the base of a post did not
exceed the strength of the bridge deck. Barrier VII simulation
results were also used to size rubber energy-absorbing elements that were used as blockouts.

Performance Limits

Maximum barrier deflection is often used as a surrogate me asure of barrier performance. The maximum allowable deflection is generally dictated by the type of barrier under developtuent. For instance, the dynamic deflection of a bridge rai!
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must be limited to safely contain an impacting vehicle and
prevent its wheels from falling between the railing and the
edge of the bridge deck. Special emphasis must also be placed
on the avoidance of excessive deflection in a transition zone.
In this case. too much deflection can result in pocketing or
snagging of the vehicle on the stiffer system. leading to excessive deceleration or other undesirable consequences. Although
guardrail installations can typically accommodate larger
deflections, it is often necessary to strictly limit vehicle travel
at constricted sites where a barrier is constructed immediately
in front of a severe hazard . Further. large barrier deflections
can lead to undesirable tire/post contact. causing snagging or
barrier override . Thus, limits of performance of most barriers
can be determined from predictions of maximum barrier
deflections.
The Barrier VII simulation program . with its sophisticated
barrier model, has been shown to be capable of accurately
predicting barrier deflections for even the most severe impact
conditions. As part of the Barrier VII output. deflected barrier shapes can be determined at each time step during the
simulation. In this manner. the maximum expected barrier
deflection can be found, and deflected barrier and vehicle
shapes can be tracked throughout the simulated impact.
The strength of a barrier is determined by its beam strength.
post spacing, and post size. Barrier VII can be used to conduct
parametric studies of these variables and their effects on barrier deflection . These results can then be used to select a
candidate design based on some maximum permissible deflection. Figure 3 shows the results of a parametric study developed with Barrier VII for the design of transitions to rigid
barriers (7). The basic transition design was modeled as a
standard strong post W-beam approac h rail with modified post
spacing and beam strength over the last 25 ft before the bridge
rail. This figure was used to determine the barrier deflection
that could be expected for a wide range of configurations and
thus aided in the selection of a final design.
As mentioned above. the barrier deflection output can also
be used to plot lateral barrier deflection for critical time steps
during an impact. This can be useful in identifying potential
performance problems such as vehicle snagging or pocketing.

Prediction of Snagging

The problem of vehicle snagging is an important consideration
in the design of any barrier system. Snagging on guardrail
posts and other stiff barrier components can lead to excessive
vehicle decelerations or unacceptable occupant impact velocities. or both. The analysis of such vehicle/barrier or wheel/
post interactions is complex. In fact. regardless of how sophisticated the tire/suspension model of some programs might be,
none of the simulation programs currently available can accurately simulate this behavior. Although wheel snagging cannot
be simulated, its occurrence can be predicted. Barrier Vil.
along with other simulation programs. can indirectly predict
snagging by tracking wheel trajectory past guardrail posts or
other potential snag points . One of the most effective means
of tracking wheel position is making the wheel a vehicle tracking point. Direct coordinates for the wheel can then be determined for a particular time step or distance traveled.
Figures 4 and 5 (7) illustrate how Barrier VII can be used
to identify potential problems in barrier performil.nce, These
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Design Curves for standard post transitions
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FIGURE 4 Predicted snagging for 16-in barrier
deflection (7).
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FIGURE 5 Predicted snagging for 12-in barrier
deflection (7).
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figures were used to help determine an acceptable deflection
limit when transitioning a flexible barrier into a rigid bridge
rail. As shown in Figure 4. when the deflections were too
large, the wheel followed a trajectory through the end of the
concrete barrier. This behavior is indicative of severe vehicle
snagging and poor safety performance. However. when the
strength of the transition was sufficiently increased, the dynamic
deflections were limited to an acceptable value and the wheel
followed a path safely outside the bridge rail end. as shown
in Figure 5.
The degree of wheel snagging on guardrail posts is another
measure of the severity of an impact. Although Barrier VII
cannot simulate this behavior. it can easily predict the amount
of tire overlap on the guardrail post by using the rotation
point of the post. post deflection. and tire position at time of
contact with the post. Barrier VII output can be used to
determine the time at which the tire reaches the guardrail
post and the post deflection and lateral tire position corresponding to this time step. The results of such an analysis are
shown in Figure 6. Results such as these can then be used in
the design process to determine the depth of blackout required
to reduce the severity of the wheel snagging or eliminate it
altogether .

Impact Location
The impact location for vehicular impacts can be a critical
factor in the evaluation of longitudinal barriers. All longitudinal barriers with beam-and-post construction have incremental snag points created by posts and other stiff barrier
components. The distance of the impact point upstream from
a snag point affects the degree of wheel. bumper. or hood

1800 lb/60 mph/15 deg Impact
6'-3" Post Spacing without Blackouts

Deflected Post

snagging that occurs and thus affects the impact performance
of the system. The critical impact location is the point at which
the potential for snagging is maximized. An example of this
variation in performance can be seen in the crash test results
of a concrete beam and post bridge rail (15). When impacted
near a post, the vehicle was smoothly redirected and the bridge
rail successfully passed NCHRP Report 230 evaluation criteria
(16). However, when a similar system was impacted further upstream from a post , the potential for snagging was
maximized, and severe wheel and hood snagging was
observed (17).
This same phenomenon holds true for flexible barrier systems as well. Impacting too close to a snag point. such as on
a guardrail post, allows a vehicle to clear the snag point before
guardrail deflections and vehicle penetration become large
enough to allow snagging or pocketing. On the other hand,
impacting too far upstream from a snag point may allow sufficient vehicle redirection before the snag point is reached. It
should be noted that the critical impact point changes with
the stiffness of the barrier. Stiff barriers redirect impacting
vehicles more quickly and. therefore. have a critical impact
location nearer to the snag point than more flexible barriers.
The Barrier VII simulation program has been used to determine critical impact locations for various barrier systems
(5, 7, 8). The two primary indicators used to evaluate where
the critical impact point occurs are barrier deflection and
wheel snagging. Determination of both of these variables was
discussed previously in this paper. The critical impact location
is determined by simulating impacts into the barrier at various
intervals before a post or other snag point. The critical impact
condition is the one that creates the worst case combination
of maximum barrier deflection and maximum wheel snagging
at the snag point under investigation .
Barrier VII can also be used to determine the relationship
between critical impact location and lateral barrier stiffness .
As shown in Figure 7. such a relationship has been developed
for a full-size passenger car. This figure can be used to determine the critical impact location for various beam-and-post
barrier configurations based on an equivalent lateral barrier
stiffness. An equivalent lateral stiffness was based on beam
strength and weighted post stiffness over a 50-ft section of
rail. A more comprehensive analysis would involve analyzing
a large number of post spacings. beam strengths. and embedment depths for various vehicle sizes to develop a family of
curves. These curves would determine critical impact locations for various barrier systems as a function of beam strength
and equivalent post strength .

SUMMARY

Extent of Snagging

FIGURE 6 Prediction of wheel snagging on guardrail post.

Barrier VII is a two-dimensional simulation program that
models vehicular impacts with deformable barriers. Due to
the recent emergence of more sophisticated models. Barrier
VII's usefulness in the design of longitudinal barriers is often
overlooked. It is a relatively sophisticated program that has
been more extensively validated than any other flexible barrier simulation model. In addition. Barrier VII is easier to
use and less costly to run than some of the more sophisticated
programs.
The Barrier VII program has numerous applications in the
design of flexible barriers. It is capable of accurately pre-
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dieting design loads and guardrail deflections under severe
impact conditions. The design loads can subsequently be used
to determine required rail and anchor capacities as well as to
aid in the design of connections. Predicted guardrail deflections can be used to determine necessary barrier strength and
to help identify potential problems. such as vehicle pocketing.
The Barrier VII simulation can also be used to predict the
occurrence of wheel snagging and to determine critical impact
locations for evaluating snagging potential. When viewed collectively, these capabilities can be invaluable in the design of
a safe and cost-effective barrier system.
However, it should be kept in mind that. although simulation programs continue to improve and have proven to be
valuable in the design of barriers. they cannot yet be substituted for a full-scale crash test program. Computer simulation
should be used as a design aid and not as the sole source of
acceptance or rejection of a design. Once a final design has
been developed through the use of a simulation program, a
series of compliance tests should be conducted to ensure good
impact performance in accordance with nationally accepted
guidelines (16).
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Prediction of Rollovers Caused by
Concrete Safety-Shape Barriers
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Based on five full-scale crash tests and a series of computer simulations, the performance of the concrete safety-shape barrier
(CSSB) with the New Jersey profile was found to be acceptable
for impact conditions recommended in NCHRP Report 230 for
evaluation of safety appurtenances. Vehicle sizes ranged from
minicars weighing 1,250 lb to large cars weighing 4,500 lb. All
tests recommended in NCHRP Report 230 are conducted with the
vehicle impacting in a tracking mode; however, it is estimated that
approximately 50 percent of inadvertent off-the-road vehicle
encroachments occur in a nontracking mode. Hence, a modified
version of the Highway-Vehicle-Object-Simulation Model (HVOSM)
was used in studying the performance of the CSSB for non tracking
and tracking impacts with high angle/speed combinations. The
modified HVOSM program was subjected to an extensive calibration effort and found to produce reasonably accurate results.
It was determined that overturns can be expected for small cars
in nontracking and/or high angle impacts with the CSSB. Performance of potential new shapes of rigid longitudinal barriers
were also studied. A barrier with a constant-slope face or a vertical
wall will greatly reduce the overturn problem. A retrofit design
for the CSSB consisting of a longitudinal member placed on the
side of the barrier near the top also showed promise in reducing
this problem.

Concrete safety-shape barrier (CSSB) initially appeared on
U.S. highways as a median barrier and is now widely used as
a roadside barrier, bridge railing. and temporary barrier in
construction or work zones. The '"New Jersey'" shape (see
Figure 1) (AASHTO MB5) is the most common CSSB in use.
Therefore, this shape was selected for the study described in
this paper.
Small car accident data from a variety of studies were examined in a recently completed study by Council et al. (1). It
was found that small vehicles have an increased propensity
to overturn in almost all types of accidents. including impacts
with the CSSB. However, a series of computer simulations
and five full-scale crash tests conducted in accordance with
NCH RP Report 230 recommendations (2) gave no indication
of increased overturn propensity for small and minicars (3).
Therefore, an attempt was made to investigate the disparity
between these results and evidence from accident studies. As
reported by Deleys and Parada (4). a large percentage of
single-vehicle accidents involve a skidding or nontracking
vehicle. Hence, it was decided to make a series of computer
runs to study the impact behavior of small cars as well as large
cars for nontracking impacts with CSSB. Tracking impacts ~t
lower speeds and higher impact angles than those recommended in NCHRP Report 230 were also given attention.

Texas Transportation Institute. Texas A&M University System .
College Station, Tex. 77843.

HVOSM COMPUTER PROGRAM, THE
SIMULATION TOOL
Two computer programs-Highway-Vehicle-Object-Simulation
Model (HVOSM) (5) and GUARD (6)-were considered
as candidates for the simulation of impacts with the CSSB.
Both have three-dimensional response capabilities, a necessity for studying the potential for vehicular overturn following
impact with the CSSB. Both also have limitations with
regard to simulation of the CSSB: neither program can accurately simulate the tire scrubbing forces that occur during
impacts. The suspension model used in GUARD is quite
limited compared with that used in the HVOSM. In the
HVOSM. the vehicle's tire can interact with the sloped face
of the CSSB, but the sheet metal can onlv interact with a
,
vertical wall.
Previous studies with the HVOSM of CSSB impacts have
met with reasonably good success (7. 8). The version of the
HVOSM used in these studies was one modified by the Texas
Transportation Institute (TTI) to include '"hard points'" within
the vehicle's structure (7). In all of these studies. however.
special calibration techniques were used due to inherent limitations of the HVOSM. A major limitation involved the
assumption that a barrier with a vertical wall greatly reduces
the overturn problem. A key variable in previous calibration
efforts was the lateral location of the vertical wall.
Hence. as part of a research project undertaken by TTI to
study roadside safety design for small vehicles. the RD2 version of the HVOSM (5) was modified to permit the vehicle's
structure to interact with the sloped faces of the CSSB or
other shaped barriers. Perera (9) and Ross et al (3) provide
complete details of the modifications. A paper in this Record
describes the development and validation of the modified
HVOSM program.
Even with the above modifications. limitations still remain
regarding the simulation of impacts with a rigid barrier. and.
in particular. impacts with the CSSB. A major limitation lies
with the tire and suspension models and with the data describing their characteristics. During impact. the leading tire and
associated suspension system is typically subjected to extremely
high loads and loading rates. This results in large displacements and usually structural failure in the form of bent rims
and a wheel jammed up and back from its normal position.
Little data are available on tire and suspension system damping properties for high loading rates. The models simply are
not designed to simulate structural failures. These limitations
notwithstanding. the HVOSM program is a useful tool. when
properly calibrated. in the analysis of barrier and vehicle
parameters as they affect impact performance.
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CSSB (IO) was simulated and the program accurately predicted the resulted rollover. The impact speed was 27.4 mph
and the impact angle was 52°. The test vehicle rode up the
barrier and across the face while rolling away from the barrier.
It continued to roll over onto its side away from the barrier
and stopped. lying on the camera rack hung on the right
window. which prevented it from rolling over. The vehicle
came to rest with its heading direction making an angle of
69° with the centerline of the barrier. resulting in a net yaw
displacement of 17°. The program accurately predicted the
rollover away from the barrier. and the predicted yaw dispacement was 11.5° when the roll angle was at 90°.

PREDICTIONS OF ROLLOVER
Vehicles impact barriers at various angle/speed combinations
in a tracking condition. but a large percentage of vehicles
strike barriers in a nontracking condition . Therefore . a series
of HVOSM runs was made to estimate vehicle performance
for these atypical conditions. The purpose of these runs was
to examine the stability after impact and to predict rollover.
For purposes of analysis and characterization of vehicular
stability. six terms are used in the figures that follow. They
are defined , somewhat arbitrarily, as follows:

• Stable. Vehicle is redirected.
• Stop. While still in contact with the barrier, the vehicle

FIGURE 2 Nontracking impact parameters.
Unfortunately. nontracking impacts could not be included
in the calibration of th e program due to the void in full-scale
crash tests involving nontracking conditions . High angle impact
tests are also rarely conducted: however. during the validation
effort a low speed. high a ngle test of a Honda Civic on a

almost comes to a stop , with the heading angle tjJ (see Figure
2) attaining an approximate constant value close to 90°.
• Sideslip. With reference to Figure 3, the vehicle is sideslipping when tan - 1 flv//u] > 20°.
• Spinout. With refe rence to Figures 2 and 3, the vehicle
spins out when u :S 0. and the heading angle tjJ > 90°.
• Marginal. Response is marginal when roll and/or pitch
displacement exceeds 40° but the vehicle does not overturn.
See Figure 4 for definitions of angular displacements .
• Overturn. When angular displacement in the roll and/or
pitch direction is 90° or more, the ve hicle has overturned.
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TABLE 1 STABILITY STUDY FOR HIGH
SPEED/ANGLE TRACKING IMPACTS
WITH CSSB
Angle
(deg)

Speed (mph)
30

45

60

Stable
Marginal
Overturn

Stable
Overturn
Overturn

Fiat Uno-45 (1,560 lb)

0

FWD

0

35
45
60

Daihatsu Domino (1,280 lb)
35
45
60

y,v

0

Stable
Spinout
Overturn

Stable
Spin out
Overturn

Stable
Marginal
Overturn

Chevrolet Sprint (1,530 lb)
35
45
60

0

Stable
Stable
Overturn

Stable
Sideslip
Overturn

Stable
Marginal
Overturn

Stable
Overturn
Overt urn

Stable
Overturn
Overturn

Stable
Overturn
Overturn

Stable
Sideslip
Side slip
Stop

Stable
Sideslip
Sideslip
Stop

Honda Civic (1,800 lb)
35
45
60

Stable
Marginal
Overturn

Plymouth Fury (4,500 lb)

FIGURE 3 Vehicle velocity components: 11 = vehicle
velocity component, x direction; I' = vehicle velocity
component, y direction; sideslip angle = tan - • lvl/11.

FIGURE 4 Positive sign convention for vehicular
displacements.

The rationale for using an angle and the threshold value of
20° in the definition of sideslip is that the angle formed between
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and the vehicle velocity
vector at some specified point in the vehicle is known as the
"sideslip angle" (J J) . The "slip angle." on the other hand. is
defined as the angle formed between direction of wheel travel
and the line of intersection of wheel plane with the road
surface (11. 12). Therefore. the sideslip angle at the wheel
becomes the same as the slip angle. for zero wheel steer. The
cornering force at the tire-road contact patch is a function of
the slip angle; when it reaches a maximum. the tire begins

35
45
60
75

Stable
Sideslip
Sideslip
Stop

sliding laterally (12). Hence. the threshold for sideslip of the
tire is the slip angle at which the cornering force becomes a
maximum. After a careful review of typical cornering force
versus slip angle plots. a conservative value of 20° was chosen
for the threshold slip angle. For simplicity and convenience.
the threshold value of the sideslip angle at the vehicle center
of mass is also considered to be equal to 20°. as stated in the
above definition of the sideslip condition.
Results of a series of HVOSM runs of high speed/angle
impact combinations with the CSSB for a variety of cars are
shown in Table l. The vehicle sizes range from a micromini
Daihatsu Domino with an approximate weight of 1.280 lb to
a large Plymouth Fury weighing approximately 4.500 lb.
Approximate weights of the Fiat Uno-45. Chevrolet Sprint.
and Honda Civic included in Table 1 are 1.560 lb. 1.530 lb.
and 1.800 lb. respectively. It can be seen that small cars exhibited a significantly greater overturn propensity for these conditions than did the larger car. Also. the probability of injury
would be higher for the large speed/angle combinations.
regardless of the vehicle's stability or size.
Shown in Figure 5 is a plot of the yaw . pitch. and roll
displacements of the 45 mph/45° CheHolet Sprint run from
Table I. In analyzing the nature of the angular response. the
yaw displacement is measured with respect to the vehicle's
position at impact. with a value of zero. In this case. the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle was oriented 45° to the longitudinal axis of the barrier at impact. i.e .. the heading angle
ljJ (see Figure 2) was 45°. An increasing negative yaw displacement means that the car rotated toward the barrier after
impact.
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of a Chevrolet Sprint run are shown in Figure 6. The nature
of the angular response in this case is similar to that previously
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FIGURE 5 Roll, pitch, and yaw displacements for high
angle, tracking impact of Chevrolet Sprint with CSSB.

Parameters included in the nontracking impacts are shown
in Figure 2. Note that 0 is the angle formed by the resultant
translational velocity vector of the vehicle and the longitudinal
axis of the barrier. ijJ is the angle formed by the vehicle and
the longitudinal axis of the barrier. and Ji is the angular
velocity or yaw rate of the vehicle as it strikes the barrier.
Yaw rates usually occur when the driver loses control. due to
abrupt steering when trying to avoid an obstruction on the
lane or to a sudden application of the brakes. If the driver
tries to avoid the barrier when losing control, the result is a
counterclockwise Ji. Conversely. a clockwise Ji is the outcome if the driver is avoiding the traffic on the adjacent lefthand lane. It is not known which direction. if either. is predominant for barrier impacts. A clockwise Ji was arbitrarily
selected since it seemed more critical in terms of overturn
potential. and the chances of a barrier impact are less when
~ is counterclockwise. A value of 15°/sec was used for Ji. It
is known that yaw rates of 20 and 30°/sec can be achieved in
an emergency steer maneuver. The rate can be much higher
if the vehicle strikes another vehicle or object before impacting the barrier.
Table 2 shows results of HVOSM runs of non tracking impacts
with the CSSB for a variety of cars. These results refer to the
post-impact behavior. By definition. the vehicle is sideslipping
at impact for each run. Again. the results clearly indicate a
greater overturn problem for the small cars than for the larger
car. Yaw. pitch, and roll displacements. with respect to time.

Studies were made of new shapes for the concrete barrier to
mitigate the overturn problem associated with high angle and/
or nontracking small car impacts with CSSB. Three designs
that show promise in meeting this goal are shown in Figure
7. Slopes (13) of up to approximately 10° for the constantslope barrier appear satisfactory. The modified CSSB shape
of Figure 7 could be a new design. or an existing CSSB could
be retrofitted to achieve the shape . This concept was conceived by Ivey et al. (13) at TTL As discussed below, in
comparison with CSSB, these shapes showed greatly reduced
overturn propensity for small cars.
The Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation is currently pursuing a feasibility study of the constant-slope barrier with TTL In addition to the potential for
improved impact performance, the height of the constantslope barrier can be selected so that several pavement overlays
can be accommodated without the necessity of raising the
barrier. As opposed to the CSSB. the adding of an overlay
does not alter the shape of a constant-slope barrier. Use of
the vertical wall or constant-slope barrier shown in Figure 7,
in lieu of the CSSB, would not be without some tradeoffs.
Certain shallow angle impacts with the CSSB that produce
no damage would cause some with new shapes. However, one
life saved by preventing an overturn and the associated societal cost will outweigh a very large number of minor scrape
hits . The new shapes may also require more concrete than
CSSB. All of the above factors should be evaluated in a
benefit/cost analysis if further evaluations of the new designs
are planned.
Table 3 shows results of nontracking impacts of the Chevrolet Sprint with the constant-slope barrier. No tracking runs
were made since the nontracking impacts were assumed to
be more critical in terms of overturn. With reference to Figure
7, H was set at 32 in. Note that the 13 equal to zero case
represents a vertical wall. A scaled drawing of the sloped wall
in comparison with the CSSB is shown in Figure 8. Comparing
the results of Table 3 with Table 2 shows that a distinct reduction of the overturn problem is achieved with the new designs.
Yaw , pitch, and roll displacements with time of a selected run
of the 13 = 8. 9° case are shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows
the same data for the 13 = 0° case. Data in Figures 9 and 10
can be compared with data for the CSSB in Figure 6
Tables 4 and 5 give results of HVOSM runs of high speed/
angle impacts and nontracking impacts with the modified CSSB
design (see Figure 7). A Chevrolet Sprint was simulated in
these runs. A comparison of Table 4 with part c of Table l
shows that the modified CSSB design does reduce the overturn problem for most impact conditions expected to occur
in the field. Even though overturn is still indicated for 45
mph/60° impact conditions for the modified CSSB. the probability of serious injuries or fatalities would be high regardless
of the vehicle's post-impact stability. A comparison of Table
5 with part c of Table 2 also shows that the modified CSSB
significantly reduced the overturn problem for nontracking
impacts.
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TABLE 2

STABILITY STUDY FOR NONTRACKING IMPACTS WITH CSSB
Speed (mph)

Angle
t)i (deg)

45

30
0

=

=

0

15 deg

25 deg

0

60

=

15 deg

0

=

25 deg

0

=

15 deg

0

=

25 deg

Fiat Uno-45 (1,560 lb)
45
60
75

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Marginal

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Spinout

Overturn
Overturn
Spinout

Overturn
Overturn
Spinout

Overturn
Overturn
Spinout

Overturn
Overturn
Marginal

Overturn
Overturn
Marginal

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Stable
Sideslip
Spinout

Stable
Sideslip
Spin out

Stable
Sides lip
Spinout

Stable
Sideslip
Spinout

Stable
Overturn
Spinout

Daihatsu Domino (1,280 lb)
45
60
75

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Chevrolet Sprint ( 1,530 lb)
45
60
75

Overturn
Spinout
Spinout

Honda Civic (J,800 lb)
45
60
75

Overturn
Overturn
Overturn

Plymouth Fury (4,500 lb)
45
60
75

Stable
Sideslip
Spinout

NOTE:~= + 15 deg/sec in each run.
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~
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=
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~

~ -40 .0 .
-YAW

-50.0

-60.0
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Figures 11 and 12 show the angular response of the Chevrolet Sprint upon impact with the modified CSSB in a high
angle tracking and nontracking condition. respectively. Impact
conditions are as indicated on the figures. The comparisons
of Figure 11 with Figure 5 and of Figure 12 with Figure 6
show the degree to which the modified CSSB reduces the roll
response.
The improved performance of the modified CSSB shape
over the unmodified shape is due to the resisting action of
the overhang on the rolling motion of the vehicle. as the
impacting corner rides up the barrier. However. for high values of heading angle tjJ the vehicle tends to spin out. and the
impacting corner may not come into contact with the overhang. Therefore. a wider overhang would help the performance on high angle tracking or nontracking impacts whereas
size and shape of the overhang would have a minimal effect
on low angle impacts. Further research is needed to discover
more about these factors.
TII is continuing research on these findings. using a widened set of speed/angle combinations. considering different
vehicle sizes. and including other barrier shapes. A research
study currently being completed at TTI (14) reports the simulation results for the high speed/angle tracking and nontracking impacts of both 1.800-lb and -UOO-lb vehicles on CSSB.
F- shape. constant-slope barrier. and vertical wall.

-80.0

CONCLUSIONS
-90.0

-ROLL

FIGURE 6 Roll, pitch, and yaw displacements for
nontracking impact of Chevrolet Sprint with CSSB.

A modified version of the HYOSM was used to study the
rollover propensity of vehicles impacting the concrete safetyshape barrier with the New Jersey profile and potential new
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TABLE 3 STABILITY STUDY FOR NONTRACKING IMPACTS OF CHEVROLET SPRINT (1,530
LB) WITH CONSTANT SLOPE BARRIER
Speed (mph)
Angle
ljJ (deg)

30
0 = 15 deg

45
0 = 25 deg

60

0 = 15 deg

0 = 25 deg

0 = 15 deg

0 = 25 deg

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Stable
Overturn
Spinout

Stable
Stable
Spinout

Stable
Stable
Spinout

Stable
Spin out
Spinout

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Constant Sloped Barrier, 13 = 8.9 degrees
45
60
75

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

Vertical Wall, 13 = 0.0 degree
45
60
75
NOTE:~=

Stable
Stable
Spinout

Stable
Stable
Spin out

+ 15 deg/sec in each run .

FIGURE 8 Constant slope barrier and CSSB profiles.

designs. Prior to the prediction of rollovers. the program was
subjected to an extensive calibration effort and found to produce reasonably accurate results in most cases (3. 9) .
The performance of CSSB is acceptable for the tracking
impact conditions recommended in NCHRP Report 230 for
the evaluation of safety appurtenances. However. overturns
can be expected for nontracking and/or high angle impacts
with the CSSB by small cars. A barrier with a constant-slope
face or vertical wall will greatly reduce the overturn problem.
A retrofit design for the CSSB consisting of a longitudinal
member placed on the side of the barrier near the top also
shows promise in reducing this problem.
A reevaluation of the crash test parameters in NCHRP
Report 230. in light of high speed/angle tracking and nontracking impacts. is recommended for the upcoming revision
of the report. If subsequent testing verifies the computer simulation. and the evaluation criteria for barrier performance
are revised to include the safety in high speed/angle tracking
and nontracking impacts. the modification of existing barriers
should be seriously considered.
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FIGURE 9 Roll, pitch, and yaw displacements fo1·
nontracking impact of Chevrolet Sprint with constant
slope barrier.

FIGURE 10 Roll, pitch, and yaw displacements for
nontracking impact of Chevrolet Sprint with vertical wall.

TABLE 4 STABILITY STUDY FOR HIGH
SPEED/ANGLE TRACKING IMPACTS OF
CHEVROLET SPRINT (1,530 LB) WITH
MODIFIED CSSB
Angle
(deg)
35
45
60

Speed (mph)
30

45

60

Stable
Stable
Spinout

Stable
Stable
Overturn

Stable
Stable
Overturn

TABLE 5 STABILITY STUDY FOR NONTRACKING IMPACTS OF CHEVROLET SPRINT
(1,530 LB) WITH MODIFIED CSSB
Speed (mph)
Angle
ljJ (deg)
45
60
75

45

30
0

=

15 deg

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

0

=

25 deg

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

NOTE: ~= + 15 deg/sec in each run.

0

60
=

15 deg

Stable
Spinout
Spinout

0

=

25 deg

Stable
Spin out
Spinout

0

=

15 deg

Stable
Overturn
Spinout

0

=

25 deg

Stable
Overturn
Spinout
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FIGURE 11 Roll, pitch, and yaw displacement for high
angle tracking impact of Chevrolet Sprint with modified
CSSB.
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Imp~oved

Method for Determining
V eh1cle and Occupant Kinematics in
Full-Scale Crash Tests
MALCOLM

H.

RAY AND JOHN

F.

CARNEY

This paper present · detail of proposed improvemcnl~ to the way
that full- cale crash test data are analyzed. In particular, the basic
form_ulation of the Dail space method presented in NCHRP Report
230 is shown to contain several simplifications that have never
before been examined in detail. The NCHRP Report 230 formul~tion a.nd its .history are briefly reviewed, followed by an extensive
discussion of improvements that would make the Dail space method
more physically correct and more general. The potential ourcc.
and magni.tude of error in the current model are explored, and
new techm ques a1·e de ·cribcd . Examples µsing actual crash te t
data are provided to illustrate typica l magnitudes of error associated with each simplilication. A computer program is briefly
described that implements these improvements.

When mathematical models are used to approximate physical
phenomena, errors tend to arise because some effects are
neglected. The challenge in building mathematica l models is
to include the most important effects while n glecting those
that on ly add effort to the ana.ly is. Thi · paper investigate
the flail space model. which calculates the hypothetical occupant impact velocity with a vehicle interi r in a road ide
appurtenance colli. ion. The original m del propo ed rn N H RP
Report 230 includes the most important effects for many crash
test scenarios. The purpose of this paper is to investigate some
additional effects that have been generally neglected and to
determine their importance in terms of the fidelity of the flail
space model.
The concepts of the flail space method and the occupant
risk criteria were introduced in 1981 by Michie in NCHRP
Report 230 (1). T hi method ha become the standard means
of evaluating the potential hazard to vehicle occupants involved
in an impact wirh a roadside appurtenance. Prior to 1he publication of NCHRP Report 230. severa l evaluation criteria
were used based on the particular device under consideration:
change in momentum for mall sign supports and luminaires,
50-msec average accelerations for longitudinal barriers. and
maximum average deceleration for crash cushions. Perhaps
the greatest advantage in using the occupant risk criterion is
that it unifies a variety of evaluation criteria into ea. ily calculated quantities.
Shortly after NCHRP Report 230 was publi hed. some
researchers began to improve the basic flail ·pace model. In
1983, Calcote et al. developed a program to calculate the
occupant risk parameters that ace unted for the yaw rotation
of the vehicle (2). A data reduction program was modified
that had been in use at Southwest Research Institute since
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn. 37235.

III
the early 1970s. This program calculated the vehicle kinematics by numerically integrating the coupled equations of
motion. Calcote et al. added procedures to measure and compare the position and velocity of the occupant with respect to
the passenger compartment. This program was an improvement to the NCHRP Report 230 approach because it (a) used
coupled equations of motion, and (b) more realistically
modeled the occupant's trajectory through the passenger
compartment.
In a 1987 review of NCHRP Report 230. Ray et al. noted
that many injuries in longitudinal barrier collisions occurred
when a nonimpact side occupant travels across the passenger
c?mpartment. and strikes the vehicle interior on the impact
side (3. 4). This can increase the flail space five-fold . In another
paper. the same authors show that most of the severe injuries
occur after the initial occupant impact (5). The NCH RP Report
230 formulation and the Calcote model both cease analysis
after the first occupant contact. Ray et al. suggest that events
after the initial occupant impact may be more important
alth~ugh the fla.il space method . as currently formulated. only
applies to the fi rst occupant/ interior collision.
Recently. other aut hors have noted the importance of some
of these same improvements. For example. Ross et al. have
improved the High' ay-Vehicle-Object-Simulation Model
(HYO M) by add ing an occupant risk m del that tracks the
position of the occupant after the initial occupanr/passenger
compartment impact (6). They also use Ray et al. ·s observation rhat non impact ide and out-of-posit ion occupants hav
greater flail distances. thu - increasing the occupant risk values. This effect was confirmed in crash tests of small cars
impacting concrete afe ty- hape barrier . The ir pr cedure
appears to be the same as Calcote's. with th exception that
calculations continue until both the side wall and the instrument panel have been struck or the run has terminated. Owings
has numerically integrated the two-dimensional coupled equ;tions of motion to determine vehicle motion after impact with
a small sign support (7).
Although the NCHRP Repon 230 formulation of the flail
space m thod i an improvement over the multiplicitv f evaluati n criteria previou ly used. it neglects some ignificant
physical effect . The importance or negligibility of these effects
has never been publi hed. and the magnitudes of the potential
errors are unknown. The purpose of this paper is to
• Investigate several neglected effects.
• Assess importance of these effects in terms of the accuracy of the resulting data,
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• Present alternative formulations. and
• Present a computer program that resolves these algorithmic difficulties.

THE NCHRP REPORT 230 FORMULATION OF
THE FLAIL SPACE MODEL
The occupant impact velocity defined by NCH RP Report 230
(J) is the hypothetical impact velocity of the vehicle occupant
with the passenger compartment surface (8) . This value is
calculated by operating on transducer data obtained in fullscale crash tests. The occupant velocity is found when the
occupant, acting as a free missile. has traveled either 1 ft
laterally or 2 ft longitudinally. The time of occupant impact
is found using the following expression :
Ir,,

r =

s =

JJa, dt dt
lo

lo

ll

I~

J J a, dt dt
lu

(I)

(2)

tu

SENSITIVITY TO TRANSDUCER POSITION

where
r = displacement in the vehicle longitudinal direction .

s

=

a,. =

a,

=

t =
t, =
0

t,

of the 10-msec average acceleration in each direction. The
formulation of the flail space model given in Equations 1
through 4 is easy to use and can be accomplished using either
graphical, manual, or computer methods.
Several important assumptions are implicit in the NCHRP
Report 230 formulation of the flail space model. The model
does not account for the effect of the rotation of the vehicle
on the occupant impact velocity, but treats the longitudinal
and lateral directions independently. It ignores the out-ofplane displacements and velocities. and it assumes the transducers measure the response of the vehicle center of gravity.
These assumptions make the calculation of the occupant impact
velocity straightforward, although it is unclear what effect
they might have on errors in the calculated values. Some
currently used data reduction programs simply apply Equations 1 through 4 directly, while others make some attempt
to account for these effects. A presentation of these issues
and a discussion of their importance, however, has never
appeared in highway safety literature. The following sections
present a discussion of several of the most notable implicit
assumptions and the associated errors that result in calculating
the occupant risk parameters.

=

displacement in the vehicle lateral direction.
acceleration in the vehicle longitudinal direction.
acceleration in the vehicle lateral direction .
time of vehicle impact with appurtenance,
time when the occupant has traveled the longitudinal
flail distance, and
time when the occupant has traveled the lateral flail
distance .

The accelerations a, and a 1 are the values measured by the
transducers mounted to the vehicle during the impact event.
The values of r and s are recommended in NCHRP Report
230 as 2 ft and 1 ft, respectively. Equations 1 and 2 can be
solved for times of impact t, and t,. When these times have
been identified, the occupant impact velocity can be calculated using the following equations:

,,
vocc-1

J,,, a, dt

(3)

,,
Voce - '

J,,, a. dt
1

In Equations 1 through 4, the accelerations are presumed to
be measured at the vehicle center of gravity. In most typical
crash tests , it is not possible to place the transducers exactly
at the center of gravity because of uncertainty about the true
position, as well as the geometric constraints of the vehicle.
When the occupant and vehicle kinematics are calculated using
acceleration data, which was not measured at the center of
gravity, errors are introduced into the computations. It would
be useful to know how the transducers should be located in
full-scale crash tests .
There is no reason to prefer measurements made at the
center of gravity over those made at other positions on the
vehicle. By convention, the velocities of the center of gravity
are used to represent the kinematics of the entire vehicle.
The following discussion pertains to cases where two linear
transducers and one rate gyro are used to measure the vehicle
longitudinal and lateral acceleration as well as the yaw rate.
The choice of this transducer arrangement implies that the
vehicle motion is expected to be primarily planar . Other transducer arrangements will als0 have the potential for errors due
to mislocation, and similar steps can be taken to minimize
these errors.

(4)
Derivation

where

·vocc - s

occupant impact velocity in the vehicle longitudinal direction, and
occupant impact velocity in the vehicle lateral
direction.

After time t,, and t,. the critical evaluation parameter is the
ridedown acceleration-the value of the highest J0-msec average
acceleration in each of the principal directions. Calcul ating
the ridedown accelerations involves finding the largest value

Figure 1 shows a vehicle where the transducers are not located
at the center of gravity. The quantities p,. and p 1 are the
longitudinal and lateral distances from the center of gravity
to the position of the transducers. From elementary dynamics
(9), the acceleration in the longitudinal direction, r, of a point
away from the center of gravity can be expressed as
(5)
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Since the acceleration of the point is known and the acceleration at the center of gravity is unknovvn~ Equation 5 can
be solved for a,.,":

a,.,"

=

a,.,, + p,0_~ + p)i,.

(6)

A similar equation for the lateral, s, direction can be derived
in the form

a,," = a,,, + p,0~

- p,0,.

(7)

The difference in sign between Equations 6 and 7 is due to
the sense of the angular velocity. The maximum difference
between the acceleration measured at an arbitrary point and
measured at the center of gravity can be found by rearranging
those equations:

la 't:i.: - al"JI I

IP.0~ +

las,g - a_,-,,1

iP,0~

PAI

(8)

- p,0,.1

(9)

r

• A smooth curve can be fitted using a variety of numerical
techniques with the experimental data to estimate the actual
response. The derivatives of this curve can then be obtained
at the points of interest and used in Equations 8 and 9. The
difficulty with this approach is that the solution cannot proceed stepwise through the data: the rate gyro data must be
smoothed before the acceleration data can be reduced. The
dark curve in Figure 2 represents a curve fitted to the experimental data. This technique is the preferred method of estimating the angular acceleration.

s
FIGURE 1 Location of vehicle transducers.

]

Since angular acceleration, 0,, is not typically measured in a
crash test, it must be estimated in Equations 8 and 9 using
the angular velocity. Angular velocity is often measured using
rate gyros. Figure 2 contains a plot of typical yaw rate gyro
data. Since the rate gyro data is gathered at discrete time
intervals, direct information about the derivative of the angular velocity, 0,, is lost. In addition, the rate gyro data, like
all transducer data, contains high frequency noise resulting
from vehicle vibrations and electronic signal noise. Data such
as that shown in Figure 2 cannot be used directly to obtain
information about the derivative of the angular velocity.
It is common practice to integrate data obtained by accelerometers to gain the velocities and displacements. This is
generally accurate since integrating tends to smooth a curve
and the derivative (the experimental data) includes all the
information required to define the function, except the initial
conditions. Thus, velocities are obtained by integrating the
acceleration curve once, displacements are obtained by integrating accelerations twice, and the heading angle is obtained
by integrating the yaw velocity once.
However, differentiating raw transducer data presents a
different problem. When a continuous function is estimated
by sampling discrete points along a curve, information about
the derivative, or slope, of the function is degraded. There
are several alternatives to dealing with this problem:

0

0

"Ill
""'Ill
Ill

Ill

"
~~100

-300 L-~~~~~~~~~..J-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

o

0.2

0.4
time (seconds)

FIGURE 2

Typically yaw rate gyro data.
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• If the interval of time between discrete samples is small
in comparison to the smallest frequency apparent in the experimental data, the derivative of the angular velocity can be
estimated by calculating the velocity's change during the time
interval. This is the definition of the derivative if the time
interval is taken to be infinitely small. The question of how
small the time step should be to avoid errors is not easily
answered. It is unclear what order of magnitude of errors
might be associated with using this technique.

Regardless of the approach, if 01 is taken to be adequately
smoothed rate gyro data, the following procedure can be used
where the subscripts 1; are used to denote a particular time
step and /:J.t to denote the size of the time step used in acquiring
the data. Equations 6 and 7 can be rewritten as follows:

ar,xti

QS£,e.fi

=

arpti

+ p,.0.:.,/2

QS/1/i

+

p,e:./

[e:.,, t:i.te:., .,J
+ Ps
- p,

[e:,, ~,e:,, _ , J

(10)
(11)

Perhaps the best solution for eliminating the problem of
differentiating angular velocity data is to not use rate gyros
in the transducer package. Some agencies involved with fullscale crash testing use two sets of three accelerometers (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions) placed at known
locations on the vehicle. Since there are six degrees of freedom DOFs (motion in each of the three directions and rotation about each of the three axes) a nd six accelerometers, a
system of coupled equations can be obtained that, when solved,
will provide the three translational accelerations and three
angular velocities directly. The six coupled equations can be
found in a variety of texts and reports dealing with the dynamics of rigid bodies (JO, 11) . Unfortunately, this technique is
also sensitive to errors in measuring the positions of the transducers accurately although it is less sensitive to measurement
errors than when using rate gyros.
Typical Errors in Full-Scale Crash Tests

If worst case values of p ,

e,

= p, = 1 ft,
= 1.5 rad/sec (86°/
sec) and i:i,. = 30.0 rad/sec 2 are assumed, it is apparent from
Equation 8 that the measurement of the transducers will be
in error 32.2 ft/sec 2 or 1 g. In a typical redirectional crash test,
a v·ehicle experiences accelerations generally less than 10 g so
the error associated with misplacing the transducers as much
as 1 ft away from the center of gravity could be approximately
10 percent.
The expressions above can be used to calculate the accelerations of the center of gravity given the position of the
transducers on the test vehicle and the acceleration histories.
Placing the transducers as accurately as possible and adjusting
me asurements taken at points away from the center of gravity
is good practice . It is difficult, however , to determine the
actual position of the center of gravity on a test vehicle. The
above analysis indicates that, if the position of the vehicle
center of gravity were erroneously calculated, a significant
error is possible. It is reasonable to assume that the transducers can be placed consistently within 12 in. of the vehicle
center of gravity; whether they can be placed within 6 in. or
1 in., however, is unclear.

COUPLED EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The NCHRP Repqrt 230 formulation neglects the fact that
the components of vehicle velocity are coupled. Equations l
through 4 contain the assumption that the longitudinal velocity has no effect on the lateral velocity and vice versa. No
lateral velocity or acceleration terms appear in Equations I
and 3, and, likewise, no longitudinal velocity or acceleration
terms appear in Equations 2 and 4. The velocities are coupled
and neglecting this effect can cause large errors. The general
equations of motion can be derived from elementary dynamics
as demonstrated in the following paragraphs (12, 13).
Derivation
Figure 3 shows a vector, V, which is both rotating and changing its magnitude in the global x-y-z coordinate frame. The
orientation and magnitude of the vector are both functions
of time. There is another coordinate reference frame denoted
by the subscripts r-s-t that rotates with respect to the x-y-z
coordinate system. In the case of the flail space model, the
vector V is the velocity vector of the vehicle, the r-s-t coordinate axes represent the reference frame attached rigidly to
the test vehicle, and the x-y-z reference frame describes the
global coordinate system attached to the earth. It might be
expected that the rate of change of V would be different when
viewed from the vehicle-fixed r-s-1 reference frame than when
viewed from the global x-y-z reference frame. If i, j, and k
are unit vectors in the r-s-t reference frame, the vector V can
be expressed as
V = V,,i

+ V,.j + V,,,k

(12)

Differentiating V with respect to time yields the rate of change
of V:

(13)
To find the rate of change of V in the global x-y-z reference
frame, it should be noted that the unit vectors i, j, and k are
also functions of time when differentiating Equation 12. The
rate of change in the global coordinate system is given by

\rxyz

=

(Ji

()'

iJk

V) + VJ + V,k + v,ii/ + v,fr + v, iJt

(14)

The first three terms of Equation 14 are the components of
the rate of change of V in the r-s-1 reference frame as shown

z
x
FIGURE 3 Vector in two
coordinate reference frames.
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in Equation 13. The partial derivatives represent the angular
velocity of the r-s-r reference frame . If a vector fi is defined
as the angular velocity of the r-s-1 frame, the last three terms
of Equation 14 are the cross product of fi with V. Using this
fact and substituting Equation 13 into 14 yields

v.,,,.,

=

v,,., + n x v

(15)

v.,,.=

where
is the acceleration vector in the global coordinate
system. It is these accelerations that are measured by the
transducers fixed to the vehicle during a crash test. The yaw
component of fi is measured by the yaw rate gyro in a typical
crash test. If Equation 15 is resolved into its component parts
in the vehicle-fixed r-s-1 coordinate system, the following system of three coupled linear differential equations is obtained.

a,

v, + v,0,, - v,.0.,.

(16)

as = vs + v,.0,. - v,0,

(17)

v, + v,.0,. - v,0,,

(18)

a,

=

=

to this type of data analysis since it proceeds in a stepwise
manner using only the state of the system during the previous
time step and the measurements for the current step . This
allows the data reduction to proceed from the beginning of
the impact event through the end with no prior knowledge
regarding the exit conditions of the vehicle. Details of the
numerical solution of coupled differential equations can be
found elsewhere (14. 15).

Accuracy of the Numerical Solution of the Coupled
Equations of Motion
To demonstrate the highly accurate nature of the numerical
integration scheme used. consider the exact solution to the
following problem:
Given

a,. = a sin at

e,

=

a,

v, ,

II=

=

b sin

where the r, s, and I subscripts on velocities and accelerations
indicate the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions of the
vehicle . The r. p. and y subscripts on the angular velocities
represent the roll, pitch. and yaw angles as shown in Figure
4. Equations 16 through 18 can be rearranged so the quantities
measured in a crash test all appear on the right-hand side:

a,.= v,.

v,

a, =

a/

0, = 0,, = v, =

0

some constant

E

v,, =... = o

Equations 16 through 18 become

v,e,.

(22)

v_. + v,.0,.

(23)

a, - v,0P + v,.0,

( 19)

a,

vs = a,. - v,0,. + v,0,

(20)

a,= 0

v,

(21)

Equations 22 and 23 can be uncoupled by first differentiating
every term in both equations with respect to time. yielding

=

=

a, - vs0r + v,0,,

In most crash testing applications. the roll and pitch rates
and the vertical acceleration are generally small. The yaw
rate, 0,., and the lateral and longitudinal accelerations are
usually the predominant variables measured in full-scale crash
tests. All DOFs have been included above for completeness.
Since the system of equations is coupled. values for the
components of velocity must be determined by solving the
system simultaneously. There are several techniques for
accomplishing this. although the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method is probably the most direct. This method is well suited

z

a,

=

(24)

e,:v,

(25)

a,. = v., + 0,.v,

(26)

= ii,

Solving Equation 23 for i·.• and substituting into Equation 25
gives
ii,

+ e~v,

a, + !i,a.,

=

(27)

Similarly. solving Equation 22 for i·, and substituting into
Equation 26 yields
ii,

+

.

..

e~v

.

a.• - e,a,

=

(28)

Equations 27 and 28 are uncoupled. second order. ordinary.
differential equations. The solution to Equation 27 is given
by

0,r +

v, = A sin

B cos

fJJ +

C cos at

+ D sin ca

(29)

where

0,. - er

x
FIGURE 4

(30)

and

The roll, pitch, and yaw angles.

D =

ue,
6,. -

(X~

(31)
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Two initial conditions on v,, or its derivatives, are required
to solve for A and Bin Equation 29. The first initial condition
represents the impact velocity and is given by

(v,), _11 = E

(32)

The second condition represents the pre-impact acceleration
and can be obtained from Equation 22 as

(v,), _0 = (a,.), _11 = 0

(33)

Applying Equations 32 and 33 to Equation 29 yields

A = -Dale,

(34)

B=E - C

(35)

If

e,

= 1.5 rad/sec

a=-lOg
b

a = 7. 854 rad/sec
E

=

88 ft/sec

-10 g

then Equation 29 becomes

v, = -42.55026 sin l.5t + 45.44974 cos l.5t

+ 42.55026 cos 7.854t + 8.12648 sin 7.854t
At t = 0.4 sec. which represents the half period of the sine
wave acceleration pulse, v, = -29.065 ft/sec.
The same problem using Equations 16 through 18 and a
fourth-order Runge Kutta solution with a 1-msec time step
yields the value v, = - 29 .083 ft/sec . The numerically calculated value represents an error of slightly more than 0.015
percent in the change in velocity and 0.062 percent in the
final velocity. Numerically solving the coupled differential
equations of motion is highly accurate for the ranges of values
typical in full-scale crash test data reduction.
It is interesting to compare the correct velocity obtained
using the exact solution with the value obtained by simply
applying Equation 3 as suggested in NCHRP Report 230:
0 ....

88 +

Ja, dt

11-l

=

88 + 322

J sin 7.8541

=

6.000 ft/sec

II

Obviously, the error induced by neglecting the coupled terms
in the equations of motion is very large. at least in this case.
The example does illustrate two very important facts:
1. The numerical solution of the coupled differential equations of motion proposed in the preceding paragraphs is very
accurate; and
2. It is incorrect to calculate velocity changes by simply
integrating the accelerometer data when yaw rates exist .

Magnitude of Errors in Typical Full-Scale Crash
Tests
The NCH RP Report 230 formulation essentially assumes that
the roll, pitch, and yaw rates are negligibly small in compar-

ison to the translational acceleration . This is reasonable for
the roll and pitch rates, but it is not true for the yaw rate in
typical redirectional tests. When all the angular accelerations
are neglected in Equations 19 through 21, the time rate of
change of the velocity simply becomes the acceleration.
To assess the relative importance of the coupling terms,
assume that the average yaw rate observed in a test is 1.5 rad/
sec. Ross et al. (6) have reported much higher yaw rates for
very small cars in mini-car collisions with the concrete safety
shape; however, 1.5 rad/sec seems to be a reasonable value
for the average yaw rate for a wide variety of vehicle types
and collision scenarios . In a typical redirectional test, the
vertical velocity, v,, can be assumed to be negligible and the
maximum lateral velocity, v.,, is generally less than 20 ft/sec .
The second term of Equation 19 is slight since the vertical
velocity and pitch rate are very small. The third term is
approximately 30 ft/sec~ or a little less than 1 g. A typical
longitudinal deceleration in a redirectional crash test is generally less than 10 g. Thus. the error associated with neglecting
the coupled terms in Equation 19 results in a possible instantaneous error of 10 percent in the longitudinal velocity rate
of change. The rate of change in the lateral direction is even
more sensitive to the coupling terms. If the last term of Equation 20 is neglected and v, is assumed to be 88 ft/sec, the
second term becomes 132 ft /sec~, or more than 4 g. If IO g is
a typical lateral acceleration, the instantaneous error associated with neglecting the coupling term of Equation 20 could
be more than 40 percent. Although errors do not accumulate
in the instantaneous acceleration, they do in the velocity. If
the hypothetical crash event discussed above is 500 msec long,
the longitudinal velocity could be in error by 16 ft/sec and the
lateral velocity could be in error by 64 ft/sec. Of course,
the vehicle has no yaw rate and no lateral velocity prior to
the vehicle collision with the appurtenance so the effect of
accumulating errors in the change in velocity is unclear.
Two actual redirectional crash tests were selected to compare the effects of including and excluding the coupled terms
of the equations of motion on various evaluation parameters.
Both tests were redirectional tests corresponding to NCHRP
Report 230 test 10 and were chosen because they are fairly
typical tests. The errors reported would be greater for collisions exhibiting higher yaw rates such as those involving very
small vehicles and rigid barriers (6). For collisions with little
or no yaw rate, the error would be very small. For example,
the yaw rate in nonredirectional tests such as a head-on collision with an impact attenuator (tests 50 and 51) or breakaway
sign support (tests 60 through 63) would result in negligible
errors due to little, if any, yaw rotation . The yaw rate is more
likely to be significant in redirectional tests where changing
the pre-impact direction of the impacting vehicle is the primary objective of the test . Using lighter vehicles and stiffer
longitudinal barriers also increase the observed yaw rates.
Higher yaw rates and lateral velocities maximize the effect of
the coupling terms in Equations 19 through 21.
Test SPI-1 (16) was performed using NCHRP Report 230
test 10 conditions; namely , a 4,500-lb car impacting a standard
G4(1S) guardrail at 25° and 60 mph. This test was chosen
because it is a typical redirectional test using a standard strong
post guardrail system. The second test, WE4- l (17), used a
3,400-lb passenger car ballasted to 4,000 lbs. The vehicle
impacted a standard G4(1S) guardrail at 25° and 60 mph. This
test was performed in a study aimed at investigating alternatives to the vanishing 4,500-lb car and, therefore, the test
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conditions do not exactly correspond to test 10 conditions.
This particular test was chosen because the vehicle experienced snagging problems during the impact.The frame-horn
punched through the barrier causing the vehicle to spin into
the traveled way. High yaw rates were observed in this test
due to snagging.
As shown in Tables l and 2. the errors associated with
neglecting the coupled terms in the equations of motion are
quite significant when calculating the change in vehicle velocity. Since errors in acceleration accumulate in the velocity
terms. the cumulative error increases later in the impact event.
The occupant impact velocity is not as sensitive to this
phenomena since the occupant usually collides with the passenger compartment relatively early in the event when the
cumulative error is still small. For example. in test SPI-1 the
TABLE l COMPARISON OF NCHRP REPORT 230 AND
IMPROVED FORMULATION-TEST SPI-1
Parameter
Impact Velocities
- Longitudinal (fps)
- Lateral (fps)

Coupled

Uncoupled

Error(%)

86.2
-0.7

86.2
-0.7

-

Final Velocity
- Longitudinal (fps)
- Laleral (fps)

55.3
17.5

61.5
54.2

11.2
2()1).4

Change in Velocity
- Longitudinal (fps)
-Lateral (fps)

30.9
18.7

24.7
54.8

20.2
193.9

Occupant Impact Velocities
- Longitudinal (fps)
- Lateral (fps)

15.3

-

Test Number
Appurtenance
Vehicle Mass (lbs)
Impact Angle (degrees)
Maximum Yaw Rate (deg/sec)
Number of l-msec time steps

-

15.9

-

3.9

SPI-1
G4(1S)
4490
25.3
198.3
577

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF NCHRP REPORT 230 AND
IMPROVED FORMULATION-TEST WE4-I
Coupled

Uncou pled

Error(%)

Impact Velocities
- Longitudinal (fps)
- Laleral (fps)

88.0
-1.9

88.0
-1.9

-

Final Velocities
- Longitudinal (fps)
-Lateral (fps)

-15.9
-28.5

-4.7
-52.I

70.7
82.9

Change in Velocity
- Longitudinal (fps)
-Lateral (fps)

103.9
30.33

92.7
5.2

10.8
76.3

27.4
18.8

27.0
20.0

1.6
6.1

Parameter

Occupant Impact Velocities
- Longitudinal (fps)
- Lateral (fps)

Test Number
Appurtenance
Vehicle Mass (lbs)
Impact Angle (degrees)
Maximum Yaw Rate (deg/sec)
Number of 1-msec Time Steps

WE4-1
G4(1S)
4000
25.5
165.8
740

final conditions of the vehicle were calculated 577 msec after
impact when the cumulative error was very high. but the
occupant lateral impact occurred 170 msec after the vehicle
and appurtenance collided. The occupant impact velocities.
calculated using the procedure currently shown in NCHRP
Repon 230 (including the recommended flail distances). were
generally reasonable for the first impact. The value of the
improved method was most striking for calculating the vehicle
exit conditions. changes in velocities. and occupant kinematics
after the first occupant/interior collision.
The error associated with non tracking or side impacts could
be even greater than those described above. If a nontracking
test were conducted with a pre-impact yaw rate of l.5 rad/
sec and lateral velocity of 45 ft/sec (30 mph). the error due
to neglecting the coupled terms on the values of instantaneous
accelerations would be approximately 20 percent. The cumulative error in change in velocity for such a case would also
be large since the vehicle would have a significant yaw rate
and lateral velocity throughout the event.

ORIENTATION EFFECTS
The formulation represented in Equations I through 4 does
not consider the effect of vehicle rotation on the occupant
impact velocity. As shown in Figure 5. the occupant is assumed
to travel in the pre-impact direction at the pre-impact speed.
The vehicle. however. is rotating and its speed is decreasing.
When the vehicle interior and occupant collide. the vehicle
lateral and longitudinal directions have changed from those
at the beginning of the impact event.
To correctly calculate the hypothetical occupant impact
velocity. it is necessary to determine when the vehicle interior
and the occupant collide . The following discussion is taken
largely from Calcote et al. (2). who formulated an algorithm
that includes the effects of the orientation of the vehicle.
Transducer data is numerically integrated to obtain the velocity components of the vehicle in the vehicle-fixed reference
frame. The yaw rate gyro data is also numerically integrated
to obtain the angular displacement of the vehicle. Given the
components of velocity and orientation of the vehicle at each
time step. the velocities can be transformed from the vehiclefixed r-s-t reference frame to the global x-y-z reference frame
using the following transformation:
v·,·} - lcos 0,
{ v.. -sin 0,

FIGURE 5

sine,. ]{'"}
cos 0,
\'.,

(36)
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Occupant and vehicle trajectories.
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A more general approach is to include all the rotational
and translational DOFs in transforming the vehicle velocities
into the global coordinate reference frame. The complete
transformation between the vehicle-fixed r-s-1 coordinate system and the global x-y-z coordinate system is given in matrix
form by the following system of equations (10. 11):

{v,"J = [T] {v,,.,}

s

J

,.,

r

0

I

s

I

sI -

'"'

s

t

r

0

0

sI -

(37)
Cl

b

c

FIGURE 6 Polygonal representations of a passenger
compartment.

[

cos0,cos0 1,
sin 6, cose,,
-sin e"

case, sinff1,sin 0, - si ne, cosH,
costJ,cosfJ, + sin 01 sinU"si11tJ,

c?sl:l,~.inH11co~H, + ~i~O,s.~n U 1 ]

sin O, cosH11

coso,,

srn 6.1 s1n6J1costJ 1

-

cosO, sine,

where the matrix [T] transforms velocities from the r-s-1 to
x-y-z reference frame and the angles were defined earlier in

Figure 4.
If the roll and pitch angles are set equal to 180° and 0°,
respectively . the same system of equations shown in Equation
36 is obtained. For most typical crash tests, the earlier derived
transformation matrix is sufficient. Equation 37 represents a
more general system of equations. however. that can be used
in analyzing all types of impact events.
Once velocity components of the center of gravity have
been transformed into the global reference frame. an ana logous procedure is undertaken to determine the velocity history of the occupant. The occupant is presumed to travel in
the pre-impact direction at the pre-impact speed. Calcote
et al. (2) kept track of the rel ative displacement of the occupant with respect to the vehicle by comparing the position of
the vehicle with that of the occupant. both in the global reference frame . When the relative displacement was equal to
either 1 ft in the lateral direction or 2 ft in the longitudinal
direction, the relative velocity was calculated.
A similar but more general approach is to represent the
passenger compartment by an arbitrarily shaped polygon as
shown in Figure 6 . At the start of data analysis. the nodal
coordinates of a polygon are identified with respect to the
vehicle-fixed reference frame . The position of each node on
the polygon at each time step can be calculated using the
following transformation matrix :

(38)
where

{p,.,J

of the occupant are known for each time step. If the occupant
is inside the polygon, occupant impact has not yet occurred.
When the occupant has just contacted the edge of the polygon,
impact with the passenger compartment has occurred. A variety of algorithms can be used to determine if a point is inside,
outside, or on the boundary of an arbitrarily shaped polygon
(18).
When the occupant contacts the polygonal boundary, the
occupant impact velocity is calculated as the occupant's absolute velocity, normal to the boundary, subtracted from the
absolute velocity of the boundary . After this impact has
occurred, the occupant is free to translate along the boundary
or back into the passenger compartment as shown in Figure
6. Therefore, multiple occupant impacts can occur since the
polygon only constrains the occupant from moving beyond
the boundary.
The polygonal representation has other more subtle advantages . In the preceding paragraphs, it was assumed that each
node on the polygon retained its relative position to the vehicle center of gravity. In general, this need not be so. For side
impacts, for example, one node may respond to the accelerations of the appurtenance while the other nodes respond
to the accelerations experienced at the vehicle center of gravity. Figure 6(c) represents such a situation; the middle node
on the occupant side could represent a luminaire pole intruding into the passenger compartment space. The appropriate
occupant impact velocity in this case is the relative velocity
of the occupant with the appurtenance rather than the vehicle.
The importance of this effect has been noted experimentally
in a recently completed series of side impact tests (19). In
this test series, Hinch and Stout noted that low occupant
impact velocities were often associated with severe, probably
fatal, collisions. This algorithmic improvement would allow
researchers to obtain more meaningful occupant risk parameters for nontraditional types of impacts .

IMPROVED FORMULATION

position of node i of the passenger compartment
in the x-y-z frame ,
{pc;J = position of node i of the passenger compartment
in the r-s-t frame.
{p,.."J = position of the vehicle center of gravity. and
=

[T] = the transformation matrix defined in Equation
37 .
Now the x-y-z position of each node in the polygon representing the passenger compartment and the x-y-z position

Several computer programs have been written that address
one or more of the issues discussed above. In fact. every
agency involved in testing. designing, or researching aspects
of roadside appurtenances has a somewhat different method
for calculating the vehicle and occupant kinematics and reducing crash test transducer data . This multiplicity and diversity
of data reduction tools has not been beneficial to the highway
community at large since no agency computes results in exactly
the same manner.
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A computer program, the Vanderbilt University Crash Test
Reduction Program (VUCTRP), was written in the C programming language and incorporates the above improvements
(20). The C language was chosen for a number of reasons.
First, it is highly transportable, allowing the same source code
to be recompiled on a variety of computer hardware. This is
an advantage in reducing crash test data since this program
could be used to reduce transducer data on, for example, an
IBM PC , while it may also be used as a post processor to
simulation programs such as Barrier VII, Guard, or HVOSM
on a mainframe or minicomputer. Second, C compiles into
efficient machine instructions. This is particularly advantageous in such applications as crash test data reduction where
a great deal of computation is required. C's structure and
syntax make it ideal for creating modular systems that can be
easily modified and updated by adding new modules of source
codes. For example , if an agency does not use the transducer
arrangement assumed by the appropriate function in the current program, the agency could add its own function to process
data with a different transducer arrangement.
Table 3 shows the sequence in which the output files are
created and the basic information in each file, and Figure 7
shows the basic flow of data through the program. The user
supplies the name of the file containing the impact conditions
and other initial values and the name of the file containing
the transducer data. All the functions presented in Figure 7
operate independently; each file receives its input from a
temporary file, performs its calculations, and then writes its
results to another temporary file.
The purpose for this structure is to promote improvements.
If a testing agency does not, for example, use two accelerom-

eters and one rate gyro, it would be a straightforward operation to write a function to replace the default input function.
The modules of the program prior to the change and after
would not need to be modified as each module is independent
of the others.
The first function in the program is called one_pac ().This
function reads in the digitized and filtered transducer data,
reduces it to represent the accelerations at the center of gravity, and solves the coupled equations of motion. The results
are written to an intermediate file. The one_pac () function
assumes that longitudinal and lateral transducers and a yaw
rate gyro were used, so the application of Equations 19 through
21 follows directly. If a testing agency uses a different configuration, another set of coupled differential equations would
be required and another function written. There are currently
two transducer arrangement options that can be selected when
running the program. These arrangements are assumed in the
following functions:
1. Function one_pac ()-longitudinal and lateral accelerometers and a yaw rate gyro,
2. Function two_pac ()-two sets of three linear accelerometers positioned at two points on the vehicle,
3. Function six_pac ()-three linear accelerometers and
three rate gyros , and
4. Function no_pac ()-no instrumentation .
The purpose of the last function, no_pac (), is to supply the
program with the vehicle kinematics from another source such
as a simulation program. Only the functions one_pac () and
no_pac () have been written at this time. Using this style

TABLE 3 CONTENTS OF YUCTRP TEMPORARY FILES

File name
filename.in

filename.be
filename.rst

filename.xyz

filename.vks

filename.pep
filename .op
filename.ors

Description of Contents
A file containing the accelerations and rotation rates measured during the
crash test. The file is generated by the user from transducer test data.
File containing the boundary conditions: the vehicle's six initial positions, six initial velocities, and basic time step. This file is also generated
by the user.
A file of the accelerations and velocities of the vehicle center of gravity.
The file contains three accelerations and six velocity terms for each time
step where data was obtained. This file is generated by either the function
one_pac (), two_pac (), no_pac (), or six_pac (). The user
chooses the appropriate function on the command line.
A file of the six components of the vehicle velocity and the six components of the vehicle position in the global coordinate system. Each line
represents the state of the vehicle at a particular time step. The file is gencrated by the function rst to xyz () .
A file which summarizes the vehicle kinematics. The file contains the accelerations and velocities of the vehicle center of gravity, the vehicle position in the global coordinate system. The 50-msec average accelerations
are also appended to this file. The file is · generated in the function
vehicle kinematics summary().
A file containing the global positions of each node on the occupant compartment polygon at each time step. The file is generated in the function
compartment oosition ().
A file containing the global position of the occupant at each instant of
time. The file is generated in the function check interface ().
A file containing a summary of the occupant risk values. The file contains
the times of occupant contact with the vehicle interior as well as the relarive velocities at those times. The file is generated in the function
check interface (). The maximum ridedown accelerations are appended to this file in the function average accel ().
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START
one_pac() - Calculate vehicle kinematics.
- input transducer data
- adjust measurements to e.g. position
- solve coupled equations of motion
- print accelerations and velocities to a file
rst_to_xyz( )-Transform to global coordinates.
- input acceleration and velocities in r-s-t frame
-transform to x-y-z reference frame
- calculate angular and translational displacements
- print global velocities to a file
- print global displacement to a file
vehlcle_klnematlcs_summary( )-Assemble swnrnary report.
- read information from earlier files and assemble report
average_accel() - Calculate 50-msec averages.
- input vehicle accelerations
- calculate the average acceleration for each 50-msec interval
- store magnitude and time of highest 50-msec acceleration
- print result in vehicle kinetics swnrnary report
compartment_position( ) -

Calculate companment position.

- read in e.g. displacements
calculate the position of each compartment node
print the position of each node in a file

-

check_Interface() - See if the occupant impact has occurred
- read in the position of each companment node
- calculate the occupant position
- is the ocrupant inside the polygon?
- if yes go to the next time step
- i f no,
o calculated the relative velocity
o reset the occupant position on the boundary
o go to the next time step
occupant_summary() -Assemble summary report.
-

read information from earlier files and assemble report
average_accel( ) - Calculate ridedown accelerations.

I

-

input vehicle accelerations
calculate the average acceleration for each l 0-msec interval
store magnitude and time of highest l 0-msec acceleration
print result in occupant swnrnary report

END
FIGURE 7 Schematic representation of VUCTRP program.

allows the user and the researcher to easily customize the
program without having to recode large segments of the
program.
Regardless of the particular function. a file is written that
contains the three translational accelerations, three translational velocities. and three angular velocities. Thus, the particular method used to convert the transducer data into velocities of the center of gravity has no effect on the remainder
of the program.
The next step is to transform velocities in the vehicle-fixed
reference frame into global velocities. This is accomplished
in the function rst_to_xyz ( ). This function also calculates the
translational and angular displacements of the vehicle and
writes them to a file. Again. all six displacements (three translational and three angular) are written to the intermediate file
so that later modules of the program are independent of earlier modules.

Once the displacements and velocities are known in the
global reference frame, a summary report of the vehicle kinetics is assembled using the function vehicle_kinetics_summary
(). The function average_acceleration () computes the 50msec average and appends it to the end of the vehicle summary
report.
Up to this point, the program is simply processing vehicle
data; nothing has been done to calculate occupant risk values.
This portion of the program begins in the function compartment_position (), where the position of the nodes representing
the corners of the passenger compartment are calculated in
global coordinates for each time step. The global position of
each node at each time step is written to a file.
The function check_interface ()first calculates the occupant
global position in a particular time step. Once this position
is defined, the global positions of the passenger compartment
nodes are read from the files stored in the previous step. A
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check is performed to see if the occupant position is inside.
outside, or on the boundary of the polygon defined by the
passenger compartment nodes. If the occupant is inside the
polygon. occupant impact has not yet occurred and the program continues to the next time step. If the occupant position
is outside of or on the polygon boundary. occupant impact
has occurred.
When impact has occurred. the velocity normal to the
boundary is calculated and subtracted from the occupant velocity
in that direction-the occupant impact velocity. When this
value has been found and stored. the occupant position is set
on the boundary, and the next time step is then analyzed.
The occupant is allowed to translate in any direction in the
next step, but if the occupant position again falls outside
the boundary, the position is set to be on the boundary and
the occupant impact velocity is again calculated. All the impact
velocities and the times of their occurrence are saved in a file
with the global position of the occupant at each time step.
This procedure is shown in Figure 8.
The occupant summary report is assembled in the function
occupant_summary ()by reading values from the various intermediate files. The ridedown accelerations are calculated in
the function average_accelerations () and appended to the
summary report. After the occupant summary report has been
assembled and printed. the system deletes the intermediate
files and exits to the operating system.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a discussion of several improvements
to the way that crash test data is analyzed and occupant risk
parameters calculated. In most cases. the improvements result
in only small changes to the occupant risk values previously
obtained when analyzing tests recommended in NCH RP Reporl
230. This is because the current procedure only recommends
calculating occupant risk parameters for the first occupant/
interior collision. which generally occurs early in the impact
event when the cumulative error is still small. The primary
advantage of using the formulation presented in this paper is
that the improvements make the model more physically correct. versatile. and general. In other cases. neglecting certain
phenomena can result in large errors. The current technique
is severely limited by the assumptions imposed on it: the
improved formulation is more flexible and should prove to
be a useful tool in a wide variety of collision scenarios that
cannot currently be addressed. For example. the procedure
recommended in NCHRP Report 230 should not be used to

investigate nontracking and side impacts because the method
does not accurately au.:uunl fur the vehicle yaw rate. More
versatile and general models will be important when new types
of impact conditions are added to the standard test matrix.
In summary, this paper has illustrated the importance of
the following physical effects on analyzing crash test data:
• Mislocating transducers on the test vehicle by 12 in can
cause a 10 percent error in the acceleration values measured.
Care should be taken by testing agencies to accurately measure and position these transducers. If the locations of the
center of gravity and transducer are documented, Equations
10 and 11 can be used to find the response of the center of
gravity.
• The quality of the results provided by any" data reduction
program are a function of the original transducer data. When
rate gyros are used in full-scale crash tests. the data should
be smoothed before using an analysis technique such as the
one presented in this paper. Smoothing is required to estimate
the derivative of the angular velocity time curve. Unsmoothed
rate gyro data can introduce errors into the accelerometer
data since information regarding the derivative of angular
velocity, angular acceleration. is lost. The improvements
described herein are sensitive to this effect where other techniques, are not.
• Ignoring the coupled terms in the equations of motion
can result in errors in the instantaneous accelerations. and
the cumulative effect of these errors on the velocity history
of the test vehicle can be exceptionally large. When reducing
vehicle acceleration data. the coupled equations of motion
should always be used.
• The effect of neglecting more sophisticated techniques
for tracking the occupant and vehicle interior positions result
in only small changes in values for the first occupant/interior
collision for the current NCH RP Reporl 230 tests. The policy
issues of what the appropriate flail space might be. how long
occupant kinematics should be tracked. what the occupant
initial position should be. and what the vehicle compartment
geometry should look like have not been dealt with in this
paper. The advantage of the technique proposed is that these
policy questions can be explored using this improved method
and they cannot be explored with the current formulation of
the flail space method.
The computer program written to implement these improvements is proposed as a means for standardizing data reduction
activities throughout the roadside appurtenance research
community.
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DISCUSSION
JARVIS D. MICHIE
Dynatech Engineering Inc .. San A111onio, Tex. 78230

The authors are to be commended for their efforts to enhance
the flail space model. Incorporation of refinements into the
mathematics is certainly welcomed, as is the recommendation for more standardized experimental data processing
procedures.
On the other hand, I am concerned that the authors are
attempting to "make a silk purse out of a sow's ear." There
is concern that future, uninitiated users of the model will
incorrectly assume that the model's precision is determined
only by the mathematics and will ignore the limiting fundamental premise of the model.
As presented in earlier papers. the flail space concept is a
simplistic model of a most complex event. Basically, the occupant is assumed to be a simple. unrestrained lumped mass,
with undefined properties, that is prepositioned in the passenger compartment and moves toward and strikes a vertical
windshield/dash. side door surface. or both because of vehicle

collision accelerations. The mass/vertical surface impact
velocities are further assumed to be direct indicators of the
injury-producing mechanism: the higher the impact velocity,
the more severe the injury . As a second part of the concept,
applicable in cases where the vehicle undergoes large speed
changes (i.e., during a frontal crash cushion impact), it is
assumed that the mass (and occupant) remain in contact with
the initial impact surface and then directly experience the
vehicle acceleration intensities during the final stopping of the
vehicle .
The flail space model was only intended to grossly quantify
the initial impact of a front seat occupant during a vehicle
collision with a roadside feature . The underlying concept breaks
down during subsequent impact collisions because the point
mass kinematics are not representative of the multi-degreeof-freedom occupant, and current injury assessment cannot
handle cumulative damage . Other factors not addressed by
the flail space model include size and physical condition of
the occupant and configuration of the compartment (i .e., knee
bolsters, bucket seats, windshield rake, seat design, etc).
In summary , I believe that the flail space model is a valid
tool for assessing occupant severity during vehicle to roadside
feature collisions. However, researchers and other potential
users who may wish to extend its range of application should
be well aware of its basic premises and limitations and use
caution.

AUTHORS' CLOSURE
There are two distinct issues addressed in the foregoing paper:
1. Correctly calculating the response of a vehicle to accelerations measured during a full-scale crash test, and
2. Generalizing the flail space method .

Most of the mathematics presented in the paper deal with the
first of these issues. It is impossible to correctly determine
the response of the occupant if the response of the vehicle is
not correctly determined. The procedure currently used works
for only a few special cases. The improvements suggested
would allow researchers and developers to correctly calculate
vehicle kinematics and hence occupant kinematics for all types
of impact scenarios .
Michie's comments relate primarily to the second issue;
namely, the generalization of the flail space method. The
connection between occupant injuries and the occupant-interior impact velocity is only tenuously understood. The
improvements suggested in the foregoing paper have not
changed any of the fundamental assumptions of the flail space
method originally proposed by Michie nearly 10 years ago;
the occupant is still presumed to be an unrestrained lumped
mass subjected to accelerations transmitted to the vehicle by
an appurtenance collision. The improvements indicated have
made the calculation of the occupant risk parameters more
realistic and feasible for impacts in general. The great utility
of the flail space method arises from the fact that it provides
one quantitative description of the potential for serious occupant injury and not because it faithfully represents the actual
motion of the occupant.
One of the bases of the flail space method presumes that
the potential for serious occupant injury is related to the
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occupant impact velocity with the vehicle interior. This, we
believe, was the original idea conceived by Michie. The method
used to calculate the occupant impact velocity is simply a
detail. If the response of the vehicle is calculated with better
accuracy, the response of the occupant will be more realistic.
The degree to which this more realistic occupant response
can be used to assess the potential for injury after the first
occupant-interior interaction is, of course, not currently known.
Our primary objective is to suggest that relatively simple
improvements to the flail space method could lead to a more
realistic and robust evaluation technique. We believe that
meaningful comparisons between accident data and full-scale
crash test data can only be made if the kinematics of the
vehicle and occupant are as correct as possible, given the basic
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assumptions of the model. The foregoing paper has attempted
to improve the fiaii space modei in that spirit. The issue of
how meaningful the occupant risk criteria might be, both for
the first occupant-interior interaction or any subsequent interactions, is still very much a subject of debate among roadside
safety researchers. Improvements of the type suggested would
remove one layer of confusion, which will allow the roadside
safety community to judge the usefulness of the basic flail
space concept.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Commiuee
Features.
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Development of Kansas Guardrail to
Bridgerail Transition Designs Using
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BARRIER VII computer code was used to evaluate the dynamic
performance of five Kansas guardrail-to-bridgerail transition
designs. The simulation results were compared with those of two
FHW A-approved transition designs. The test vehicle model was a
4,500-lbs, 1977 Plymouth impacting the barriers at 60 mph with
an approach angle of 25°. The vehicle-crushing properties and
guardrail-post stiffness had been validated using full-scale vehicle
crash test data before the simulations were conducted. A methodology for wheel-snagging prediction was also proposed and validated against available test data. It was shown that reliable simulation results could be obtained if the input parameters for
simulation were assessed accurately.

The safety performance of a traffic barrier design is often
examined by conducting full-scale vehicle crash tests. The
results are evaluated against certain criteria in terms of barrier
deformations, occupant risk, and vehicle trajectory as described
in NCHRP Report 230 (1). The first of several crash tests on
a transition design will cost approximately $20,000, while each
succeeding test will cost around $10,000. On the average,
three crash tests are required to confirm a satisfactory guardrail transition design . Since these crash tests are costly and
are affected by many circumstantial factors . numerical simulation becomes an attractive alternative to the designers . It
will be shown in this paper that it is possible to evaluate the
safety performance of a guardrail transition design using an
accurately calibrated computer simulation model without conducting costly full-scale vehicle crash tests.
In Technical Advisory T5040.26, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) (2) approved five W-Beam guardrail
transition designs and two Thrie Beam guardrail transition
designs for field installation . These seven designs successfully
passed the recommended NCHRP Report 230 criteria under
the impact conditions of a 4.500-lb automobile at a speed of
60 mph and 25° impact angle. Highway and bridge engineers
in the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) favor
the Thrie Beam transition designs over the W-Beam transition
designs because they elimin ate the use of W-Beam rubrail.
which can trap drifting snow . However. neither of the two
Thrie Beam designs approved by FHW A are acceptable to
KDOT because one of the designs specified the use of three
different sizes of posts, which creates an inventory problem,

C. Y. Tuan, Wilfred Baker Engineering, 8700 Crownhill, San Antonio, Tex. 78209. E. R. Post and S. Ataullah, Department of Civil
Engineering, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. 68588. J . 0.
Brewer, Kansas Department of Transportation, Topeka, Kans. 66612.

and the other design would require costly bridgerail end-wall
modifications. Consequently, KDOT proposed five new
guardrail transition designs for safety performance evaluation.
The computer program BARRIER VII developed by Powell (3, 4) was employed in this study for comparative evaluation of guardrail-to-bridgerail transition designs. The BARRIER VII computer simulation model was first validated with
full-scale vehicle crash test data, and then used to evaluate
the safety performance of the Kansas transition designs in
comparison to selected FHWA-approved guardrail transition
designs . In addition, a methodology for wheel snagging prediction was proposed and validated against available crash
test data. This method was then applied to assess the amount
of wheel snagging on the ends of bridgerails in the comparative studies .

CALIBRATION OF BARRIER VII MODEL
BARRIER VII simulates the dynamic interaction behavior
of an automobile impacting a deformable protective barrier
composed of beams, posts, and other types of structural members. The automobile is idealized as a rigid body in the horizontal plane surrounded by cushions of discrete springs.
The BARRIER VII model was calibrated using data from
full-scale vehicle crash tests on roadside traffic barriers . A
discussion of the critical factors involved in the calibration
process is presented herein.

Vehicle Crushing Stiffness
The model vehicle selected for crash test simulations was a
1977 Plymouth Fury weighing approximately 4,500-lb. The
vehicle was representative of the full-scale crash test vehicles
used by Post (5) and Bronstad et al. (6) in evaluating the
safety performance of guardrail-bridgerail transition designs.
The vehicle crushing stiffness was idealized by springs located
at 19 contact points around the vehicle, two of which defined
the locations of the wheel hubs that could contact the barrier.
The idealized automobile is shown in Figure 1.
The data obtained from crash test number 3451-36 conducted by Buth et al. (7) on an instrumented rigid wall was
used to determine the force-deflection relationship of these
boundary springs. The parameters were estimated from visual
observation and measurements of the vehicle structure and
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fine tuned for each contact point until si mulation results co mpared favorably with the crash test data. as shown in Table I .

Soil Stiffness
When an automobile impacts a guardrail. transverse and longitudinal forces are transmitted to the ground through posts.
Since resistance is provided by the soil foundation. the stiffness of the posts is controlled by the soil properties.
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Dynamic impact tests were conducted by Jeyapalan e t al.
(8) to determine the relationship between late rally applied
loads and the rotational displacements of 6-in wide guardrail
posts in dry soils. For all practical purposes, the loaddisplacement relationship can be idealized as elastic-plastic
with complete failure occurring at a post deflection of 20 in .
Ata 111lah showed that the dynamic load on a post needed to
cause yielding in the soil was proportional to the bearing width
of the post against the soil. assuming a parabolic soil-pressure
distribution (9).
The full-scale vehicle crash test conducted by Post (5) on
a single Thrie Beam bridgerail design was used to calibrate
the soil-post stiffness. The simulation results are compared
with field data in Table 2 . The soil stiffness for various sizes
of posts under lateral and longitudinal loads is shown in
Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 Idealized soil stiffness for various size posts in dry
silty clay soil.
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Vehicle Snagging Potential

VALIDATION OF BARRIER VII MODEL WITH
SwRI CRASH TES.TS

In W-Beam guardrail transition designs without a rubrail and
Thrie Beam guardrail transition designs, snagging of the front
wheel hub and rim can occur on the end of concrete bridgerail
walls.
Bligh et al. (10) determined and verified with full-scale
vehicle crash tests that BARRIER VII can be used to predict
vehicle snagging for W-Beam transitions without a rubrail by
plotting the path of the undeformed wheel hub as shown in
Figure 3a. This finding indicates that the wheel hub and rim
are able to slide under the W-Beam guardrail member easily.
Insight into vehicle wheel hub and rim snagging on the end
of a concrete bridgerail wall with a single Thrie Beam guardrail transition design was provided by Post (5) after conducting
full-scale vehicle crash tests for Nebraska. The severity of
snagging shown in Figure 4 was reported as moderate. Snagging occurred as a result of localized plastic deformations of
the lower part of the Thrie Beam in the vicinity of the wheel
hub and rim, thereby allowing the deformed section to wrap
3 in around the end of the tapered bridgerail wall.
A sketch illustrating the concept of vehicle snagging on the
end wall of a bridgerail with a Thrie Beam transition is shown
in Figure 3b. After local plastic deformations in the Thrie
Beam begin, the path of the deformed wheel hub is assumed
to remain parallel to the path of the undeformed wheel hub
due to a constant load on the wheel hub.
The BARRIER VII simulation of the paths of the undeformed and deformed wheel hubs is shown in Figure 5. The
local plastic deformations in the Thrie Beam began about 8
in beyond post no. 1. The predicted 3 /~ in of snagging on the
tapered end wall compares well with the 3 in of snagging
measured in the crash test.
1

Path or Underormed
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1. Test T-5: Double W-Beam with wood posts, W-Beam
rubrail, and straight concrete bridgerail end wall;
2. Test T-1: Single Thrie Beam with wood posts and straight
concrete bridgerail end wall; and
3. Test T-7: Single Thrie Beam with steel posts and straight
concrete bridgerail end wall.
The results from the SwRI crash tests and the BARRIER
VII simulations are compared in Tables 3 through 5. The
vehicle exit angle in Test T-1 (Table 4) was lower than predicted by BARRIER VII, probably due to the slight rotation
of the damaged end wall in the crash test.
COMPARATIVE STUDIES
FHW A Guardrail Transition Designs (Base
Controls)
Of the seven guardrail transition designs approved by FHW A
in Technical Advisory T5040.26, two designs were selected as
base control designs for the comparative studies using the
BARRIER VII model simulation. The two designs had
bridgerail end walls that were most representative of the straight
vertical end walls in Kansas. The designs selected were as
follows:
1. Double W-Beam with rubrail,
concrete bridgerail end wall, with
Figure 6;
2. Double W-Beam with rubrail,
concrete bridgerail end wall, with
Figure 7.

~q·- ~· ·,,d ' .0.d- ...

~j ·~t .. ai~h~

The BARRIER VII model was validated by the use of data
of full-scale vehicle crash tests on the guardrail transition
designs conducted by Bronstad et al. (6).
Among the 11 transition designs crash tested, three designs
with bridgerail end walls similar to end walls in Kansas were
selected for the validation study. These designs were
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steel posts, and straight
design details shown in
wood posts and straight
design details shown in

Kansas Guardrail Transition Designs

X Axis
a. W-Beam with No Rubrail

The five Kansas designs on which simulations were conducted
were as follows:

Local Plastic Deformations
Begin in Lower Section
of Thrie Beam
See Figure 6J
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,
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.....
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FIGURE 3 Vehicle snagging methodology (not to scale).

X Axis

1. Double Thrie Beam, steel posts and straight concrete
bridgerail end wall.
2. Double Thrie Beam, wood posts and straight concrete
bridgerail end wall.
3. Single Thrie Beam, steel posts with base plates, and
straight concrete bridgerail end wall.
4. Double W-Beam, steel posts, rubrail, and straight concrete bridgerail end wall.
5. Combination Double/Single Thrie Beam, steel posts, and
tapered concrete bridgerail end wall.
The details of these designs are shown in Figures 8 through
12, respectively.

FIGURE 4

Vehicle snagging on Nebraska single Thrie Beam transition design (test no. 3).
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Vehicle snagging prediction based on BARRIER VII simulation.

TABLE 3 BARRIER VII VALIDATION: SwRI CRASH
TESTT-5
1978 Plymouth
4,700 lb.
58.9 mph
25.8 deg.
Double W-Beam with Wood Posts
Post No. 5
Dry

Test Vehicle
Vehicle Weight
Impact Speed
Impact Angle
Transition Type
Im12act Point
Soil Type

Crash Test

Simulation

Exit Speed (mph)
Exit Angle (deg)

40.5
8.0

36.0
6.7

Max Dynamic Barrier
Deflection (in.)

10.9

11.1

Vehicle Lateral
Acceleration (g)

11.9

13.6

Vehicle Lon9itudinal
Acceleration (g)

11.1

16.4

Item

TABLE 5 BARRIER VII VALIDATION: SwRI CRASH
TESTT-7
Test Vehicle
Vehicle Weight
Impact Speed
Impact Angle
Transition Type
ImJ?act Point
Soil Type

1978 Dodge
4,675 lb.
58.9 mph
25.1 deg.
Single Thrie Beam with Steel Posts
Between Posts No.8 & 9
Dry
Crash Test

Simulation

Exit Speed (mph)
Exit Angle (deg)

40.2
5.7

41. l
5.0

Max Dynamic Barrier
Deflection (in.)

13.9

16.9

Item

Max 50-ms Averages:

TABLE 4 BARRIER VII VALIDATION: SwRI CRASH
TEST T-1
Test Vehicle
Vehicle Weight
Impact Speed
Impact Angle
Transition Type
Im12act Point
Soil Type
Item
Exit Speed (mph)
Exit Angle (deg)
Max Dynamic Barrier
Deflection (in.)

1978 Plymouth
4,658 lb.
61. 5 mph
25.2 deg.
Single Thrie Beam with Wood Posts
Between Posts No.4 & 5
Dry
Crash Test

Simulation

43.8
11. 2

38.1
17.0

9.4

9.6

Comparison of FHW A and Kansas Transition
Designs

In all of the FHW A and Kansas guardrail transition designs
simulated in the comparative study, the post spacings were
approximately identical. The first four posts from the end of
the bridgerail were spaced 1 ft, 6Y4 in on centers; the next
four posts were spaced 3 ft, 1 Y2 in on centers; and the remaining posts were spaced 6 ft. 3 in on centers.
The vehicle impact conditions used in the comparative simulation study were in accordance with the criteria in NCHRP
Report 230. The impact conditions were 4,500-lb vehicle weight,
60 mph impact speed, and 25° impact angle.
The potential for vehicle wheel snagging on the end of a
bridgerail of the two FHW A-approved designs and the five
Kansas transition designs was investigated in detail using
BARRIER VII simulation. The two base control designs were
impacted at posts 2, 3, 4. and 5. As expected, wheel snagging
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did not occur. Kansas design no. 1 was impacted at posts l,
2, 3, 4, and 5, and wheel snagging was predicted to occur in
the cases of posts 2 and 3. Kansas design no. 2 was impacted
at posts l, 2, 3, 4, and 5. and wheel snagging was predicted
to occur in the cases of posts 2 and 3. Kansas design no. 3
was impacted at posts 2, 3. and 4. and wheel snagging was
predicted to occur in the cases of posts 2 and 3. Kansas design
no . 4 was impacted at posts 1. 2, 3. 4, and 5. and no wheel
snagging occurred. Kansas design no. 5 was impacted at posts
2, 3, 4, and 5, and no wheel snagging occurred. The amount
of wheel snagging occurring in those cases was in the range
of 1 to 3 in .
Out of the four Kansas Thrie Beam transition designs simulated, only design No. 5 showed the promise of no vehicle
wheel snagging.
The comparison of the vehicle point of impact from the
bridgerail end wall versus maximum guardrail transition
deflection and vehicle exit speed for the FHW A base control
designs and the KDOT designs are shown in Figures 13 and
14, respectively.
Referring to Figure 13 , the following comparisons were
reached in regard to the maxi mum guardrail transition deflec-
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speeds.

Comparison of FHWA and Kansas vehicle exit

tions for vehicle impacts of 4 ft and beyond the end of the
bridgerail wall.
1. All five of the Kansas designs were stronger than the
FHWA design with steel posts.
2. The Kansas double Thrie Beam design with wood posts
and the Kansas single Thrie Beam design with steel posts and
base plates were both stronger than the FHW A design with
wood posts.
3. The Kansas double Thrie Beam design with steel posts.
the Kansas double/single Thrie Beam design with steel posts
and tapered end wall, and the FHWA design with wood posts
were all equal in strength.
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4. The Kansas double W-beam design with steel posts and
rubraii had a strength between the FHWA designs with steel
posts and wood posts.
Referring to Figure 14, the following comparisons were
reached about the vehicle exit speed in which no vehicle wheel
snagging was predicted to have occurred.
The Kansas double/single Thrie Beam transition design with
steel posts and tapered bridgerail end wall, and the Kansas
Double W-Beam transition design with steel posts, rubrail,
and straight bridgerail end wall had higher vehicle exit speeds
than the FHWA transition designs with steel posts and wood
posts.
The higher the vehicle exit speed, the lower is the change
in vehicle speed, and consequently the risk of occupant injury
would be lower.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Satisfactory Transition Designs
The comparative BARRIER VII simulation study showed
that two of the five Kansas guardrail transition designs would
provide equal or better performance than the FHW A approved
double W-Beam guardrail transition design with steel posts,
W-Beam rubrail, and straight bridgerail end wall. The two
Kansas designs were
l. Kansas double/single Thrie Beam design with steel posts
and tapered bridgerail end wall: and
2. Kansas double W-Beam design with steel posts. channel
rubrail, and straight bridgerail end wall.

In this study. it was predicted that vehicle wheel snagging
would not occur on FHWA and Kansas double W-Beam transition designs with a rubrail. Also. it was shown that vehicle
wheel snagging would not occur on the Kansas double Thrie
Beam transition design with a tapered bridgerail end wall.
Since vehicle wheel snagging will not occur. it is recommended
that the two Kansas transitions defined above be approved
by the FHWA for field installation without conducting fullscale vehicle crash tests.

Promising Transition Design
In this study, it was shown that vehicle wheel snagging would
occur on the Kansas single Thrie Beam transition design with
steel posts, 8-in wide soil bearing plates and straight bridgerail
end wall. However, this design promises to be a satisfactory
design if the single Thrie Beam member is replaced by a
double Thrie Beam member.
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Case Study: Poles in the Urban Clear
Zone
DANIELS. TURNER AND TIMOTHY BARNETT

This paper describes research conducted for the city of Huntsville,
Alabama, to design and implement a program for treatment of
poles located in the roadside clear zone.
Many standards and guidelines apply to poles beside the roadway. For example, three primary resources were reviewed for
traffic signs, four were reviewed for traffic signal posts, and several
others were found to cover utility poles and support equipment.
Field investigations were conducted at the sites of 385 pole collisions. Lateral clearance from the roadway and other data were
collected for statistical analysis. These data revealed several interesting characteristics associated with urban pole collisions. For
example, about 90 percent of the accidents occurred within 10 ft
of the pavement edge, and the relationship between accidents and
distance was linear in this range. The presence of a curb had a
significant effect upon the lateral distance lo the object, while the
presence of a horizontal curve did not.
Curves were overrepresented in pole accidents by a 6 to 1 ratio.
Drivers were three times more likely to have collisions on the
outside of horizontal curves than on the inside. Wet pavement was
not a significant factor in these collisions.
The research staff used the results of the field investigation lo
provide a series of detailed recommendations for retrofitting a
clear zone program to existing poles. At the same time, the literature review provided the basis for recommendations for ordinances and operating procedures to cover future poles in the clear
zone.

implementation plan. This involved designing policies for specific types of objects in the clear zone. A field investigation
program was designed to visit the sites of 1,245 run-off-road
hit-fixed-object collisions to gather data regarding accident
and site characteristics. The objects were classified into four
groups to facilitate the implementation program. They included
94 mailbox collisions, 177 tree collisions, 458 pole collisions,
and 516 barrier, bridge-abutment, and other-object collisions.
This paper concerns the development of the clear zone
implementation policy for poles. This policy was complex
because it had to address several types of poles. The initial
research had found that different agencies had formulated
policies for various types of poles . and the Huntsville clear
zone program would have to address each of these.
The remainder of this paper describes applicable standards,
the field inspection program and the development of recommendations for a pole clear zone policy for Huntsville,
Alabama.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Example Lateral Clearances

The clear zone philosophy calls for wide, flat roadsides that
are free of obstacles. The clear zone concept is often difficult
to retrofit to existing roads within urban areas. These older
roads frequently have insufficient right-of-way, and there may
be many structures, utilities, or other obstacles already in
place. This paper describes one aspect (poles) of a clear zone
treatment program devised by a typical southern city .

The development of clear zone philosophies on several fronts
led to different approaches, different philosophies, and even
conflicting information regarding the clear zone. Example
guidelines are reviewed in the next few paragraphs for both
the general situation and specific types of poles.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM

General Horizontal Clearances

The Department of Transportation of Huntsville, Alabama
(HDOT) wished to design a safety program to address the
clear zone. The University of Alabama was engaged by HDOT
to help prepare and conduct the program. The initial phase
consisted of a review of technical literature to determine the
state of the art and to establish an overall program. This stage
was completed in 1986 and resulted in a publication outlining
clear zone criteria for a number of types of common clear
zone obstacles (1).
Following receipt of the report. HDOT and the university's
research staff devised the second phase of the clear zone

The primary references that offer guidelines for horizontal
clearances are the AASHTO Green Book (2) and the AASHTO
Barrier Guide (3).
The Barrier Guide provides comprehensive procedures for
selection of clearances at individual sites based on speed, side
slopes, horizontal curvature, and other factors. Several clear
zone statements are found throughout the text indicating that
the width of the clear zone is related to vehicle speed, type
of facility , and other parameters. The information can be
grossly summed up in three categories:

D.S. Turner, Civil Engineering Department. University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa. Ala. 35487. T. Barnett. Department of Transportation.
100 Church Street, S. W .. Huntsville. Al a . 35801.

1. Urban, curbed streets: minimum 1.5 ft behind the curb
(3.0 ft desired);
2. Urban, with paved shoulder, or rural low-speed ( <40
mph): minimum 10 ft from edge of through-traffic lane; and
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3. Freeways, high-speed rural collectors. and other objects
in the dear zone: full rreatmem of the AASHTO Barrier
Guide (3).

3. 10 ft from the edge of traffic lanes . and
4. Not in medians if possible. and where used in medians
protected by guardrail.

These three statements represent only one reference. and
there are many other possible references that might be appropriate for any specific pole located in the clear zone.

Luminaires

Traffic Signs

Traffic control devices are covered in great detail in national
and state versions of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices and other supporting documents. These references
were screened for lateral clearances for signs used as traffic
control devices (4-6). The results of that survey are shown
in Table 1. The clearances shown in the table are not always
identical, but there is good agreement in most instances. These
clearances may be summarized in five specifications:
1. 2 ft from the face of a curb to the edge of a sign.

2.
3.
edge
4.
5.

12 ft from the edge of the traveled way.
2 ft from the edge of a paved shoulder or 6 ft from the
of other shoulders.
2 ft behind guardrails. and
Higher standards for freeways.

Traffic Signal Poles and Controller Cabinets

.'he lateral clearances found in four authoritative documents

(5-8) have been summarized in the four statements shown
below. Because traffic signals are normally used only in urban
areas, the lateral clearance information is more precise than
that used for signs.
1. 2 ft behind a vertical curb.
2. 2 ft from the edge of the shoulder.

TABLE 1

The guidance for lumin::iires is less cietnileci than thnt fo11nci
for traffic control devices. Only one national reference identified specific statements (6). lt indicated that light poles should
be placed behind guardrails. retaining walls. or other structures where possible. or as far from the roadway as possible.
Otherwise, luminaire supports should be breakaway or have
yielding characteristics to minimize damage to vehicles that
strike them. Specific dimensions associated with clearances
for luminaire supports are 2 ft behind the face of a curb or 2
ft behind usable shoulders.

Utilities

Utility organizations take advantage of roadway right-of-way
for their underground and overhead carriers. This arrangement minimizes their expense in purchasing right-of-way and
thus reduces rates for their customers. This practice has been
followed for many years. and in some locations the maze of
utility poles now presents a formidable hazard to vehicles that
accidently exit the pavement. AASHTO has developed a guide
for utilities along highways (9) and a policy for the accommodation of utilities along freeways (10). In addition. the
Alabama Highway Department has developed a set of utility
guidelines (11). The AASHTO utility documents contain only
general statements about acceptable locations. and the Alabama Highway Department manual echoes these statements
and does not provide specific clear zone dimensions.
Some of the most difficult clear zone situations involve
utilities. Utility organizations have massive investments in

CLEAR ZONE INPORMATION I'OR TRAffIC SIGNS

Environment

Specifications

Reference

General

Signs should have the maximum lateral clearance from the edge of the traveled
way for the safety of vehicles that may le ave the roadway and strike the sign
supports. Advantage should be taken of existing guardrail. overcrossing
structures, and other conditions to minimize the exposure of sign supports to
traffic . Otherwise, breakaway or yielding supports should be used .
Where possible, [place] behind existing or planned guardrail. retaining walls or
bridges, . .. as far as possible from the roadway out of the likely path of an outof-control vehicle. Otherwise, breakaway or yielding supports should be used.
2 ft from paved shoulder
2 ft behind usable shoulder
6 ft from edge of shoulder
2 ft from face of curb
2 ft behind face of unmountable curb
12 ft from edge of traveled way
12 ft from edge of traveled way
2 ft behind guardrail
2 ft from curb face, recommended
1 ft from curb face, minimum
2 ft from face of curb to sign edge
6 ft from unmountable curb
6 ft from usable shoulder
6 ft from shoulder break for major signs
10 ft from nearest traffic lane, minimum
30 ft from nearest traffic lane, preferred for large signs
30 ft from edge of through lane pavement is desirable
6 ft for connecting roadways or ramps at interchanges

(4). p. A-21, and (5). p. 2A-l5

Normal

Urban

Expressways

(6). pp. 1-5

(4).
(6).
(4).
(4).

(6).
(4).
(5).
(4).
(5).
(5) .
(4).
(5) .
(5).
(4).
(5).

(5).
(4).
(5).

p. A-21

p. 5
p. A-21
p. A-21

p. 5
p. A-21
p. 2A-15
p. A-21
p. 2A-15
p. 2A-15
p. A-21
p. 2A-15
p. 2A-15
p. A-21
p . 2A-l5
p. 2A-15
p. A-21
p. 2A-15

Turner and Barnett

lines, pipes. and other carriers. Many of these were installed
a long time ago and met the standards of the day. The standards have changed over time. and utility corporations now
find themselves with hardware that does not meet the current
clear zone policy. Should they be forced to retrofit all of their
poles to meet current criteria? If so, which criteria should
they follow. because different but widely accepted standards
and guidelines obviously conflict with each other in the roadside clear zone.

TREATMENTS RECOMMENDED BY
NATIONAL UTILITY POLE RESEARCH

A research study performed in the early 1980s screened over
2,500 mi of highway in four states and located 9,583 utility
pole accidents (12). The distribution of accident severity was
1.0 percent fatal accidents. 46.3 percent injury accidents. and
52. 7 percent accidents where only property damage occurred.
The researchers determined that the lateral clearance to the
pole, the volume of traffic. and the pole density (number of
poles per mile) were the key factors associated with utility
pole accidents. They also developed a utility-pole-accident
predictor model. This same research utilized cost data from
telephone and utility corporations to prepare a cost-effectiveness analysis. General guidelines were developed for
treatment of utility poles within the clear zone.
This methodology was enhanced to provide a computer
program for analysis of utility poles in the clear zone. This
program is called UPACE and comes complete with a user's
manual for those who wish to employ the model (13). This
user's manual contained a simplified listing of possible treatments for utility poles. These are reviewed below.

Placing Utility Lines Underground

This is an excellent treatment. but there is still a need for
some poles (street lights. etc.), surface transformer pads,
switching cabinets. and other associated hardware. Where
these are used, they should be in compliance with the applicable clear zone guidelines. Due to the higher expense associated with underground power and communications lines,
they cannot be used at every location.

Moving Poles Farther from the Roadway

Increasing the lateral clearance between the roadway and a
utility pole will decrease the number of accidents. Previous
research has found that those located 10 ft from the curb may
be three times less likely to be struck than those located
adjacent to the curb. Other research has shown an overrepresentation of pole accidents in the first 10 ft from the roadway.

Roadside Barrier

Both guardrail and impact attenuators are used to reduce the
severity of traffic accidents with fixed objects. There is not a
large amount of data available on the effectiveness of these
devices to protect motorists from utility pole collisions.
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Removing Poles

An obvious way to decrease utility pole accidents is to decrease
the number of poles beside the roadway. Three methods are
available:
1. Make multiple use of existing poles, with one pole carrying street lights, electric power cables, telephone cables,
cable TV lines, and other utilities.
2. Place poles on only one side of the street instead of on
both sides.
3. Increase the distance between poles.
Prior to the adoption of any of these procedures, an engineering study should be conducted to determine whether they
are cost effective and whether they are appropriate for the
specific site.

Breakaway Poles

Research is under way to develop a prototype utility pole that
will shear upon a vehicle's impact and fly out of the way,
rather than causing a sudden deceleration of the automobile.
Several types of breakaway poles have been substantiated
through vehicle crash testing and a program is now under way
to field test some of these poles.

Keeping the Vehicle on the Roadway

One way to prevent utility pole accidents is to assist the driver
in staying on the roadway. This can be done through improved
roadway delineation (pavement marking, delineators. and other
devices), providing advanced warning signs, improving the
skid resistance of pavement. widening travel lanes, widening
or paving shoulders, increasing lighting in areas where accidents frequently occur at night. and straightening sharp curves.

HUNTSVILLE FIELD INSPECTION PROGRAM

Representatives of HDOT and the university's research staff
prepared a field inspection program to gain additional information about Huntsville clear zone collisions. Factors that
might affect fixed object collisions were identified through a
review of literature and an examination of sample accident
reports. A data from was devised for field visits, then inspectors were trained through a combination office and field program. In the spring of 1987. sample test sites were visited and
the data collection form was refined.
From the 458 pole accidents that occurred between January 1, 1985. and June 30, 1987, 385 were selected for field
investigation. Of these. project personnel could locate only
310 with certainty. In some instances. the police accident
report did not contain sufficient information to locate the site.
In other instances, the site could be located but the specific
pole could not be identified. Occasionally. the pole involved
in a collision had been removed by the time inspectors got to
the site (as much as 36 months after the accident). In spite
of these factors. investigators identified 310 with certainty and
gathered the data required by the investigation form.
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Data for all 385 accidents were codified because many pieces
of data-such as month, day, and time-could be taken directly
from the police officer's report. Some analyses were conducted on this complete data set, but others were restricted
to those 310 locations where specific field data were collected .

ANALYSIS OF RES UL TS

Roadway Geometry
The effect of curvature and roadway gradient may be seen in
Figure 4. It shows that more than half of the pole accidents
in Huntsville occurred on straight. level roadways. The
remainder of the accidents are almost equally split between
straight roadways on hills, curved roadways on hills, and curved,
level roadways. About 30 percent of all pole accidents took

A statistical review indicated that, in most instances, the
Huntsville situation parallels the national situation for pole
accident statistics. Details of the Huntsville situation may be
found on Figures 1 through 13 and in the following .
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The severity of vehicle impacts with poles in Huntsville is
outlined by Figure 1. Injuries occurred in 39. 7 percent of these
collisions , fatalities occurred 1.6 percent of the time. and
property damage occurred 58.7 percent of the time . The FHWA
study (12) referenced earlier found 49.7 percent injuries, 0.9
percent fatalities, and 49.4 percent property damage. The
severity of pole accidents in Huntsville can be considered as
similar to the national picture .

The pattern for day of the week and time of day is shown by
Figures 2 and 3. They indicate that the largest number of
these accidents occur on Saturday and that the remainder of
these accidents are reasonably balanced during the week. There
is not a highly pronounced weekend effect on Friday and
Saturday night, which might have indicated a strong link to
alcohol impairment .
Almost half of these accidents occurred in the late night
hours. after 8:00 p.m. This implies that visibility of the roadway may be a problem. or that driver fatigue or impairment
might be a key.
Although there were trends toward weekend and late night
overrepresentation of pole accidents. these trends were not
as strong as those exhibited for other fixed-object collisions .
Pole accidents were more likely to occur during normal weekdays and daylight hours than were other off-road collisions
in Huntsville.
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place on curved sections. Since no more than 5 percent of all
roadway mileage in Huntsville consists of curves, this type of
roadway character is overrepresented . In other words, 30 percent of the accidents may be happening on 5 percent of the
roadways , a 6 to 1 ratio.
Compared with other fixed-object collisions (such as trees),
pole accidents tended to happen on straighter, more level
roadways. Since poles were closer to the road, it may be that
drivers who strayed off the road hit poles before they bad
time to recover (even on straight stretches of road).

Curves and Pole Accidents
The relationship between horizontal curves and pole accidents
is indicated in Figure 5 by the percentage of collisions that
occurred outside, inside, or after curves. Almost two out of
three of these pole collisions occurred on straight roadways,
where there was no relationship with a curve. For those accidents where a curve was involved. the collision usually occurred
on the outside (18.7 percent of total collisions). Drivers were
three times more likely to hit a pole on the outside of a curve
than on the inside. Since over 90 percent of city street mileage
is straight, poles on curves are more likely to be hazardous
than poles on straightaways .

Road Class
The percentage of accidents occurring on the various classes
of streets in Huntsville is shown by Figure 7. The majority of
accidents occur on arterial streets and high-speed collectors.
This is reasonable because the majority of the traffic in Huntsville uses these types of roadways.
Further insight into the effect of road class is shown by
Figure 8, which combines road character and road class . It
shows that curves are overrepresented for local and low-speed
collector roads and that curves are far less involved for higher
classes of roadway. More than 40 percent of the accidents on
local and low-speed collector roads occur on curves. This rate
is twice as high as for the other three types of roadways in
this study. This information provides good insight into organizing a treatment program for poles in the clear zone.

Surface Condition
The surface condition of the roadway is not a dominant contributing factor in accidents involving poles in the clear zone.
Almost two-thirds of them occur under dry conditions (Figure
9). On the average, 72 to 76 percent of Huntsville accidents

Speed

60

An examination was conducted to determine the effects of
the posted speed limit on the number of pole accidents and
their severity. The number of accidents was found to be largely
related to exposure , i.e .. the number of miles of streets posted
at various speeds and the amount of traffic on these streets.
Given that a pole accident has occurred. the probability of
having an injury is shown by Figure 6. The general trend is
toward a higher probability of injury at higher speed. This is
the expected case; however. there is one glaring exception.
At 25 mph there is a 50 percent probability of injury in pole
accidents. The research staff could not establish a precise
reason for this anomaly . This low speed limit is normally
restricted to residential streets. which are characterized by
multiple curves. It is quite possible that horizontal curves
helped account for the injury rate. or that there was a higher
rate of noncompliance with speed limits in residential areas .
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occur on dry pavement. Pole accidents are not greatly different from this, and wet pavement slickness does not seem
to be a major factor.

Horizontal Clearance

The lateral clearance between the roadway and the object in
the clear zone is the principal factor stressed in most standards
and guidelines. This factor was investigated by measuring the
clear zone for 310 pole collisions in Huntsville. The data are
reflected by Figure 10. Within 10 ft of the pavement. the
trend is highly linear and contains 90 percent of the observed
collisions. For comparative purposes. the same type of inform::iticm h::is hP.P.n shown for trP.f'

~rrirlPnt~ nrr11rring

if] H•.o~t~

ville. Tree accidents occur much farther from the roadway.
The research staff did not attempt to determine the reason
for this fact, although it could be as simple as that the average
tree is located farther from the road than the average pole.
The data in Figure 10 are felt to be a strong indicator of
the relationship between lateral clearance and accidents. The
data also support the premises stated by other researchers:
pole accidents are overrepresented within 10 ft of the road.

and a pole 10 ft from the road is only one-third as likely to
be hit as a pole adjacent to the road.
A further investigation was performed by examining the
effect of curved and straight road segments. with and without
curb. This information is shown by Figure 11. Curbs have a
noticeable effect on the lateral distance that vehicles travel.
while the presence or absence of a horizontal curve has almost
no effect. Statistically. there is no significant difference in
straight and curved roadway segments regarding how far off
of the roadway the vehicle travels before having the collision.
In general. where there is no curb. the accidents are happening approximately twice as far from the edge of the roadway as where there is a curb. This supports the criteria found
in ml"\ct p)p"Jlr 7'"'nP fT11irlPlinp.c th•1t ., JJ,-..n1 .f:-va..-1 r--.h; nn t..--- • •• ..., ...,. ----•
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placed closer to the roadway where a curb is present.
Another major finding is illustrated by Figure 11. For locations with no curb, the relationship between distance and
percent accidents is linear. Where curbs are present. the relationship is parabolic. Regression analyses were conducted on
both curb and noncurb data. The resulting predictor equations
are shown by the figure. For both equations. the statistical
measures of effectiveness were extremely strong.
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Pole Types and Materials
Another type of information gathered from the field survey
involves the pole type (see Figure 12). More than half the
accidents that occurred with posts involved posts supporting
power lines. The second highest category was for nonbreakaway lights, with breakaway lights being the third highest.
This may be misleading since vehicles that hit small breakaway
light poles sometimes drive away from the accident and the
police department never receives this information. Thus, it
may be misleading to draw conclusions regarding the number
of accidents with breakaway lights and breakaway sign posts.
To summarize Figure 12, 55 percent of all accidents occurred
with power poles, 25 percent occurred with light posts, 14
percent occurred with signs. I percent with signal poles. and
4 percent with guy wires. This provides guidance for the design
of a treatment program.

Size of Post
As shown by Figure 13, the majority of collisions occurred
with poles having a diameter of between 10 and 12 in. This
size would cover any of the smaller utility poles as well as
most of the street light poles within the city of Huntsville. A
l;irge number of accidents occurred with extremely small poles
(l to 3 in.). Poles with this dimension included guy wires and
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Guy Wire

traffic signs. While most of the traffic signs were the type that
bent upon impact to minimize the collision damage, this was
not the case with guy wires. They can exert a substantial force
upon vehicles that strike them.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Placement of Future Poles
It was not possible to develop one single strategy for minimum
lateral clearances for all poles. Previous research and national
standards were segregated according to the type of pole and
its intended use. That same strategy was recommended for
HDOT, which was encouraged to adopt ordinances and policies for specific types of poles. Pertinent recommendations
are repeated below:
• In general, utility lines are to be placed to the maximum
extent practical at the outer limits of the right of way (or
additional utility easement).
• The guidelines shown in Table 2 are recommended for
adoption by Huntsville. Where insufficient right of way is
available, an engineering analysis should determine whether
purchase of additional easement is the best course of action.
• Distribution lines would be best placed in underground
conduit in new developments. Ancillary equipment should be
constructed in compliance with lateral clearances for utilities.
• Where construction of underground distribution lines is
impractical or cost prohibitive (for example, due to the cost
of rock excavation), poles are to be located in the rear of the
building lot wherever possible. This may call for the creation
of a dedicated utility easement.
• Where overhead lines must be located along the front of
the lot, it is desirable to place them at least 10 ft behind the
curb.
• Where overhead lines are to be erected on streets having
open drainage (no curb and gutter), poles are best placed
outside the ditch line in flat or cut roadway sections and 10
ft outside the toe of the slope along tangent fill sections.
• Where utility poles are to be installed along curved sections (including 200 ft of tangent section adjacent to each end
on the outside of horizontal curves) or roadways having open
drainage systems. consideration should be given to locating
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED MINIMUM LATERAL CLEARANCES FOR POLES IN HUNTSVILLE

Pole Type

Minimum Lateral Clearance

Desirable Lateral Clearance

Traffic signs, traffic
signals, or
luminaires

1. 2 ft behind curb
2. Without curb, largest of 2 ft from paved shoulder
or 6 ft from unpaved shoulder or 12 ft from edge
of traveled way

1. 6 ft behind curb
2. Without curb, largest of: 10 ft from paved shoulder
or 20 ft from edge of traveled way
3. Breakaway bases or other safety treatment, behind
barrier or behind ditch line
4. Not in medians

Utilities (public or
private)

1. 6 ft behind curb (or 2 ft behind curb for parking
lane)
2. 20 ft from edge of traveled way for roads less than
50 mph (or 30 ft for roads over 50 mph)
Private (nonutility) poles are not allowed within the
public right of way in the city of Huntsville.
Franchised entities may utilize such right of way, by
permit or other specific approval mechanism.

1. At the limit of the right of way

Private poles

NoTE: This table does not apply to expressways or unusual roadway situations.

poles along the inside of the curve, unless they can be placed
outside a nontraversable ditch section on the outside of the
curve.
In general. sign, signal. and luminaire posts should be placed
as far from the edge of the roadway as practical without critically reducing the visibility of the control device or the effectiveness of the lighting device. The lateral clearances in Table
2 are recommended. Care should be used in placing them on
the outside of horizontal curves. and such use should be
restricted to only those cases found to be necessary by an
engineering study.

Placement of Existing Poles

In a utopian situation, all existing poles could be moved away
from the edge of the roadway to reduce the number of accidents. This scenario is not reasonable. because such a treatment would be cost prohibitive. Even if this treatment could
be undertaken, it would utilize all foreseeable public funds
to clear the roadside of poles. Much of this money would be
wasted since most of the objects so removed would never
have been hit by a vehicle over their lifetimes.
As an alternate to moving or removing all poles in the clear
zone, the most productive technique would be to target those
poles most likely to be involved in collisions. especially highseverity collisions. To accomplish this purpose. the following
steps were recommended:
• The key to identification of existing locations of highest
risk is examination of accident data.
• Accident data should be screened to locate clusters of
pole accidents. There are currently less than 20 intersections
or segments where multiple accidents might indicate correc. ; ...........
l.J\I\...
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• The number of pole accidents occurring in clusters should
be converted to accident rates through the use of traffic volume data.
• At those sites of highest rates. additional field inspection
should be conducted to determine if the poles meet current
clear zone requirements as outlined previously in this paper.
There may be instances when the horizontal clearances of
Table 2 are not sufficient.

• Where poles do not meet current clear zone requirements, or where other data (such as an overrepresentation of
curves) indicate the need for improvement. an appropriate
safety treatment should be identified.
• The appropriate safety treatment at each site should be
largely based on a consideration of the predicted number of
accidents, the cost of the accidents, and the cost of any safety
treatment. Cost-benefit ratios or other economic analyses may
determine the most appropriate treatment.
• A priority list should be prepared for treatment of existing sites based on the greatest return to the public. Since all
sites cannot be treated in one year, those of greatest risk
should be treated first.
• After treatment of the initial sites. HOOT may have
observed other locations that had characteristics similar to the
initial sites but did not accumulate enough accidents to make
the first priority list. These sites should be treated next.
• As aged utility lines are routinely replaced, the clearances
in Table 2 should be used where practical.

SUMMARY

The development of an effective and comprehensive program
to treat all objects in the clear zone is an enormous undertaking. This paper outlined a project to determine pole-accident characteristics in Huntsville. Alabama. as a means to
devise a policy for future placement of poles to minimize
vehicle collisions and damage while simultaneously addressing
the complex issue of how to treat existing poles that were
initially placed beside the roadway under approved standards
but now are close to the roadway edge.
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This paper outlines the development of the clear zone philosophy,
its application to utility offices of state highway agencies, and the
findings of a survey of state highway agency utility manuals. A
summary is also provided of the many standards and guidelines
(prepared by AASHTO, FHWA, and other authoritative bodies)
that impact individual utilities in the clear zone.
States have pursued widely divergent paths in developing their
independent clear zone policies. Forty state utility manuals were
reviewed to assess this divergency, and summaries of each state's
policies were prepared in tabular and discussion form. Although
there were many differences, several concepts and terms were
found to be common in many manuals. Examples included the use
of terms such as "as near to the right-of-way as practical," and
varying lateral clearances based on (a) the presence of curb and
gutter, (b) urban/rural locations, and (c) speed limit differences.
Greater standardization is needed, and a national conference
focused on the clear zone could initiate this standardization. At
the same time, a training course could be prepared and widely
disseminated to increase both understanding and uniformity. The
AASHTO Roadside Design Guide (in preparation) was identified
as the document that will probably be the most influential in future
clear zone policy formulation.

The clear zone is the roadside area that has been made as
flat, wide, and free of obstructions as practical to allow errant
vehicles a chance to recover without having an accident. State
highway agency utility offices must include clear zone considerations when establishing policies for accommodation of
utilities.
There are divergent points of view on the effectiveness of
the roadside clear zone. There is also evidence that the issue
is not well understood by users. Consequently, state transportation agencies use divergent criteria in their utility clear
zone policies. This paper examines the amount of divergence
and discusses the possible explanations.

1. Reasonably full safety treatment and 6: l side slopes.
2. Partial clear zones and 4: 1 side slopes, and
3. Nonclear zone roadways.
The analysis indicated that accident rates were significantly
tied to clear zone treatments. For single-vehicle off-road accidents on two-lane roads, rates of 0.254. 0.403, and 0.680
accidents/million vehicle miles were found for the three types
of roads. A methodology was prepared that can be used to
examine the cost/benefit ratio of adopting the clear zone.
A report prepared for Congress (2) examined the safety
effects of many geometric roadway features. This report indicated a strong correlation between accidents and the width
of the clear zone. Estimates also were prepared for cost per
accident prevented.

LIABILITY
Highway agencies have experienced a dramatic proliferation
of liability suits that usually allege negligence in construction
or maintenance of the roadway. The clear zone is an area of
considerable liability because a large percentage of fatal and
severe injury accidents occur from vehicles striking obstacles
off the roadway.

PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

A wide, flat shoulder and recovery area provides a safer roadway than former highway design concepts. The exact degree
of safety and the price of obtaining this safety through clear

Increased safety for the motoring public and decreased legal
liability are two reasons why highway agencies and utility
owners should be interested in adhering to clear zone principles. This paper provides a review of the applicable standards, a summary of the current clear zone practices by the
states, and recommendations for future actions to promote
uniformity. Several of the more difficult clear zone issues for
utilities are identified and reviewed as the first step in the
search for solutions. Perhaps the most important contribution
of this paper is its attempt to focus attention upon existing

1uaul>iut: l1t:at1111::11l il> uu[ al> uuviuul>.
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SAFETY EFFECTIVENESS

At least two documents offer an estimate of the effectiveness of the clear zone. NCH RP Report 247 (J) documents the
effects of roadside safety treatments. It compares three types
of roadways:

Civil Engineering Department, The University of Alabama. Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35487-0205.

HISTORY OF THE CLEAR ZONE
The concept of a roadside clear zone emerged in a 196 7 AASH 0
report. The report was referred to as the "'Yellow Book" (J)
and stated "For adequate safety. it is desirable to provide an
unencumbered recovery area up to 30 ft from the edge of the

Turner et al.

traveled way; studies have shown that 80 percent of the vehicles in run-off-road accidents did not travel beyond this limit."
As state highway agencies began to implement the clear
zone concept, it became apparent that 30 ft was not wide
enough for some situations (such as the outside of horizontal
curves on high fill slopes) and too wide in other instances
(low speed, low volume, urban streets). Through subsequent
research, the clear zone concept was modified to represent
local conditions of traffic and geometry more accurately.
Unfortunately, no single organization or agency took the lead;
many organizations developed independent concepts of the
clear zone, and various standards were developed for different
types of obstacles in the zone. As a result. utility entities faced
a bewildering situation-as new concepts evolved, standards
and guidelines changed rapidly and emerged on several fronts
simultaneously, sometimes even conflicting with each other.

APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
A brief review of several pertinent standards and guidelines
may be found in the following paragraphs. This is not a complete list, but it illustrates the types of documents that influence or control the clear zone policies of state utility agencies.

U.S. Department of Transportation Documents
The policies that most directly affect state utility agencies and
utility owners are those of FHWA. Restrictions in these documents must be met if utilities are to occupy right-of-way on
federal-aid highways, and if the agencies or owners are to be
reimbursed for relocating utilities .

165
2. Clear Roadside Policy-that policy employed by a highway agency to provide a clear recovery ;1rea in order to increase
safety, improve traffic operations. and enhance the aesthetic
quality of highways by designing, constructing. and maintaining highway roadsides as wide. llat. and rounded as prncticul
and as free as practical from naturnl or manufoctured hazards
such as trees. drainage structures. nonyielding sign supports.
highway lighting supports. and utility poles and other groundmounted structures. The policy should address the removal of
roadside obstacles which are likely to be associated with accident or injury to the highway user. or when such obstacles are
essential, the policy should provide for appropriate countermeasures to reduce hazards. Countermeasures include placing
utility facilities at locations which protect out-of-control vehicles, using breakaway features . using impact attenuation devices.
or shielding. In all cases full consideration shall be given to
sound engineering principles and economic factors.

The FHPM indicates that clear recovery area varies with local
conditions, and the AASHTO Barrier Guide (6) is designated
as the way to establish clear zone widths. The FHPM calls
for removal or treatment of roadside obstacles, and utility
poles are specifically covered by the policy.
Paragraph 7 of the FHPM indicates that the adequacy of
utility accommodation policies will be measured against the
AASHTO Barrier Guide and the AASHTO Accommodation
Guide (7). This paragraph requires that state policies must
not impair traffic safety, must give consideration to the effect
of utility installations on safety. and that "the horizontal and
vertical location requirements and clearances for the various
types of utilities must be clearly stated. These must be adequate to ensure compliance with the clear roadside policies
for the particular highway involved." Thus, the FHPM relies
heavily upon AASHTO publications. especially the Barrier
Guide.

FHWA Program Guide
23 CFR 645
The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) (4). Title 23. Sections
645.201 through 645.215. describes rules and regulations governing accommodation of utilities . These serve as the framework from which FHWA prepares its own rules (which repeat
and amplify the CFR rules).

FHPM 6-6-3-2
FHWA 's rules governing the location of utilities within the
roadside clear zone may be found in the Federal-Aid Highway
Program Manual (FHPM) (5). The FHPM repeats two pertinent definitions from the CFR:
1. Clear Recovery Area-that portion of the roadside. within
the highway right-of-way as established by the highway agency.
free of non traversable hazards and fixed objects. The purpose
of such areas is to provide drivers of errant vehicles which
leave the traveled portion of the roadway a reasonable opportunity to stop safely or otherwise regain control of the vehicle.
The clear recovery area may vary with the type of highway.
terrain traversed. and road geometric and operating conditions. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Guide for Selecting. Locating.
and Designing Traffic Barriers. 1977. should be used as a guide
for establishing clear recovery areas for various types of highways and operating conditions.

The FHWA Program Guide (8) supplies comments, background information, and explanations for the states' use in
applying the FHPM. The Program Guide indicates that the
clear recovery area should be viewed as an essential and intrinsic design feature of a highway project, and the clear zone
widths should be evaluated in the same manner.
The Program Guide repeats that new, above-ground utility
installations should be placed as far from the travel way as
possible, preferably along the right-of-way line. No such
installation should be within the clear zone. except in special
situations where appropriate countermeasures are used to
reduce hazards.
The Program Guide does not establish specific widths of
clear recovery areas. It calls for each state highway agency to
establish its own procedures. and for use of the AASHTO
Barrier Guide and the AASHTO Green Book (9) for these
purposes.

AASHTO Publications
AASHTO has adopted a series of manuals. guides, and standards dealing with various features of highway design, operation, and maintenance. These documents are generally
regarded as authoritative and are frequently adopted by FHWA
and, thus, state transportation agencies, as the basis for
operations.
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AASHTO Accommodation G11ide
In 1981, AASHTO published A Guide for Accommodating
Utilities Within the Highway Right-of Way (7). This document
contains definitions and statements that affect the location of
utilities within the clear zone. Sample statements regarding
general location of utilities include the following:
• Longitudinal installations should be located on uniform
alignment as near as practicable to the right-of-way line so as
to provide a safe environment for traffic operation and preserve space for future highway improvements or other utility
installations.
• The horizontal and vertical location of utility lines within
the highway right-of-way limits should conform with the clear
zone policies applicable for the system, type of highway, and
specific conditions for the particular highway section involved.
The location of above-ground utility facilities should be consistent with the clearances applicable to all roadside obstacles
for the type of highway involved.
• in ali cases fuil consideration should be given to the measures, reflecting sound engineering principles and economic
factors, necessary to preserve and protect the safety of highway traffic, its maintenance efficiency, and the integrity and
visual quality of the highway.
• Location of utility installations on urban streets with closely
abutting improvements are special cases which must be resolved
in a manner consistent with the prevailing limitations and
conditions.
The booklet also gives general lateral clearance information
for specific types of utilities. One example is that for overhead
power and communication lines. poles and guy wires should
not be located in a highway median but outside the clear zone.

Policy for Freeway Utilities
This simple, seven-page booklet (JO) establishes a general
policy of not allowing new utility installations within the controlof-access lines of any freeway except under special. controlled
conditions. Utilities already existing at the time this document
was adopted were allowed to continue in place as long as they
did not adversely affect the safety. design. construction. operation, maintenance, or stability of the freeway. This booklet
contains specific guidance for utilities crossing freeways. contained in vehicular tunnels, or otherwise affecting freeway
facilities.

AASHTO Barrier Guide

specific circumstances and contained example calculations of
hypothetical roadside situations. This material provided a giant
first step for local individuals who were concerned about certain obstacles at particular locations on their highways.
The Barrier Guide clearly stated that it was a significant
change from previous guidelines and that strict adherence to
its criteria might be impractical in many situations, due to
limited right-of-way or other restricted conditions. The examples and problems contained statements such as "this problem
calls for the exercise of additional judgment ... in the absence
of accident experience. a barrier probably should not be
installed"; "however, barrier would probably not be warranted if backslope surface is smooth ... "; and "barrier not
warranted by standard criteria; however, a playground near
a high speed facility may need to be shielded. Need must be
based on judgment. A driveway represents special problems."
Obviously, the authors of the Barrier Guide recognized the
profound effect it would have on the highway industry. At
the same time, they wished to make clear that they were not
issuing rigid criteria that must always be followed. Their work
was a guide (by far the best criteria avaiiabie at the time it
was published), and it was to be interpreted and applied with
a generous dose of sound engineering judgment.

Barrier Guide Supplement
In 1980, the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) developed
A Supplement to A Guide for Selecting. Designing and Locating Traffic Barriers (11). under contract to FHWA. This document contained errata from and amplification for material
found in the 1977 Barrier Guide. Of primary interest to the
utility industry are the tables that show expansion or contraction of clear zone widths for various speeds and side slopes.
For example, at low speed (below 40 mph) and low volume
(under 250 veh/day), the clear zone might be as small as 10
ft. For high speeds. high volumes. and steep side slopes. the
clear zone might extend to over 100 ft.

AASHTO P11rple Book
AASHTO prepared guidance specifically for federal aid
resurfacing, restoration. and rehabilitation (RRR) projects
(12). This document. published in 1977. was called the "Purple Book." It contained the same type of clear zone information as the Barrier Guide: however. it provided for more
exceptions. This document was the subject of controversy
almost from the time of its conception. Safety organizations
were critical of its relaxed standards and guidelines. and it
did not achieve the universally accepted status of almost all
other AASHTO publications.

The Guide for Selecting. Locating and Designing Traffic Bar:_
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the clear zone. It synthesized a large amount of research and
for the first time presented detailed criteria for selecting
appropriate safety treatments within the clear zone. The height
of fill embankments, horizontal curves, vehicular speeds. and
other factors were shown to affect the width of the roadside
recovery area.
The significance of the Barrier Guide is profound. It provided tables, charts, and formulas for specific evaluations of

AASHTO Green Book
When AASHTO published A Policv 011 Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets (9). known as the "Green Book." it
increased the emphasis on safety. Design criteria and guidelines reflected straighter. flatter. wider roadways with more
clear recovery area and greater built-in factors of safety. Significant portions were devoted to the clear zone and particular
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statements were made on utilities; "longitudinal utility installations should be located on uniform alignment as near as
practical to the right-of-way line." Throughout the Green
Book, criteria were given for lateral clearances to various
obstacles (see Table 1). The horizontal clearances in the table
vary with the type of roadway. speed, etc. The Green Book
relied heavily on the AASHTO Barrier Guide to determine
lateral clearances at each local site.
The general criteria shown in Table 1 serve as a useful set
of guidelines for utility agencies. However, these general criteria normally yield to more specific criteria of other guidelines and standards, especially when the specific measures are
more restrictive.

Roadside Design Guide
AASHTO is now preparing a guide to give comprehensive
treatment to objects located in the clear zone . Draft versions
of the Roadside Design Guide (13) have already been reviewed

by certain groups and agencies. This comprehensive document will support several other AASHTO publications and
will replace the Barrier Guide . This document will undoubtedly have a strong future impact on utilities located in the
clear zone.
The guide will continue the variable-width clear zone
emphasis based on traffic volumes, speeds, and roadside
geometry. It will also state that tables and figures by themselves provide only general approximations of the clear zone.
The designer must consider site-specific conditions, speed,
the rural-urban nature of the site, practicality, and other considerations to choose a lateral clearance. The guide will provide a dimension that is the approximate center of a range to
be explored , not a precise distance to be held as the absolute
clear zone width.
The guide will attempt to synthesize the material contained
in several previous AASHTO documents and to present a
single approach to the clear zone that is harmonious with the
guidance in other AASHTO publications (such as the accommodation guide) .

TABLE 1 SELECTED HORIZONTAL CLEARANCES FROM AASHTO GREEN
BOOK(7)
Type
Facility

Horizontal
Clearance

References In
AASHTO Green Book

1. Fixed Objects or
Non T.raversable
Slopes in the
Clear Zone

Design table & charts in
"AASHTO Guide for Selecting,
Locating and Designing
Traffic Barriers" (.!!_),
where feasible

(z._), page S39

2. Freeways,
Rural Arterials,
& High Speed
Rural Collectors

Zone width related to speed,
embankment slope and
curvature. See Reference
(~__) for design details

(z._), page 3 71

3. Low-Speed
Rural Collectors
& Rural Local Roads

10' minimum

r7_). page 371

A. With Curb

Minimum of l.S' behind face
of curb

(z._), page 371

B. No Curb, but
Paved Shoulder

Use conunensurate
rural clearances

(z_), page 371

Minimum of 1.5' behind curb
3.0 1 desirable (particularly
near turning radii)

(~),

A. At or Below
40 mph

Minimum of 10' from edge of
through-traffic lane

(2_), page S 16

B. At or Above
SO mph

Full treatment of
Reference (.i_)

(2_), page Sl7

C. Between 40 &
SO mph

"B" conditions desirable,
"A" conditions permissible
under some circumstances

(?__), page Sl 7

4. Urban Arterials,
Collectors &
Local Streets:

S. Urban Arterials,
Curbed Streets

pages S77-8

6. Rural Collector,
with Design Speed of:
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Other Standards

1.9

State and Local Standards

1.8

Each state highway agency has been required to develop its
own utility manual, including a treatment of the clear zone.
There is a great deal of variance from state to state. Some
states duplicate the wording in the AASHTO Utility Guide
and offer nothing else. Some supplemented this with additional information, while others developed their own independent clear zone philosophy. The common denominator is
that FHWA had to review and approve each state's utility
manual and, thus, some degree of uniformity was assured.
However, there exists differing clear zone criteria from state
to state .
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CLEAR RECOVERY AREA BEYOND OUTSIDE SHOULDER EDGE (fl)

TRB Special Report 214
In 1987, at the request of Congress, TRB analyzed and published criteria for safe roads (2). Its recommendations should
carry substantial weight because

1. The purpose of the document was to cut across all existing publications including guidelines and standards,
2. It was prepared at the request of Congress, and
3. It was prepared by an independent authoritative body.
The report notes that removal or relocation of isolated
roadside obstacles such as trees and utility poles can be highly
cost effective, even on low-volume roads. It further states that
the safety cost effectiveness of removing a roadside obstacle
depends on the distance of the obstacle from the roadway
edge , the presence of other obstacles nearby, the steepness
of side slopes on which the obstacle is located, and traffic
volumes. The report indicates that the clear zone effectively
reduces accidents up to 20 ft from the edge of the shoulder
and provides cost-effectiveness examples for two-lane roC1ds
(see Figures l and 2).

FIGURE 1 Normalized relationship between accidents and
the width of the clear recovery zone (2). Acddent relationship
covers single-vehicle, sideswipe, and opposite-direction
accidents on two-lane rural highways. Clear recovery area is
measured from the outside shoulder edge to the nearest
roadside obstacle or hazard. Relative accident rate is defined
as a multiple of the accidents per million vehicle miles for a
clear recovery area of 20 ft.
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DISTANCE FROM EDGE OF TRAVEL LANES

Summary of Standards and Guidelines

A few of the documents that affect the presence of utilities
within the roadside clear zone have been presented, but the
list is not all inclusive; rather a few of the most prominent
documents have been discussed as illustrations. Although these
documents are generally supportive of each other, their tre'1tment of the clear zone is not identical.
An illustration of the perils associated with multiple standards can be found in Table 2. The data in the table illustrate
the confusing and occasionally con fl icting information that
must be used by utility entities when locating their physical
plant within the right-of-way. Three national documents and
•1-

_ _
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FIGURE 2 Cost effectiveness of removing isolated trees
and utility poles as a function of their distance from the
edge of travel lanes (2). Example assumes 2,000 ADT,
and the area behind the obstacle is a 4:1 fill slope. Costs
for removing isolated trees and utility poles are assumed
to be $660 and $2,580, respectively. Costs are in 1985
dollars and were calculated using a discount rate of 7
percent and a project life of 30 years.

modated on existing right-of-way'! This single example illustrates part of the complexit associated with utilities in the
clear zone.

... ~ • ;,... _ ,..J,,...,.. •• _ ,... ""f- ,.. 1-. ...,, ., "'
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been grouped for comparative purposes . Six publications give
the minimum lateral clearance for 50 mph as 2/10, 18, 20, 30/
14, 10, and 30 ft. There are six possible values (from 2 to 30
ft) taken from six books. An obvious dilemma exists in choosing which of these values is the most appropriate. Should
utilities that are relocated as part of a RRR project be any
different from utilities that are relocated as part of a new
roadway construction project, or from new utilities accom-

CONFUSION AND RESISTANCE TO THE
CLEAR ZONE

Even though there was a widely held belief that th e clear zone
would yield some safety benefits. not all states rushed to
embrace and implement the concept. Several of the reasons
that some states were slow to take action are outlined in the
following paragraphs.
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TABLE 2 CONFLICTING LATERAL CLEARANCE GUIDANCE EXPERIENCED BY
UTILITY ENTITIES IN FLORIDA

3-R MANUAL
AASHTO *FDOT
1977 Cl!.)
1977
Interstate
Min.
Pref.
60 MPH
Min.
Pref.
50 MPH
Min.
Pref.
45 MPH
C &G
Min.
Pref.
45 MPH
NO C & G
Min.
Pref,
40 MPH
C &G
Min.
Pref .
40 MPH
NO C & G
Min.
Pref.

GREEN BOOK
AASHTO *FDOT
1984 (2) 1981

N/A

20' /30'
R/W

2' /10'
30'

18'
30'

2' /10

18'
30'

N/A

30'

N/S

?.'

/10'

30'

0
30 1

2'/10'
30'

18'
30'

R/W

30'
R/W

30'/14'
R/W

R/W

30'
R/W

20'
R/W

30' /14'
R/W

10'
R/W

30'
R/W

R/W

10'
R/W

R/W

11.;/0
R/W

14'
20'

10'
R/W

2~

30'
R/W

N/A

l~/O

18'
30'

ACC OM. GUIDE
AASHTO *FDOT
1981 <D 1979

2~/4'

R/W

14'
R/W

ll.,

R/W

10'
R/W

2~/4'

R/W

14'
R/W

2"5/4'
R/W

ii,

R/W

18'
R/W

2"';/4'
R/W

10'
R/W

18 I
R/W

* Florida Department of Transportation versions of AASHTO publications .

Cost

Constant Change in Standards

Clear zone projects must compete for funding with other highway project. and fun ctions . Thu · . some agencies initially viewed
the clear zone as a di crsion of ·ore ly needed funds that could
be better used for construction or maintenance. Safety projects have always been at a disadvantage when forced to compete for funding in this manner.

During the approximat ely 20 years of expe rience with the
clear zone, safety research has caused improvements in the
understanding of off-road accidents and how to minimize their
effect. Legal issues have raised additional concerns, so. consequently, the po licies have been modified several times.
ield employee. grow weary of the hanges in safety standards and tend to develop a "not again!" attitude. They may
become reluctant to implement a new safety standard when
they discover that their previous efforts are now viewed as
invalid. They may become hardened and feel that the new
standard will soon be replaced .

Development on Several Fronts
The clear zone premise is not contained in a single book or
document. Many agencies. organizations. and committees
simultaneously contributed to development of the concept.
which resulted in multiple guidelines. There may be as few
as 10 or as many as 30 documents that influence the treatment
of a single obstacle at a local site. This is bewildering to a
user.

No Detailed Criteria
Even though there are many documents that contain clear
zone guidance, few contain specific numerical criteria. They
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use general phrases implying "full safety treatment" or some
that are even more vague. Instead of a table of dimensions
for various situations. the documents require the user to have
a full understanding of the clear zone concept. use a series of
references. perform a series f calculation . and xercise good
judgment. Thi discourages individuals from mastering and
using the concept'.

Existing Facilities
One of the major points of resistance has been that there are
hundreds of thousands of miles or roadways containing existing objects that are not in compliance with clear zone criteria.
State transportation agencies and utility owners have been
slow to embrace a concept that would drain their funds to
p rf rm corr ctive w rk on existing faci litie . Although many
guid lines provide ome distinction between existi ng and new
w rk. there i not a uni ersal principle that allo\ s existing
facilitie t meet a lower ·rn 11di1rd tha n new o ne .

Right-of-Way Already Crowded
Some of the most difficult clear zone problems occur in urban
or suburban areas where the road · are old and ma ny utilities
are alread in place. The clear z ne criteria d not seem to
fit these sites because !here is too little right-of-way and simply
no I cation left for new utilities . Difficult deci ions are required
at those siie .
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SURVEY OF OTHER STATES
To determine the degree of acceptance of the clear zone philosophy and the types of adopted standards. a survey of all
state transportation agencies was conducted. The basis for the
survey was a review of state highway agency utility manuals.
Letters were written to the utility engineers in each state
requesting copies of their manuals, and 41 were received.
Each of these documents was carefully reviewed for statements regarding the clear zone.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
When the states pr vided copies of their ma nu als. they were
not always awar of the purp e for which they would be
used. It is p s. iblc that upplemen tary material r gardi ng the
clear zone wa. available but wa · n t forwarded; thus. rhe
review could have been conducted on incomplete data from
any one state. Approximately 20 percent of the states did not
respond. and the findings of this survey may have been different had complete materials been received from all states.
The following material represents the point of view of the
authors, which may not reflect the philosophy of the individuals who wrote the manuals. The authors were not aware of
the degree of rigor with which the states enforce their clear
zone policies. It is also possible that omissions or errors have
occurred in the review of the reports and preparation of this
document.
In spite of the limitations associated with conducting this
review. general observations and identification of tren I were
possible. and the findings noted in this raper should be interpreted in that light.

Liability
In the 1960s. when the clear zone concept emerged. state
transportation agencies were relatively free of legal liability.
However. the situation has nearly rever ed since then. uits
again t trnnsportation age ncies are prevalent roday. usually
alleging negligence in design or mai111enance o a facility. The
clear zo ne co ncept presents a gigantic liabilit for highwa
agencie b cause or thl! thousand · of mile. of cx i ·ting highway that contain stacles rh<ll do not meet the urrent clear
zone criteria.
Clear zone law is emerging on a case-by-case basis. The
opinions of the courts arc sometime· confu ' ing and contradictory, further complicating the issue ·md making it more
difficult for transportation agencies <llld utilir companie ·.

Summary
All of the reasons stated in the previous paragraphs have
contributed to the reluctance to fully embrace the clear zone
concept. Eve11 amo ng knowledgeable indi idual . some degree
of c nfu ion still exist .
rrunately. the re is also a strong
desire to resolve the i. sues that hind · r implementation of the
clear zone, and there is considerable willingness to move forward if (a) it c uld be made simple to understand. and (b) it
could be implemented in a universal manner so that all sites
and agencies were treated in the same manner.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
Individual manuals were review d for clear zone provi ions.
which were normally found in two distinct areas wichin the
utility manuals. The first location was in the general discussion
of clear zone criteria. The second location was usually during
the discussion of verhead power and communication lines.
The research staff chose to first concentrate on general provisions where available and then to ref r to the overhead
power/communication provisions. To simplify the analysis.
references to freeway accommodation provisions ha e not
been included in this paper.
A general comparison of the most pertinent clear zone
features from state to state can be found in Table 3. Four
items are tabulated: the state name. the date of the utility
manual. wh ther the state relied heavily on the AASHTO
Accommodation Guide to describe its clear zone policy. and
general comments (probably the most useful item in the table).

Minimum and Maximum Treatments
n initial bservation of th e tabl indk:ates very little con. i tency from . tate co state. pproaches range from the minimum effort of rest;itiug portion · of the AA HT Guide to
exhaustive treatments requiring much effort. At least seven

T A BLE 3 SUMM ARY OF CLEAR ZONE REQU I REMENTS FROM STATE UTILITY
MANUALS

State

AASHTO
Date Wording

-Restate AASHTO Acconunodation Guide requirements

Alabama

1976

Alaska

1986

Arkansas

1970

xx

-No single minimum dimension, but if available
30 ft conunonly used as safety guide

Colorado

1987

xx

-Generally use wordings found in AASHTO Green Book
-Freeways, rural arterials, high-speed rural
collectors, use 1977 AASHTO Barrier Guide
-Low-speed rural collectors, local rural,
use 10 ft minimum clear zone
-Uncurbed urban arterials, collectors & local streets,
use l.S ft minimum behind curb
-Curbed urban arterials, collectors & local streets,
use conunensurate rural conditions
-Where accident history or safety studies show
existing •.• hazards, ..• (take) corrective action

Connecticut

1977

xx

-Rural= 30 ft from edge pavement (see Arkansas),
-Urban = 8 ft from shoulder or 12 ft from edge pavement
or 1 ft behind sidewalk

Delaware

1977

xx

-On horizontal curves if ROW < 30 ft
no i nstallations on outside of curve
-Rural = 30 ft from travelway if ROW available
-Urban = as close as possible to ROW
-No cable, pipes, etc., within S ft of pavement

Florida

1979

Georgia

1982

xx

-Refers to State Geometric Design Standards
-Rural = 30 ft convnonly used as guide (see Arkansas)
-Urban = 12 from face of curb or 6 ft if <= 3S MPH

Idaho

1986

xx

-Rural areas = outside clear zone unless circumstances
warrant, not closer than other fixtures, use care
if located on outside of horizontal curve
-Urban => 3S MPH = controls dictated by roadside
development. May not be practical to put too far
beyond curb or protect with gaurdrail. If no curb,
as far as practical beyond shoulder or parking area

Indiana

1987
Draft

xx

Conunents

-Alaska Administrative Code lS.171 & 181
-Urban
2 ft behind curb
-Rural = 30 ft for > SO MPH, 20 ft for 40--SO MPH
10 ft for 30--39 MPH, S ft for < 30 MPH

-Good table of clear zone dimensions
- => SO MPH = 30 ft thru lanes, 18 ft aux lanes
- <= 4S MPH w/o curb = 18 ft if ROW permits, 14 ft min
- <= 4S MPH with curb = 4 ft from face curb
-Signal strain poles, fire hydrants, phone pedestals,
etc, treated as utility poles

-Fed Aid & new construction = manual entitled
"Indiana Dept of Highways Clear Zone Requirements
For Design of Highways . . . ", (complex details)
-Rural/urban collectors, with shoulders & curb:
< SO MPH & ADT < 7SO = 10 ft from traffic lane,
=> SO MPH or ADT => 7SO = 10 ft outside shoulder
-Rural/urban arterials, with shoulders & curb:
=> 4S MPH = min of 20 ft or to ROW line
< 4S MPH = min of 10 ft or to ROW line
-All roads with curb:
Curb => 6" and speed < 4S MPH = l.S ft behind curb,
Curb < 6" or speed => 4S MPH, use "shoulders" criteria
TABLE 3

(continued on next page)

TABLE 3 (cominu ed)

State

AASHTO
Date Wording

Comments

Illinois

1979

Iowa

198S

ADT < 800 800-2000 2000-6000 ) 6000
SLOPE
) 3:1
S9 ft
64 ft
70 ft
80 ft
32 ft
4:1
3S ft
38 ft
42 ft
6:1
24 ft
26 ft
28 ft
32 ft
10:1
22 ft
2S ft
27 ft
30 ft
-Rural areas = outside of clear zone (above)
-Suburban, rural type road, <= 4S MPH = 15 ft
from pavement or beyond roadway slope limit
-Urban curbed = 10 ft from travelway

Kansas

1986

-Rural = outside of clear zone (use AASHTO
Barrier Guide Nomograph)
-Suburban, rural type, => 4S MPH = 15 ft
-Urban curbed = 6 ft min, 8 ft desired

Kentucky

198S

-For => 50 MPH, clear zone at least 30 ft
and defer to AASHTO Barrier Guide
-Poles must be within 1.S ft of ROW, except
may use S ft if crossarms on pole
-Curbed streets = behind sidewalk area
-Not allowed to remain or relocate in clear zone if
slope<= 4:1 (except with guardrail or other
protection for motorists)

Louisana

1986

-Speed => SO MPH: if shoulders = 30 ft, if curb = 6 ft,
if curb at parking lane = 2 ft
-Speed < SO MPH: if shoulders = 20 ft, if curb = 6 ft,
if curb at parking lane = 2 ft
-Light posts min of lS ft from travel lane, except
6 ft behind barrier curb. Breakaway if within 40 ft.

Maryland

1981

xx

-30 ft commonly used guide (see Arkansas)
-Conventional h i ghways = min 30 ft,
or 6 ft behind curb, or behind sidewalks
-No trenches within 5 ft of pavement

Massachusetts

1972

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements
-Poles within 6 ft of travelway must
have reflective markers

1987
Draft

xx

-Lighting and above ground structures must
be out of clear zone, except:
(1) if breakaway poles, (2) poles of less than SO
sq in area, (3) if speed =< 40 MPH use 2 ft min
behind curb & 10 ft min otherwise, (4) protected
by barrier, and (S) base protrudes < 4 inches
-Above ground fixtures controlled by AASHTO
Barrier Guide and AASHTO Green Book

Minnesota

xx

-As near as practical to ROW
-Urban = 2 ft min behind curb, or 4 ft min
outside outer shoulder line if not curbed
-Poles not permitted in any ditch line
-For parallel lines, ground-mounted appurtenances
must be located within one ft of ROW

-Low speed (< SO MPH & ADT < 7SO): 30 ft desirable,
Z ft from curb or shoulder for aux lane,
4.S ft from curb for outside traffic lane,
or 10 ft from edge of through traffic lane

Mississippi

-Hi~h S!"P.P.n

(='> i;n

MPH 0 !"'

_b._DT

=' 750):

~Q

!t,

10 ft for through lanes & 4.5 ft for aux lanes
Missouri
Montana

-Parallel lines must be within 2 feet of ROW line
-Existing poles, when relocated, within 5 ft of ROW
1987

-Rural = 30 ft where available, urban = as near
as possible to ROW, 2 ft min behind curb

TABLE 3 (continued on next page)

TABLE 3

(co111i1111e<I)

State
Nebraska

AASHTO
Date Wording

Comments
-Rural = at least 30 ft from edge of pavement
-Urban/suburban, rural type <=45 MPH = 15 ft from road
-City/urban = back of sidewalk or 6 ft min from curb
-Poles closer than (above) clearances must be breakaway

1987

Nevada

1987
Draft

xx

-Defer to AASHTO Accommodation Guide and
AASHTO Barrier Guide

New Hampshire

1986
Draft

xx

-Good tables. Clear zone expanded or contracted
according to modification tables in Barrier Guide.
Plenty of example calculations in manual

1974

xx

-Rural/suburban/urban > 35 MPH = min 30 ft from pavement
-Rural/suburban/urban <= 35 MPH
at ROW or if not
feasible, behind sidewalk, or if not feasible
2 ft min from curb
-Poles must be in outer 2 ft of ROW

New York

2

North Carolina 1976

)

xx

-No single dimension, but 30 ft used as safety guide
(see Arkansas), curbed sections = 6 ft min

North Dakota

1987

Pennsylvania

1987

xx

-Clearances contained in 1982 State Code
-Utilities not allowed in clear zone (up to 30 ft)
-Allowed beyond ditches, at top of cut slopes, behind
guiderail, 8 ft beyond toe of steep (2:1) fill slopes
-Urban curbed, => 40 MPH no park lane = behind sidewalk
-Urban curbed, < 40 MPH & parking lane= 1.5 ft min
-Policy for relocation of existing non-complying
poles, locations for poles being replaced, etc.
-Above ground utilities not allowed in areas which
Dept engineers find to have high accident potential

South Carolina 1987

xx

-No single dimension, but 30 ft used as safety
guide (See Arkansas)
-Pipelines > 3 ft from edge of pavement

Tennessee

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements

xx

-Good tables
-Rural areas or uncurbed urban areas, poles
1 to 3 ft from ROW
-30 ft from roadway or 20 ft from shoulder
-No poles in median
-Specific exceptions for existing utilities

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements

1987
Draft

Vermont
Texas

1975

Utah

-Refers to clear zone table in appendix

-Refers to Section 700 of Department Road & Bridge Stds
-Rural = if in clear zone use barrier or guardrail,
defers to AASHTO Barrier Guide. Appendix of utility
manual has clear zone guidelines
-Urban
8 ft min from pavement, 9.5 ft desired

Virginia

2

Washington

1985

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements

West Virginia

1986

xx

-Restate AASHTO Accommodation Guide requirements

Wisconsin

1972

xx

-Rural = Safety Section as defined by "Typical Sections"
-Urban = 2 ft behind curb, or outside
clear zone if not curbed
-Utilities allowed in "Safety Section" only when:
(1) no other location is feasible, and (2) breakaway
construction or motorist protected by barrier
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states (Alabama, Massachusetts. Tennessee. Utah. Vermont,
Washington. and Wisconsin) depended entirely on duplicating
the AASHTO Accommodation Guide to describe their clear
zone and supplied little additional guidance. On the other
hand, at least six states (Florida. Iowa. New Hampshire. North
Dakota. Texas, and Virginia) have their own elaborate tables
or figures to explain their clear zone policy. Examples of these
have been included as Figure 3 and Table 4.
The nomograph from Kansas (see Figure 3) has been adopted
by several states. It was apparently taken from the Supplement to the Barrier Guide (10) and will be published in the
upcoming AASHTO Roadside Design Guide. It is reasonable
to assume that the lateral clearances in the figure will be
appropriate in the foreseeable future, so other states might
consider adopting this same nomograph.

References to State or AASHTO Manuals
At least eight states (Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Minnesota,
Mississippi, North Dakota, Virginia, and Wisconsin) have
developed their own clear zone standards or have uniquely
defined the clear zone in their design manuals. In several
cases, portions of these documents were appended to the
utility manual to illustrate the clear zone.
Two states (Colorado and Minnesota) included references
to the Green Book provisions. Eight states chose to refer to
the AASHTO Barrier Guide. These states were Colorado,
Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Mississipi, Nevada, New
Hampshire, and Virginia.

Clear Zone Treatment Parameters
In reviewing Table 3, it became apparent that several types
of common criteria were used by many states:
• Almost all states included a qualifying statement "if rightof-way is available" in describing horizontal clearances.
• Twenty-one states indicated that utilities were to be placed
"as near as practical to the right-of-way line."
• Twenty-one states varied the lateral clearance if curb and
gutter were present.
• Sixteen states made distinctions between urban and rural
locations.
• Fourteen states indicated that their clear zone width was
based on categories of speed limits.
• Six states required that utilites be located within "X" feet
of the right-of-way line.
• Six states described the clear zone with a statement similar to "no single dimension is always used for the clear zone
but 30 feet is <I commonly used safety guide ... '
• Four states had detailed instructions requiring frangible
hases or hreakaway treatments for 11tilitiP.s within rPrt::iin ll'lr::itions of the clear zone.
Table 3 should be carefully scanned to determine what criteria
the states are using for their clear zones. Unique words or
details can be noted from a casual review. State utility engineers may wish to review the table to compare their own
policy with that of neighboring states or to glean ideas that
may be useful for their own manual.

Useful Ideas
A number of statements or requirements were noted that
other states may wish to adopt, and several have been included
in this paper. These statements were typically made by various
states; however, credit is given to only one in this document.
Idaho and Delaware indicated concern about the outside
of horizontal curves. Delaware prohibited poles on the outside
of horizontal curves if there were less than 30 ft of available
right-of-way. This approach is logical since there are significant utility pole collision accidents on the outside of horizontal
curves. Idaho included an interesting requirement that rural
area utilities may not be placed closer than other fixtures in
the right-of-way. This provided a uniform appearance and a
uniform approach to safety.
Delaware and Illinois both disallowed poles in the ditch
line. Ditches are also overrepresented in off-road collisions.
Once an out-of-control vehicle goes into a ditch, it slides along
until it comes to a stop, and any utility pole in the ditch would
stand a higher than normal probability of being hit.
Massachusetts required that poles wiihin 6 ft of the pavement have reflective markers affixed. This provided a higher
degree of visibility to approaching drivers and diminished the
number of accidents.
' Pennsylvania and Texas both made it very clear when portions of their provisions dealt only with existing utilities as
opposed to new utilities. This helped address one of the major
clear zone problems: how to handle existing obstacles without
depleting the agency's entire budget.
At least three states have placed clear zone provisions in
their state code to provide a strong legal basis for actions.
The statements in this portion of the report are illustrative
of the type found in almost every state's manual. They have
been presented in hopes that they might prove useful to state
transportation utility offices that wish to revise their clear zone
utility policies.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings
This paper outlined the development of the clear zone philosophy, its application to state utility agencies, and the findings of a survey of state transportation agency utility manuals.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this research:
• There is no national consensus on the clear zone. It has
emerged bit by bit from different agencies and in various
publications.
• There are many documents (guidelines or . tandards) that
might pertain to any individual obstacle in the clear zone.
ThP<P
<>rP nrPn<>rPrl hu A A l;:J.T'Tn J;'J.l'W A gnrl
--- --- rll'lrnmPnt<
- ------------ --- C"'--r ---- - -; ---------, --- · · --, --·-

other authoritative bodies.
• The states have pursued widely divergent paths in developing their independent clear zone policies governing utilities.
• The clear zone has not been strongly and completely
embraced by all state utility offices.
• The AASHTO Barrier Guide and the AASHTO Accommodation Guide are currently the most influential documents
in shaping states' clear zone policies.
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TABLE 4

CLEAR ZONE DIMENSIONS

2: 1 INSLOPES 3: 1 INSLOPES 4: 1 INSLOPES 6: 1 INSLOPES
DESIGN 40 50 60 40 50 60 40 50 60 40 50 60
SPEEDS mph mph mph mph mph mph mph mph mph mph mph mph
ADT

250

18

109 228

15

43

78

14

21

34

12

17

25

500

18

109 229

15

43

79

14

21

34

12

17

25

750

19

109 228

15

43

76

14

21

34

12

17

25

1000

20

118

251

17

46

96

15

23

37

14

19

29

1250

20

118

251

17

46

96

15

23

37

14

18

28

1500

20

118

251

17

46

96

15

23

37

14

18

28

1750

20

118

251

17

46

86

15

23

37

14

18

28

2000

20

118

251

17

46

96

15

23

37

14

19

29

2500

22

132

274

18

51

94

17

25

40

15

20

30

3000

22

132

274

18

51

94

17

25

40

15

20

30

4000

22

132

274

18

51

94

17

25

40

15

20

30

5000

22

132

274

19

51

94

17

25

40

15

20

30

6000

22

132

274

18

51

94

17

25

40

15

20

30

Source: North Dakota Policy for Accommodation
Of Utilities on State Highway Right Of Way.

• A survey of the states indicated that the most commonly
used provisions were (a) the term "as near to the right-ofway as practical," (b) varying horizontal clearances, depending on whether a curb was present, (c) varying horizontal
clearances, depending on whether the location was urban or
rural, and ( d) varying horizontal clearances based on speed
limits.
• Although many state manuals imply there may be differences, few treat new construction differently from RRR
projects or replacement projects. Such a distinction would
appear to be necessary to cope with one of the major clear
zone difficulties-the presence of many existing obstacles which
do not comply with current criteria.
It is certainly possible to draw other conclusions about the
clear zone; however, it is felt that those stated are the most
obvious and important issues.

Recommendations
There is still a degree of confusion associated with the clear
zone application to utilities. There are also incomplete acceptances and applications of the clear zone philosophy. To combat these difficulties, the following are recommended:

• Implementation of the clear zone philosophy would be
enhanced if a greater degree of standardization could be
obtained from agency to agency, document to document, and
among the types of objects located in the clear zone.
• A national conference should be conducted among representatives of the various agencies and technical organizations that promulgate clear zone rules, standards, and guidelines. For example, at least four TRB committees deal with
the clear zone and prepare or approve publications. AASHTO
has at least 10 publications that contain clear zone guidance,
and FHW A also has several.
• To increase both understanding and uniformity, a national
organization (U.S. Department of Transportation, AASHTO,
International Right-of-Way Association, etc.) should conduct
training sessions. To this end, a training manual should be
developed and a training course proposed for national use.
• l he AA.Sh I 0 Roadside Design Guide (nearing publication) is probably going to be the most important document
in influencing utility clear zones in the near future . Utility
entities need to participate in the preparation , review, and
publication of this document.
• A strong current knowledge of the future development
of the clear zone is essential. Part of the reluctance to embrace
the clear zone is a disenchantment with an unknown future
and a fear that clear zone standards may continue to change.

Turner et al.

The national conference may help combat this by adopting a
sense of direction or a consensus statement about what the
future should hold.
SUMMARY

This paper is an individual effort meant to assist states and
utility agencies in examining their current clear zone policies.
It was prepared to draw attention to the subject, provide
background information, and suggest enhancements that may
improve tomorrow's clear zone policy, and thus the safety of
the motoring public.
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